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On the Bulk Collection of Tangible Things 

David S. Kris* 

Beginning in June 2013, in respom,e to a series of unauthorized disclosures of 
classified information, the government confirmed and revealed information 
abour its use of FISA's tangible-thing~ provision, 50 U .S.C. § I86 l , to acquire 
telephony metadata in bulk. This paper discusses that use.1 Disclosure of the 
bulk metadata collection also contributed to a broader policy debate concerning 
the transparency and scope of intelligence activities, particularly signal intelli
gence, and the role of the FISA Court, among other issues. This paper also 
discu!->ses those issues.2 

U AUl HORI/J-:D DISCLOSUIU:S AND HISTORICAL CONTEXT 

On June 5, 20 13, the Guardian newspaper posted on its website a four-page 
order signed by Judge Roger Vinson of the FISC,3 the authenticity of which 
the government later acknow ledged. 1 The order, directed at a subsidiary of a 

* Former A:.s1s1an1 A11orney General for 1a1ional Security. U.S. Department of Justice. 
I. This papcr was first submi11ed for prepublication review in mid-July 2013 based on information 

a, ailable as of 1ha1 time. cleared in September 2013. and then submilled and cleared repeatedly through 
an iterative process a5 new information became available. including being submi11ed on January 28 and 
cleared in its present form on February 25, 20 14. As such, it reflects developments only as of 
January 28. 20 14. An earlier verc;ion of this paper was published on Lawfare. DAVII> KRIS, ON THE Bur K 

Co11.1.<..110:-. 01 Ti\i\GIIII I TH1-.:c;!'> (2013), nl'ailable at h11p://www.lawfareblog.com/wp-content/uploads/ 
2013/09/Lawfare-Resean.:h-Paper-Series-No.-4-2.pdf. This paper is reprinted from DAVID S. KR1s & 
J. Dmc,1 AS Wu '>o:s. NATIONAi S1 cuRm INVU,TIC,ATl<>Ns AND PRosi:cuT10Ns (2d ed. 2012, Thomson 
Reuters/West) [hereinafter SIP]. An) further pubhcaLion of Lhis paper without express permission by 
1he publisher is strictly prohibited. 

2. These broader issues pertain not only 10 the tangible things provision of FISA. SO U.S.C. * 1861, 
which 1-, discus~ed in Chapter 19 of NSIP. supra note I. but also to oversight and regulation of the 
U.S. Intelligence Community (discussed in Chapter 2), the FISA Court (discussed in Charter 5), and 
Congressional and public reporting of information about FISA (discussed in Chapter 13). 

3. Glenn Greenwald, Veriw11 Forced to Hand over Telephone Data - Full Court Ruling, THI 
GuAIWtAN (June 5, 2013), http://www.theguardiaruom/world/interactive/201 3/jun/06/verizon-telephone
data-court-order [hereinafter 215 Bulk Secondary Order]. 

-+. See, e.g .. Testimony of James Cole, Deputy Attorney General, before the House Permanent Select 
Commillee on lnLelligence (June 18, 2013) [hereinafter June 2013 Open HPSCI Hearing] (''First of all, 
what we have seen published in the newspaper concerning 2 15 - thi is the business record provision 
of the Patriot Act that also modified FISA - you've seen one order in the newspaper that's a couple of 
pages long that just says that order we're allowed to acqu ire meLadata. telephone records. That's one of 
two orders. II·~ the smallest of the two orders. And the other order, which has not been published, goes 
1nw great detail about what we can do with that metadata."); James C lapper, D I Statement on Recent 
Unauthorized Disc losures of Classified In formation (June 6, 20 13) [hereinafter June 6. 2013 DNI 
Statement on Recent Unau1hon1ed Disclosures) ("The judicial order that was disclosed in the press i 
used to support a sensitiv.; intelligence collection operation"), al'nilable at http://www.odni.gov/inde~. 
php/ncwsroom/press-releases/ 19 1-press-rcleases-20 13/868-dn i-statement-on-rccent-unau1hori1.cd
disclosurt:s-of-classified-informa11on?1mpl = component&forma1= pdf. On September 17, 2013. the FISA 
Court publicly released a redacted opinion and order, filed on August 29, 20 13. granting a renewal of 
the bulk telephony mctadata collection program. See In re Application of the Federal Bureau of 

209 
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U.S. telecommunications provider and issued under FISA's tangible-things 
provision, required production to NSA, ''on an ongoing daily basis" for approxi
mately 90 days, of "all call detail records or ' telephony metadala'" for calls 
with one or both ends in the United States, "including local telephone calls."5 

The order excluded production of metadata concerning "communicaLions wholly 
orig inating and terminating in foreign countries."6 

The FISA Court's order described the metadata lo be produced as including 
"comprehensive routing information, including but not limited to session identi
fying information (e.g., originating and terminating telephone number, Interna
tional Mobile Subscriber Identity (IMSI) number, International Mobile state 
Equipment Identity (IMET) number, etc.), trunk identi fier, telephone calli ng card 
numbers, and time and duration of call."7 The order provided that the metadata 
to be produced "does not include the substantive content of any commun ication, 
as defi ned by 18 U.S.C. § 25 l 0(8), or the name, address, or financial informa
tion of a subscriber or customer."8 The order also contained a non-disclosure 
provision commanding that, with certain exceptions as set forth in the statute, 
"no person shall d isclose to any other person that the FBI or NSA has sought or 
obtained tangible things under this Order."9 

Although the June 2013 disclosure understandably caused a sensation, it was 
not the first time that bulk collection of telephony metadata had been publicly 
discussed. In the years prior to the unauthorized disclosure, such collection had 
been reported by the news media, and was the subject of litigation, although it 

Investigation for an Order Requiring the Production of Tangible Things from [RedactedJ. No. BR 
13- 109 (FISA Ct. 2013) [hereinaf1er August 2013 FISC Opinion and Augu~t 2013 FISC Order]. 
available at http://www.uscouns.gov/uscouns/couns/fisc/br 13-09-primary-order.pdf. 

5. 215 Bulk Secondary Order, supra nott: 3, at 2. 
6. Id.; see Bus. R ECORDS FISA T1;AM. Bus1NESS RLcrnms FISA NSA R1,v11 w 15 (2009) lhereinafter 

NSA End-to-End Review], available al http://www.dni.gov/filcs/documents/section/pub_NSA %20 
Business%20Records%20FISA %20Review%2020 130909.pdf: August 20 I 3 FISC Order, supra note 4, 
at IO n. IO; cf I 8 U.S.C. § 2511(2)(t) (2006) ("Nothing contained in this chapter or chapter 121 or 206 
of this title, or section 705 of the Communications Act of 1934. shall be deemed to affect the 
acquisition by the United States Government of foreign intelligence information from international or 
foreign communications, or foreign intelligence activities conducted in accordance with otherwise 
applicable Federal law involving a foreign electronic communications system, utilizmg a means other 
than electronic surveillance as defined in section IO I of the Foreign Intelligence Sun eillance Act of 
1978."). 

7. 2 15 Bulk Secondary Order. supra note 3, m 2; see August 2013 FISC Opinion. supra note -L 
at 2 n.2. An IMSI number is typically a 15-digit number that identifies the telephone used 1n a mobile 
telephone network. usually associated with the telephone's subscriber identity module {SIM) card that 
authenticates the telephone to the network. See !111erna1ional Mobile Subscriber lden1i1y. W11,1Pl.l>IA. 

http://en.w ikipedia.org/wiki/lnternational_rnobile_subscriber_iden1ity. An IMEI number is a similar 
kind of number identified with the telephone itself. See 1 ntcrnational Mobi le Station Equipment 
Identity, W1K1PEDIA, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/lmei. 

8. 2 15 Bulk Secondary Order, supra note 3, at 2: see August 2013 FISC Opmion, supra note -L 
at 2 n.2. Under 18 U.S.C. § 2510(8), ··contents'' is defined to include "any information concerning 1he 
substance, purport, or meaning of that communication."' For a discussion of this definition and its 
relevance to FISA, see NSIP, supra note I . at §§ 7: 11, 18:2 .. 18:4. 

9. 2 15 Bulk Secondary Order, supra note 3. at 2. For a discussion or non-disclosure requiremen ts 
under the tangible-things provision, s<'e NSI P. supra noLC I . at § 19:5. 
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had not been confirmed by the governmenl. 10 I n 2006, for example, USA Today 
publ ished an article w ith the headline, "NSA Has M assive Database of Ameri
cans' Phone Calls." 1I The 2006 article explained that shortl y after Septem
ber 11. 200 I , NSA approached cenain telephone companies and "told the 
companies that it wanted them to turn over their 'call-detail records,' a complete 
Ii ting of the call ing histories of their millions of customers. Jn add ition, the 
NSA wanted the carriers to provide updates, which wou ld enable the agency to 
keep tabs on the nation's calling habits." 12 The art icle described how certain 
companies cooperated with NSA, but noted that one company, Qwest, refused. 
··unable to get comfortable wi th what NSA was proposing, Qwest 's lawyers 
asked NSA to take its proposal to the FISA court. According to the sources, the 
agency refused."13 A 2006 article in the New Yorker magazine alleged more 
detai Is on the collection, i -1 as did a 2008 a,ticle in Newsweek. i c; 

A second document published by the Guardian purported to be a March 2009 
'"working drafl" of the NSA Inspector Genera l 's report on the President 's 
Surveillance Program (PSP). 16 Accord ing to the purported draft report, and as 

10. See. e.g .. Hepting v. AT & T. 439 F. Supp. 974. 978 ( N.D. Cal. 2006) ("Plainti ffs allege that 
AT & T Corporauon (AT & T) and it::. holding compan) . AT & T Inc .. are collaborating with the 
Nat ional Security Agency (NSA) in a mac;sive warrantle~s survelilance program that i llegally tracks the 
domestic and foreign communicauons and communication records of millions of Americans."). 

11. Leslie Cauley. NSA Has Massii•e Da1aba.1e uf America111' Phone Cn/1.1. USA Ton.". Ma} 11. 
2006. at A I . Descriptions of this and other news article), or documents not orticial ly acknowledged b) 
the government should not be understood a!> an endorsement or verification of any 'ilatement made in 

those article~: the point here is only that the general subject of hulk telephony metadata collewon \\a, 
under discussion. accurately or inaccurately. prior 10 the June 2013 disclo~ures. 

12. Id. 
13. Id. For an interesting discu),sion of the legality of the collection in 2007. see PBS Newshour. 

From The Archh-ef: NSA S11n•ei/la11ce Se1·e11 Years Earlier. PBS (June 6. 20 13). hup://w\\ \\.pbs.org/ 
newshour/ru ndown/20 13/06/fronHhe-arch I ves-n:;a-survei I lance-:;e ven-years-earl ier.ht m I. 

14. Seymour Hersh. LiHe11i11g /11. T111 Nrw YoRKI R (May 29. 2006). http://www.newyorker.com/ 
arch1ve/2006/05/29/0605291a_talk_hersh. 

15. Daniel Klaidman. Now We Knoll' Wha1 1he Ba11/e Wa.1 Abo111, N1 w:;w1 t.K (Dec. 12. 2008). 
hllp://w\\ w.1hedailybeas1.com/ne,"sweek/2008/ I 2/ I 3/no,,-we-know-wha1-the-ba1tle-was-abou1.h1ml. The 
article referred to ··vast and 1ndiscrimina1c collect1on of rnmmunIcat1on, data:· and ··a ,ystem In v. h1ch 
the National Security Agency. with cooperation from some or the coun1ry's largest 1elccommunica11om, 
companies. was able to vacuum up the record-. of calls and e-maib of ten, or millions of a-..eragc 
Americans between September 200 I and March 2004." A!, pan of that program. the article continued . 
.. 1 SA"s powerful computer-. became va,1 storehouse!> of ·metadata.' The) rnllectcd the telephone 
numbers of callers and rec1pIents ,n the Untted State~. and the 11me and duration of the calls." 

16. NA1 '1 S1.c. A(it NCY. 011. OJ ·1111. h Sl't CTOR G1 N .• WoRKtNc, DRAI I ST-09-0002 (2009) [hereinalh!r 
SA IG Working Draft Report ]. cm1ilnble nt hup://ww\\ .guardian.co.ulJv.orld/inleracuvc/2013/jun/27/ 

n~a-inspec1or-general-repon-documen1-da1a-col lcction: .1ee Charlie Savage. Ne11· Leak Suggests A 1/,

cm{t Confm111a1io11 Was O,w N.S.A. Program. N.Y. Tl\11-s. June 27. 2013. at A6. An unclassified 
~ummary of a report by se\ eral I n:-,pcctors General on the PSP had been released 111 2009. but 1t referred 
only 10 the Terrorist Surveillance Program (TSP). which collected the content of communica11ons and i:-, 
discussed 1n Chapters 15 and 16 of SIP. ~11pra note I. and --O1her Intelligence Ac11vi1ie~.-- without 
specifying what those other activi ties involved. Sl'e 01 1 ),. OJ l1'Wt c-roRs Gu, .. UI\CIAS\11111> R1 l'ORl ll!\ 

rHI PRLSllll ·w's St RVL1I1 \!\CL PR<xau,1 6 (2009). m·nilnble al hllp://www.justice.gov/oig/special/ 
s0907 .pdf. The government has not acknowledged or declussified the NSA Draft IG Report. a" 11 has for 
certain other unlawfully disclosed documents. and thus it is referred 10 here only as a document that is. 
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later confirmed by an official disclosure in December 2013, 17 both content and 
Internet and telephony metadata were collected outside the ambit of FISA 
beginning in October 200 I, shortly after the September l I attacks. 18 In March 
2004, a disagreement between the White House and the Department of Justice, 
which has been recounted in vivid detail elsewhere, 19 apparently caused the 
President " to discontinue bulk collection of Internet metadata" under the PSP 
and seek authorization from the FISA Court,20 but aJiowed the remaining 
elements of the program, including collection of content and telephony meta
data, to continue without PISA Court authorization.2 1 The court issued its first 
order authorizing bulk collection of internet metadata under FISA's pen-trap 
provisions in July 2004,22 which "essentially gave NSA the same authority to 
collect bulk Internet metadata that it had under the PSP," with a few additional 
limits.

23 
However, collection of bulk telephony metadata is described as having 

in fact, available the Internet, but without any suggestion that it is or is not what it purports to be, or 
that any statements within it are accurate. The point of referring Lo them here is to describe the context 
in wh ich the ongoing public debate is occurring, not to verify the accuracy of any alleged facts that 
have not been officially acknowledged, because the public understanding is significant in and of itself, 
whether or not it is factually accurate in all respects. 

17. See Unclassi fied Declaration of Frances J. Fleisch, National Security Agency, at 18-19, Jewel v. 
NSA, No. 08-cv-4373-JSW (D. Ca. Dec. 20, 20 13) [hereinafter December 2013 Fleisch Declaration] 
(''Starting on October 4, 2001 , President Bush authorized" the collection), available at hnp://www. 
dn i .gov/fi Jes/documents/ I220/NSA %20Fleisch%2020 l 3%20Jewel %20Shuben%20Declaration%20 
Unclassified.pdf. 

18. NSA IG Working Draft Report, supra note 16, at I . According to the purported report. 1he 
Presiding Judge of 1he FJSA Court was fi rst informed of the collection on January 3 l. 2002. and the 
remaining Members of 1he Court were briefed in January 2006. Id. at 24, 37. At least one company, 
referred to in the purported drart report as COMPANY F, ' 'did not participate in the PSP because of 
corporate liability concerns," Id. at 30, but others did. 

19. See. e.g .. Dan Eggen & Paul Kane, Conzales Hospital Episode Detailed, WASH. PosT. May 16, 
2007, at A l (reporting on "vivid" Congressional testimony by James Corney): Memorandum for the 
Attorney General (May 6. 2004) (hereinafter May 2004 OLC PSP Opinion], available at http:// 
www.justice.gov/olc/docs/memo-president-survei 11 a nee-program. pdf. 

20. NSA IG Working Oran, supra note 16, at 32. The purported NSA Inspector General's draft 
report explains 1hat the Department of Justice's Office of Legal Counsel (OLC) •'found three of the four 
types of collection authorized under the PSP to be legally supponable. However. it determined that, 
given the method or collection, bulk Internet metadata [collection) was prohibited by the terms of FISA 
and Title III." the criminal wiretapping statute. Id. at 37. The government has since acknowledged and 
released FISA Court orders authorizing bulk collection of Internet metadata. See. e.g .. FISC Redacted 
Opinion and Order, al'ai!ab/e at http://www.dni.gov/fi les/documents/l I l 8/CLEANEDPRTT%20 I .pdf. 

2 1. NSA JG Working Draft, supra note 16, at 37. See also id. at 39 ("According 10 NSA personnel, 
the decision 10 transition Internet metadata collection to a FISC order was driven by DoJ."). According 
to the purported draft report, un1il this confrontation with DOJ, NSA took the position that it could 
"obtain bulk internet metadata ... because the NSA did not actuall y 'acqu ire' communica1ions until 
specific communications were selected," e.g .. by querying the database containing all of the communi
cations. Id. at 38 . For a discussion of a similar theory in a different context. see NSIP, supra note I. 
at~ 7:9. 

22. See December 2013 Fleisch Declaration, supra note 17, aI 19. 

23. NSA IG Working Draft, supra note 16. at 39. Those limits are said to have included "specif[y
ing) the datalinks from which NSA could collect, and [ limiting] the number of people that could access 
the data." Id. at 39. The NSA LG Working Draft states that the "FISC continues to renew the [pen-trap 
authorization] every 90 days," but the report is dated March 2009, and therefore does not reveal 
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continued for approximaLcly two more years under Presidential authority, and 
having transitioned to the FlSC based on resistance from a provider, rather than 
any intra-governmental disagreement. 24 The FlSC issued its first order authoriz
ing bulk collection or telephony metadata under FISA's tangible-things provi
sion in May 2006,25 and continued to do so at 90-day intervals thereafter.26 

ADDITIONAL DISCLOSURES BY THE GOVERNMENT 

Shortly after the June 2013 unauthorized disclosure of the FISA Court 's 
order by the Guardian, the government confi rmed and declassified the order, 
and provided additional information about the bulk telephony metadata col
lection program, both in writing and orally, through official channels.27 In 

whether the collection wa:, interrupted or modified in any way thereafter. ODNI has confi rmed, 
however, that the hulk pen-trap collec11on of internet metadata ended in 2011. See Savage. supra 
note 16 (quoting ODNI spokesperson: ·'The Internet metadata collect ion program authorized by the 
FISA court wa discontinued in 2011 for operational and resource reasons and has not been restarted"). 
At a July 17, 2013 hearing of the House Judiciary Commiuce, government witnesses confirmed the 
pen-trap bulk collection. See 01•ersigh1 <d 1he Admi11is1m1io11 '.~ use of FISA Au1horiries, Hearing Before 
rhe H. Jud. Comm., 113 Cong.(2013) [hereinafter July 2013 HJC Hearing], amilablem hllp://judiciary.house. 
gov/_cache/111es/b98fdf66-9420-4 I I I -aeda-f6417fe819c7/ I I 3-45-81982.pdf. 

24. See NSA IG Working Draft. rupra note 16, at 39 ("According to NSA General Counsel Vito 
Potl!nrn, the decision to transition telephony mctadata 10 the [FISA] Business Records Order wa 
driven by a private sector company."). ln an opinion issued in August 2013, the FISC stated that no 
pro..,1der had challenged an} of the FISCs orders directing production of telephony metadata. See 
August 20 I J FISC Opinion, supra note 4, at 8 n. I3, 15- 16 ('To date, no holder of records who has 
receive an Order to produce bulk telephony metadata has challenged the legality of such an Order"). 

25. [n re Application of the Federal Bureau of Investigation for an order Requiring the Production of 
Tangible Things from (Redacted]. No. BR 06-05 (FISA Ct. 2006) [hereinafter May 2006 Order], 
arnilab/e a, http://www.dni.gov/files/documents/section/pub_May%2024%202006%200rder%20 
from%20FISC.pdf. See Decl:mbcr 2013 Fleisch Declaration. s.,pra note 17. al 19. 

26. NSA IG Working Draft. wpra note 16, al 40; see August 20 I 3 FISC Opinion and Order, supra 
note 4. As described in SIP. supra note I. at§§ 15:1 el seq. and 16:1 e1 seq .. collection of content 
(rather than mctadata) was disclosed by the New York Times in 2005, initially authoriLed by the FISC 
in January 2007. sec NSA IG Working Draft. supra note 16, at 38-39, and ultimately authoriLed by the 
Protect America Act of 2007 and the FISA Amendments Act of 2008. 

27. There were several disclosures made by the government lhrough official channels. Most arc 
catalogued at Foreign /111el/igence S1m·eilla11ce Ac 1: 2013 Leaks and Declassificario11s, LAWI ARI 

(Oct. I . 2013). htt p://www.lawfareblog.com/wiki/nsa-papers/. Among the most signi ficant were the 
following: 

I. On June 6. 20 13. the day after the l'ISA Court order appeared, the DNI released a 
"Statement on Recent Unauthorized Disclosures of Classified lnformaLion." June 6, 2013 DNI 
Statement on Recent Unauth0riLed Disclosures. supra note 4. 

2. On June 15. the government released to the news media a short background briefing 
paper on the recent disclosures. Press Release. Int. Comm .. IC Backgrounder on Two NSA 
Programs (June 15. 20 13) [hereinal'tt:r June 201J IC Backgrounder], available ar hltp:// 
www.fas.org/sgp/news/2013/06/ic-back.pdf. 

3. On June 18, 1hc NSA posted on its \.\ebsite a two-page paper entitled "Section 2 15." 
Press Release. Nat'I Sec. Agency, Section 2 15 (June 18. 2013) [hereinafter June 2013 NSA 
Section 2 15 Backgrounder]. amilable m h11p://www.wyden.senate.gov/news/blog/post/wyden
and-udal I-to-general-a lcxander-nsa-m ust-correct-i naccurate-statemcnt-in-fact-sheet, which i 1 

later removed after complaints about a companion factsheet (concerning the FISA Amend
ments Act) from Senators Wyden and Udall. See Letter from Keith Alexander. Nat' I Sec. 
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September 2013, the FISA Court released an op1111on and order (issued in 
August 2013) that re-authorized the bulk collection of telephony metadata and 

Agency Dir., Lo Senators Wydcn and Udall (June 25. 2013). m'{ll'/able at h11p://imagt::-.poli1ico. 
com/global/20 I 3/06/25/nsawydenudal I I Lr.html. 

4. A lso on June 18. various government officials from NSA. DOJ, and ODNI te:,tified at 
an open hearing of the House Permanent Select Commi11ee on Intelligence. Hm, f)i.Klosed 
NSA Programs Protect Americans, a11d Why Disclosure Aids Our Ad1·er.rnrie.1. H. Perm. Select 
Comm. 011 /111., 11 3 Cong. (2013) fhereinafler June 2013 HPSCI Open Hearing]. ,11,ailable ell 

http://intefIigence.house.gov/hcari ng/how-d iscf osed-nsa-programs-protect -americans-and-why
disc losure-aids-our-ad versaries. 

5. On June 25, 2013, Lhe General Counsel of ODNJ participalcd in a New:,eum Spe
cia l Program. Transcript, NSA Surveillance Ll:aks: Facts and Fiction. Rcmark:, at the 
Newseum (June 25, 2013), a,•ailab/e a, hllp://www.odni.gov/index.php/news I 0room/speeches
and-interviews/ I 95-speeches-i nierviews-20 I3/887-tra nscript- newseu m-specia I-program-nsa
survei lfance-feaks-facts-and-fiction?tmpf =componen 1&rorma1 = pelf. 

6. On July 16, 20 I 3, the Department of Justice sent a lelter to Representative Sensen
brenner responding Lo an earl ier leller from Representative Sensenbrenner to the Allorney 
General on June 6, 2013. Letter from Dep' t of Just. to Rep. Sensenbrenner (July 16. 2013) 
[hereinafter July 16, 2013 Leller to Sensenbrenner], {/l'ai!a/J!e a, http://sensenbrenner.house.gov/ 
uploaded fi les/ag_holder_response_to_congressman_sensenbren ner _on_fisa. pd f: see also Let
ter from Dep't of Just. to Judge William H. Pauley, SDNY (July 18, 2013), m•ailable ar 
http://www.aclu.org/fi les/assels/20 I 3.07. l 8_govt_pre-motion_ltr_to_court.pdr. 

7. On July 17, 20 13, various government officia ls from NSA. DOJ. and ODNI 1es11fied at 
an open hearing of the House Judiciary Commi ttee. July 2013 HJC Hearing, supra note 23. 

8. On July 19, 20 I 3. Bob Litt, General Counsel of ODNL gave a speech at the Brookings 
Institution. Bob Litt, Address at the Brookings Institute, Privacy. Technology and National 
Security: An O verview of Jntelligence Collection (July 19. 2013) [hereinafter July 2013 Lill 
Speech], available at http://www.lawfareblog.com/2013/07/odni-gc-bob-l ill-speaking-at
brookings/. 

9. In an undated letter responding 10 a letter dated June 27. 201:1 from Senator Wyclen and 
others, the DNT sent a letter to Senator Wyden Lha1 was received on or ahou1 July 26, 2013. 
Letter from James Clapper, Dir. Nat'l Int.. to Sen. Wydcn (Ju ly 26, 201 :I) (hereinafter July 
2013 DNI Response to 26 Senators], available a, http://www.wyden.~cnate.gov/download/ 
?id= 285dc9e7- l 95a-4467-b0fe-caa857fc4e0d. 

I 0. On July 3 I . 20 13. various government officials from NSA. DOJ, and OD 'I testified 
at an open hearing of the Senate Judiciary Commillee. S1re11gthe11i11g Prh-acy Righu nnd 
Nmiona/ Securiry: Oversig/11 <1{ FISA St11Teilla11ce Programs. S. Jud. Cmn,n .. I I 3 Cong. 
(20 I 3) [hereinafter July 20 I 3 SJC Hearing], m•ai!nble m h1tp://www.judiciary.senate.gov/ 
hearings/testimony.cfm?id = 0d93f03 l 88977d0cl4 ! 065d3faO-i I deed& wit_id= 0d93f03 I 889 
77d0d4 l 065d3 fa04 I decd-0-6. 

11. A lso on July 3 1. 2013, ODNI declassified various documents relating to the bulk 
metadata collection . See Press Release. Off. or the Dir. Of Na1·1 Int., DNI Clapper Declas
sifies and Releases Telephone Metadata Collec1ion Documents (Ju ly 3 1, 20 I 3. m·ni!ab!e 
a, hllp://www.odni.gov/index.php/ newsroom/press-releases/ 191 -press-relea~cs-2013/908-
dn i-clapper-decfassi fies-and-refeases-telephone-metadata-col lection-clocuments: D1:P·T rn J uST .. 
RE:PORT oN THh NATIONAL SECURITY AGENcY' s BULK Co1.11.<.T10N PRota{MIS I OR USA PI\TRIOT 
ACT REAUTHORIZATION (20 11 ) l hereinafter 2011 Briefing Documents I: Primary Order. In re 
Application of the Federal Bureau of Investigation for an Order Requiring the Production of 
Tangible Things from [ Redacted]. No. BR 13-80 (FISA Ct. 2013) [hereinafter 215 Bulk 
Primary Order]. 

12. On August 9, 20 I 3, 1he government released an Administration White Paper. OBAMA 
ADMIN., ADMINISTRATION WHITE PAl'ER: Bu1.K Crn I J.l'T10N rn T1,1 I l'H0\/~ M1.TAl>AT,\ UN1>ui 
SECTION 2 15 OF THI. USA PATRIOT ACT (2013) [hereinafter White Po.per]. 
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explained the court 's reusoning,28 and subsequent court authorization~ were 
ab o released to the publ ic. 29 Together, these official disclosures revea led the 
following: 

I. The FISA Court order disclosed in June 2013 is denominated a "Secondary 
Order" and is directed at a telecommunicat ions provider/ 0 the coun also issued 
a .. Primary Order" to the government,:" setting out various requirements and 
limit on the collection and use of the telephony mctadata. 32 The primary and 
secondary orders are issued by the FISC every 90 days, 31 and have been 
renewed consistently since May 2006 - including after the unauthorized disclo
sures.1'1 A ltogether, as of July 20 I 3, " the court [had] authorized the program on 
34 separate occasions by 14 di fferent judges."'s Although only one secondary 
order, directed at one company, was disclosed, the government has confirmed 
that the ·'FISA Court has repeatedly approved orders directi ng several tele
communicat ions companies" to produce the telephony metadata,36 and in public 
remarks in July 20 13, the General Counsel of the NSA referred to "three 

13. On September I 0. 2013. the government c.ledas,ified anc.l relea<,ed a ~erie\ of FISA 
Court anc.l other documents primarily concerning compliance issue!> in the bull-. tdephon) 
metac.lala collection program. See DNI Clapper /Jecla.nijies l111elligence Co111111uni11· D11rn
me111s Regarding Collectio11 Under Section 501 of the Foreign Intelligence Sun·e1/la11ce Act 
( FISA). IC o, nu R1 CORI> (Sept. I 0. 2013). hllp://icontherecord.lumblr.c.:om/post/6086 7560-l65/ 
dni-clapper-decla,sifie~-intelligence-commun1ty. 

14. On September 17. 201J. the FISA Court relea<;ed an opinion and order. dated August 29, 
201J reauthorizing the bulk metadata colkc11on. August 2011 FISC Opinion and August 2013 
FISC Order. supm note 4. 

28. August 2013 FISC Op111ion and August 2013 FISC Order. supra note 4. 
29. See. e.g., In re Application of the Federal Bureau or Investigation for an Order Requiring the 

Producuon of Tangible Thing!, from [Redacted]. o. BR 13-158 (FISA Ct. Oct. 11. 2013) [hereinafter 
October 11. 2013 FISC Opinion]. al'{li/al!le a/ http://www.uscoum.gov/uscoum/couns/fisc/hr I J-158-
merno-l JI O 18.pdf. 

JO. 215 Bulk Secondary Order, supra note 3, at I. 
11. See June 2013 HPSCI Open Hearing. rnpm note 27 (statement of James Cole) ("The court :,,et, 

out the standard that we must meet ... in 11s order. and that's 111 the primary order."). As noted abo\ e. a 
primary order was declassified and rdeascd by ODNI on July 31. 2013. see 2 I 5 Bulk Primary Order . 
. 111pra note 27. and the FISC relea:,ed an op111ion and order (is,ued 111 Augu,t 201J) 111 Septembi:r 2013. 
~ee August 2013 FISC Opinion and August 20 13 FISC Order. supra note 4. 

J2. See June 2013 HPSCI Open Hear111g. supra note 27 h tatement of Jame, Cole) ("You'\e seen 
one order in the newspaper that's a couple of pages long . ... That's one of two order~ .... And the 
other order. which has not bet:n published. goe\ into great c.lctail I about] \\,hat wt: can do \,\ 1th that 
mctadata. How we can access it, hoe we can look through it, what we can do w1th II once wc have 
looked through it ... .''). 

33. June 2013 NSA Section 2 I 5 Bacl-.grounder. 111pra note 27. at I: July I 6. 20 JJ Letter to 
Sensenbrenner. rnpra note 27. at I. 

34. Off. of the Dir. Of Nat'I Int .. Press Release. Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court Renew, 
Authority to Collect Telephony Mctac.lata (July 19. 2011). al'ailab/e r11 http://www.odni.gov/inc.lcx.php/ 
newsroom/press-releas-:si l 9 I -press-releases-20 I J/898-loreign-111telhgence-,un c1llance-court-rene\\ ,_ 
authority-10-collect-tclcphony-metadata; White Paper, supra note 27; August 2013 FISC Opinion and 
Order. supra note 4. 

35. July 2013 SJC Hearing. supra note 27 (statement of J1111 Cole): White Paper. supra note 27. at I. 
36. July 2013 Lill Speech. mpra note 27. at 11: ,ee White Paper. s1111ra note 27. at J ("certain 

providers"): Id. at 13. 
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providers" possessing relevant metadata.37 

2. The metadata collected does not, of course, include the contents
38 

of any 
communication; nor does it include any subscriber 's identity,

39 
or data about a 

subscriber 's physical location (other than the area code of a telephone num
ber).40 The information collected is essentially l imited to " the telephone num
bers in contact, the time and date of the call , and the duration of that call ."

41 

3. Once col lected, the metadata is stored by NSA in restricted databases with 

l imited access.42 

37. Raj De, Remarks at the Aspen Institute, Countenerrorism, National Security and the Rule or 
Law (Ju ly 18, 20 13), available al hllp://aspensccurityforum.org/2013-video (remark is at approximately 
18:06 in video). As of December 20 I 3, the government continues to resist formally identifying 
provider~ who as~1s1ed with bulk metadata collection. Sec December 20 I 3 Fle,sch Declaration, supra 
note 17. at 27-28 (although the participation of a Yeri.wn subsidiary for one 90-day period has been 
acknowledged, "the continued protection or whether or not, or to what extent, a particular telecommuni
cations provider assisted the NSA under FISC order or otherwise las to bulk collection ol telephony 
metadatal remains an extraordinarily sensitive and sigrnficant mailer that the Government continues to 
protect to avoid t!ven greater harm t0 national security than has already occurred since June 2013 .... I 
am also supporting the DNl's state secrets privilege assertion, and asserting NSA's statutory privilege. 
over information relating 10 which carriers have assic;ted the NSA under presidential authorization and 
other authorities."'). 

38. August 20 13 FISC Oprnion, supra note 4, at 2 n.2. For a discussion of the term "contents'· a'> 
used in FISA and Title Ill, the federal wiretap statute, sec NSIP. ,\Llpra note I, al §§ 7: 11, 18:2. The 
bulk collection order is expl icit in using the definition from Title 111, 18 U.S.C. § 25 I 0(8). 215 Bull... 
Secondary Order. supra note 3, at 2. 

39. June 20 13 HPSCI Open Hearing, supra note 27 (:-tatement of Chris Inglis) (Question: '"So there 
are no names and no addresses affiliated with these phone numbers?" Answer: "No, there arc not. sir."): 
August 20 13 FISC Opinion. supra nore 4, at 2 n.2. 

-W. August 2013 FISC Opinion, supra note 4. at 2 n.2, 4 n.5; June 6, 2013 D l Statement on Recent 
Unauthorized Disclosures, supra note 4, at I ; June 2013 NSA Section 215 Backgrounder. supra 
note 27, at I ('This program concerns the collection only of telephone metadata. Under this program. 
the government docs not acquire the content of any communication, the identity of any party to the 
communication. or any cell-site locational rnformation"): June 2013 HPSCI Open Hearing • . mpra note 
27 (statt:ment of Keith Alexander) (Question: ··does the American government have a database that has 
the OPS location/whereabouts o f Americans, whether it's by our cellphones or by other tracking 
device? Is there - is there a known database?" Answer: '"NSA does not hold such a database." Question: 
"can you figure out the location of the person who made a particular phone call?" Answer: ·· ot beyond 
the area code.'· Que!>tion: " Do you have any information about signal strength or tower direction?" 
Answer: "No we don't .. .. We don't have that in the database.''). In its August 20 13 opinion. the FISA 
Court stated: " In the event that the government seeks the production of CSU [cell site location 
information) as part of the bulk production of call detail records in the future. the government would be 
required to provide notice and briefing to this Court pursuant to FISC Rule 11." August 2013 FISC 
Opinion, supra note 4, at 4 n.5. 

41. June 2013 HPSCI Open llcaring. supra note 27 (statement of Chris Inglis): see id. ( tatement of 
James Cole) ("It is the number that was dialed from. the number that was dialed to. the date and length 
of time. That's all we get under 2 I 5. We do not get the identity of any of the parties to this phone call. 
We don' t get any cell site or location inforrnation as to where any or these phones were located and ... 
we don·1 get any content under this"). 

-l2. June 2013 IC Backgrounder, supra note 27. at 2: June 2013 SA Section 215 Backgrounder. 
rnpra note 27. at I ('This metadata is stored in repositories within ecure networks. must be uniquely 
marked, and can only be accessed by a limited number of authori7.ed personnel who have received 
appropriate and adequate training"): June 20 13 HPSCI Open Hearing. supra note 27 (statement of 
Keith A lexander) r·so each set of data that we have - and in thi case. let's say the business records 
FISA you have to have specific certificates .... Ht: would have to get one of those certificatel! to 
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4. The stored metadata " may be queried only when there is a reasonable 
suspicion, based on speci fic and articulated facts, that an identifier [e.g., a 
telephone number that is used as the query] is associated with specific foreign 
terrorist organizat ions."41 The querie~ may not relate to any other foreign 
intel ligence purpose, such as counter-cspionage.44 The government submits and 
the FJSA Court approves a specific list of terrorist groups or targets to which a 
query must relate.45 

5. A finding of reasonable, articulable suspicion (RAS) supporting a query 
must be made ini tially by one of 22 persons at NSA (20 l ine personnel and two 
supervisors); certain selectors as to which the FISC has already found probable 
cau e pursuant to a traditional FISA order (not a FISA Amendments Act 
directive) for full content surveillance may be deemed to be RAS-approved.

46 

The RAS determination~ generally must be made in writing, in advance of the 
query being submitted, and are subject to after-the-fact auditing and review by 

actually enter 1ha1 area lof" NSA\ networf.- or databases]. Does Lhat make sense? In other words, it's a 
f.-ey."): Jul) 16.1013 Lener to Scn::.enbn::nner. supra note 27. at 2 c·only specially cleared countenerror-
1sm pcn,onnel specifically trained in 1hi..: court-approved procedures can access the records to conduct 
queries'"): August 2013 FISC Order, supra note 4. at 4-5 & nn.2-3. 

-B. June 2013 IC Bad.grounder. supm note 27. at I: see June 2013 HPSCI Open Hearing. supra 
note 27 (statement of Chris Inglis); July 20l3 HJC Hearing, supra note (statement of James Cole): 
July 16. 2013 Leiter to Sensenbrenner. supra note 27. at 2: August 2013 FISC Order, supra note 4. 
at 6-11. 

44. June 2013 H PSCI Open llearing • . 1upra nott\ 27 (statement of Chris Inglis) ('" It cannot be used 
10 do anything other than terrorism"): July 16. 2013 Letter to Sensenbrenner, supra note 27. at 2; 
July 2013 Litt Speech, supra note 27. at I 3 ("'we only look at a tiny fraction of it. and only for a 
carefully circumscribed purposes - lo help us find links between foreign terrorists and people in the 
Uniced States"); c:f 215 Bulk Primary Order. supra note 27. at 7-9. 

45. June 2013 NSA Section 215 Backgrounder . . 1upra note 27. at I ("This metadata may be queried 
only when there is a reasonable suspicion ... that the identifier .. . is associated with specific foreign 
terrorist organ1Lations"): June 20 13 HPSCI Open Hearing. supra note 27 (statement of James Cole) 
('"there needs 10 be a finding that there t)) reasonable suspicion ... that the person whose phone records 
you want to query is involved with some son of terrorist organization. A nd they are defined - it's not 
everyone: they are limned in the [order)"): July 16. 2013 Letter to Sensenbrenner. supra note 27. at 2 
("[T]he FISC allows the data 10 be queried for intelligence purposes only when there is reasonable 
suspicion, based on specific facts, that a particular query term, such as a telephone number, i 
associated with a specific foreign terrorist organ1Lation that was previously identified and approved by 
the court."'): Id. (RAS standard requires link to "'a specific foreign terrorist organization that was 
previously identified to and approved by the court"): July 2013 Lill Speech. supra note 27. at 14 ('"the 
Government\ applications to collect the telephony metadata have identified the particular terrorist 
entities that are the subject of the inves11gations''). 

46. June 2013 NSA Section 2 15 Backgrounder. supra note 27. at I: June 20 13 HPSCI Open 
Hearing, rnpra note 27 (statement of Chris Inglis) ("It must be approved by one of those 20 plus two 
indi viduals, 20 analysts. special ly trained analysts. or their two managers, such that it might then be 
appl ied as a query against the data set ... Any analyst that wants 10 form a query, regardless of whether 
it's this authority or any other. essent1all) has a two-person control rule. They would determine whether 
this query should be appi icd. and there is someone who provides oversight on that."); 215 Bulk Primary 
Order. supra note 27. at 7-10: White Paper . .wpra note 27, al 5 ("No more than twenty-two designated 
NSA officials can make a finding that there is [RAS) that a seed identifier proposed for query 1s 
associated with a specific foreign terrorist organ11:ation, and NSA's Office of General Counsel must 
review and approve any such findings for numbers believed to be used by U.S. persons."); August 2013 
FISC Order. wpra note 4. at 7. 
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other elements of the Executive Branch_ ... n A RAS determination endures for 
180 days for selectors associated with U.S. persons, and for one year for 
selectors associated with non-U.S. persons.48 The FISA Court itself does not 
routinely approve or review individual queries, and it does not receive regular 
reports on individual queries, although it~ sets the criteria for queries and 
receives regular reports (every 30 days) on the number of identi fiers used to 
query the collected metadata as well as the number of instances in which query 
results that contain U.S. person information are disseminated by NSA.49 The 
Congressional Intell igence Committees also receive regular repo11ing.50 

6. In 201 2, " less than 300 unique identifiers met this [RAS] standard and 
were queried,"5 1 although it is clear that at least some of the RAS-approved 
identifiers were used in multiple queries.52 Initial queries may also produce two 

4 7. June 201 3 NSA Section 2 15 Backgrounder. supra note 27. at I ( descri b, ng 30-day reports to the 
FISC, 90-day meetings of NSA . DOJ. and ODNI, and 90-day meetings between NSA und its Inspector 
General): June 2013 HPSCI Open Hearing, supra note 27 (statement of Jame:. Cole) ( RAS "is 
documented in writing ahead of time so that somebody can take a look at it. Any of the accessing that is 
done is done in an auditable fashion. There is a trail of it. So both the decision and the facts that support 
the accessing in the query is documented."); July 16, 2013 Lt:tter to Sensenbrenner. supm note 27, at 3 
("The basis for a query must be documemed in wri ting in advance and must be approved by a limited 
number of highly trained analysts"): August 2013 FISC Order, supra note -4, at 7. 7 n.6. The FISC's 
original bulk telephony metadata order, issued in May 2006. identified only seven NSA officials who 
could approve queries. May 2006 Order. supra note 25, at 7. 

48. 2 15 Bulk Primary Order. supra note 27, at 10: August 2013 FISC Order, supra note-Lat 10. For 
selectors believed to be used by U.S. persons, NSA's OGC must determine that the RAS determination 
is not based solely on First Amendment activities. August 20 I 3 FISC Order. supm note -4, at 8-9. 
Selection terms that are approved for surveillance or search under tradi tional FISA (which requires a 
showing of probable cause) may be deemed RAS-approved: the same rule does not apply 10 selectors 
under surveil lance pursuant to the FISA Amendments Act. including not only 50 U.S.C. * 1881 a. which 
does not require any showing of probable cause. but also 50 U.S.C. ** 188 1 b and 188 1 c. which do 
require a showing of probable cause, albeit tn areas not limited to international terrorism and 
concerning U.S. persons. See August 2013 FISC Order. supra note 4. at 9- 10. 

49. June 20 I 3 NSA Section 2 15 Backgrounder. supra note 27. at I : June 2013 H PSCI Open 
Hearing, supra note 27 (statement of James Cole) ("'We do not have to get separate court approval for 
each query. The court sets out the standard that we must meet in order to make the query in its order. 
and that's in the primary order .... We don't go back to the court each time"): 215 Bulk Primary Order, 
supra note 27, at 16. As discussed below. in a speech delivered on January I 7. 20 1-1. the President 
directed the A ttorney General to work wi th the FISC to require FISC approval or RAS findings absent 
an emergency. Barack Obama. Remarks by the President on Review or Signals Intelligence (Jan. 17. 
20 14) [hereinafter POTUS Sigint Speech). arailab!e a1 http://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-officd201-1/ 
0 l/ 17/remarks-president-review-signals-intell igence. 

50. See June 20 13 NSA Section 2 15 Backgrounder. supra note 27. at 2. For a di~cussion or 
Congressional oversight of FJSA. see discussion in text, i11fra. and NSIP, st1pm note I. at* 13: I e1 seq. 

5 1. June 20 I 3 IC Backgrounder, st1pra note 27. at I: July 16. 20 I :I Letter to Sensenbrenner. supra 
note 27, at 2 ("NSA has reported that fewer than 300 unique identifiers were used to query the data after 
meeting this standard"). It appears that the actual number of identifiers used may have been 288, 
although the matter is not enti rely clear. See July 2013 SJC Hearing, supra note 27 (statement or 
Senator Feinstein) ("Mr. Inglis's statement makes publ ic for the fi rst time a fact. and it's an important 
fact . . . But - and quote, in 2012 based on those fewer than 300 selectors. that's querie . which actually 
were 288 for Americans .. . . "). 

52. June 2013 HPSCI Open Heari ng, st1pra note 27 (statement of Chris Ingl is) (··so only less than 
300 numbers were actually approved for query against that databa c. Those might have been queried 
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additional ·'hops" - i.e., number~ that are connected to numbers that are re
sponsive to queries.53 As the government explained, "[u]nder the FISC' · order, 
the NSA may also obtain information concerning second and third-tier contacts 
of the identifier (also referred to as ' hops'). The first ' hop' refers to the sec of 
numbers directly in contact with the seed identifier. The second ' hop' refers to 
the set of numbers found to be in direct contact with the first ' hop' numbers, and 
the third ' hop ' refers to the set of numbers found to be in direct contact w ith the 
second 'hop' numbers."54 Some of the query ing is automated and some is 
manual.55 Extending three hops from 300 seed identifiers clearl y could in theory 
embrace a large quantity of telephone numbers, but altogether, in 20 12, the 
NSA reviewed approximately 6,000 telephone numbers as a result of all queries 
conducted through all hops,56 and ''provided a total of 12 report s to FBI, which 
altogether 'tipped' less than 500 numbers" generated by the initial queries and 
hops.57 

mul11ple times. and therefore. there might be some number greater than that of actual queries again)l 
the database."). 

53. July 2013 HJC Hearing. supra note 23 (l>tatement of Chris Inglis) ("'the court has also given 
permission 10 do. not just first-hop analysis, meaning what numbers arc in contact v. i th that selector 
[that Is used for the initial query] but 10 then from those numbers. go out two or three hops"). See July 
2013 SJC Hearing. wpm note 27 (statement of Chris Inglis) ("they try 10 be juuicious about choosing 
when to do a second hop or. under the court's authorization. a third hop. Those aren't always 
exerci~ed."). See NSA IG Working Draft. supra note 16. at 13 n.6 ("Add itional chaining can bi.: 
performed on the associates' contacts 10 determine pauerns In the way a networl-. of targets may 
communicate. Additional degrees o f' separation from the initial target I query j are rererri.:d to as ' hops.· 
For example. a direct contact is one hop away from the targe1.'') 

54. White Paper, supra note 27, a1 4. In his January 17. 2014 speech. the President directed 1ha1 
effective immediately. only 1wo hops. not three. would be pcrmiued. POTUS Sigint Speech. supra 
note 49. 

55. 2 15 Hulk Primary Order, supra note 27. at 11 . The President 's C ivil Liberties Oversight Board 
(PCLOB) reported that the "ultimate result of the automated query process is a repository. the corporate 
store. containing the records of all telephone calls that are within three ·tiops· of every currently 
approved selection term. Authorized analysts looking 10 conduct intelligence analysis may then use the 
record in the corporate s1ore. instead of searching 1he ful l repo~itory of records. According 10 the FISA 
court's orders. records that have bci.:n moved into the corporate store may be searchi.:d by authorized 
personnel •for valid foreign intelligence purposes. without the requirement that those searchei> use only 
RAS-approved selec1ion terms.' Analysts therefore can query thi.: records in the corporate ~tore with 
terms that are not reasonably su. pected of association with 1errorism. They also are per111 i11ed to 
analyle records in the corporate store through means other than individual contact-chainmg queries 
that begin with a single selection term: because the ri.:cords in the corporate store all stem from 
RAS-approved queries. 1he agency is allowed to apply other analytic methods and techniques 10 the 
query resuhs.'' PR!Vi\C:Y & Civ. L1111.RT11.:-. Ovrns1c;11 r B .. R1.PORT rn, T11I T u.1 P110~1. R1 coRD:-. PR<X,RM,1 
CoNnunrn UNDtR S1·n 10 2 15 rn THI USA PATRIOT Acr i\Nl> ON TIIE OP1:RAT10Ns OF rnI FoR1:1c;N 
b.,111 IGE:-.u. Srnv1111.i\NCI CornT 30 (2014) I hereinafter PCLOB Repon]. al'ailable ar hllp://www. 
pclob.gov/S i teAssets/Pages/defau lt/PCLOB-Report-on-thc-Telcphone-Records-Program.pdf'. It is not 
clear thal this authori ty was ever implemented. 

56. John Chris l ngli:.. Outgoing Nat"! Sec. Agency Deputy Dir .. Interview on National Publtc Radio 
(Jan. 10. 20 14) [hereinafter Chris Ingl is N PR Interview! ("6,000 numbers is what we actually then 
touched. all based upon the seeds that staned w11h les~ 1han 300 .. ). amilablc> <II hup://icontherecord. 
tum bl r.com/post/728837 14923/ou tgoi ng-nsa-deput y-d i rector-job n-i ngl is. 

57. July 20 I 3 SJC Hearing. supra note 27 (s1a1emenI of Chri, Inglis). In prior year~. the number of 
tips apparen tly has been somewhat higher. See. e.g .. In re Application of the Federal Bureau of 
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7. NSA is "not authorized to go into the data nor [is it] data-mining or doing 
anything with the data other than those queries ... There are no automated 
processes running in the background pulling together data, try ing to figure out 
networks."58 The government did not, of course, foreclose data mining, contact 
chaining,59 or other analysis with respect to metadata responsive to queries,

60 
or 

of metadata collected using methods or programs other than the FISC's bulk 
collection order under the FISA tangible things provision.61 Moreover, NSA 

lnve!>t1ga1ion for an Order Requmng the Production of Tangible Thing!> from [Redacted). No. 07-0-l at 
4 n.2 (FISA Ct. May 4, 2007) ("The Court understands that NSA expects that it wi ll conunue to provide 
on average approximately three telephone numbers per day to the FBI"). available at hllp://www.dni.gov/ 
fi lcs/documcnt!>/ 1I 7 I4/FISC%200rder, %208 R %2007-04.pdf. 

58. June 2013 HPSCI Open Hearing, supra note 27 (statement of Keith Alexander); see August 2013 
FISC Order. supra note 4. at 5 n.7 ("A selection term that meets specific legal standards has always 
been required. The Court has not authori1ed government per onnel to access the data for the purpose of 
wholesale 'data mining' or brow!>ing."). Prior 10 initiation of the FISC-approvcd bulk collection of 
telephony metadata in 2006, NSA had developed an "alert list" process to assi st it in prioritizing its 
review of the telephony metadata it received. The alert list contained telephone identifiers that NSA wa5 
targeting for collection. rncluding some that had not met the RAS standard, and NSA used an automated 
system to compare incoming telephony metadata against the alert list identifiers. which was a violation 
of the FISC's orders. See M emorandum of the United States in Response to the Court's Order Dated 
January 28. 2009, o. BR-08-I3 (FISA Ct. Feb. 17, 2009). available at www.dn1.gov/files/documents/ 
sect ion/pu b_Feb%20I2% 202009% 20Memorandum%20of%20U S.pd f. 

59. Contact-chain ing involves the use of "computer algorithms .. . f 10 create] a chain of contacts 
linking communications and identifying additional telephone numbers. IP addresses. and e-mail ad
dresses of intelligence interest." Memorandum for the Attorney General, from Kenneth L. Wainste1n. 
Assistant Attorney General, at 2 (November 20, 2007), available at h11p://www.guardian.co.uk/world/ 
interacti ve/20 I 3/jun/27/nsa-data-collection-justice-department (hereinafter Wainstein Contact Chaining 
Memo]. As with the NSA Draft IG Report. the government has not acknowledged or declassified this 
memorandum, as it has for certain other unlawfully disclosed documents, and thus it is referred to here 
only as a document that is, in fact, available the Internet. but without any suggestion that it is or is not 
what it purports to be, or that any statements within it are accurate. The 2 I 5 Bulk Primary Order 
discusses contact chaining through queries. 215 Bulk Primary Order, supra note 27. at 6. 

60. See August 2013 FISC Order, supra note 4, at 11 - 13. 
6 I. Alternative methods of collection would include non-bulk FISA orders, or what prior SA 

Directors in the past have referred to as ··vacuum cleaner" surveillance outside the ambll of FISA. 
under Executive Order 12,333 and its subordinate procedures, such as DOD 5240- 1 .R. and perhaps 
voluntary production if not otherwise prohibited by law. See NSA End-to-End Review. supra note 6. at 
15: August 2013 FISC Order, supra note 4, at 10 n.I0 ("The Court understands that SA receives 
certain call detail records pursuant to other authority, in addition to the call detai l records produced In 
response to this Court 's Orders."): cf 18 U.S.C. * 25 11 (2)(f) ('"Nothing comained in this chapter or 
chapter 121 or 206 of thi title. or section 705 of the Communications Act of 1934, shall be deemed to 
affect the acquisition by the United States Government of foreign 111telligence information from 
international or foreign communications, or foreign intelligence activit ies conducted in accordance with 
otherwise applicable Federal law involving a foreign electronic communications system. utilizing a 
means other than electronic surveillance as defined in section 101 of the Foreign Intelligence Sune1l
lancc Act of 1978"). A purported September 2006 letter from the Acting General Counsel of SA ro the 
Counsel for Intelligence Policy at DOJ, Attachment B to the Wainstein Contact Chaining Memo. notes 
that "NSA acquires this communications metdata ... under Executive Order 12.333. All of the commu
nicauons mctadata that SA acquires under this authority should have at least one commumcant 
outside the United States." For a discussion of "vacuum cleaner" surveillance. sec NSIP. supra note I . 
at* 16:5 & nn.I4. 3 1. * 16: 12 & nn.I 6. 18. § 16: 17. For a discussion of DOD 5240-1.R. see SIP. 
supra note I, at §§ 2:7-2:9. Appendix J. The purported Wain tein Contact Chainrng Memo discusses 
such contact chaining with respect to the ''large amount of communications me1ada1a:· including 
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technicians may access the metadata to make the data more useable - e.g., to 
create a ·'defeat list" to block contact chaining through "high volume identi
fiers" presumably associated with telemarketing or similar activity.62 

8. When a query produces information of interest, and the information per
tains to a U.S. person, one of 11 persons (holding any of seven senior positions 
at NSA) must approve before the information may be dis eminated outside of 
NSA (e.g., to the FBI), and it may be disseminated only if it pertains to 
counte1ien-orism and is necessary to understand counterten-orism information, 
or assess its importance.63 

9. Metadata that has not been reviewed and minimized is retained for five 
years, consi tent with the general fi ve-year retention period for NSA data set out 
111 USSTD-18,64 and is purged au tomatically from NSA's systems on a roll ing 

metadata associated with persons in the United States, contained in NSA's databases. Wainstein Contact 
Chaining Memo. rnprn note 59 at 3. The 2 15 Bulk Primary Order states that the FISA ''Court 
understands that NSA may appl) the full range of SIGINT analytic tradecraft lo the results of 
intel l igence analysis queries of the colkcted BR metadata." 2 15 Bulk Primary Order, supra note 27, 
at 13 n.15. 

As the purported Wainstein memorandum explains. the general rule is that .. analysis of informauon 
legally within the possession of the Gov<.:rnmenl is likely neither a 'search' nor a 'seizure' within the 
meaning of the Fourth Amendment." Wain Lein Contact Chaining Memo, supra note 59. at 4 n.4, and 
therefore may be conducted at will, subject only to specific statutory or other limits. such as FISA 
111inimi1.ation procedures governing data collected under FISA. Id. al 6 n.8 ("As noted above, some or 
the metadata the NSA would analyze ha been acquired pursuant to FISA and thus is subject to th<; 
minimiz.a1ion procedures applicable to that collection. The standard NSA FISA minimization proce
dures contain no restrictions that would prohibit the metadata analysis described herein."). For a more 
complete discussion of FISA minimization, see NSI P. supra note I. at §§ 9: I et seq. However. citing to 
a purported I 984 OLC opinion addressing NSA urveillance outside the scope of FISA. the purported 
memorandum goes on to analyw the constitutionality of such analysis with respect to data that was 
lawfully collected. See Wainstein Contact Chaining Memo. supra note 59. at 4, 4 n.4. If it were 
occurring, such Fourth Amendment analysis would presumably be most important with respect 10 

non-minimized U.S. person data incidentally collected through vacuum-cleaner surveillance - e.g., 
surveillance that is not predicated on any showing or finding of probable cause or suspicion. 

62. See 2 15 Bulk Primary Order . .rnpra note 27. at 5-6: August 2013 FISC Order, supra note 4. 
at 5-6. 

63. June 2013 SA Section 215 Bad.grounder, supra note 27. at I; June 20 13 HPSCI Open 
Hearing . .wpm note 27 (statement of Chris Inglis) ("Only seven senior officials at NSA may authorize 
the dissemination of any information we believe that might be attributable to a U.S. person .... And 
that dis cmination in this program would only be made 10 the Federal Bureau of Investigation, after 
determining that the information is related to and necessary to understand a counterterrorism initia
tive."): July 20 13 SJC Hearing, wpra note 27 (statement of Chris Inglis); 2 15 Bulk Primary Order, 
supra note 27. at 13. Thi:, standard is imilar in cenain ways to the minimization standards governing 
dissemination of other FISA information. For a discussion of FISA minimization, see NSIP, supra 
note I. m §§ 9: I et seq. In June 2009, the governmt.:nt informed the FISC that " unminimized results of 
\Orne queries of metadata [redacted] had been ·uploaded [by NSA] into a database to which other 
intelligence agencies ... had access."' In re Application of the Federal Bureau of Investigation for an 
Order Requiring the Production of Tangible Things From [Redacted], No. BR-09-06 (FISA Ct. June 22, 
2009) (~quare bracketed material referring to NSA and ellipsis in original), available at http:// 
www.dni.gov/files/documents/section/pub_Jun%2022%202009%200rder.pdf. 

64. For a discussion of USSID- 18, and the five-year retention period. see NSIP. supra note I, 
at§§ 2:7, 2: 18. 
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basis.65 Data that is determined to have been improperly collected, e.g., due to a 
compliance problem, is also purged, as the Deputy Director or NSA explained: 

It gets fairly complicated very quickly, but we have what arc called '>OUrce 
systems of record wi th in our architecture, and those are 1he places thaL we say, 

if the data c lement has a right to ex isl [ e.g .. was proper! y col lectcd and has not 
expired] i t 's a11ributable to one of those. If 11 dot.:sn'1 have the right IO t.:x1s1, 
you can' t find it in tht.:re. And we have very specific lists or information that 

determine what the provenanct.: ol data is, how long that data can be retained. 
We have on 1he other side of the coin purge lists tha1 ... if wt.: were! required 

to purge something [e.g., due 10 an improper colk:<.:lionJ. that item wou ld 
show up explicitly on that list. And we regularly run that against our data sets 
to make sure that we've checked and double-checked that tho'>e things that 

should be purged have been purgcd.66 

10. The bu lk telephony metadata collection program ha~ <.;uffered a number 
of compliance issues,67 and the FISA Cou,1 has been very concerned about the 

65. June 2013 SA Section 215 Backgrounder. 111pm no1e 27. at 2: June 2013 IIPSCI Open 
Hearing. supra no1c 27 (s1a1emcn1 of Chris Inglis) (Meiadata collected under 1hi1; program .. \imply age~ 
off ... at the expiration of those five years [and] it is automa1ically taken out of the system. literally jus1 
deleted from the system .... l1's destroyed when ii reaches five years of age"): 215 Hui~ Primar} 
Order. supra note 27, at 14: August 2013 FISC Order. rn1m1 no1e 4. at 14. 

66. June 20 13 HPSCI Open Hearing, su1>ra note 27 U,tatement ol Chn:, lngl1s). 
67. See id. (statement of Bob Litt) ("When compliance problems arc identifieJ ... the va,t majoril} 

of them arc self-identified by NSA"); Id. (statement of Ke11h Alexander) , .. E, er~ 1ime we ma~e a 
mistake ... they [lhe FISCjudges] work with us 10 make sure 1t ,, done correctly ... In e,ery case that 
we've seen so far. we have no1 seen one of our analysts willfully do some1h111g wrong ... That's where 
disciplinary action would come in. What I have to overwrite - underwrite - is when somehody ma~e, 
an honest mistake. These are good people: if they transpo-..e t\\0 letters ,n 1yp1ng -..ometh111g 111. that'-, an 
honest mistake. We go back and Sa). now. ho,, can we fix 11? The technical controls that )OU can ..,ee 
1ha1 we're adding in to help fix that. Bui ll is our 1n1cn1 to do 1his exac!l) right."): Id. (,tatement of 
James Cole) ("Every now and then. there may be a mi!->take .... And let me tell you. 1hc FISA court 
pushes back on this .... if there's any compliance i5'>ue. 11 1s 1mmed1atel) reported to the FISC. The 
FISC again pushes back: how did this happen. what arc the procedures. "hat are the mechani-,m, 
you·re using to fix this; wha1 have you done to remedy 11: if you acquired information )OU ,hould [no!I 
have, have you gouen rid of it as you' re required? .... We also report quarterly to the FISC concerning 
the compliance issues !hat have arisen during 1hat quarter. on top of the immediate report, and what 
we've done to fix it and remedy the one:. that ,,e reported. . . there ha, ne,er been found an 
intentional violation of any of 1hc provisions of a court order or any of the collection 111 that regard''): 
White Paper, supra note 27, at 5. 

ln September 20 13. the government rclca'led a sene'> of FISA Court orders de.,crib111g in ,trong term, 
the Court's concerns about a variety of compliance issue\, including (I) improper automated quer} rng 
of the incoming mctadata with non-RAS approved selectors. NSA End-10-End Review . .rnpra no1e 6. 
at 3-6; (2) inadvertent manual queries of the metadaia using 14 non-RAS approved selectors by 3 
analysis over a period of approximately 11 weeks. id. at 6: (>) omitting 1he required re,,c,, b) 1SA, 
Office of General Counsel of approximate!) 3.000 RAS determinations bet\\cen 2006 anti 2009. id. al 
7; (4) failure 10 audi1 a database of query results. ,d. at 8: (5) using telephon) metadata -..electors 
identified by da1a integrity analysts as not approprialc f'or f'ollow-up investigation 10 populate similar 
kinds of defeat lists in other NSA databases. id. a1 9- 10: (6) 1rcating as RAS-appro,cd all -..elector, 
associated with a particular person when any selector a,soc1atcd \\ 1th that per,on 1s RAS-appro,ed. ,d. 
at 11-12; (7) sharing query results with 1he 98%- of NSA analysis not authori1eJ to access 1hc metadata 
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issues, issuing strong rebukes and adding new restrictions to the program. 
Accord ing to the government, none of the compliance incidents repo11ed to 
the FISC has been intentional and, since 2009, none has involved application 
of the RAS standard :68 in a July 201 3 letter, the DN[ stated that since ··the 
telephony metadata program under section 2 15 was initiated [in M ay 2006], 
there have been a number of compl iance problems that have been previously 
identi fied and detailed in reports to the Court and briefi ngs to Congres~ as a 
re ult of Department of Justice reviews and internal NSA oversight. However, 
there have been no findings of any intentional or bad-fai th violations. "69 

database, id. at 12-1 J: (8) acquis111on of metadata for foreign-to-foreign telephone call!, from a pro, 1der 
that believed such metadata to be within the scop<: or the FISC's order,, when it was not. id. at 15; cf 
Augu:,t 20 IJ FISC Order. mpra note -L at IO n. IO ( .. The Court understands that SA r<:ceive<, certain 
ca ll detail records pursuant to other authority, in addition 10 the call detail records produced in respon~e 
to th 1, Court's Orders."'); see genually 18 U.S.C. * 2511 (2)(1) (''Nothing contained in this chapter or 
chapter 121 or 206 of this title. or section 705 of the Commu111ca11ons Act or I 9J4. shall be deemed to 
affect the acquisi tion by the United States Government or roreign intelligence information from 
111tt:rnat1onal or foreign communications. or foreign intelligence activities conducted in accordance w11h 
otherwise applicable Federal law involving a foreign electronic communications system, u11hzing a 
means other than electronic surveillance as defined in section IO I of the Foreign l ntelligencl.! Sur
veillance Act of 1978 .. ): (9) failure to conduct the required OGC re\ iew for certain RAS findings. 1 SA 
End-to-End Review, supra note 6, at 15- 16: ( I 0) mistaken inclu. ion of unminimized query re!>ults in a 
database available to analysis from other U.S. intelligence agencies. id. a1 16: ( 11) sharing of query 
results without 1he required approvals. id. at 16-17: and ( 12) dissemination of query results to NSA 
analy<,ts who had not received the proper training. In re Application of the Federal Bureau of 
Inves11ga1ion for an Order Requiring the Production of Tangible Thing~. No. BR 09-15 at .1 (FISA Ct. 
Nov. 5. 2009). available a, http://www.dni.gov/liles/documents/secrion/pub_Nov%205%202009o/c20 
Supplemenral 'k 200pin ion% 20and% 20Onler.pdf. 

In Augw,t 20 IJ, the FISA Court issued an opinion stating the following: "The Court 1s aware that 111 
prior years there have been incidents of non-compl iance with respect 10 NSA's handling of produced 
informarion. Through over,;ight by the Court over a period of monrhs. those issues were re'>ohed." 
August 20 13 FISC Order, supra note 4. at 5 n.8. 

68. June 20 13 HPSCI Open Hearing. wpra note 27 C,,tatemcnt of Ke11h Alexander) ( .. I don't knov. 
of any tnaccurate RAS numbers that have occurred since 2009"). 

69. July 20 1J DNI Response to 26 Senators, .wpra note 27. at 3. The DNl 's le11er went on to explain 
that the compl iance problems ··general!) involved human error or highly <;ophis11ca1ed technolog) 
issues related to NSA's compliance with particular aspect:-. of thl.! Court's orders:· Id. On September 11. 
201J. the Inspector General of NSA sent an unclassified leuer to Senator Grassley discu sing "12 
substantiated instances of intentional misuse of signals intelligence (SIG I T) authorities of the Director 
of the National Securi ty Agency" since January I. 2003. Georgl.! Ellard. Nat'I Sec. Agency Inspector 
Gen .. Letter to Sen. Grassley (Sept. 11. 20 I J). al't11/able m hllp://\, ww,<,cnbd.com/doc/ 171512150/ SA
le11er-on-LOYEINT-and-1111entional-misuse-of-NSA-authority. None or those instances involved the 
bulk telephony metadata col lection program. As Chris Inglis. the Deputy Director of NSA explained. 
·'[ti here have been 12 ca5es over the last IO or so years where individuals [at 'SA] made m1-,use of the 
sigint system. They essentially tried to collect a communication that they were nor authorized 10 collect 
12 times. The vast majority of these were. 111 fact, overseas .... They wen: SAers operating in foreign 
loca11ons trying 10 collect the communication of an acquaintam:e so that they could belier understand 
what the acquaintance was doing. but those acquaintanct.:s were foreigners." Chri ~ Inglis NPR Inter
viev.. supra note 56. 
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A NALYSIS 

The bulk telephony metadata order from the FISC raises at least five statutory 
issues. First, the collection seems to depend on a theory as to the " relevance" to 

an FBI terrorism " investigation" of the bulk data being collected. Second, 
although the FBT applied for the order, as the statute requires, the FISA Court 
directed the Cu~todian of Records to produce metadata to NSA, not to the FBI 
itself. Third, the timing of the production required from the provider - ongoing 
on a daily basis for many days - also raises questions, both as to the rolling 
mode of production, and as to the date of the order and the sub equent creation 
date of some of the records to be produced under it. Fourth, the various 
restrictions on the use and dissemination of the data as described above, 
including the RAS query standard, seem to originate from minimization as 
defined in FISA, and may reflect an emerging approach in an era of what is 
commonly referred to as "big data." Fifth, it is worth exploring briefl y whether 
and to what extent the legal arguments in support of bulk telephony metadata 
collection could apply to other kinds of business records. A sixth issue concerns 
the constitutionality of the collection under the Fou11h Amendment. 

I. As explained in §§ 19:2-1 9:3 of NSIP, the tangible-things provision allows 
certain FBI offic ials to " make an application for an order requiring the produc
tion of any tangible things .. . for an investigation ... to protect against interna
tional te1Torism," as long as the investigation is "conducted under guidelines 
approved by the Attorney General under Executive Order 12333," and is not 
·'conducted of a United States person solely upon the basis of activ ities pro
tected by the first amendment." 70 The application must include "a statement of 
facts showing that there are reasonable grounds to believe that the tangible 
things sought are relevant to an authorized investigation (other than a threat 
asses ment)" that satisfies the requirements described in the previous sen
tence.71 To is ue a production order, the FISA Court must find that the applica
tion " meets the requirements" of the statute, and "may only require the production 
of a tangible thing if such thing can be obtained with a subpoena duce tecum 
issued by a court of the United State in aid of a grand jury investigation," or 
with a similar production order i sued by a court.72 

The initial question, therefore, is whether there are " rea onable ground to 
believe" that telephony metadata, collected in bulk, i ''relevant" to an au
thorized preliminary or full FBI te1Torist " investigation" conducted under the 
appropriate guidelines, or perhaps relevant to multiple investigations.73 As 

70. 50 U.S.C. § I86 I(a)( I ). 
7 1. 50 U.S.C. § I86 I(a)(2). 
72. 50 U.S.C. § 1861 (c)( I ). (c)(2)(D). As discus ed in SIP, supra note I. at § 19:2. some of the 

requirements in the tangible-things provision apply specially to request for production of certain types 
of tangible things. such as " libniry circulation records, library patron lists," and the l ike. 50 U .S.C. 
§ l 86 I(a)(3). Those special requirements arc not involved in the bulk collection of telephony metadata. 

73. As discussed in NS! P. supra note I. at § 19: I , between enactment of the Patriot Act in 200 I and 
its reauthorization 111 2005 and 2006, the government could obtain a tangible-things order •'for an 
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discussed in § 2: 18 of NSIP, the FB[ 's Consolidated Domestic Operations 
Guidelines (DOG), approved by the Attorney General under Executive Order 
12333, divide investigative activity into three or four main categories: assess
ments (formerly known as " threat assessments," the term used in the tangible 
things statute); prel iminary in vestigations; fu ll investigations; and enterprise 
investigat ions (which are a species of full i nvestigation) . Under the DOG, an 
assessment must have an authorized purpose but does not require any factual 
predicate - e.g., it does not require any su picion that someone is committing a 
crime. A preliminary investigation requires information that a crime or national 
security threat ··may occur" or may have occurred, or that affirmative foreign 
intelligence ··may'' be obtained. A fu ll or enterprise inve tigation requires "an 
articulable factual basis" to believe that the " may occur" standard has been met. 

As described in the DOG, an enterprise investigation is broad in scope: 

The di tincti ve characteristic o f enterprise investigations is that Lhey con
cern groups or organ,w tiom, that may be involved in the most crious 
criminal or naLional security threats to the public - general ly, patterns of 
racketeering acti vity, terrori sm or other threats LO the national security, or the 
commission of offenses characteristically involved in terrorism as described 

in 18 U.S.C. 2332b(g)(S)(B ). A broad examination o r the characteri stics o f 
groups satisfying these cri teria is authorized in enterprise investigaLi ons, 
including any relationship of the group to a foreign power, its size and 
composition, its geographic dimensions and finances, its past acts and goals, 
and its capacity for harm.74 

Jn\t!~tigauon ... 10 protect against international terrorism," with no requirement 10 show that the 
tangible things were " relevant" to that rnvesugation. The legislative history of the " relevant" language 
shows that it was a compromise: 

Section I 06 of the conference report 1s a compromise between section I 07 of the Hou e bi ll 
and secuon 7 of the Senate amendment. This section of the conference repon amends ection 
2 15 of the USA PATRJOT Act to clarify that the tangible things sought by a section 2 15 FISA 
order ("2 15 order") must be .. relevant" to an authorized preliminary or full investigation to 
obtain foreign intelligence rnformauon not concerning a U .S. person or to protect against 
international terrorism or clandestine intelligence activities. The provision also requires a 
statement of facts to be i ncluded in the application that shows there are reasonable grounds to 
believe the tangible things ~ought arc relevant, and. if such facts show reasonable grounds to 
believe that certain speci fied connections Lo a foreign power or an agent of a foreign power are 
present. the tangible things sought are presumpt ively relevant. Congress does not intend to 
prevent the FBI from obtaining tangible items that i t currently can obtain under section 2 15. 

H.R. Rep. 109-333, at 90-9 1 (2005) (Cont'. Rep.). A~ discussed in the text. the FISC issued it fi rst bull-. 
1elephony mctadata collection order in M ay 2006, after this language was in effect. 

74. D1 i>'T rn JusT., T111, ArroR~I v G1 NI R ,1.'s Gt 1DI1.1N1:.s I OR Do,1tsT1c FBI O1,1.Rxr10Ns 18 (2008). 
See also 1d. at 23-24 (describing the scope and other aspects of enterprise investigations in greater 
detail) . The FB l 's DonwstiL: Operations and Investigations Guide (DIOG) provides additional detai l on 
the requirements of an enterpr ise in vestigation. See Frn. B. rn INv1 ST .. DoMl.liTIC 0 1'1 RATIONS A D 
lw1 STIGAT1oss Gum1 * 8 (20 11). amilable at h11p://,ault.lbi .gov/FBl%20Domestic%201nvestigat1ons 
%20and%20Operations%20Guide%20%28DIOG"k29/tb i-domcstic-invcstigations-and-operations-guide
diog-2011 -version/tb i-domestic-invcstigations-and-opcrations-guide-diog-octobcr- 15-20 11-part-0 I -of-
03. 
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It is quite easy to believe - in fact, it would be difficult not to believe - that 
the FBI has opened full or enterprise investigations into al Qaeda and other 
international terrorist groups under this authority. As noted above, the govern
ment confirmed that the bulk telephony metadata order in volves several listed 
terrorist organizations that are specified in the application and the PISA Court's 
primary order, and that "we can investigate the organization, not merely an 
individual or a particular act, if there is a factual basis to believe the organiza
tion is involved in terrorism."75 These investigations have an extremely wide 
aperture when it comes to the terrorist groups in question, meaning that the 
FBI seeks to know essentially everything about the groups and how they 
operate. The FBI could have thousands of open full or enterprise investigations 
on terrorist groups or targets, and/or their sponsors, some or all of which could 
underlie the bulk telephony metadata collection applications and orders.76 

If the authorized "investigations" concern the specified teITorist groups, the 
question remains whether "there are reasonable grounds to believe" that bulk 
telephony metadata is "relevant" to those investigations. In its August 2013 
opinion, the PISC concluded that there are, explaining: "Because known and 
unknown international terrorist operatives are using telephone communications, 
and because it is necessary to obtain the bulk col lection of a telephone compa
ny's metadata to determine those connections between known and unknown 
international terrorist operatives as part of authorized investigations, the pro
duction of the information sought meets the standard for relevance under 
Section 215."77 The PISA Court concluded, by analogy to Fed. R. Evid. 40 l , 
that information was "relevant" if it "has some bearing on [the government's] 
investigations of the identified international terrorist organizations,"78 and that 
bulk collection is necessary to find the relevant connections between terror
ists.79 "Because the subset of terrorist communications is ultimately contai ned 
within the whole of the metadata produced, but can only be found after the 
production is aggregated and then queried using identifiers determined to be 
associated with identified international terrorist organizations, the whole produc
tion is relevant to the ongoing investigation out of necessity."80 

75. July 2013 Litt Speech, supra note 27, at 14; see June 2013 NSA Section 215 Backgrounder, 
supra note 3, at l ("This metadata may be queried only when there is a reasonable suspicion . . . that the 
identifier ... is associaled with specific foreign Lerrorist organizations''): June 2013 HPSCI Open 
Hearing, supra note 27 (statement of James Cole) ("there needs Lo he a finding that there is reasonable 
suspicion ... that lhe person whose phone records you want to query is involved with some son of 
terrorist organization. And they are defined - it's not everyone: they are limited in the [order]"); July 
2013 Litt Speech, supra note 27. at 14 ("the Governmen1 's applications to collect the telephony 
metadata have identified the particular terrorist entities that are the subject of the investigations ... ). 

76. See White Paper, supra note 27, at 6-7 (noting that " there have been numerous FBI investiga-
tions in the last several years to which the telephony metadata records arc relevant"). 

77. August 2013 FISC Opinion, supra note 4, at 18. 
78. Id. at 19. 
79. Id. at 19-22. 
80. Id. at 22. 
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This reasoning, echoed by the government in its White Paper8 1 and a letter to 
Congress,82 i s quite similar to argumenls made in favor of relevance by outside 
ob ervers. One of the clearest such arguments is that " large databases are 
effective in establishing patterns only to the extent they are actually comprehen
sive"; that when they are comprehensive they can " reveal the organizational 
detai Is of social structures" I ike terrorist groups and acti vities; and that accord
ingly there are ··reasonable grounds to believe that the telephone call metadata 
data base is relevant to the discovery o f that structure and therefore relevant lo 
an investigation of those terrorists."83 A a former government official put it in 

81. See White Paper . . 1Upm note 27, at 4 ("It would be impossible to conduct [thel quene-, 
effectively without a large rool of telephony metadata to \earch. m, there is no way to know in advance 
which numbers will be re~ponsive to the authoriLed queries'"). In its August 2013 op111ion, the FISA 
Court stated that it "has not reviewed the government's 'White Paper ' and the ·White Paper' has played 
no part in the Court's consideration of the Government·., Application or this Memorandum Opinion." 
August 2013 FISC Opinion, supra note 4, at 3 n.4. 

82. The leller explained that the "large volume of tell:phony metadata is relevant to FBI investiga
tion), 11110 specific foreign terrorist organiLations becau c the intelligence tools that SA uses 10 identify 
the cxistencl.! of potl.!ntial terrorist communications within the data require collecting and storing large 
, olumes of the metadaca to enable later analysis:· July 16. 20 I 3 Letter to Sensenbrenner. supra 
note 27. at 2. I f the metadata is not collected by NSA, the government explained. it ··may not continue 
to be available ... because i t need not be retained by telecommunications service providers." Id. 
Perhap~ more importantly, "unless the data is aggregated by SA. it may not be possible to 1den11ly 
telephony metadata records that cross di fferent telecommunications networks.'' Id.: see July 2013 Litt 
Speech. supra note 27. a1 12 ("tdephone companies have no legal obliga1ion to keep thi~ kind of 
information. and they generally destroy it after a period or time determined solely by their own busine~s 
purposes. And the different telephone companies have ~eparate datasets i n different format~. which 
mar...es analysis of possible terrori t calls involving se,eral providers considerably slower and more 
cumbersome"). 

The need for aggregation across providers is particularly strong. of course. if two or three additional 
.. hops" are conducted following each query: the multirher effect across two or thn:e generations of 
additional queries. emanating from a single seed query. each producing some number of responsive 
numbers of interest that generate further queries. all being done across multiple provider~. quic(...I) 
requires a very large quantity of court orders (or other compulsory process) and would be extremel) 
difficult to manage logistically. Thus. the government argued. ''Because the telephony metadata must be 
available in bulk to allow SA to identify the records of terrorist communications. thtre are ·reasonable 
grounds to believe' that the data is relevant to an authori1.ed investigation to protect agains1 111tern.i
tional terrorism. as (the tangible things provision] requires. even though most of the record~ in the 
dataset are not associated with terrorist activity." July 16, 2013 Li.:tter to Sensenbrenner . . 1upra note 27. 
at 2. 

83. Paul Rosent.w1eg. Am11·eri11g 1/,e 215 Re/el'(111ce Qu,,.wion .. . And Tracking Paul Re,·ere, L\\\ 1 •\Kl 

(June 12. 20 13). http://www. lawfareblog.com/20 I 3/06/answering-the-section-2I5-relevance-question
and-tracking-paul-revere/. The blog post explains in more detail the reasoning underly111g thii. conclu
sion (the post i careful to note that the author 1s being descripti,e. not normati\.e - i.e .. not necessarily 
arguing that the law should permit 1his, only that it docs): 

If your argument is that we need to do a social network analysis to find terrorist connecuons. 
then you need the entire network to provide the grist for the mill, so to speak. That. almost 
surely. 1s what DNI Clapper meant when he said: .. The collection 1s brond 111 scope because 
more narrow collection would l imit our abili ty to screen for and identify terrorism-related 
communications. Acquiring th1.., information allows U\ to make connections related 10 terrorist 
activities over time." 

And. so. that brings us to Paul Revere. Readers who want 10 1:,ee how social network 
analysis can be done from data sets will find most intere~ting (and amus111g} this post b) 
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testimony before the House Judiciary Committee in July 20 l 3, "the telephone 
metadata is ' re levant' to counterten-orism investigations because the use of the 
database is essential to conduct the link analysis of terrorist phone numbers ... 
and this type of ana lysis is a c ritical building block in these invest igations. In 
order to 'connect the dots,' we need the broadest set of telephone metadata we 
can assemble, and that's what this program enables."84 

K ieran Healey (a sociology professor al Duke) - "Using Metadata to fi nd Paul Revere." Healy 
did a very simple form of mau·ix analysis using only two factors - the name of a person and 
the name of the political clubs he belonged to - and applied it to the colonist revolutionaries. 
The names were familiar - Sam and John Adams - as were the clubs (the North Party and the 
Long Room Club, for example). He used data collected from historical records by David 
Hackett Fisher that might well have been available to the British at the time of the revolution. 

The results demonstrate the power of matrix analysis. And, notably. this is only analysis of 
metadata (who belonged to which clubs) and not at al l related to any of the content of what 
happened inside those clubs. 

What he found is quite stunning for those who don't know big data. Perhaps it's a bit of a 
spoiler to say so (and I urge you, if you are interested, to read the whole paper, which is quite 
entertaining) but it turns out that the data pop out one man as the lynchpin for a large fraction 
of the organization of the clubs and the men in Boston - Paul Revere. And while, in historical 
retrospect he may not have been THE leader of the revolution. it is pretty clear that he was a 
significant operative in the revolutionary operations. And with just two fields of data British 
counter-intelligence of the era might ha ve learned about his significance. [Note, of course, that 
more fields of data gives even greater granularity and fidelity to the conclusions.] 

And that, I think, is the answer to the relevance question. Tt is quite easy, in fact, to say that 
the large data set can, wirh appropriate manipulation, reveal the organizational details of social 
structures. Terrorist activities are social structures of that sort. To my mind it is pretty clear 
that there are reasonable grounds to believe that the telephone call metadata data base is 
relevant to the discovery of that structure and therefore relevant to an investigation of those 
terrorists. I'm not at all surprised thaL the FISA Court agreed. 

84. July 2013 HJC Hearing. supra note 21 (statement of Stephen Bradbury). One of the clearest 
counter-arguments is simply that, in the words of a capable observer . .. if that constitutes relevance for 
purposes or [ the tangible things provision] then isn't all data relevant to all investigations?'. Benjamin 
Wittes, a Correclion and a Rei1em1ion, L/\Wl'ARE (June 6, 2013). http://www.lawfareblog.com/2013/06/a
correction-and-a-reiteration/. The blog post explains in more detail the reasoning underlying this 
concern: 

So presumably, the theory would have to be that the " tangible things" here are the giant 
ongoing flood of data from the telecommunications companies and that they are .. relevant to 
an authorized investigation," perhaps of A l Qaeda, "to protect against international terrorism." 
That reading seems oddly consistent with the statutory text. which may be why the intelli
gence committee leadership seems so comfortable with the program. 

But that still leaves the question of how it's possible to regard metadata about all calls to 
and from a Dominos Pizza in Peoria, Illinois or all calls over a three month period between 
two small businesses in Juneau, Alaska as " relevant" to an investigation to protect against 
terrorism. I think the only possible answer to this question is that a dataset of this size could 
be " relevant" because there are ways of analyzing big datasets algorithmically to yield all 
kinds of interesting things - but only if the dataset is known lo include all of the possibly
relevant material. The individual data may not be relevant, but the dataset or data stream is 
relevant because it is complete - and therefore is sure to include any communications by 
whomever we turn out to be concerned about. 

But here's the problem: if that constitutes relevance for purposes of Section 2 I 5 Lhen isn't 
all data relevant to all investigations? Grand jury subpoenas, after all, issue on the basis of 
relevance too - albeit relevance to a criminal investigation. Why couldn' t the FBI obtain all 
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As discussed in §§ 19: I and 19:5 of NSIP, the tangible things prov ision states 
that an order " may only require the production of a tangible thing i f such thing 
can be obtained w ith a subpoena duces tecum issued by a court o f the United 
States in aid of a grand jury investigation or with any other order issued by a 
court of the United States directing the production of records or tangible 
th ings." 85 In the grand j ury context, where the test governi ng a challenged 

domestic mctadata on the theory that some son of data-mining would be useful in a mob 
1nvest1gat1on - and that a comrlete dataset is therefore ··relevant" to it? 

85. 50 U.S.C. * 1861(c)(2)(D). There il> no question that telephony metadata records genera lly can 
be produced via grand jury :-.ubpocna. sec 18 U.S.C. § 2703(c)(2). and to the extent that this provision 
l imits the general 1w1es of information that may be obtained, it is clearly satisfied here. For a discussion 
of the issue~ pertaining 10 the a111ow11 of information that can be obtained. or whether data se1s rather 
than individual pieces of data can be collected by grand jury subpoena, see discussion in the text. 

In 2008. the FISC issued an opinion addressing whether the tangible-things provision cou ld be used 
to collect telephone business records in light of 18 U.S.C. § 2702-2703. Supplemental Opinion. In re 
Production or Tangible Things from [Redacted], No. BR 08-13 (FISA Ct. Dec. 12, 2008), available ar 
http://www.d ni .gov/fl I es/documents/sect ion/pu b_Dec %2012 %202008%20Supplementa I %20Opi n ions 
%20from~20the%20FISC.pdf. The court concluded, after a brief analysis, that it could. The issue has 
nothing 10 do with bulk collection per se. but instead concerns whether the tangible-things provision 
may be used to collect telephone records at all, even on an individual basis. 

As one capable commentator has explained. see Marty Lederman, The Kris Paper, and rhe Pmble111-
atic FISC Opinion on the Section 2/5 'Merada1a' Collec1ion Program. Jus,S1-cuRrTY (Oct. I. 20 I 3). 
http://Justsecurity.org/20 I 3/ I 0/0 l/kris-paper-legality-section-215-metadata-collection/. 18 U .S.C. 
§ 2702(a)(3) generally prohibi ts a telephone company from providing call detail records to the gov
ernment. and then (via 18 U.S.C. § 2702(c)(l )) provides several exceptions under which a provider 
"shall disclose to a govern mental entity" such records (as specified in the statute), including --when the 
governmental entity uses an administrative subpoena authorized by a Federal or State statute or a 
Federal or State grand jury or trial subpoena." 18 U.S.C. § 2703(c)(2), or a court order "if the govern
mental enti ty [seeking the court order! offers speci fic and articulable facts showing that there are 
reasonable grounds to believe that ... the records or other information sought. are relevant and material 
to an ongoing criminal investigation,'' subject to the proviso that a '·court issuing an order pursuant to 
this section. on a motion made promptly by the service provider, may quash or modi fy such order, if the 
information or records requested are unu!>ually voluminous in nature or compliance with such order 
otherwise would cause an undue burden on such provider." 18 U.S.C. § 2703(d) (incorporated via 
18 U.S.C. § 2703(c)( I )(B)). The tangible-things provision is not really an administrative subpoena: 
nor 1s i t a grand jury subpoena. although i t is expressly linked to grand jury subpoenas and adminis
trative subpoenas as discu~sed in the text above. It is a court order that requires "a statement of 
facts" (as opposed to ··specific and articulable facts") showing " reasonable grounds to believe that the 
tangible things sought are relevant to an authorized investigat ion" conducted under the DOG, which 
(as discussed in NSIP. supra note I. al § 2: 17) expressly combine intelligence and law enforcement 
investigations; but there is no requirement for a showing of "materiality." 

Nonetheless. as discussed in NSI P, supra note I, at § 19: I. beginning no later than 2005 (shortly after 
it first started using the tangible things provision). the government sought and the FISC issued more 
than 140 tangible-things orders for telephone records. as discussed in contemporaneous testimony from 
Attorney General Gonzales and other communications from the Executive Branch to Congress, and 
detailed i n two reports from the Department of Just1ce·s Inspector General. These tangible-things orders 
were issued pri marily. but not exclusively. in combinat ion with orders for pen/trap surveill ance -
because. at the time, FISA 's pen/trap provisions were interpreted not to allow collection of subscriber 
information. This led to a legisla11 ve fix 111 the 2006 Patriot Act reauthorization. under which FISA's 
pen/trap provisions were changed expressly to require production of call detail records, 50 U.S.C. 
§ I 842(d)(2)(C). ending the need for, and use of. "'combo'' orders. Nothing in the 2006 leg1sla11on. 
however, suggests that Congress intended lO change or prohibit the ongoing practice of using the 
tangible-things provision for collection or tdephone records not connected to pen/trap surveillance; on 
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subpoena is whe the r there is any ' ·reasonable possibi lity" that the materials 
sought "will produce information relevant to the general subject matter of the 
grand jury's investigation,"86 the results often depend on the facts, as illustrated 
by th ree cases discussed below. 

In In re Grand Jury Proceedings,87 the Te nth Circuit held that it was " legal 
error" for a district court to "redefine[ e] the categories of material sought by the 
Gove rnment in order to assess re levancy and furthe r engaging in a document-by
document and line-by-line assessment of relevancy"; that the court was " bound to 
assess relevancy based on the category of materials sought by the government"; 
and that the court could not "create new categories for purposes of assess ing 
rele vancy."88 Although it could "sympathize with the district court's desire to 
prevent the grand jury from subpoenaing wholly irre levant information," the 
court of appeals observed that " inc identa l production of irre levant doc u
ments ... is simply a necessary consequence of the grand jury's broad investiga
tive powers and the categorical approach to relevancy adopted" by the Supreme 
Court.89 Although it appears to require an a ll-or-nothing approach with respect 

the contrary. it appears to have been assumed that the FISC would continue w enjoy authomy 10 issue 
such " pure" tangible-things orders as needed. See, e.g .. 151 Cong. Rec. S I 4006-0 I (Dec. I 9, 2005), 
Statement of Senator Sessions, ("With regard to the business records ... these are records ... in the 
control of a bank or telephone company. They are not the words one says in a telephone message, but 
the telephone to ll records"); 15 I Cong. Rec. S8220-0I (July 13. 2005). Statement of Senator Specter 
(referring to Attorney General Gonzales' testimony about the use of the tangible-things provision to 
obtain telephone records). The 2006 legislation amended the tangible-things provision itself. as 
discussed in NSIP, supra note I, at §§ I9:J and 19:2, but the Conference Report explained that 
"Congress does not intend to prevent the FBI from obtaining tangible item Lhat it currenrly can obtain 
under section 2 15." H.R. REP. No. 109- 133, at 91 (2005) (Conf. Rep). Whatever the technical merits as 
a textual matter prior to 2006, it seems that all three branches of government publicly understood 
Section 2 15 to permit orders for call detail records. and that Congress reenacted the Patriot Act with 
that interpretation in mind. As such, there is an argurnenr for rati fication of the interpretation through 
enactment of the 2006 legislation, under the standards discus ed in the text. infra. 

Jronically, if the tangible things provision had been interpreted to exclude telephone records. the 
government apparently could have obtained the information in bulk by using the pen/trap provisions of 
FlSA, which as noted above were amended expressly LO authorize collection of the information in 2006. 
and which underlay the bulk collection of Internet rnetadata beginning as early as 2004 a mentioned 
in the text, supra. In December 20 13. a district coun in the Southern District of ew York rejected a 
claim based on Section 2702. concluding that when "[r]ead in harmony. the Stored Communications 
Act does not limit the Government's abi lity to obtain information from communications providers 
under section 215 because section 2 .15 orders arc functionally equivalent 10 grand jury subpoenas. 
Section 215 authorizes the Government to seek records that may be obtained with a grand j ury 
subpoena, such as telephony metadata under the Stored Communications Acc." ACLU v. Clapper. 
No. 13 Civ. 3994(WHP) (S.D.N.Y., Dec. 27, 20 13), 20 13 WL 68 19708 at *13. 

86. U.S. v. R. Enterprises. 498 U.S. 292. 30 1 ( 1991 ). For a discussion or R. Enterprises and the use 
of the grand jury in national security investigations. see NSI P. supra note I, at* 22: I . 

87. In re Grand Jury Proceedings. 616 F.3d J 186 ( 10th Cir. 2010). 
88. Id. at 1202. 

89. Id. at 1203. The facts in this case are quite different than in the context of bulk collection of 
telephony metadata. The subpoenas in question sought documents "regarding [an employee's] involve
ment in completing" certain forms for the company that employed him. and following an in camera 
review, the district court required production of some. but not all of the documents within the scope of 
the subpoena, and allowed redactions of other documents. Id. at I 191-1192. 
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to the categories (or sub-categories) of information sought and specified in 
the subpoena, and despite some expansive language, the dec ision is not prop
erl y read to hold that the presence of even one relevant document in a larger 
category of documents would support production of the entire category, no 
matter how broadly it is defined. 

A second case, interesting not only because of its holding but also because of 
its author, is Judge Mukasey's decision In re Grand Jury Subpoena Duce.~· 
TeCL11n Dated No vember 15, 1993.90 There, the court held that two grand jury 
subpoenas were overbroad in seeking entire hard dri ves and related floppy 
disks from the computers of certain employees of a company, as part of an 
investigation of securit ies fraud and possible obstruction of justice.91 There was 
no question, and the government conceded, that the hard dri ves and disks 
contained some material that was wholly irrelevant to the grand jury's investiga
tion, such as a draft will for one employee.92 The question, then, was whether 
the approp1iate ''category of materials" to be asse sed was " the information
storage devices demanded, or .. . the documents contained with in thern. " 93 The 
court held that it was the documents, in pan because " the government has 
acknow ledged that a 'key word ' search of the information stored on the devices 
would reveal ·which of the documents are likely to be relevant to the grand 
jury's investigation,"' but still tried to insist on receiving al l of the storage 
devices in full.94 Judge Mukasey's deci ion seems to depend in substantial pan 
on the idea that the government had at i ts disposal a feasible method of 
pre-filtering the information to be collected - a concession that the government 
has not made with respect to irs bulk collection of telephony metadata. 

Perhaps the closest analogue in the grand jury context, albeit on a much 
smaller cale than the FISC's order, is In re Grand Jury Proceedings: Subpoena 
Duces Tecurn.95 In that ca e, ·'the United States Attorney caused two grand jury 
subpoenas duces cecum to be served on employees of appellant Western Union 
Telegraph Company" for records of its cu comers' wire transfer :96 

90. In re Grand Jury Subpoena Duces Tecurn. 846 F. Supp. 11 (S.O.N.Y. 1994) (Mul-.a'>e). J.). Judge 
Mukasey was A ttorney General from November 2007 through 1he end of President George W. Bush's 
second term. As explained aoove. the bull-. telephony rnetadata collection was underwa) in the FISC 
during this period. Of course. by the time Judge Mukasey was sworn 111. the FISA Court had alread) 
approved the bulk collection numerous 1imes. and i t i~ quite diffen:nt to allow con1inuat1on of 
1ud1c1ally-approved investigative activity than to at1empt to 1m1iatc 11. 

9 1. As described by the court, 1he "'subpoena demands that X Corporation provide the grand jury 
v.ith the central processing unit (including the hard d1-,k drive) of any computer supplied by X 
Corporation for the use of specified officers and employees of X Corporation. or their ass1Mants. It 
demands also all computer-accessible data ( including lloppy diskettes) created hy any of the ,peci fied 
officers and employees or th.:tr as-,i~tants.'' Id. at 12. 

92. Id. 
93. Id. 
94. Id. at 13. 
95. In re Grand Jury Proct.:edings: Subpoena Duces Tecum, 827 F.2d 30 1 (8th Cir. 1987). 
96. Id. at 302. 
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The first subpoena requested production of Western Union's Agency M onthly 
Summary of Activity Report of wire transactions al the Royallc Inn, Kansas 
City, Missouri for the period January, 1985 through February, 1986. The 
second subpoena requested production of Western Union's Telegraphic M oney 
Order Applications for amounts of $1,000.00 or more from lhe Royallc lnn 
for the period January, 1984 through February, 1986. The Royallc [nn is 
Western Union's primary wire service agent in the Kansas City area.97 

f n response to Western Union's motion to quash the subpoena, the government 
maintained that along with law-abiding persons, " drug dealers in Kansas City 
frequently use Western Union to transmit money in drug deals" under both true 
and fictitious names.98 This was enough for the court of appeals to rej ect 
Western Union's constitutional and statutory arguments, despite the company's 
claim chat " the subpoena may make available to the grand jury records involv
ing hundreds of innocent people." 99 

The court left open the possibility of narrowing the subpoena on remand, 
allowing the district court to consider " the extent to which the government 
would be able to identify in advance those patterns or characteristics [of wire 
transfers] that would raise suspicion." 100 While it endorsed the idea that a 
·'common law right does not in any way restrict the grand jury' access to 
records for which the government can make a minimal showing of general 
relevance," it al o allowed the district court to consider "evidence of potentially 
adverse effects on Western Union's busine s should it be compelled to produce 
an overabundance of irrelevant data concerning its customers' transactions" - a 
factor that seems more sign ificant after the June 201 3 disclosures than it did 
previously.10 1 

In the context of administrative or civi l subpoenas, which are expressly 
cross-referenced along with grand jury subpoenas in FISA's tangible things 
provision, 102 and which al o tum on a relevance determination, the courts have 
upheld relatively broad subpoenas, but a in the grand jury context, no single 
subpoena discussed in a reported decision is as broad as the FISC's telephony 

97. Id. 
98. Id. 
99. Id. at 305. 
100. Id. 
IO I. Id. at 306. See also Sta It: ex rel. Goddard v. Western Union Financial Services. Inc., 166 P.3d 

9 16 (Ari .,;. App. 2007) (quashing administrative subpoena under state statute for .. data reflecting any 
wire-transfers made in an amount of $300 or more 10 any location in Sonora. Mexico from any Western 
Union location worldwide for a three-year period."): see generally Joshua Grucnspecht, Note, .. Reason
able" Grand Jury S11bpue11as: Asking for l11fonnQ/io11 in the Age of Big Data, 24 H ARV. J .L. & T1 lH. 

543(2011). 
102. 50 U.S.C. * 186 1(c)(2) ("An order under this subsection ... (D) may only require the produc

tion or a tangible thing if such thing can be obtained with a subpoena duces tecum issued by a court of 
the United States in aid of a grand jury investigation or with any other order issued by a court of the 
United States directing 1he production o f records or tangible things"). 
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metadata orders. 10] For example, in Conzales v. Google, 104 in connection with a 
facial challenge to the Child Online Protection Act, 105 the Department of Justice 
issued a subpoena to Google "to compile and produce a massive amount of 
information," 106 and the court found '·that 50,000 URLs randomly selected from 
Google's data base for use in a scientific study of the effectiveness or filters is 
relevant." 107 In High Point SARL ,,. Sprint Nextel Corp., 108 although Sprint had 
produced a spreadsheet containing ·'over 1.1 mill ion entries" concerning certain 
hardware components on a network, the court ordered production of the entire 
database from which the spreadsheet was derived, despite claims that " the ... 
database in its entirety includes tremendous quantities of irrelevant informa
tion."109 The court abo granted a motion to compel in connection with a 
demand to " [i]dentify all revenue received by Sprint directly or indirectly from 
operation of the Sprint CDMA Network ( including service revenue and product 
sales revenue) on a monthly basis since December I, 2002, with such revenue 
broken down by each category of revenue separately tracked by Sprint, includ
ing by type of traffic (e.g., voice versu data), by geographic location, and by 
supplier or manufacturer of the Infrastructure Products." 110 

As a matter or the tangible things provision's statutory text, there are at least 
four ways to approach the issue. First, there is the question of what might be 
called the relevance ratio - i.e., the ratio of the number of terrorist-related calls 
to the total number of calls on which metadata is collected. As discussed above, 
there is language in some cases suggesting that even a single needle will justify 
collection of a large haystack, but there obviously must be some limiting 
principle, beyond the government's abi lity to describe it in the subpoena or 
court order, on the maximum size of the haystack and the minimum ratio 
required. Second, there is the related question whether the data set as a whole is 
somehow more " relevant" than the sum of its parts - e.g., whether the haystack 
is relevant because it contains all of the needles and allows searches for them in 
a comprehen ive and/or efficient manner that would be impo ible if the data 
were disaggregated. Third, expressing the same idea in the language of a 
different statutory term, what is the tangible " thing" that must be relevant and 
that the government may seek - i.e., what is the unit of analysis for evaluating 

103. See July 201'.l Lill Speed,, supm note 27, al 15 ("[T]hc scope of the collection here is broader 
than typically might be acquired through a grand Jury subpoena or civil discovery request." but "the 
basic principle is similar: che information is relevant because you need to have lhe broader set of 
records in order to identify within them the information that is actually imponant 10 a terrorism 
in vesrigat 1011. "). 

104. GonLales \. Google. 2.N F.R.D. 674 ( 1 .D. Ca. 2006). 
105. 47 u.s.c. * 231. 
106. 234 F.R.D. at 678. 
I 07. Id. at 682. 
108. Civil Action No. 09-2269-CM-DJW. 2011 WL4526770 (D. Kan. Sept. 28, 201 1). 
109. Id. at * 12. 
110. Id. at *10. 
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relevance?1II Is it the record of a single telephone call, the record of all calls by 
a single telephone number, the record of all calls by a single user who may 
subscribe to mu ltiple numbers, or some larger category up to and including all 
call detail records for all domestic and one-end-U.S. calls? Does it depend on 
how the providers maintain the records, and if so, what does this mean in an era 
of computerized data and records that may be subject to querying by the 
providers themselves? (For each of these possibilities, there is also a temporal 
aspect as to the period of time for which the records are sought.) Fourth, if the 
arguments on the question of relevance arc hard to resolve, does the " reasonable 
grounds" modifier tip the balance? 

Regardless of how the question is approached, the answer may ultimately 
turn on the Supreme Court's observation that the analysis "cannot be reduced 
to formula; for relevancy and adequacy or excess in the breadth of [a] sub
poena are matters variable in relation to the nature, purposes and scope of 
the inquiry." II2 It is clear that the government's inquiry is both broad and 
important, and - if statements of officials are to be believed - that the col
lection is valuable. 11 3 On the other hand, as the government itself has ar-

11 I . A related question is whether electronic record~ are "tangibk things'' w11h1n the meaning or the 
FTSA provision. It is reasonably clear that they arc. because the statute refers to "any tangible things 
(including books. records. papers. documents, and other items)." 50 U.S.C. * 1861 (a)( I). A<, u~ed in the 
provision, therefore. " records" embraces something different from mere paper "document,." See H.R. 
REP. No. 109-174(1) at 17-18 (2005). 

11 2. Oklahoma Pub. Press. Co. v. Walling, 327 U.S. 186, 209 ( 1946). 
113. See, e.g., June 2013 IC Backgrounder, supra note 27. at I. On Augu~t 17. 2009. the Directors of 

FBI and NSA submiued affidavits co the FISC describing the \aluc of the bulk telephon) mecadata 
collection program. See Affidavit of Robert S. Mueller 111 & Declaration of Lt. Gen. Keith 8. 
Alexander, U.S. Army, Dir. of the Nat'I Sec. Agency, In re Application of the Federal Bureau ol 
Investigation for an Order Requiring Lile Production of Tangible Things From [Redacted). o. BR 
09-09, at 5 (FISA Ct. 2009). al'(li/able at http://www.dn1.gov/files/document✓.,ec1ion/pub_Augu tc:t20 
I 9%202009%20Report %20of%20the%20US%20with<k20Attachments1k 2020130910.pdf. In 11., 
August 20 13 opinion authorizing the collection, the FISC stated that ··although not required b) statute. 
the government has demonstrated through its written submission~ and oral test1mon} that this produc
tion has been and remains valuable for obtaining foreign intt>l ltgcncc informa11on regarding m1er
naLional terrorist organizations.·· August 2013 FISC Order. suprn not!:! -L at 5-6. One district judge 
concluded that the bulk collection program was not very valuable: '•Given the l imited record before me 
at this point in the litigation - most notably. the uuer lat:k of ev1<.knce that a 1errorist attack has e, er 
been prevented because searching the NSA database ,,a~ fa-.ter than other in,t:,11gatl\e taCIIL' S - I ha,c.: 
serious doubts about the efficacy of the metadata collection program a, a mean~ of conduc11ng 
Lime-sensitive investigations in cases invol ving imminent threat~ of terrorism." Klayman v. Obama. 
No. 13-085 1 (RJL) 20 13 WL 657 1596. at *24 (D.D.C. Dec. 16. 2013) [ht:rcinafler December 20U 
Klayman Opinion]. A nother district judge referred to the collec11on as a "v11al tool" and concluded: 
·'Any individual call record alone is unlikely to lead to matter that may pertain to a terrorism 
investigation .. .. But aggregated telephony metadata i.'> relevant because it allows the querying tech
nique 10 be comprehensive. And NSA's warehousing of that data al lows a query to be in-,1antaneou..,. 
This new ability to query aggregated Lelephony metadata ~1gnilicantl) Increa,e~ the NSA", capabilit) to 
detect the faintest patterns left behind by md1v1duab affi liated "1th foreign terrori t organization-,." 
ACL U v. Clapper. No. 13 Civ. 3994 (WHP), 2013 WL 68 19708, :i t * 18. *27 (SONY Oct:. 27. 2013) 
[hereinafter ACLU Opinion]. The President\ Review Group tated that ·"there ha, been no instance in 
which NSA could say with confidence that the outcome "ould have been different "11hout the 
section 2 15 telephony meta-data program. Moreover. no\\ that the c.:x t),lencc or the program has been 
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gued, 11 4 it is also clear that only the tiniest fraction of the data collected reflects 
communications between suspected terrorists and persons in any way associated 
with terrorism - as noted above, fewer than 300 different seed selectors were 
run against the metadata in 20 12, causing NSA co review approx imately 6,000 
numbers in total. 115 But having the larger data set on hand for fi ve years may 
allow for real-time (and after-the fact) mapping of terrori st networks in a way 
that individualized collection obviously could not ach ieve, especially given 
the providers' inconsistent retention of records over time, and the fact that 
each provider retains only it own records, even though calls are obviously 
made from one provider 's network to another 's. 116 A s noted above, that is the 
government's basic argument and the FISA Coun 's basic conclusion: the tele
phony metadata must be available in bulk to allow NSA to identify the records 
of terrori t communications because w ithout access to the larger haystack of 
data, it cannot find the needles using the much narrower query ing process.

117 

Perhap the best asses ment of the program's value was prov ided by Chris 
Inglis, the departing Deputy Director of NSA, in January 2014. Inglis explained 
the limited purpose of the bulk metadata program, which was "precisely defined 
to cover a seam exposed in the 9/1 1 terrorist attacks," where "we could see . . . 

d1sc.:loscd publicly. we :,u:,pec1 1ha1 11 is likely 10 be les:. u,eful ,1i11.·· R1 l'<>RT \NI > R1,crn1~11;:--J1M110.--.s 01 
THI P1u smt 1'.'T·s R1 v11 w G1wL I' or-. 11'-Tl.111(,1 ,u "'-'> C0\1~1LNlti\110,s T1cH:--01 <K,11, 120 n.119 (2013) 
[hereinafler Review Group Report], amiloble a1 http://www.whi1ehouse.gov/si1es/defaull/fiks/docs/20 I]
I 2-12_rg_final_repon.pdf. One member of the Re, iew Group. t-. llchael Morrell. 1.-.ro1c in an editorial 
that whi le ··many commentators said [ the Review Group] found no value in the program:· 1h1, v.a~ a 
··nmperception:· and that ··Had 1he program been in place more than a decade ago. ii would l ikely have 
prevented 9/1 1 _.. Michael Morrell. Op-Ed. Correcting the Record on the NSA Rnie11, W\\11. Po-..1 
D1la f\l (Dec. 27. 20 I ]). ht1p://www.washing1onpos1.com/opinion~/michacl-morel l-corrcc1ing-1he-record
on-1he-nsa-rccommcnda1ion,/2013/ I 2/27/54846538-6e45- I I d -accc-85cb0] 7b7236_~1or).html. He 
added: .. Personally, I would expand 1he Sec1ion 2 15 program to include all 1elephonc me1ada1a (1he 
program covl.!rs only a subset of the 101al calls made) as \\-el l as e-mai l metadata (which is not in the 
program) to belier pro1ec1 the Un11ed States:· Id. The~e differing asse"sment\ are no1 necessan l) 
inconsistent facwally - instead. they may rellec1 different standards o i" efficacy against which the 
program should be measured. as well as a recogn11ion of 1he lo'>s of d'ficaC) resulting from public 
disclosure of the program. However. it does seem reasonabl) clear 1ha1 individual members of the 
President's Review Group have some differences of opinion. Compare id. 11 ith, e.g .. Geoffrey R. Stone. 
The NSA '.s Telep/um Mera-Data Program: Pan Ill. Hu, . PosT ( Dec. 31. 2013) hltp:/h wv. .huffing1on
pos1.com/geoffrey-Mtone/thc-nsas-1clcphone-meta-d_b_ 4524272.html. 

114. July 16. 201] Leiter 10 Sen..,enbrenncr. supra no1e 27. a1 2. 
11 5. See June 201] IC Backgrounder, ,upro note 27. a1 I; Chris Inglis PR lntef\tew, rnpm 

note 56. 
116. June 20 13 HPSCI Open Hearing. ,11pra note 27 (<,ta1emen1 of Chris Inglis) (Ques11on. ··And 

how long do the phone companies on their own main1ain data?" Answer: "That varies. They don't hold 
that data for the benefit of the government: they hold tha1 for their own busine~s internal processes. I 
don't know the specifics. I know that 11 is variable. I 1hinl-.. that 11 ranges from s1>. 10 18 months and 1ha1 
the data they hold is. again. useful for their purposes, not necc:,\~Hi ly 1he government 's''): see July 16, 
2013 Leuer 10 Sensenbrenner, Htpra note 27. al 2. 

I 17. July 16, 201 3 Letter lo Sensenbrenner, s111>m note 27, al 2; August 20U FISC Opinion. rnpra 
no1e 4. at 18-23: see nlso July 201] HJC Hearing. rnpra note 23 (statement of S1ephen 13rabury) (""The 
legal ~1andard of relevance in [the tangible things prov1:,ion] ,.., 1he same s1andard used 1n other 
contexts. 11 does not require a separate showing 1ha1 every individual record in the database is ·n:kvant' 
10 the investigation: 1he standard is ,a1isfied if the use of the databa\e as a whole,.., relevant."). 
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[a] communication at a [terrorist] safe house overseas but did not know ... 
that the [other] e nd of that [communication] was actually in the United States of 
Ame rica." 1 18 After describing the role of certain other collection programs in 
thwarting specific terrorist p lots, 1 19 Inglis acknowledged that the value of the 
bulk metadata collection is "a harder thing to pin down." As to cases in which 
" but-for the existe nce of the metadata you wouJd not have uncovered a plot," 
the best cand idate was probably a "plot that was exposed in San D iego," where 
" we were able to essentia lly te ll the FBI that an ind ividua l was materially 
involved in terrori sm that they had , three years prior, investigated based on a tip 
and kind of la id that case to res t. And but for the 2 15 Program, which we 
essentially tied that indiv idua l to some foreign terrorist activity overseas, the 
FBI would have let that case lain fallow for quite sometime ." 120 In other cases, 
the absence of responses to a metadata query was " useful information to the 
FBI'' because it "gave them confide nce that there wasn' t a domestic plot," 
a llowing them to " focus their time and attention elsewhe re ." As Inglis described 
it, in sho1t, " in a mosaic [of inte lligence from many sources, the me tadata is] 
useful to essentially inform othe r tools. B ut it' s not a silver bullet in and of 
itself." 

Ultimately, Inglis expla ined, dete1mining how to assess the value of the bulk 
te lephony metadata program itse lf depended on an assessment of the re lative 
values of liberty and security: 

11 8. Chris lngl is NPR Interview, supra note 56. A week later, the President made similar points in a 
speech at the Department of Justice. The President stated: 

The program grew out of a desire to address a gap identified after 9/11. One of the 9/ 11 
hijackers - Khalid al-Miclhar - made a phone call from San Diego to a known al Qaeda 
safe-house in Yemen. NSA saw that call , but it could not see that the call was comi ng from an 
indi vidual already in the United States. The telephone metadata program under Section 2 15 
was designed to map the communications of terrorists so we can see who they may be in 
co111act with as quick ly as possible. A nd this capabili ty could also provide valuable in a crisis. 
For example, if a bomb goes off in one of our cities and law enforcement is racing to 
determine whether a network is poised to conduct additional attacks. time is of the essence. 
Being able LO quickly review phone connections to assess whether a network exists is crit ical 
to that effort. 

POTUS Sigint Speech. supra note 49. 

11 9. Inglis began by explaining that he and NSA Director Keith A lexander had previously referred 
publicly to 54 terrorist plots that were thwarted by some form of intelligence collection, including 13 
that had a nexus to the U.S. (e.g., an operati ve being present in the U.S.), and that the metadata program 
" returned information in 8 of those that we turned over to the FBI." (As ro the 54, Ingl is explained, 
" (t]hat's, of course, not the totali ty of terrorist acti vity that we might have uncovered and exposed. But 
we were ab le to disclose in an unclassified domain, there are about 54 plots.") fnglis explained that 
·'[t]he vast maj ority of those were uncovered using what's called the 702 Authority [50 U.S.C. § 1881a, 
discussed in Chapter 17 of NS! P, supra note I ), what has been sometimes referred to as Prism. We 
might for purposes in ki nd of a plain English way say that that's simply a lawful incept capabil ity.'· 
Chris Ingl is NPR Interview, supra note 56. 

120. Id. Inglis warned that " I cannot tell you that that wouldn ' t have turned up some other way. 
There wouldn' t have been some other tool in the tool k.il." 
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I think we as a nalion have 10 ask ourselves the pol icy question of what ri sks 
do we want Lo cover? Do we want to cover I 00 percent of the risk? Or do we 
want to perhaps take a ri!)k 1ha1 rrom ume to time !)Omc1hing wi ll get through? 
9/ 11 was the single execution, it was the execution of a single plot with 
multiple threats. A nd about 3,000 people lost their lives that day. That's one 

tcrroris1 plot coming to fruition. 
I f that is an acceptable cost, if we can ay, we can take the risk that we' ll 

miss something. then we tlon't need to have all of the tools that cover these 
various seams. We don' t need to have the belts and suspenders and Velcro 
that essentially will overlap in an in1t.:rlocking way. The 215 is designed to 
essentially cover a seam that we don' t know any other way Lo covcr.121 

237 

ln keeping with this assessment, although the tangible things prov1s1on 
refers to "an investigation" in the singular, it appears (as discussed above) that 
the bulk collection was conducted in respect of many investigation of multiple, 
named terrorist targets and/or groups. 122 This raises a separate interpretive 
question about whether the singular can include the plural , 123 but with re pect to 
the scope of the collection, it suggests that the relevant comparison may not be 
to any grand jury or other subpoena issued in a single investigation, but instead 
to the aggregate of subpoenas that could be or were issued in all of what may be 
thousands of specified terrorism inve tigations that underlie the bulk metadata 
collection.124 r n a way, the bulk collection orders represent a kind of aggrega
tion of terrorism-related collection - one-stop shopping across a potentially very 
large number of ongoing full or enterpri se investigations. lt reflects the fact that 
the bulk collection occurs in a unique context. 

2. FISA's tangible things provision is unusual in that it discriminates among 
federal agencies, referring specifically to the FBI rather than any other agency. 125 

It authorizes certain FBI officials to make the necessary application, 126 and 
requires approval from a high-ranking FBI official if the tangible things sought 

121. Id. 
122. See. e.g .. August 20 13 FISC Opinion. su11ra note 4. at 5 (referring to "one of the identi fied 

international ttrronst orgarnzauons"). 
123. The general rule is that 11 can. ,rnd them does not appear 10 be anything in the context of 

FISA or the tangible things provision to counsel against the application of this general rule. See I 
U.S.C. * I ("In determining the meaning of any Act of Congress. unle!>S the context mdicatcs 
01herw1!.e ... words importing the singular include and apply to several persons. parties. or things''). 

124. June 2013 NSA Section 215 Backgrounder. supra note 3. at I (''This metadata may be queried 
only \.\hen there Is a reasonable suspicion ... that the identifier ... Is associated wtth specific foreign 
tenorist organizations"): June 2013 HPSCI Open Hearing, supra note 27 (statement of James Cole) 
("There needs to be a finding that there is reasonable suspicion ... that the person whose phone records 
you want to query Is involved with some '>Ort of terrorist organization. And they arc defined - it"s not 
everyone; they an.: limited in the I order]"). 

125. This is not unprccedemed - for example. national security letter statutes apply in various ways 
to various agencies. as discussed 111 Chapter 20 ol NSIP, supra note I - but most other provisions of 
FISA do not distinguish between agencies. 

126. 50 U.S.C. * 186 l (a)( I ). 
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are particularly sensitive (e.g., library patron lists). 127 Its language also strongly 
suggests that the FBI wi ll receive the tangible things pursuant to the FISA 
Court's order. Thus, for example, it requires the Attorney Ge ne ral to "adopt 
specific minimization procedures governing the retention and dissemination by 
the Federal Bureau of Investigation of any tangible things, or information 
the re in, received by the Federal Bureau of Investigation in response to an order 
under this title," 128 and requires the application to include "an e numeration of 
[those] minimization procedures ... app licable to the retention and disse mina
tion by the Federal Bureau of Investigation of any tangible things to be made 
availab le to the Federal Bureau of Investigation based on the o rder requested in 
suc h application." 129 The statute restricts the use of information "acquired from 
tangible things received by the Federal Bureau of Investigation in response to 
an order .. . concerning any United States person." 130 The nondisclosure provi
s ion of the statute warns that in general , "No person sha ll disclose to a ny other 
person that the Federal Bureau of Investigation has sought o r obtained tang ible 
things pursuant to an orde r under this section." 13 1 

The PISA Court's bulk collection order disclosed in June 2013 (and other 
publicly available documents) makes clear that the application unde rlying the 
collection was made by the FBI, as required by the statute. 132 But the order 
directs "the Custodian of Records [to] produce to the Nat ional Security Agency 
(NSA) .. . an e lec tronic copy of the [specified] tangible things," 133 and the 
nondisclosure d irective refers to the fact "that the FBI or NSA has sought or 
obtained tangible things under this Order." 134 As such, the order seems to rest 
on a princ iple of minimization that national security agenc ies may share data 
freely with one another, without alteration, processing, or minimization, in some 
c ircumstances. Such an approach would have many practical advantages, par
ticu larly in terms of optimizing resources among the agencies. It has roots in 
FISA's 1978 minimization provis ions, as discussed in § 9:3, in s ituation where 
one agency is providing technical assistance to another (e.g., decryption), and it 
may be within the discretion of the FISC to approve, especially if, as may be the 
case here, the sheer volume of information is challe nging for FBI to ingest and 
retain, and NSA's bandwidth and other technical assistance is therefore requi red. 

3. The tangible things provis ion states that an order "shall include the date on 
which the tangible things must be provided, which shall a llow a reasonable 
period of time within which the tangible things can be assembled and made 

127. 50 U.S.C. § 186 1(a)(3). 
128. 50 U.S.C. § 1861 (g)( I ). 
129. 50 U.S.C. § 186 1(b)(2)(8 ). 
130. 50 U.S.C. § 186J(h). 
13 l. 50 U.S.C. § 186 1(d)( I ). 

132. 2 15 Bulk Secondary Order. supra note 3. at I; A ugust 201 3 FISC Opinion. supra note 4. at I ; 
August 2013 Order at I . 

133. 2 15 Bulk Secondary Order. supra note 3. at 1-2. 
134. Id. at 2; see id. at 3. 
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available." 115 The FISC's order disclosed in June 201 3 directs the Custodian 
of Records to produce records " upon service of this Order, and continue 
production on an ongoing daily basis thereafter for the duration of this Or
der."'-'6 The FlSC's conclusion, apparently accepted by the Custodian of Records, 
is that a rolling production ending on the last day of the period speci fied in the 
order is w ithin the statutory language. 1 

'
7 Rolling production is a relati vely com

mon approach in grand j ury and other subpoena-related cases. As one commenta
tor has explained, ''[i]n many instances, the [grand j ury] subpoena will require 
millions of pages of documents to be located, retrieved, reviewed and produced 
with in an unrealistically short time period. Defense counsel can typically 
negotiate a phased or rolling production that extends over weeks or months." 118 

T he federal courts have on occasion required production o f documents created 
afler the date on which a subpoena was issued, or even after the subpoena·.., 
return date. D 9 The alternati ve would be to issue multiple, separate order..., 
seeking the same information on a daily basis; it is easy to see how the govern
ment, the FISC, and the Custodian of Records might all prefer the integrated 
approach actually used by the FISC. 140 

...i . The various restrictions on the u e and dissemination of the data as 
described above, including the RAS query standard, originate from minimiza
tion as defined in FlSA. 141 A explained in § 9: IO of NSIP. the tangible things 
provision requires the government to adopt minimization procedures governing 
retention and dissemination of information ( there is no requirement for minimi-

135. 50 U.S.C. * 1861(c)(2)(13J. 
136. 215 Bull-. Secondary On.kr. sttpm note 3. at 1-2: \ee Augu,t 2013 FISC Order. ,111,ra note -1. 

at 1. 

137. Rolling productton b occasionally used m the context ol grand jur) subpoenas d1scu~sed In 
court orders. See, e.g., In re Grand Jury Subpoenas, 454 F.3d 5I l, 524 (6th Cir. 2006). 

138. Jow,· K. Vu LA. 2 CoRPORAI I Cou'isl I Gu11>11 INI "· * 5: 17(20 12). 
139. See Chevron ,. Salazar. 275 F.R.D. -137. -1-49 (S.D.N.Y. 2011): United States , . Int' ) Bu-,. 

Machines, 83 F.R.D. 92. 96 (S.D.N.Y. 1979) ("Finally. defendant and Anderson argue that the sub
poena's imposiuon of an ·ongoing oblig:uion' to produce documents is an improper auempt to obtain 
documents not in existence as of the return date of the subpoena. However. the plain language of 
Ru le 26(e)(3). Federa l Rules of Civil Procedure. permit'> the court to impose a duty 10 supplement 
response,."). 

140. A-, more and more record,; become elcctromcall) generated and acces.,1bk. the funcuonal 
di fference between collectton under FISA's tangible thi ngs provision and its pen register and trap and 
trace provisions (50 U.S.C. ** 1841-18-16) becomes smaller. The FISA Court also approved bulk 
collecuon of communications metadata under FISA\ pen-trap pro, 1,Ions. w,,, FISC Redacted Opinion 
and Order. supra note 20. but the government later discontinued that collect1on. explaimng on nn ODNI 
website that "lhi-. electronic communication, metadata bull-. colkction program has been discontinued. 
The Intelligence Community regularly as\e'>:.cs the conunutng operational value of all of 11, collectmn 
programs. In 20 11 . the Director of NSA called for an examination of this program to a'>sess its 
continuing value a<, a umque source of foreign intelligence tnformat1on. This examination n.:,eakd that 
the program was no longer meeting the operauonal expectations that SA had for it. Accordingly. 
after careful del iberation. the Government discontinm:d the program." l>NI Cln1>per Dedassifie., 
Additional /11tellige11ce C11111mu111t1· Doc11111e11tv Re~ardi11g C11/lecrio11 Under Section 50 I 11{ the Foreign 
/111ellige11ce S11n•ei/lall(:e Act. IC O"' rHI R1 <ORI> (Nov. 18.2013). http://tcontherecord.tumblr.com/pm,t/ 
67419963949/dn i-clappcr-declassi lies-additional-i nli:I ligence. 

141. See 2 I 5 Bu I k Primary Order . . \Llpra note 27. ut 4- I 7. 
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zation at the acquisition stage of a tangible things collection, because the scope 
of the authorized acquisition is defined by the comt's order itself). 142 Minimiza
tion is the clearest statutory source of authority for the limited access and 
training ob] igations within NSA, the RAS standard for querying the data and the 
small number of officials who may approve RAS findings, the limited purpose 
of the queries (counter-terrorism on ly), and the procedural and substantive 
limits on dissemination of information to other agencies that are described 
above. 

These limits are significant not on ly in and of themselves, insofar as they may 
affect the overall reasonableness and constitutionality of the telephony metadata 
collection, 

143 
but also because of how they reveal the FISA Court and the 

government working with what is sometimes referred to as "big data." As dis
cussed in a 2009 essay, 

144 
"the overwhelming increase in the volume and use of 

digital information left by individuals in the hands of th ird parties" in recent 
years " may in the future compel more attention to standards governing retention 
and d issemination of information. The next generation of surveillance statutes 
will need to reflect the fact that countless digital footprints left by individuals in 
the course of modern life - particularly in combination with one another - may 
contain revealing information. Many of the hardest decisions will lie in balanc
ing privacy interests against investigative needs."145 The FISC's tangible things 
order, it appears, represents such an approach, with a vast collection at the front 
end of the program, and greater restrictions limiting access and use of the data 
downstream. It contrasts with a more traditional approach in which collection is 
relatively restricted (e.g., by a requirement to show probable cause for collec
tion of data pertaining to a particular target), but downstream access and use of 
the collected data is relatively free. 

A big-data compliance regime is harder to admjnister, and harder to follow, 
than a traditional regime. It is simpler to restrict collection and permit broad 
access and use of collected data, than it is to permit broad collection and restrict 
access and use. Big data is inherently hard to manage. That is not to excuse the 
NSA's compliance problems, or to suggest the inevitability of significant compli-

142. See 50 U.S.C. * 1861(g). 
143. See discussion, infra. 

l 44. See David Kris, Modernizing 1he Foreign J,uelligence Surveillance Ac!: Progress 10 Date and 
Work S1ill 10 Come, in LE<ilSLATING THE WAR ON T ERROR: AN AGENDA FOR REFORM 2 I 7 (Benjamin Wittes 
ed., 2009) [hereinafter FISA Modernization Paper]. I am by no means the first or only person to express 
this idea. Simi lar points are made, for example. in the Markle Foundation Task Force's report. THE 
MARKLE FOUND., PROTECTINCi AMERICA'S FREEDOM IN THE IN1:0RMATION AGE (2002). available al http:// 
belfercenter.hks.harvard.edu/files/part_ l.pdf. See also July 2013 Litt Speech, supra note 27, at 6 ("'So 
on the one hand there are vast amounts of data that contains intell igence needed to protect us .... And 
on the other hand, giving the Intelligence Community access to this data has obvious privacy 
implications. We achieve both security and privacy in this context in large pan by a framework that 
establishes appropriate controls on what the Government can do with the information it lawfully 
col lects, and appropriate oversight to ensure that it respects those controls" (italics in original)). 

145. PISA Modernization Paper, supra note 144, al 218. 
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ance shortfall s. 146 It is only to say that, on average, big-data collection regimes 
will inherently pose greater compliance challenges than traditionaJ collection 
regimes. 

5. It is also worth exploring briefly whether and to what extent the legal 
arguments in support of bulk telephony metadata collection could apply to other 
kinds of business records. At a June 20 13 hea,ing of the House Intelligence 
Committee, 147 a July 2013 hearing of the House Judiciary Committee, 148 and a 
July hearing of the Senate Judiciary Committee, 149 the i ssue was raised but not 
resolved. In a July 20 13 letter to Congress, the DNI confirmed the prior use of 
" FISA authorities" to collect "bulk Internet metadata," but said that "NSA has 
not used USA PATRIOT Act authorities to conduct bulk collection of any other 
types of records," did not refer to other agencies or other collection methods, 
and did refer to ·'[a]dditional information" provided in a classified supplement 
to the letter. 150 However, the express reference to grand jury subpoenas in the 
tangible things statute. coupled with the Western Union case described above, 
·uggest that the legal logic behind the FISC's telephony metadata order might 
extend to other forms of metadata held by other providers, regardless of whether 
or not it has in fact been so extended. 

On the other hand, the government has expressly disc laimed the uni versal 
availability of bulk collection under FISA. The Augu t 2013 White Paper argues 
that the legality of bulk telephony metadata collection "does not mean that 
any and all types of business records - such as medical records or library or 
bookstore records - could be collected in bulk under this authority." 151 The 
government explained that the telephony metadata is "relevant" to FBI investi 
gations in part because it involves communications, '•in which connections 

146. Some of NSA's compliance problems in this area may stem from its changing mission after 
September 11, 2001. and the different legal rules that govern surveillance in the U.S. or involving U.S. 
persons, including after the FAA. as discussed in Chapter 17 of NSIP, supra note I. In this respect. 
NSA may resemble 10 some degree a corporation that expands suddenly into a new market, and faces 
challenges in ensuring that its compliance capabi lities keep pace with its operations. 

147. June 20 13 HPSC! Open Hearing. supra note 27. At the hearing, the following colloqu) 
occurred between a Member of the Committee and the Deputy Anorney General: 

Rep. Thomp~on: Have you pre, iously collected anything else under that authority? 
Mr. Cole: Under the 2 15 authority? 
Rep. Thompson: Correct. 
Mr. Cole: I 'm not sure, beyond the 215 and the 702. that - answering about what we have and 
haven't col lected has been declassified to be talked about. 

148. July 2013 HJC Hearing. rnpra note 23 (statement of James Cole) (Question: "Could you 
demonstrate - could you argue with a straight face you could demonstrate to the court to create a 
database of everybody's Visa and MasterCard. every transaction that happened in the country because 
Visa and MasterCard only keep those for a couple years?" Answer: " I t is not a simple yes or no. blacl-
or white issue. It's a very complicated issue."). 

149. July 2013 HJC Hearing, supra note 23 (statement of Senator Leahy) ("If our phone records are 
relevant, why wouldn't our credit card records [be relevant]?"). 

150. July 201 3 DNI Response to 26 Senators, supra note 27. at 3. 
151 . White Paper. supra note 27. at 5 ( italics in original). 
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between individual data points are important, and analysis of bulk metadata is 
the only practical means to find those otherwise invisible connections." 152 In a 
brief filed in the U.S. Supreme Court in October 2013, the government stated: 

The conclusion Lhat the Telephony Records Program complies with Section 
l 861 does not suggest . .. that the "relevance" standard has no meaning. The 
government does not contend that Section 1861 - which applies to all 
"tangible things." not only telecommunications reconJs - may be used to 
collect in bulk records of any type. Rather, telecommunications records have 
characteristics not common to other types of records - specifica lly, their 
highly standardized and inter-connec ted nature - that make them readi ly 
susceptible to analysis in large datasets to bring previously unknown connec
tions between and among individuals to light. The same cannot be sa id of 
myriad other types of records that might be subject to a Section 186 1 order. In 
the distinctive and particularly critical context of telecom munications. all of 
the records are relevant to an authorized investigation. because it is only with 
the full set that this investigati ve tool can be used most effecti vely. 153 

Additional insight into any other bulk metadata collection, perhaps not involv
ing communications, will need to await further disclosures. 

6. A final issue concerns the constitutionality of the bulk metadata collection. 
In Smith v. Maryland, 154 the Supreme Court held that telephone company 
customers have no Fourth Amendment rights in the dialing information that 
they convey to the telephone company. The Cou11 in Smith relied on its prior 
decision in United States v. Miller, 155 which found no Fourth Amendment rights 
of a customer in his bank records held by the bank. As the Court explai ned in 
1984, 156 rejecting constitu tional challenges to enforcement of an administrative 
subpoena, " [i]t is established that, when a person communicates information to 
a third party even on the understanding that the communication is confidential, 
he cannot object if the third pa11y conveys that information or records thereof to 
law enforcement authorities." 157 In its August 2013 opinion, the FISC relied on 
Smith and third-party doctrine to conclude that there was no Fourth Amendment 
violation in the bulk telephony metadata collection (and also noted that none of 
the providers had invoked a statutory procedure to challenge the orders in the 
FISC). 158 

152. Id. 
153. Brief fort.he United States in Opposition at 31-32. In re EPIC. No. 13-58 (S. Cl. Oct. 2013) 

[hereinafter US EPIC BlO]. available al http://epic.org/privacy/nsa/in-re-epic/ 13-58-SG-Brief.pdf. 
154. Smith v. Maryland, 442 U.S. 735 ( 1979). 
155. United States v. Miller, 425 U.S. 435 ( 1976). 
156. Sec.& Exchange Comm. v. O'Brien. 467 U.S. 735, 743 ( 1984). 
157. See, e.g., Couch v. United States, 409 U.S. 322,335 (1973). With respect to the rights or the 

telephone companies, see generally U.S. v. Powell. 379 U.S. 48 ( 1964) (discussing standards for 
enforcement of administrative subpoenas); Donovan v. Lone Steer. Inc. 464 U.S. 408 ( 1984) (recipient 
of a subpoena may complain if the subpoena is too burdensome and unreasonable). 

158. August 20 13 FISC Order, supra note 4, at 6-9. 14-16. 
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Judicial reaction outside the FISC has been mixed. In November 20 13, a 
j udge in the Southern District of Cali fornia agreed w ith the FISC and denied a 
motion for new trial in a criminal case based on claims that the NSA's collection 
of bulk te lephony metadata violated the Fourth A mendment.

159 
Rely ing on 

Smith, the court declined the defendant's invitation to " blaze a new path and 
adopt the approach to the concept of privacy set forth by Ju rice Sotomayor 
in her concurrence in United States v. Jones." 160 In that opinion, Justice 
Sotomayor wrote that " it may be necessary to reconsider the premise that an 
individual has no reasonable expectation of pri vacy in information voluntarily 
disclosed to third parties. This approach is i ll suited to the digital age, in which 
people reveal a great deal of information about themselves to third par ties in the 
course of carrying out mundane tasks. People di c lose the phone numbers that 
they dial or text to their cellular prov iders; the URLs that they visit and the 
e-mail addresses with which they correspond to their Internet service providers; 
and the books, grocerie , and med ications they purchase to online retailers." 161 

The district court concluded that " the Supreme Court specifically and unequivo
cally held in Smi th that retrieval of data from a pen register by the Government 
w ithout a search warrant is not a search for Fourth A mendment purpose5," 162 

and therefore rejected the defendant's Fourth A mendment claim, effectively 
adhering to the Supreme Court's guidance that where "a precedent of th is Court 
has direct application in a case, yet appears to rest on reasons rej ected in some 
other line of decisions, the [ lower courts] should follow the case which directly 
controls, leaving to this Court the prerogative of overruling its own deci
sions." 163 

In December 201 3, a judge in the D i trict of DC issued (but stayed pending 
the government's appeal) a preliminary injunction against the bulk collection 
program, finding a substantial likelihood that it violated the Foun h Amend-

159. United States v. Moalin, No. IO<.:r4246 JM. 2013 WL 607951 (S.D. Cal. o,. 14. 2013) 
[hereinafter November 2013 Moalin Opinion]. 

160. ovember 2013 Moalin Opinion. supra note 159, at * 7 (cning Jones ,. Untted State!>. 
132 S. Ct. 945. 954-64 (2012) (So10111ayor. J ., concurring)). 

161. See, e.g .. Laura K. Donohue. NSA sun·eillance may be legal - bw ii :1· 1111co11st11111io11al. 
WA:-.11. Pm, D1{;11r.1 (June 21.2013).hnp://arti<.:les.washingtonpost.com/2013-06-21/opinions/40110321_ I_ 
elec1ronic-surveillance-fisa-nsa-surveillanct:: July 20U SJC Hearing . .111pra note 27 (testimony of 
Jameel Jaffer & Laurn W. Murphy, ACLU). al'(lilable a1 hllp<,://v. ,, w.aclu.org/files/a sets/te!>timon). 
sjc_.073 I J 3.final_.pdf. For a detailed assessment 01· the constitutional issues here by a capable outside 
observer. see Orin Kerr. M('{adata. 11,e NSA. and the Fourth Ame11d111e111: A Cmwi1t11io11al A1wlysis 11( 
Co/leering and Querying Call Records Dmaba.,es. Voi OKII Co,,sl'IRAC\ (July 17. 20 I 3), hllp://wv. w. 
volokh .com/2013/07 / 17/mctadata-the-nsa-and-the-fourth-amendment-a-constit u tional-anal ysis-of
collecting-and-querying-call -records-daiabases/. 

162. November 20 13 Moalin Opinion al *7. 
163. Agos1ini v. Felton. 52 I U.S. 203. 237 ( 1997) (internal quota1ion omitted). That is not 10 suggest 

that the thi rd-party doctrine underlying Smith v. Maryland has in fact been rejected in another line of 
decisions. including Jones. Indeed, it seem,; a deeply rooted element of the Supreme Coun's Fourth 
Amendment jurisprudence. But Judge Miller in Moalin seemed to be aying that. even if Justke 
Sotomayor 's concurrence in Jones were taken as undermining the doctrine. Smith would still control ,n 
the lower courts. 
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ment. 16
-1 The court in DC relied on the conclusion that Smith v. Maryland is 

outdated, and the logic of Justice Sotomayor 's concurring opinion in Jones. I65 

In particular, the court rejected Smith on fou r grounds. First, it observed, "the 
[collection] in Smith was operational for only a matter of days," while the 
NSA's collection "involves the c reation and maintenance of a historical data
base containing five years' worth of data .... [and] the very real prospect that 
the program will go on for as long as America is combatting terroris m, which 
realistically could be forever!" I66 Second, the court noted, "the relationship 
between the police and the phone company in Smith is nothing compared to 
the relationship that has apparently evolved over the last seven years between 
the Government and telecom companies." 167 (It was not entirely clear from the 
opinion whether the court was making the argument that compliance with 
court-ordered co1lection on a large scale and over a period of years converts a 
private party into a governmental actor, or whether it was again emphasizing the 
re lative scope and scale of the NSA's collection. 168

) Third, the court relied on 
the "almost-Orwe lJian technology" behind the NSA's collection, and concluded 
that when Smith was decided in 1979, governmental acquisition of information 
on such a large scale it "was at best ... the stuff of science fiction." 169 Fourth, 
and "most importantly," the court concluded, " the nature and quantity of the 
information contained in people 's telephony metadata is much greater" today 
than it was in 1979. 170 Although "the types of information at issue in this case 
are relatively limited," as they were in Smith, the dramatic increase in the 
number of telephones in America - from slightly less than 72 million homes 
wi th te lephones in 1979 to "a whopping 326,475,248 mobile subscriber connec
tions" today - and the change from letters and post cards to text messages, 
meant that "people in 2013 have an entirely different relationship with phones 
than they did" when Smith was decided. 171 

Later that month, another judge, in the Southern District of New York, 

164. December 2013 Klayman Opinion, supra note 113. 
165. 132 S. Ct. 945, 957(20 12). 
166. December 2013 Klayman Opinion, supra note l 13 at *47. 
I 67. Id. at *48. 
168. Id. 
169. Id. at *49. 
170. Id. at *50. 

171. Id. at *50. 53. As of this writing, iL is not clear whelher Judge Leon's opinion will survive 
appellate review: and if it does survive, il is not clear whether its logic would extend to other situations 
involving the third-party rule, including (for example) the vast numbers of reports required by banks 
and other financial institutions based on the Supreme Court's decision in Miller, a case that underlies 
Smi th. In 20 11 , banks and other financial institutions filed millions of reports under the Bank Secrecy 
Act. which the government used "Lo detect and deter all types of illicit activity, including money 
laundering, the financing of terrorist activity, and many types of fraud." D EP'T oF THI: TREASURY F1N. 
CtHM1is ENFORCl: Ml:NT NETWORK, ANNUAL REl'ORT 6 (20 11 ), available m http://www.fincen.gov/news_room/ 
rp/files/annual_report_fy201 l.pdf. According to the government, these reports ·'create a financial trail 
that law enforcement and intelligence agencies use to track criminals and terrorist networks. their 
activities, and their assets." Id. FinCen "oversees the maintenance of a database with approximately 
180 million records of financial transactions and other reports." which "represents the most broadly 
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disagreed with the district court in DC and uphe ld the bulk collection pro
gram. 172 As a statutory matter, the Southern District court found that "Congress 
ratified [50 U.S .C . § 1861] as interpreted by the Executive Branch and the 
FISC, whe n it reauthorized PISA." 173 Rejecting the DC district court's reason

ing explicitly, the Southern District court stated: 

Some ponder 1he ubiquity or cellular telephones and how subscribers' 
relationships with their telephones have evolved since Smith. While people 
may " have an entirely different relationship wi th telephones than they did 
thirty-four years ago," this Court observes that their relationship with their 
telecommunications providers has not changed and is j ust as frustrating. 
Telephones have far more versatility now than when Smith was decided, but 
this case only concerns their use as telephones. The fact that there are more 
calls placed does not undermine the Supreme Court's finding that a person 
has no subjec tive expecwtion of privacy in telephony metadata. Impor
tantly, ··what metadata is has not changed over ti me," and "[a]s in Smith, the 
types of information al issue in this case are relatively limited: [tele]phone 
numbers dialed, date, time, and the like." Because Smith controls, the NSA's 
bulk telephony metadata collection program does not viol ate the Fourth 

A mendment. 174 

Although not a j udicial body, the President's Civil Liberties Oversight Board 
(PCLOB) issued a report in January 20 l4 concerning the bu lk telephony 
metadata program.175 Three members of the board concluded that "Section 215 
[ of the Patriot Act] does not provide an adequate legal basis to support the 

relied upon and largest source of financial intelligence available to law enforcement authorities at the 
Federal, State. and local level." Id. at 4. 

172. ACLU Opinion, supra note 113. 
173. Id. at * 16. The court found that the statutory claim was precluded, but stated, ' ·Even if the 

statutory claim were not precluded, it would fail ," and went on Lo ana lyze it at some length. Id. at * 13. 
The district court identified several occasions on which Congress reauthorized Section 2 15 of the 
Patriot Act, albeit some of them for very shon periods of time and others of them before the 
government offered briefings to all Members of Congress: 

See An Act to A mend the USA PATRIOT Act to Extend the Sunset of Certain Provisions o f 
that Act and the Lone Wol f Provision of the Intelligence Reform and Terrorism Provision Act 
of 2004 to July I , 2006, Pub. L . No. I 09-1 60, 119 Stat. 2957 (2005); An Act to Amend the 
USA PATRIOT Act to Extend the Sunset of Certain Provisions of Such Act, Pub. L. 
No. I 09- 170, 120 Stat. 3 (2006); USA PATRIOT Improvement and Reauthorization Act of 
2005, Pub. L. No. 109- 177, 120 Stat. 192 (2006); Department of Defense A ppropriations Act, 
2010, Pub. L. No. 11 1- 11 8, 123 Stat. 3409 (2009); An Act to Extend Expiring Provisions of 
the USA PAT RIOT Improvement and Reauthorization Act of 2005 and Intelligence Reform 
and Terrorism Prevention Act of 2004 unt i 1 February 28, 20 11, Pub. L. No. 111-J 4 1, 124 Stat. 
37 (20 I 0): FlSA Sunsets Extension Act of 20 11 , Pub. L. No. 11 2-3, 125 Stat. 5 (20 11 ); 
PATRIOT Sunsets Ex tension Act of 20 I I. Pub. L. No. I 12- 14, 125 Stat. 2 I 6 (2011 ). 

ACLU opinion, supra note 113, at *4 n.4 
174. Id. at *22 (quoting December 20 13 Klayman Opinion). 
175. PCLOB Report. supra note 55. 
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program," 176 that Congress did not rat ify the FISC's contrary interpretation 
when it reenacted the statute, 177 and that the program " raises concerns under 
both the F irst and Fourth Amendments to the United States Constitution." 178 

Two other members of the board disagreed with these legal conc lusions. 179 

Interestingly, although the Board found the program to be illegal, and a viola
tion of FISA, it "recognize[d] that the government may need a short period of 
time to explore and institutionalize alte rnati ve approaches, and believes it would 
be appropriate for the government to wind down the 215 program over a brief 
inte rim pe riod." 180 

THE FISA Cou,n 

The June 2013 disclosures gave ri se to public discussions concerning the 
FISC, and in particular concerning (I) the selection method for its judges; and 
(2) the possibility of something approaching inter partes litigation on at least 
certain matte rs before the court. Although there is no rea l evidence of problems 
in the curTent process for selecting FISA Court judges, under which the Chief 
Justice makes the appointments, 18 1 the vast majority of the Me mbe rs of the 
FISC were appointed by Republican Presidents, 182 and it would be re lative ly 
easy to change the selection process if desi red . The possibility of a c ivi l liberties 
advocate in the FISC is a more significant and difficult issue. 

l . With respect to the selection of FISA Court judges, there have been 
c laims that Chief Justice Roberts has chosen judges appointed by Republican 
Presidents, and that this has skewed the court in the governme nt 's favor. 183 

In response, one commentator has observed, "the c laim that Chief Justice 
Roberts's appointments have 'reshaped' the Court to favor the executive branc h 

176. Id. at l 0. 
177. Id. at 10- 11. 
l78. Id. at 11. 

179. Id. at 209-2 10 (Statement of Rachel Brand): id. at 214 (Statement of Eliseb1::1h Collins Cook). 
180. Id. at 17. It is not entirely clear how the PCLOB could recommend a wind-down period, rather 

than an immediate stop, for a collection program i1 believes is unlawful. The PCLOB did recommend 
adoption of several privacy enhancements during the wind-down period. but none of them appear 10 
affect the legality of the program. See id. The report states: '"To be clcnr. the Board believes that this 
program has been operated in good faith to vigorously pursue the government's countertcrrorism 
mission and appreciates the government's efforts 10 bring the program under the oversight of the FISA 
court. However, the Board concludes that Section 2 15 does not provide an adequate legal bm,is to 
support this program. Because the program is not statutorily authorized . it must be ended." Id. at 57. 

181. For a discussion of Lhe FISC, including the Chief Justice·s au thority 10 appoint judges to it. see 
NSJP, supra note I , at§ 5: I er seq. and especially§ 5:3. 

182. Por the current membership of the FISA Court, see The Foreig11 /11rel!ige11ce Sunei(!ance 
Court. Frn. OF AM. SCIENTISTS. https://www.fas.org/irp/agency/doj/fisa/court2013.html. 

183. See, e.g., Sen. Richard Blumenthal. FISA Courr Secre(\' Musr £11d. Prn mm (July 1-L 2013). 
hltp://www.politico.com/s1ory/2013/07/fisa-court-process-must-bc-unveiled-9-+ 127 .html ("My proposa l. 
which I plan to introduce this month. will bring transparency 10 the process for electing FISA court 
judges and ensure a broader diversity of views on the bench. It also w ill ensure that FISA court rulings 
are the product of a process in which both sides have the opportuni ty 10 be heard. a process designed to 
keep the government honest and allow for balanced consideration of difficult is ues."). 
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in applications for warrnnts does not withstand a moment's scrutiny. That 's 
because the Court ' approval rate has always hovered near I 00% - both before 
and after the Roberts era. No discemable reshaping has occurred." 184 Whatever 
the ideological makeup of the current FISC, as a ~irnple matter of timing, Chief 
Justice Roberts was confirmed in September 2005, and as noted above the FJSC 
first approved the bulk telephony metadata collection in May 2006, before he 
had any real impact on the Cou11's membership. 

More broadly, it is important to con~ider the context in which the FISA Cou,1 
initially approved the bulk collection. As noted above, bulk telephony metadata 
collection was occurring before May 2006 pursuant to Presidential authoriLation 
and voluntary cooperation from the telecommunications providers. 185 Accord
ingly, the practical question before the FISC in 2006 was not whether the 
collection should occur, but whether it should occur under judicial standards 
and supervision, or unilateral ly under the authority of the Executi ve Branch. 186 

Nonethele s, if desired, it would be possible formally to disperse the author
ity to elect FISA judge . For example, the Chief Judges of the regional court~ 
of appeals could each name a judge, as long as there was some weighting 
mechanism to ensure a sufficient number of DC-area judges to handle emer
gencies, and with ome reasonable system of rotation to account for the fact that 

184. Steven Aftergood, Did Jus1ice Roberts Re.tlwpe the f:ISA Court?, St,( RLCY N, ws (July 29. 
:WI 3). hup://blogs.fas.org/secrecy/20I3/07/robern.-reshapc/. See also Editorial. More l11depe11dl'Jlce for 
the FISA Co11r1. N. Y. TtML\. July 29. 20 I 3, at A 16 ("All I I of the current members were assigned to the 
coun by Chief Justice John Roberts Jr. In the nearly eight year~ he has been making his selt:ctions. 
Chief Jus1ice Roberts has leaned about as far right as it ii, possibll! to go. Ten of those I I members\.\ ere 
appo1n1ed 10 the bench by Republican presidents: the 1wo previous chief justices put Republican
appoin1ed judges on the court 66 percent of the time."). As the Presiding Judge of the FISA Court has 
pointed out, the approval rate for Title 111 \.\ iretap appl 1catiom,. which are used 111 ordinar) crim111al 
cases. is similar to the approval rate for FISAs. See Letter from Judge Reggie Walton to Senator Patrick 
Leahy (July 29. 2013) at 2 n.2. 3 n.6 [hereinafter July 2013 Walton-Leahy Lella]. ("the approval rate 
for Title Ill wiretap applications .... is higher than the approval rate for FISA appl ications··). mailable 
at hup://www. leahy.~enace.gov/download/honorablc-patrick-j-leahy. Chier Justice Roberts was con
fim1ed tn September 2005. and the FISA Court appro\'ed the bull,. telephon) metadata collection 111 Ma) 
2006. 

185. See December 2013 Fleisch Declaration. 1upra note 17. at 5. 13. 18-19. 
I 86. With respect to mctadata concerning foreign-to-foreign commumcatIons. which the FISC\ 

order expressly doei. not address. see I 8 U.S.C. * 25 11 (2)(t). Section 25 I I (2)(1) exempts from Ihc 
prohibitions 1n Title Ill certain types or produc!lon of data by telecommunications provideri.. but 1t 

cannot be used to compel such production. Thc June 20 13 disclosures have affected relationships 
between the government and the electronic communication~ providers. As Chris Ingl is. Deputy Director 
of NSA explained. the unauthoritcd disclosures have .. s1ra111ed" relationships between SA and the 
private sector. See Chris Inglis NPR Interview. s11pra note 56. As discussed in NSIP. s11pra note I . 
at § 16:5. Ken Wainstein. the former AssI<,tant Attorne) General for ational Securit). explained the 
importance of those relationships: "we rely on Ihc communications providers to do our intdligence 
surveillances .... And I.here's cooperation and there's cooperation .... Yes. we can compel the phone 
companies. or compel the communications provider - to do a surveillance. and even ii they .. resi~t a 
directive ... we can go the FISA Court to get our order~ enforced. Problem is. throughout that time. 
we're dark on whatever sur\'eillance it i!> that we want to go up on." American Bar As-.ociation. 
Breakfast Program on FISA Reform (March 3. 2008). available at http://apps.americanbar.org/na1securi1y/ 
multimcdia/FISA_ref'orm_pand_March_3_2008_ WS_30 I44.mpl. 
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there are fewer FlSC judges (11) than regional courts of appeals (13). 187 That is 
effectively how the selection process apparently worked, informally, at least 
some of the time in the past. 188 

The judicial branch itself, however, has taken the position that no change in 
the selection process is necessary or appropriate. In a letter to the Chair and 
Ranking Members of the House and Senate Judic iary and Intelligence Commjt
tees, dated January l 3, 2014, Judge John Bates, the Director of the Administra
tive Office of the U.S. Courts and a former Presiding Judge of the F ISC, wrote 
that the Chief Justice is "uniquely positioned ... to review the federal judiciary 
and select qua I ified judges for additional work on the FISC or the Court of 
Review." 189 Ac know ledgi ng that "ten out of the eleven current FISC judges 
were appointed to the district court bench by Republican presidents," 190 as 
d iscussed above, Judge Bates' letter observed that the "fact that both current 
Court of Review judges were appointed to the federal appellate bench by a 
Democratic president receives less attention." 191 Indeed, the letter expressed 
strong concerns about any "selection process that involves more persons - and 
especially one that is likely to introduce political factors." 192 The Judiciary 's 
view, as expressed by Judge Bates, is that proposals to disperse the selection 
au thority also " ignore the Chief Justice's unique role in the Judicial Branch" as 

187. Another option would be Lo expand the court , although it is already a relatively large court, 
especially considering that its members sit part time and are geographically dispersed. See NSIP, supra 
note I , at s 5:3. 

188. Testimony of Judge James G. Carr before the Senate Judiciary Committee (July 3 I. 2013) 
(discussing how Chief Judge Martin forwarded his name to the Administrative Office of the U.S. 
Courts, which led to his appointment to the FISC by the Chief Justice), available ar hnp://www. 
judiciary.senate.gov/hearings/testimony.cfm?id =0d93f03 l 88977d0d4 l 065d3fa04 I decd&wi t_id =0d93f03 
I 88977d0d4 I 065d3fa04 I decd-0-6. See also Review Group Report, supra note 113. 

189. Letter from Judge John Bates to Senator Diane Feinstein (Jan. J3, 2014) [hereinafter January 
2014 Bates Letter], available ar http://www.fas.org/irp/news/2014/01/bates.pdf. The letter contains a 
I 4-page paper, dated January I 0, 2014, and describes itself as '·setting forth the Judiciary's comments 
concerning certain potential changes to FISA and proceedings before the PISC and the Foreign 
Intelligence Surveil lance Court or Review." IL explains that "[t]raditionally, the view of the Judiciary on 
legislative matters are expressed through the Judicial Conference of the United States, for which I strve 
as secretary. However, because the mailers at issue here relate to special expertise and experience of 
only a small number of judges on two specialized courts, the Conference ha not at this time been 
engaged to deliberate on them." In preparing the letter, Judge Bates, himself a former Presiding Judge 
of the FISC. "consulted with the current Presiding Judges of the FISC and the Court of Review, as well 
as with other judges who serve or have served on those courts." Id. at I. 

190. Id. at 12 n.15. 
191. Id. at 12 n.15. 

192. Id. at 12. The le11er also notes that, from Lime to rime, a potenL.iaJ candidate for service on the 
FISC may fail a background investigation, and that ''[k]knowledge of a problematic background 
investigation would be more widespread if more persons were involved in the selection process." Id. 
at 12. Of course, all federal judges may, in their normal duties, come into contact with FlSA 
information, so it is potentially of concern that some of them are apparently unsuited for service on rhe 
PfSC based on security concerns. See, e.g., 50 U.S.C. § J 806. The let1er also argues that dispersing 
selection authority would make it more difficult lo ensure a sufficient number of DC-area judges on the 
courts. January 20 I 4 Bates Leuer. supra note 189, at 13. 
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the person who normally assign~ other judges to serve "on special courts." 193 

Such a strongly-worded letter from the Judicial Branch, on matters other than 
the budget of the federal courts, is quite notable, not only because it apparently 
reflects the views of the Chief Justice, 194 but also because of the excellent 
reputation that Judge Bates enjoys. 

2. As to the second proposal, concerning a civi l liberties advocate in the 
FISC, the i ue i more complex. There are at least three possible versions of 
such an advocate, each wi th various costs and benefits, and other possibilities 
could also be considered. Most of the sensible possibi lities are fundamentally 
designed to provide a counter-weight to the government's advocacy in a very 
small number of important cases, at the discretion of the FISC judges. 195 

Fir t, the FISC could call on external lawyers, in private practice, on a 
case-by-case basis as desired in the court's discretion. 196 As noted above, such 
external advocacy would be needed very rarely, but would be potential ly 
valuable where it is needed .. Apart from the discretion of the FISC itself, which 
would properly control whether an advocate should be appointed, one possible 
guideline could be FISC Rule 11 (b), which requires the government to submit a 
special memorandum when it presents a new issue to the court, including but 
not limited to " novel issues of technology or law." 197 Such an approach might 
assist the FISC, and increa e public confidence in its rulings. 

However, the use of ad hoc external advocates might also be challenging, 
especially in the FJSC a opposed to the Court of Review. 198 At the outset, it 

193. Id. at 13. 
194. Judge Bates' letter explains that ·'the Chief Justice of the United States has requested that I act 

as l1a1son for the Judiciary on mauers concerning the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act (FlSA)." 
Id. at I . 

195. In h!stimony befon: the Senate Judiciary Committee, Judge James Carr, a former Member of 
the Coun, said that there were less than five occasions during his tenure in which such advocacy would 
have been helpful. Testimony of Judge James G. Carr before the Senate Judiciary Committee (July 3 1. 
2013) c·fewer Lhan 1he fingers on one hand, J'm sure"), available a, ht1p://www.judiciary.sena1e.gov/ 
hearings/1estimony.cfm?id =0d93f03 ! 88977d0d4 I 065d3fa04 I decd&w1t_id=0d93f03 I 88977d0d4 I 0 
65d3 fa04 I decd-0-6. 

I 96. The~e l:lwyers would no1 be representing a client - e.g., the FlSA target - but would instead be 
aiding lhe court as a kind of expert consultant. Accordingly, it would likely make sense to compensate 
them under 5 U.S.C. § 3109 or a similar <,tatute. Cf U.S. v. Salemo. 81 F.3d 1453 (9lh Cir. 1996). II 
may be that the FISC already enJoys the authority 10 engage such experts under Section 3109, ,f 
July 20 13 Walton-Leahy Leller, supra note 184, at 7-9, but legislation could remove doubt and 
reinforce the validi ty of the practice. In his January 201 4 leuer to Congress. Judge Bates stated that 
"FISA docs not currently provide a means for Ihe FISC to solicit the assistance of non-governmental 
entities in considering issues presented by such requests" by the government for surveillance authority. 
January 2014 Bates Letter, .1upra note 189, al 3. 

197. For a discussion of Ruic 11 (b). sec NSIP. s upra note I , at § 5:4. O ther subsections of Rule 11. 
which addrcs!> other siwations in ""hich special memoranda are due. could also be triggers for 1he use of 
external advocates. In its August 2013 opinion, the FISC stated that Ruic 11 would be impl icated if Ihe 
government sought locauonal information as part of its bulk telephony metadata collection. August 
2013 FISC Opinion, supra note 4, at 2 n.2. 4 n.5. 

198. The Courl of Review has received submissions from amici. See In re Sealed Case, 31 0 F.3d 
717. 719 & n.l (FISCR 201 1) (percuriam). The FISA Court has also accepted amicus briefs, albeit not 
in the cont1.::x1 of a FISA application. See July 2013 Walton-Leahy Letter, supra note 184, at 7-9. 
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might require a more robust form of adversary syste m than is commonly 
understood. One of the main challenges in some cases before the FISC is the 
intersection of complex law and complex facts, particularly concerning rapidly 
evolving tec hnology, as Rule 11 itself recognizes. 199 An adversary system, 
the refore, might require a developed approach for cross-examination or deposi
tions of NSA e ngineers, and perhaps other methods of factua l education, in 
support of an opposing brief written by advocates with very I imited, episodic 
understanding of the technology in question. With respect to non-technological 
facts - e.g., concerning a potential target - the process for education might a lso 
be challe nging, a lthough in diffe rent ways. As forme r FISC Presiding Judge 
Bates put it, "an advocate would not be able to conduct an independent factual 
investigation, e.g., by interviewing the target or the target's associates," and 
often " would impair rather than improve the FISC's ability to receive infor
mation and rule on applications in an effective and time ly manner."200 More
over, these advocates also would not be aware of the FISC's jurisprudence on 
an ongoing basis, so the time needed for them ro come up to speed might be 
significant. Finally, they would need special aJTangements for wr iting and 
storing highly classified plead ings.201 All of these issues could be addressed, 
perhaps, but the process may be more involved, cumbersome, logistically 
challenging, and perhaps s lower than is commonly understood.202 Tf it were 
used very rarely, and when time is not of the essence, it might be made to work, 
but it would not be a trivial undertak ing.203 

Another option would be to use full-t ime, executive branch personnel to 
present the opposing arguments, such as staff in the National Security Divi
s ion 's Oversight Section. This has the vinue of using lawyers with ongo111g 

199. These cases represent a very smull minority of the docket. but tend 10 produc0 more significant 
rulings because they involve new issues. See FISC R. 11: cf July 20 13 DNI Response 10 26 Senators, 
supra note 27, at 3 (compliance problems have "genera lly involved human error or highly sophisticated 
technology issues related to NSA's compliance with particular aspects or the Court 's order ."). As 
Judge Carr, a former M ember of Ihe FISA Court. explained in testimony before the Senate Judiciary 
Commjuee, the appointment of adversary counsel "would not be frequen1. and would not occur in the 
routine kind of cases .... Once in a very great while, however. a FISA application raises a novel. 
substantial, and very difficult issue of law." Testimony of Judge James G. Carr before the Senate 
Judiciary Committee (July 31, 2013). available a, http://www.judiciary.senatc.gov/hearings/tes1irnony. 
cfm?id=0d93f03 I 88977d0d4 I 065d3fa04 I decd&wit_id= 0d93f03 188977d0d4 I 065d3fa04 I decd-0-6. 

200. January 2014 Bates Letter, supra note 189, at 4. 
20 1. In his January 2014 leller to Congress. Judge Bates described the challenges posed by cla ified 

information even for the judges on the FISC, noting that '•a lack of secure communication and storage 
facilities makes it very difficult for eight of the eleven judges to review FISC pleading. or communicate 
about FISC matters when they are in their home districts" ralher than at the FISC itself in Washington, 
DC. Id. at 5. 

202. See July 2013 SJC Hearing, supra note 27, Statement of Bob Litt ("[ l]r it would help to have 
some kind of adversary process built into tha1. I think that would be t!ntirely appropriate. But we 
shouldn ' t be trying to make this mimic a criminal trial, becau e it's a very differe111 process."). C.f Steve 
Yladeck, Making FISC More Adl'ersarial: A Brief Response lo Orin Kerr. LAWl't\RJ. (July 8. 2013). 
http://www.lawfareblog.com/2013/07 /making-fisc-more-ad versarial-a-brief-response-to-ori n. kerr/. 

203. See January 2014 Bates Letter, supra note 189, at 5-7. 
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technological and legal awareness, and access to classified facilities for writ
ing briefs and other documents. rt has been proposed, albeit tentatively, by a 
thoughtful commentator.20

--
1 But il presents other difficulties, including possible 

cultural difficulties within the Executive Branch. A part from dissonance at the 
working level, the Assistant A ttorney General for National Security would have 
to supervise and evaluate both the government's primary advocates and its 
opponents, and potentially edi t both briefs. And as one commentator has said, al 

a minimum, •' it wou ld st ill ' look' funny."205 It would be interesting Lo obtain the 
views of the Executi ve Branch, and the Office of Legal Counsel in particu lar, as 
to any statutory, constitutional or other issues that would be rai sed by having the 
government literally argue both sides of a legal case. 

Finally, a third proposal, potentially the most promising, would be to use 
FISC personnel to formally oppose the government's positions when needed. As 
di cussed in § 5:3 of NSIP, the FlSC cu1Tently employs several Legal Advisors, 
who are more experienced than law clerks in a typical court, and who assist the 
judge in their work.206 If desired, Congress cou ld expand the cadre of Legal 
Advisors,207 and allow and encourage FISC judges to appoint one or more of 
them formal ly as an opposi tion advocate, or .. red team," to write the opposing 
brief in appropriate cases, whether under circumstances described in Rule 11 or 
otherwise. This would have the virtues of ensuring long-term legal and techno
logical awareness in the government's opponent, easy access to classified 
facil ities, and much ea ier access to relevant facts (because NSA engineers and 
other governmental experts are already quite used to answering pointed, factual 
que tion from Court per onnel);208 it would also avoid the cultural and other 

204. Orin Kerr. A Proposal IU Reform FISA Co11r1 Decisicmmal-.ing, T11L Yo1 OKII CoNSl'IR/\l, (July 8. 
2013). hrtp://www.volokh.com/2013/07/08/a-proposal-10-reform-fisa-court-deci ionmaking/. 

205. Yladeck. supra note 202. 
206. In a leuer 10 the Senate Judiciary Commi11ee. Presiding Judge Walton or the FISC des<.:nbed the 

role of the Legal Advisors. He explained that "a proposed applica11on must be <;ubmiued by the 
government no later than seven days before the government scch to have the mailer entertained:· and 
that a Legal Advisor then reviews the application and "will often have one or more telephone 
conversation~ with the government to seek additional information and/or raise concerns about the 
appl ication. A Coun attorney then prepares a written analysis of the application for the duty judge. 
which includes an identification of any weaknesses. naws or other concern~ ... After consultations 
between the Legal Advisor and the Judge, tht: Legal Advi~or --will then relay the judge·s inclination [to 
grant or deny the application] 10 the government. and the government will typically proceed hy 
providing additional information. or by submitting a final application." Jul) 2013 Walton-Leahy Lener. 
rnpra note 184. 

207. If desired. Congress could also increase their pay (and hence. presumably. their seniority and 
perhaps overall quality, although the current cadrc of Legal Advisors is of high quality). 

208. See July 2013 SJC Hearing, supra note 27. SIa1emen1 or Chris Inglis ("We welcome any and 
all hard questions."): July 2013 Walton-Leahy Lcuer, rnpra nott! 184, at 5-6 ("Under FISA prac11ce. 
the first set of interactions often take place at the staff lcvel. The Court':, legal stall frequently interact~ 
with the government in various ways in the contcxt of examining thc lcgal sufficiency of applications 
before they arc presented In final rorm to a judge .... At the direction of the Presiding Judge or the 
judge assigned 10 a matter, Court legal sta ff sometimes meet with the government in connection with 
applications and submissions. The Court typically reque,;t, such meetings when a proposed applicauon 
or submission presents a special legal or factual concern about which the Court would like additional 
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issues noted above. One concern, of course, would be that such an approach 
would give the opposing lawyers an advantage, through the ir informal inte rac
tions with the FISC j udges, but this would probably be manageable. Approach
ing the issue from the other direction, as long as the role of the "red team" was 
properly defined and supported by the j udges, there would be ljttle risk of the 
designated Legal Advisors becoming "captured" and not vigorously oppos ing 
the government's submissions. 

This third approach has one additional feature, which is at least arguably a 
significant virtue, but which may not be widely understood : it maintains, at least 
formally, the ex parte nature of the FISC's regular docket, even if it supplies an 
opponent to the government from within the court itself on the rare occasions 
when opposition is needed. Historically, the Department of Justice has taken 
very seriously the special obligations of candor that flow from the ex parte 
re lationship with the FISA Cou,1,209 and the institutional and long-term value of 
balanced, sober presentation . In some cases, indeed, the Department has been 
very strongly criticized for that approach, and for not being enough of an 
advocate .2 1° Creating a full -blown inter partes system in the FISC for a few key 

in formation (e.g., a novel use of technology or a request to use a new surveillance or search 
technique) ... . Court legal staff may meet with the government as often as 2-3 times a week, or as few 
as 1-2 times a month."). 

209. Cf, e.g., ABA Model Rule 3.3(d) ("Jn an ex par1e proceeding, a lawyer shall inform the 
tribunal of all material facts known to the lawyer that will enable the tribunal m make an informed 
decision, whether or not the facts are adverse.") As the comment to ABA Model Rule 3.3 explains: 

Ordinarily. an advocate has the limi ted responsibility of presenting one side of the matters that 
a tribunal should consider in reaching a decision; the conflicting position is expected to be 
presented by the opposing party. However. in any ex pan e proceeding, such as an application 
for a temporary restraining order, there is no balance of presentation by opposing advocates. 
The object of an ex parte proceeding is nevertheless lo y ield a substantial ly j ust result The 
judge has an affirmati ve responsibility to accord the absent party j ust consideration. The 
lawyer for the represented party has the correlative duty to make disclosures of material facts 
known to the lawyer and that the lawyer reasonably believes are necessary to an informed 
decision." 

Id. In his January 20 14 letter to Congress, Judge Bates explained that " the government routinely 
discloses in an application information that is detrimemal to its case." January 201 4 Bates Letter, supra 
note I 89, at 5, and that ·' the current process benefits from the government's taking on - and generally 
abiding by - a heightened duty of candor to the Court," Id. at 7. 

2 10. See NSIP, supra note I , at § 11:5 & n.21; see also, e.g., 148 Cong. Rec. S8649-01 (reprinti ng 
article from The Washi11g1on Pos1. Dan Eggen and Susan Schmidt. Secret Court Rebuffs Ashcroft 
(Aug. 23, 2002)) (''FBI and Justice Department officials have said that the fear of being rejected by the 
FISA court . . . has at times caused both FBI and Justice officials to take a cautious approach to 
intelligence warrants. Until the current dispute. the FISA court had approved all but one application 
sought by the government since the court's inception. Ci vil libertarians claim thal record shows rhat the 
court is a rubber stamp for the government; proponents of stronger law enforcement say the record 
reveals a timid bureaucracy only willing to seek warrants on sure winners."); l:f 50 U.S.C. § I 804(d). 
As Carrie Cordero, formerly of the National Security Division at DOJ, testi fied before the Senate 
Judiciary Committee in October 20 I 3: 

On that point, i t is worth noting that the FISA process. for approximatel y the preceding 
fifteen years, was subject to the exact opposite criticism that it seems to be today: the 
Department of Justice was accused of being too reticent. too cautious. too unwilling to be 
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cases might have some benefits, as discussed above, but could also result in the 
erosion of something that has proven valuable over time.2 11 The " red team" 
proposal is most likely to leave that cultural value intact, whi le sti ll providing 
the court with the benefits of well-pre:,ented opposing viewpoints. 

One of the main disadvantages of the red-team proposal - at least as a 
political matter - i~ that it may not be, or appear to be, a sufficiently dramatic 
change from current practice. A variant on the approach designed to sati sfy that 
concern would involve establishment of something like an Office of Defender 
of Civil Liberties (ODCL). As a formal matter, ODCL cou ld operate as an arm 
of the FISC, by rough analogy to the Offices of the Federal Public Defender 
(FPD), which defend persons charged with federal crimes, and operate formally 
as arms of the various U.S. District Courts under the cou11s' plans for providing 
legal service:, to the indigent.212 Unl ike FPO attorneys, however, the ODCL 
lawyer would likely not be busy defending civi l liberties all of the time, 

aggressive under the law In order 10 protect the national security. This Committee is ,ery 
familiar with this history. To provide just a few examples: in May 2000, the Report or the 
Atlorney General's Revie,, Team on the Handling of the Los Alamo~ National Laboratory 
Investigation was issued. That report concerned the handling of 1he Wen Ho Lee case, a 
counterintelligence investigation, and included a critical analysis of the interaction between, 
and the legal judgment of, the FBI and the Dcpanment of Justice concerning their interpreta
uom, of FISA standards. such as probable cause, in the late I990s. In a separate review of the 
FISA process. this Commiuee issued a report in February 2003 on FISA Implementation 
Failures. That report focused primaril) on deficiencies in FBI operations, but focused in 
significant part on problem'> that prevented the FBI from "aggressively pursuing FISA 
applications ... " 

A third example arose five years later. In an exchange of leuers in October 2008. ew York 
City Police Commissioner Raymond Kelly crit icized the Department of Justice under A uor
ney General Michael Mukasey's tenure of being unwilling to present close or borderline 
cases to the FISC for consideration. Attorney General Mukasey strongly rejected the 
NYPD's c laims and defended the Department's practice before the Court, stating in part, 
"[o]ur successful advocacy before the Court depends on the accuracy of our factual represcnta
uons and the reliability of our assessments of those facts .... " Although today's criticisms of 
FISA operations have now shifted from targeting one agency (FBI) to another (NSA), for 
those, like me, who worked in national security operational law components during these 
years, it is an ironic t\, ist 10 hear today's cri11c1sms that the Department of Justice attorneys in 
this process may not be adequately representing both the national security as well as civil 
liberties interests of Americans in their presentations made to the Court; that we need more 
lav. yers scrutinizing already well-scrubbed applications; and that the government should be 
pulling forth more cautious interpretations of the law. 

Carrie Cordero, Statement for the Record. United Siates Senate, Comrniucc on the Judiciary. '·Con
tinued Oversight of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Ac1" (Oct. 2. 2013) (footnotes omitted). 
available at hllp://www.judiciary.scnate.gov/pdf/ I 0-2- I 3CorderoTcstimony.pdf. 

211. For an opposing position on this is ue. see Patricia Bellia, Brm•e Nell' World: U.S. Responses 10 

the Rise in /111er11ntio11al Crime, 50 Viii. L. Rev. 425. 475-476 (2005) ("In terms of legitimacy, the 
benefits of having security-cleared opposing counsel argue before the FISC are obvious: doing so 
would ensure that, despite the -.ecrecy of the FISA process. concerns about FISA's application in 
particular factual contexts were fully aired. Moreover, use of opposing counsel would relieve any 
pressun: on both OIPR and the FISC itself to act as 'devil's advocate' by narrowly interpreting the 
statute."). 

2 12. See 18 U.S.C. * 3006A(g)(2)(A). 
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because (as noted above) the FISC is like ly to need the ir services only very 
rare ly (unless the office were give n the authority to intervene in any case of its 
choosing, which would like ly mean intervention in many cases). In light of that, 
it might make sense to allow the m to perform such o ther duties on behalf of the 
FISC as a FISC judge (or perhaps the FISC's Presiding Judge) designates from 
time to time, as long as those other duties do not interfe re with their principal 
miss ion - e .g., the duties of a Legal Advisor. This might, however, s ignificantly 
exacerbate the problem described above, of the c ivil liberties advocates having 
c loser access to the judges, at least if they have difficulty shedding the ir 
institutional outlook when performing work that should be neutral and de
tached. It may be easier for the Legal Advisors to adopt an opposition mental ity 
in a few cases than it would be for ODCL attorneys to abandon it in most cases. 
Creating an ODCL could have far- reaching effects. 

In choosing among the various alternatives, of course, one important factor 
would be the preferences of the FISC itself, s ince the adversary presentation 
would be designed in the first instance to aid the court's decisions. Judge James 
Carr, a former Member of the FISC, wrote an editorial in July 20 13 suggesting 
that the FISC be given discretion to appoint outside advocates to oppose the 
government's positions.2 t

3 In subsequent testimony, however, Judge Carr was 
careful to point out that he was not speaking for the FISC or for the Judiciary as 
a whoJe.2 14 

The January 2014 letter from Judge Bates strongly opposed an ODCL or its 
equivalent, but e ndorsed the possibility of outs ide intervention in impo11ant 
cases as determined by FISC judges: 

The participation of a privacy advocaLe is unnecessary - and could prove 
counterproductive - in the vast majority of FISA matters, which involve the 
application of a probable cause or other factual standard to case-specific facts 
and typically implicate the privacy interests of few persons other than the 
specified target. Given the nature of FISA proceedings, the parti cipation or an 
advocate would neither create a truly adversarial process nor constructively 
assist the [FISA] Courts in assessing the facts, as the advocate would be 
unable to communicate with the target or conduct an independent investiga
tion. Advocate involvement in run-of-the-mill FISA matters would substan
tially hamper the work of the Courts without providing any countervailing 
benefit in terms of privacy protection or otherwise; indeed, such pervasive 
participation could actually undermine the Courts' abi lity to receive complete 
and accurate information in the matters before them. 

In those matters in which an outside voice could be helpful, it is critical that 
the participation of an advocate be structured in a manner than maximizes 

213. Judge James G. Carr. A Belfer Secret Court, N. Y. TtMl:~. July 23. 2013. at A2 l. 
2 14. Testimony of Judge James G. Carr before the Senate Judiciary Commillee (July 31. 2013). 

available at http://www.judiciary.senate.gov/hearings/testimony.cfm?id =0d93f03 I 88977d0d4 I 065d3 
fa04 l decd&wit_id = 0d93f03 l 88977d0d4 I 065d3fa04 I decd-0-6. 
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assistance to the Courts and minimiLes disruption to their work. An advocate 
appointed at the discretion of the Courts is likely to be helpful. wherea~ a 
standing advocate with independent authority to intervene at will could 
actually be countcrproduct ivc.215 

255 

On January 17, 2014, in a speech delivered at the Department of Justice, 
President Obama appeared to agree with the approach preferred by the judi
ciary. He said: " To ensure that the court hears a broader range of privacy 
perspectives, I am also calling on Congress to authorize the e. tablishment of a 
panel of advocates from outside government to provide an independent voice in 
significant cases before the Foreign Intelligence Survei llance Court."2 16 This 
brief statement contains three important elements. First, by referring to a panel 
of experts from '·outside government," the President seemed to be endor~ing the 
first approach described above, in which the FISC calls on advocates from 
private practice, and rejecting the idea of a permanent ODCL or Public Advo
cate. Second, by referring to "significant cases," the President seemed to 
recognize that partic ipation of the outside advocates would be limited. Although 
he did not say who would determine which cases are "significant" enough to 
merit uch participation, or the criteria used to determine "significance," the 
likel iest approach seems to be to rely on the judges of the FISC. This was 
perhaps the most notable aspect of his statement: it did not call for mandatory 
participation by an outside advocate. Finally, however, by call ing on Congress 
to authori ze the panel of advocates, the President obviously left open the 
possibility that another approach might prevai l.217 

SECRECY, TRANSPARENCY, AND THE SCOPE OF SIGNALS l NTELLIGENCt: 

Apart from their impact on the FJSC and its operations, the June 20 13 
disclosures and en uing reaction also illustrate the tension , and the ongoing 
need to cal ibrate, between the sometimes-competing values of secrecy and 
transparency. This tension exi ts both ( I ) within the federal government, and 
(2) between the federal government as a whole and the American people.218 A'::. 

215. January 2014 Bates Leiter. wpm note 189. at 2 (bullet points omitted. emphasis added). 
216. POTUS Sigint Speech. supra note 49. 
217. In its report. the PCLOB made a <,1milar rc.:commendation: .. Congress should t:nact lt:g1slat1on 

enabling the FISC to hear independent views, in addition 10 1he government ·s views. on novel and 
significant applications and in other mailers in which a FISC judge determines that consideration of the 
issues would merit such additional views." PCLOB Report . . 111prn note 55. at 17. 

2 18. The disclosures also seem des1ined to be viewed in the historical context of the immediately 
antecedl.!nt (and somewhat overlapping) national debatl.! concluding that traditional newsgathering 
techniques, such as encouraging and/or accepting leaks of classified documents. and then publishing 
them. should be protected. at least to some significant degree. See. f' .g .. Dcpanmem of Justice, Report 
on Review of News Media Polu;ies 3 (July 12. 2013) C[T)he Department will modify its policy 
concerning search warrants covered by tht: PPA [the Privacy Protection Act of 1980. -n U.S.C. 
* 2000aal involving members of the news media to provide that work product materials may be sought 
under the ·suspect exception of the PPA only when the member of the news mec.ha is the focu of a 
criminal investigation for conduct not connected to ordinary newsgathering activllu.!s"). m•mlable r11 
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to the first part of this issue, the historical record shows that the Executive 
Branch met its legal disclosure obligations to Congress. As to the second part, 
however, concerning disclosure to the public, it is clear that the American 
People did not understand that the bulk metadata collection was occun-ing or 
appreciate the legal interpretation that underlies it. Such a lack of understanding 
is, of course, the general rule with respect to classified intelligence activity; but 
the reaction to the June 2013 d isclosu res, and a particu lar focus on the perils of 
"secret law," suggests that that rule may be subject to change, potentially with 
profound consequences. 

I . The standards governing information-sharing between the Executive 
Branch and Congress in this area are c lear, as discussed in Chapte r 13 of NSJP. 
Under FISA, the Intelligence Committees, and in some cases the Judiciary 
Committees - but not the rest of Congress - are to be kept " fully informed" of 
most intelligence activities, including significant interpretations of FISA.219 Of 
particular relevance here, FISA provides that on an annual basis, " the Attorney 
General shall fully inform the Permanent Select Committee on Inte lligence of 
the House of Representati ves and the Select Committee on Inte lligence and the 
Committee on the Judiciary of the Senate concerning all requests for the 
production of tangible things unde r section 1861 of this title."220 That "fully 
informed" obligation does not extend to Congress as a whole, or to any Member 
outside the specified committees. 

ln 2004 and 2008, Congress directly addressed the issue of "secret law" by 
amending FISA to provide specifically for briefings, and submission of docu
ments, on all significant interpretations of FISA. Again, however, Congress 
provided that the briefings and documents would be provided only to the 
Inte lligence and Judic iary Committees, not the rest of Congress: 

On a semiannual basis, the ALtorney General shall submit to the Permanent 
Select Committee on Intelligence of the House of Representatives, the Select 
Committee on Intelligence of the Senate, and the Committees on the Judiciary 
of the House of Representatives and the Senate, in a manner consistent with 
the protection of the national security .. . a summary of s ignificant legal 
interpretations of this chapter involving matters before the Foreign Intelli
gence Surveillance Court or the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court of 
Review, including interpretations presented in applications or pleadings fi led 
with the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court or the Foreign Intelligence 
Surveillance Court of Review by the Department of Justice; and ... copies of 
all decisions, orders, or opinions of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance 

http://www.justice.gov/iso/opa/resources/22020 I 37 I2 I 6285 I796893.pdf. H istorians may also seek to 
view the disclosures against the background of public assessments the nature of the threat posed by 
international terrorism, and the armed conflict with al Qaeda and its affiliates, a dozen years after 9/11. 

2 19. See. e.g., 50 U.S.C. §§ l80I (a)( I) (electronic survei llance). 1826 (physical searches), 1846(a) 
(pen/trap survei llance), l 862(a) ( tangible things), I88 J f (FISA Amendments Act). 

220. 50 U.S.C. § I862(a). 
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Court or Foreign Intelligence Survei llance Courl of Review that include 
significant construction or interpretation of the provisions of this chapter.22 1 

257 

These legal standards reAecr long-slanding traditions governing disclosures 
owed to Congress by the Executi ve Branch in the area of intell igence. They 
represent the fundamental balancing or secrecy and transparency between the 
two political branches, and the e~sential idea behind creation of the Intelligence 
Committees in 1976 and 1977, a!:l discussed in §§ 2:6-2:7 of NSIP. Recent times 
have witnessed an increasing effort by the Judiciary Committees also to become 
involved in c lassified matters regulated by law, but the balance remains solidly 
struck in favor of mandatory disclosure to the (two or four) committees, and 
against general disclosure of highly classified information to Congress as a 
whole.222 

a. The record hows that the government met its disclosure obligations to 
Congress. Senator Diane Feinstein and Saxby Chambliss, Chair and Vice Chair 
of the Senate [ntell igence Committee, responded to the June 2013 FISA Court 
order by observing, as Senator Feinstein put it, that " this is the exact three
month renewal of what has been the case for the past seven years. This renewal 
is carried out by the cou11 under the business records section of the Patriot Act. 
Therefore, it is lawful. It has been briefed to Congress."223 The two senators 
al o is ued a written statement on the Committee's websi te explaining that 
"[t]he executive branch's use of this authority has been briefed extensively to 
the Senate and House Intelligence and Judiciary Committees, and detailed 
information has been made available to all members of Congress prior to each 
congressional reauthorization of this law."224 

221. SO U.S.C. * 1871 (a). The Senaie Intel ligence Committee's repon on 11s activities from January 
2009 to January 2011 noted that the .. Committee utilized reporting required under provisions in Fl SA 
and the USA PATRIOT Act Improvement and Reauthorization Act, including the annual and semi
annual reports from the Attorney General. the DNI. and relevant 1nspect0rs general," and had "benefited 
from being able to review decisions, orders, and opinions, as well as the relawd pleadings, applications. 
and memoranda of law. that include •significant construction or interpretation of any provision' of 
FISA that are required to be submitted to the oversight committees under SO U.S.C. 1871 (c)." S. Rep. 
No. 11 2-3. at 31 (Mar. 17.20 11 ) I hereinafter SSC! M arch 20 11 Acti vi ties Report). The report explained 
that '·[t]hese documents "ere routinely the subject of subsequent briefings by officials of the Depart
ment of Justice and the Intelligence Community. 1n Comm1uee spaces and at the relevant agencies." Id. 
at 31. 

222. See L. E1.A1N1. HA1.cr, 1\"> FRI 1>1 KICK M KA1sCR. Co:--u. Rt sl:ARCH S1.Rv., RL32525, Co;-;0R1.s
sI0NA1. 0v1 Rstcan 01 IN11:11 K;u,c1,: CuRRJ.NT STRU<.TURE ANI> A1:rrn ATJVES (Mar. 14. 20 12) [hereinafter 
2012 CRS Oversight Reportj. available at hup://a~sets.opencrs.com/rpts/RL32525_20 1203 14.pdf. 

223. Dan Roberts and Spencer Ackerman. Senator Feinstein: NSA phone call data col/ectiu11 in 
place since 2006, THt, GUARDIAN (June 6, 20 13) (emphasis added), http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2013/ 
ju n/06/cou rt-order-veri zon-cal 1-data-dianne-fei nstei n. 

224. Press Release, Senate Select Comminee on Intelligence, Feinstein. Chambliss Statement on 
NSA Phone Records Program (June 6, 20 I 3) (emphasis added), available at http://www.intelligence.sen
ate.gov/press/record.cfm?id= 343993. Given that history, objections to the activity from civil libertar
ians tended co rcncct a b:isic disagreement with the policy j udgments reached and maintained over the 
preceding seven years by the Executive, Legislative. and Judicial Branches. As Anthony Romero. 1hc 
head of the American Civil L iberties Union put It : ·'A pox on all the three houses of government." 
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Similarly, Representatives Mike Rogers and Dutch Ruppersberger, the Chair 
and Ranking Member of the House Intelligence Committee, re leased a state
ment the day after the FISA Court order was published saying that the collection 
described in the order 

is consistent with the Foreign Imell igence Surveillance Act (FISA) as passed 
by Congress, executed by the Executive Branch, and approved by a Federal 
Court. The FISA business records authorities are used to track foreign intelli
gence threats and international te1Tori sts. TL is important that the American 
people understand that this information does not include the con tent of 
anyone's conversations and does not reveal any i ndividual or organization 
names. This important collection tool does not allow the government to 
eavesdrop on the phone calls of the American people. When these authorities 
are used, they are governed by court-approved processes and procedures. 
Moreover, the use of these authorities is reviewed and approved by federal 
judges every 90 days. Addit ionally, the Committee routinely reviews all FISA 
activities. Importantly, these acti vities have led to the successful detection and 
disruption of at least one terrori st plot on American soi l, possibly saving 
American lives. Understanding the necessity of the public's trust in our 
intelligence activi ties and out of an abundance of caution, the Commiuee will 
review this matter to ensure that it too complies wi th the laws established to 
protect the American people.225 

Between June 2008 and June 2012, the Senate Intelligence Committee " re
ceived and scrutinized un-redacted copies of every classified opinion of the 
Foreign Inte lligence Surveillance Court (FISA Court) containing a significant 
construction or interpretation of the law, as well as the pleadings submitted by 
the Executive Branch to the FISA Court relating to such opinions. "226 It also 
reprinted without rebuttal the government's statement that it had complied with 
the obligation to produce the interpretive documents.227 

The Department of Justice wrote a letter to Congress in July 2013 confirming 

Charlie Savage, Edward Wyatt & Peter Baker. U.S. Cun.firms rhm ir Cmhers Online Dara 01•erseru. 
N.Y. TIMES, June 7. 2013, al Al. 

225. Joint Statement by House Jntelligence Chairman Mike Rogers and Ranking Member C.A. 
Dutch Ruppersberger (June 6, 20 I 3). available at http://in1elligence.housc.gov/press-release/joint
statement-house-i ntel I igence-cha i rma n-m i ke-rogers-and-ran k.i ng-member-ca-dutch. 

226. S. Rep. No. 12-174, at 7 (June 7, 2012) (additional view~ of Senator Feinstein) [hereinafter 
SSCI June 7, 2012 Report). 

227 . Id. at 19 (background paper by the Department of Justice) ("'Title VI or FISA requires a 
summary of significant legal interpretations of FISA in mailers before the FISC or the Foreign 
Intelligence Survei llance Court of Review. The requirement extends to interpretations pre ented in 
applications or pleadings filed with either court by the Department of Justice. In addition to the 
summary, the Department must provide copies of judicial decisions that include ignificant interpreta
tions of FISA within 45 days. The Government has complied with the substantial reporting require
ments imposed by FISA to ensure effective congressional oversight of these authorities. The Government 
has ... provided summaries of significant interpretations of FISA. as well as copies of relevant judicial 
opinions and pleadings."). 
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that " [t]he classified detai ls of the program have been briefed to the Judic iary 
and Intelligence Committees on many occasions."228 A lso in July 201 3, the 
DNI wrote to Senator Ron Wyden that " as Congress required, the Executive 
Branch full y and repeatedly bricred the Intelligence and Judiciary Committees 
of both Hou ·e about the program and timely prov ided copies of the relevant 
classified documents to the Committecs."229 In its August 20 13 White Paper, the 
government explained that 

in earl y 2007, the Department or Jw,t ice began provid ing all significant PISC 
pleadings and orders related 10 [ the bulk telephony mctadata collec11on] 
program to the Senate and House Intel ligence and Judiciary Comm ittees. By 
December 2008, all four commiuees had received the init ial appl ication and 
rrimary order authoriLing the telephony metadata collection. Thereafter, fill 
plcad in2s and orders renecting si2nifican1 legal developments regarding the 
program were produced 10 all four committces.230 

In the fa ll of 2009, at least three Members of the House Judiciary Committee, 
includ ing then-Chairman John Conyers and Representative Jerrold Nad ler, sepa
rately engaged in explicit, classified correspondence w ith the Department of 
Justice concern ing the bulk telephony metadata col lection program. There is no 
question, based on this correspondence, that they were aware of the collection 
under FI SA's tangible-things provision (as well as a program of bulk internet 
metadata collection under FI SA's pen-trap prov isions).23 1 In May 2011 , Repre
sentative Lamar Smith, then Chairman of the House Judiciary Commi ttee, 
stated: 

During the last 3 months, the House Judiciary Cornmiuee has thoroughly 
rev iewed the Patriot Act and how i ts provisions arc U'.:)Cd in national sccuriL) 
inves1iga1ions. The Crime Subcommittee has held three hearings ~pecific.:all y 
on the Patriot Act. the full commillee held oversight hearings of the FBI and 
the Der anmenL of Justice, and all commillee members were provided a 
classified briefing by the administrat ion .... The business records provision 
allows the FBI to accc~s third-party business record~ in foreign intell igence. 
international terrori sm, and espionage cases. A gain, this provision requires the 
approval of a Federal judge. Thal means the FBl must prove 10 a Federal 
j udge that the documents arc needed as part or a legitimate national securi ty 
investigation. [T his provision has] been effec tively used for the last I O years 
without any evidence of misuse or abu~c.''231 

228. July 16. 20 13 Lener to Sen~enbn.:nner. S!lfJm note 27. at 3. 
229. July 2013 DNI Response lo 26 Senators. supra notc 27. at I . 
2.\0. White Paper. supra note 27. at 18 (cmpha," added). 
231. See Leucrs from Ronald Weich, A~sistant Auorncy General. to The Honorable Bobby Scou. 

The Honorable John Conyers. Jr .. & Thc Honorable Jerrold Nadler ( Dcc. 17. 2009). al'(1ilable m 
http://www.dni.gov/fi lec;/documentv501/Lcuer'k20AAG¼ 20\Veich_Dec2009.pdf. For a d1,cu~5ion or 
collection under FIS A's pcn-trap provisions. sec NSI P. supra note I. at * 18:4. 

232. 157 Cong. Rec. 113738 (M ay 26.20 11 ) (cmphasi:-. adJt:d}. 
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On July 17, 2013, in a hearing of the House Judiciary Committee, the re was no 
rebuttal from any Member when Bob L itt, General Counsel of ODNI, stated 
that the interpretive documents had been provided to the Committee, or when 

I d h · 233 James Cole, the Deputy Attorney General, ater ma e t e same assert10n. 
Chris Inglis, Deputy Director of the NSA, testified in the July 17, 2013 hearing 
without chal lenge that "[w]e also offered classified briefings to members of this 
committee. And 1 recall participating in one of those briefings."234 

On March 5, 2009, and again on September 3, 2009, the Department of 
Justice sent to the Intelligence and Judiciary Committees a series of classified 
documents pertaining to compliance issues that had arisen in connection with 
the bulk te lephony metadata collection. The September cover letter accompany
ing those documents explained that " these documents were described, in perti
nent part, in b,i e fings provided to the House and Senate Intelligence and 
Judiciary Committees in March, Apri l, and August 2009."235 

The Senate Judiciary Committee was sufficiently aware of the bulk metadata 
collection that it included language in two of its reports designed to ensure 
continuation of the collection. When the Committee considered amendments to 
the tangible-things provision in 2009 and 2011 (the amendments ultimate ly 
were not enacted), it was carefu l in doing so to avoid any suggestion that those 
amendments would undermine the bu lk collection program, explaining in Com
mittee reports that the proposed changes to the tangible things provision were 
" not intended to affect or restrict any activities approved by the PISA court 
under existing statutory authorities."236 

233. July 20 13 HJC Hearing, supra note 23, Statement of Bob Litt. 
234. July 20 13 HJC Hearing, supra note 23, Statement of Chris Ingl is. 
235. Letter from the U.S. Department of Justice to Congressional Intelligence and Judiciary Commit

tees (Sept. 3, 2009) (emphasis added). The letters are available at http://icontherecord.tumblr.com/. The 
documents themselves, which are also publicly available on the same Intelligence Community website 
as the lellers, are described as "several Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court (FlSC) opinions and 
Government filings relating to the Government's discovery and remediation of compliance incidents in 
its handling of bulk telephony metadata under docket number BR 08-13," and "the Government's repon 
to the Court and NSA's end-to-end review describing its investigation and remediation of compliance 
incidents in its handling of bulk telephony metadata under docket number BR-09-09.'. See IC ON THE 

RECORD, http://icontherecord.tumblr.com/. For a summary of the nature of the compliance incidents, see 
note 67. 

236. The Senate Judiciary Committee's reports on S. 1692, the USA Patriot Act Sunset Extension 
Act of 2009, S. Rep. No. J 11 -92, at 7 (Oct. 28, 2009), and S. J 93, the USA Patriot Act Sunset Extension 
Act of 20 11 , S. Rep. No. 112- 13, at JO (Apr. 5, 20 I l ), discuss certain proposed minor amendments to 
the requirements for a tangible-things application. The 2009 report explains that .. [t]hese changes are 
not intended to affect or restrict any activities approved by the FISA court under existing statutory 
authorities," and the 20 11 report explains that ' '(t]he language in the bill does not raise the standard (for 
obtaining an order] and is not intended to affect or restrict any activities approved by the FISA Court 
under existing statutory authorities." Nearly identical language also appears on page 23 of the 2011 
report; see also page 24 of the 2009 report. The 2011 report also includes a lener from the Justice 
Department to the Chairman of the Senate Judic iary Committee dated September 14, 2009, and a 
similar letter lo the Speaker of the House and Majority Leader of the Senate dated February 19, 2010, 
both stating that some tangible-things orders were "used to support important and highly sensitive 
intel ligence collection operations" of which Members of the Intelligence Committees and U1eir staff 
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b. Apart from briefings for, and documents submitted to, the four designated 
committees, the record shows that classified briefings were offered to fill 
M ember of Congress. On July 3 1, 20 I 3, the DNI declassified and released 
letters and redacted briefing papers provided to the House and Senate Intelli
gence Commjttees in December 2009 and February 201 1. The letters explained 
that " making this document [the 2011 briefing paper] available to all Members 
of Congress, as we did with a similar document in December 2009, is an 
effective way to inform the legislative debate about reauthori zation of Section 
2 15" of the Patriot Act.·:n7 The letters also stated that "Executive Branch 
officials wi ll be available nearby [to the Intelligence Committees' SCIFs] during 
cenain, pre-established times to answer questions should they arise." 238 

The classified briefing papers themselves, which are wri lten in relatively 
plain language and are five pages long, explained that the FISC's "orders 
generall y require production of the business records ... relating to substantjally 
all of the telephone calls handled by the [telephone] companies," including 
.. both calls made between the Uni ted States and a foreign country and calls 
made entirely within the United States."239 The br iefing papers described the 
program expl ici tly as involving "bulk" collection, and stated that it "operate[s] 
on a very large scale," even though '·only a tiny fraction of [the collected] 
records arc ever viewed by NSA intell igence analysts."240 The briefing papers 
also described .. a number of technical compliance problems and human im
plementation en-ors•· that were discovered beginning in 2009 "as a result of 
Depa11ment of Justice (DOJ) reviews and internal NSA oversight," but noted 
that neither the government nor the FISC "found any intentional or bad-faith 
violations. " 2

•
11 

The availabil ity of the classified briefings and document was publicized 
wi thin Congress. Senators Feinstein and Chambl iss wrote two " Dear Col
league" letters, in 20 l 0 and 201 1, inviting all M embers of Congress to classified 

(and later, the Judiciary Comminees and their staffs. as well as House and Senate leadership) are aware. 
and offering to "'provide additional rnfom1ation to Members or their staff in a classified seuing."' S. Rep. 
I U at 114, 120. In the end. neither of the two bills became law. and the tangible-things provision, along 
w11h other provisions of the Patriot Act. wa, extended 10 June I. 2015. without change. by Section 2(a) 
of Pub. L. No. 112-14, 125 Stai. 216 (May 26. 2011 ). 

237. 20 11 Bricfi ng Documents. supra note 27. Cover Lener at I . The Chairman and other Members 
of the House Judiciary Commillce were also informed by lcuer of the government's plan 10 make such 
documents and briefings available. See Leners from Ronald Weich. Assi-.tant Anorney General. to The 
Honorable Bobby Scon, The Honorable John Conyers, Jr., & T he Honorable Jerrold adler (Dec. 17. 
2009). nl'ailable a, h11p://www.dni.gov/Ii les/docu mcnts/50I /Leller%20AAG%20Weich_Dec2009.pd r. 

218. 2011 Briefing Documents, rnpra note 27. Cover Lener at 2. 
239. 2011 Briefing Documents, supra note 27, Briefing Paper at 3. 
240. Id. at I. 3. The publicly released version of the briefing paper n:dacts more than four lines of 

text immediately following the ~tatement that the program operates on a ··very large scale" and 
immediately before the statement that analysts only view ··a tiny frac11on of such records." It therefore 
appears that the redacted information provides more detail about the precise scope and scale of the 
col lection. 

24 1. Id. at --1. 
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briefings on the bulk collection,242 and statements in the Congressional Record 
show that they offered briefings to Members during debates over reauthori
zation of the Patriot Act. For example, in 2011 , Senator Feinstein made the 
following floor state ment: 

The th ird authority covered by this [proposed] legislation [to reauthorize the 
Patriot Act] is known as the business records provision and provides the 
government the same authority in national security investigations lo obtain 
physical records that exist in an ordinary criminal case through a grand jury 
subpoena .... some business records orders have been used lo support criti 
cally important and highly sensitive intelligence collection activities. The 
House and Senate Intelligence Commiuees have been fully briefed on that 
collection. Information about this sensitive collection has also been provided 
to the House and Senate Judiciary Commiuees, and information has been 
avai I able for months to all Senators for their review. The detai Is on how the 
government uses all three of these authorities are class ified and discussion of 
them here would harm our abi lity to identify and stop terrorist anacks and 
espionage. But, if any Senators would like further detai ls, T encourage them to 
contact the Intelligence Commiuee, or to request a briefing from the Intel li
gence Community or the Department of Justice.243 

S imilarly, Rep. Hastings, a Membe r of the House Inte lligence Committee, 
stated in February 20 I 0: 

Mr. Speaker, I rise to inform Members that the Intelligence Committee has 
received a class ified document from the Department of Justice that is related 
to the PATRIOT Act authorities currentl y set to expire at the end of the month. 

The House may consider a I-year extension or the PATRIOT Act today so 
the Intelligence Committee will be making this document available for Mem
ber review in the committee offices located in HVC-304. Staff from the 
Intelligence and Judiciary Commi ttees, as well as personnel from the Justice 
Department and with the Office of the Director of National Intelligence, will 
be available to answer any questions that M embers may have. Members who 
want to review the document should call the Intelligence Committee lo 
schedule an appointment.244 

Senator Wyden (a Member of the Inte lligence Committee) also cited the 
availability of a briefing document and e ncouraged his colleagues to read it, 
noting that "the Attorney General and the Director of National Inte lligence have 
prepared a classified paper that conta ins details about how some of the Patriot 

242. The "Dear Colleague" letters. dated February 20 IO and February 2011. offered Members of 
Congress the opportunity to review documents related to the collection. and included an oiler 10 meet 
with DOJ and Intelligence Community personnel. The lellers are available at hllp://big.assets.huffington
post.com/SelectCommitteelntel ligenceFeb 13. pdf. 

243. 157 Cong. Rec. S32 I 0-02 (May 23. 20 11 ) (emphasis added). 
244. 156 Cong. Rec. H838 (Feb. 25, 2010) (emphasis added). 
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Act's authorities have actually been used, and this paper is now available to all 
members of Congress, who can read it in the Intelligence Committee's secu re 
office paces."245 He went on to observe that ·'[p]roviding this classified paper 
to Congress is a good first step, and l wou ld certainly encourage all of my 
colleagues to come down to the Intelligence Committee and read it," although 
he also strongly urged release or the information to the general public.246 The 
Department of Justice also informed the Chairman and other M ember~ of the 
House Judiciary Committee of its plan to make the information available.2

..i
7 

In an unclassified report published in March 20 11 , the Senate Intelligence 
Committee emphasized that it had offered a briefing to all Members of Con
gress concerning the bu lk telephony metadata collection: 

Prior Lo the extension of the expiring FISA provisions in February 20 10, 
the Commillee acted Lo bring to the attention or the entire memben,hip or the 
Senate important information related to the nature and significance o f the 
FISA collection authority subject to sunset. Chairman Feinstein and Vice 
Chairman Bond notified their colleagues that the A1torney General and the 
DNI had provided a classified paper on intelligence collect ion made possible 
under the Act and that the Commillce was providing a secure selling where 
the classilied paper could be rev iewed by any Senator prior to the vote on 
passage of what became Public Law 111 - 141 to extend FISAsunsets.248 

The Attorney General and/or the DN f had themselves offered such briefings 
in writing as early as 2009, as described in an unclassified letter sent by both 
official to the Majority Leader of the Senate and the Speaker of the House on 
February 19, 20 10: 

As we previously noted in a September 14 [20091 letter from the Depart
ment of Justice to Senator Patrick Leahy, the business records authority [of 
FISA] ha~ been used to support important and highly sensitive intel ligence 
collection operations, of' which both Senate and House leadership, as well as 
Members of the Intelligence and Judiciary Commiuees and their staffs are 
aware. We can provide additional in formation to M embers concerning these 
and related operations in a classified setting.249 

245. 156 Cong. Rec. S2108 (Mar.25.2010). 
246. 156 Cong. Rec. S2108. (Mar. 25, 20 I 0). 
247. See Letter~ from Ronald Weich, Assistan t A ttorney General. to The Honorable Bohby Sco11. 

The Honorable John Conyer:.. Jr .. & The Honorable krrold 1adler (Dec. 17. 2009). arnilable m 
http://www.dni .gov/files/document~/501/Letterlk20AAG%20Weich_Dec2009.pdf. 

248. SSCI March 20 1 I Activities Report. supra note 22 1. a1 3 1 (emphasis added). 
249. Le11er from Eric Holder. U.S. Attorne) General. and Adm. Dennis C. Blair. Director of auonal 

l ntdligencc. to Senator Hnrry Reid. Senate Majoniy Leader. and Speaker Nancy P\!10~1. Speaker of the 
House (February 19. 20 I 0) (emphasis added). The lcuer 1~ reprinted in S. Rep. No. 11 2- 13 (Apr. 5. 
2011 ). 
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In 2013, the White House released to members of the news media a list of 
13 c lassified briefings, for members of the Intelligence and Judiciary Com
mittees, Congressional Leadership, the House Democratic Caucus, and others, 
conducted between 2009 and 20 11 , on the tangible things provision.250 It is not 
clear whether the list is complete, or whether some briefings were intentionally 
or accidentally omitted (the list appears to omit the briefings conducted in 
March, April and August 2009, discussed above). The list of briefings, as 
publ ished in Politico, was as foll ows: 

• May 12, 2009: SSCI Hearing Expiring PISA Provisions (Classified), 
Justice Dept. National Security Division chief David Kris and Nat ional 
Security Agency Director Keith Alexander 

• Sept. 22, 2009: HJC Hearing USA Patriot Act (Unclassified) 001 NSD 
Deputy Todd Hinnen 

• Sept. 23, 2009: SJC Hearing Reauthorizing the Patriot Act, Kris 
• Nov. 29, 20 l 0: Leadership Meeting House and Senate Leadership Staff 

(Classified) 
• Feb. 14, 20 I 1: Senate All Senators were offered the opportunity discuss 

Sec. 215 of the Patriot Act in the VPOTUS office off of Senate Floor, 
Director of National Intell igence James Clapper, FBI Director Robert 
Mueller, Alexander 

• Feb. 28, 20 11 : SJC/SSCI Briefing Patriot Act reauthorization (Classi
fied) 

• Feb. 28, 20 11: HJC Briefing Patriot Act reauthorization (Classified) 
• March 9, 2011: HJC Hearing Patriot Act reauthorization (Unclassified), 

Hinnen 
• March 15, 2011: Meeting Durbin Patriot Act amendment (Classified) 
• March 17, 2011 : HPSCI Hearing Patriot Act reauthorization, Hinnen, 

FBI's Sean Joyce, Alexander 
• March 30, 2011 : HJC Hearing Patriot Act Reauthorization (Unclas-

sified), Hinnen 
• May 13, 20 11: House Rep Conf Patriot Act Reauthorization, Mueller 
• May 24, 20 11: House Dem Caucus Patriot Act Reauthorization, Mueller 

In July 20 13, the DNl wrote to Senator Wyden that '·the Executive Branch 
undertook special efforts to ensure that al l Members of Congress had access to 
information regarding this clas ified program prior to the USA PATRIOT Act's 
reauthorization in 2011, including making a detailed cla ified white paper 

250. See Josh Gerstein, Official: 13 Briefi11gs for Hill 011 Call-Tracking Provision, Prn mco (June 8. 
20 13 ). hllp://www.politico.com/blogs/under- the-radar/20 13/06/official-brieli ngs-for-hi 11-on-calltracki ng
legal- 165732.htm I. The Department of Justice confirmed several of these briefings in a letter da1ed July 
16. 2013 sent to Represen1a1ive Sensenbrenner. July 16. 2013 Letter to Sensenbrenner. supra no1e 27. 
at 3-4. 
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available to all Members."251 The DNI's letter went on to explain that "in 
December 2009, the Department of Justice and Intelligence Community pro
vided a classified briefing paper to the Senate and House Intelligence Commit
tees that could be made available to all Members of Congress regarding the 
telephony metadata program. Both Intelligence Committees made this docu
ment available to all Members prior to the February 2010 reauthorization of 
Section 2 15. That briefing paper was then updated and provided to the Senate 
and House Inte lligence Committees again in February 20 I I for all Members in 
connection with the reauthorization that occurred later that year."252 

Many Members of Congress acknowledged having been briefed, or at least 
having had the opportunity to be briefed, on the bulk collection program.253 For 
example, the Senate Majority Leader, Harry Reid, said: "For senators to com
plain that ' I didn 't know this was happening,' we've had many, many meetings 

251. July 20 I 3 DNI Re!-.ponse to 26 Senators, s1111m note 27, at I. 
252. Id. at I. See also White Paper, 1upra note 27 at 17-18. Although the House Intelligence 

Committee did not ify Members of the House of the classified documents and briefings in 2010 (when it 
was led by Chairman Sylvestre Reyes), it may not have done so in 20 11 (when it was led by Chai rman 
Mike Rogers). See White Paper. wpra note 27. at 18 n.13: US EPIC BIO, supra note 153, at 11 & nn. 
3-4 (referring only to the 20 IO documents). In the summer of 20 I 3, the House I n1elligence Committee 
denied requests from cenain Members of the House 10 view certain classified materials concerning 
FISA. See Glenn Greenwald, Members of Congress Denied Access to Basic fllformation About FISA. 
T111, GU/\Rl>J/\N (Aug. 4, 2013), ht1p://www.1heguarcl ian.com/commentisfree/201 3/aug/04/congress-nsa
denied-access: see also Josh Gerstein. House panel nixes Grayson '.1· Req11es1 for Syria ln1el/ige11ce. 
Poi mw (Oc1. 18. 2013 ). ht1p://wwv ... politico.com/blogs/under-the-radar/20 I 3/10/house-panel-nixe -
graysons-request-ror-syria-i ntelligence- I75.W6.html?hp=r22. The Rules or the House lntelligence 
Commillee set out a detailecl procedure under wh ich Members of Congress who do not serve on the 
Commiuee may gain access 10 classifiecl 111formation. Under Rule 14(1), the Comminee consider 
wrillen requests ror access hy non-Members using at least the following criteria: 

(A) The sen iri, it) to the national defcni,e or the confiden1ial conduc1 of the foreign 
relations of the Uni1ed States of the information sought; 

(B) The likelihood of its being directly or indirectly disclosed: 
(C) The JUrisdicuonal interest of the member making the request: and 
(D) Such other concerns. constitutional or otherwise. as may affec1 the public interest of 1he 

United States. 

The Rule~ also contain detailed provisions under which the Commi11ee can. on its own initiative. bring 
matters 10 the full House. See Rules or Procedure for the House Permanent Select Committee on 
Intelligence. 11 31h Cong., available at h11p://intelligence.house.gov/sites/intelligence.house.gov/filcs/ 
documents/HPSCI %20Rules%20of%20Procedure%20-%20 I I 3th%20Congrcss.pdf. The Senate I ntelli
gcnce Committee has similar rules. See Rules of Procedure for the Select Committee on lntelligence, 
United S1a1es Senate. Rules 9.5. 9.9. m•ailable at hup://www.intelligence.senate.gov/pdfs l J 3th/sprt 11 37. 
pdr. Regardless of any intra-congressional issues in 20 11 , as a mailer of inter-branch relations. it is 
clear that the Executive Branch provided the materials with the intent that they be made available 10 all 
Members of Congress. as they had been in 2009. 

253. See, e.g .. June 2013 Open HPSCI Hearing, Statement of Chairman Mike Rogers ("The 
committee has been extensively briefed on these efforts over [sic] a regular basis as part of our ongoing 
oversight responsibilit) .... the collec1ion efforts under the business records provision (and) in 
Seclion 702 of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act are legal, court-approved and subject to an 
extensive oversight regime."), Statement or Ranking Member Dutch Ruppersbcrger ("I reiterate a lot of 
v. ha1 the Chairman ha aid . . .. Both of these authorities are legal. Congress approved and reau1ho
ri1.ed both of them over the last two years.''). 
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that have been both c lassified and unc lass ified that me mbe rs have been invited 
to . . .. If they don't come a nd take ad vantage of this, I can' t say e nough to say 
they shouldn ' t come and say ' I wasn' t aware of this,' because they've had every 
opportunity to be aware of these programs."254 Senator Leahy acknowledged 
rece iving classified brie fings.255 Eve n Senators Wyden and Uda ll , perhaps the 
most outspoke n Congressional critics of the p rogram, conceded in M arch 2012 
that the existence of the program, a nd unde rlying legal in terpretation, " has 
been acknowledged on multiple occasions by the Jus tice Department and other 
executive branc h offic ia ls," and noted that the Executi ve Branch had , "to its 
credit, provided th is information in docume nts submitted to Congress."256 

254. M ichael McAuliff and Sabring Sidd iqui. Harry Neid: ff Lawmakers Didn '1 K 11011· Abnw NSA 
Surveillance, It '.f Their Fault , THI, Hut HNliTON PosT (June 11. 2013). http://www.huffingtonpost.com/ 
20 I 3/06/ 11 /harry-reid-nsa_n_3423393.html. 

255. July 2013 SJC Hearing . .l'upra note 27, Statement or Senator Leahy ( .. Like so many others. 
I'll get the classified briefings, but then of course you can't talk about them.''). 

256. Letter from Senator Ron Wyden to Senator Tom Udall (Mar. 15. 2012) a1·ailable at https:// 
www.documentcloud.org/docu ments/325953-855 I 234 7-senawrs-ron-wyden-mark-udal I-letter-to.html 
[hereinafter Wyden-Udall Letter of March I 5, 2012]. A I though the letter credi ts the briefings offered lo 
Congress, it observes that ' 'the executive branch has worked hard to keep the government's official 
interpretation of the Patriot Act secret from the American public," and notes that while Members of 
Congress were offered briefings. they generally "do not have any staff who are cleared to read 
them," and apparently did not take advantage of the offers: "we can state wi th confidence that most 
of our colleagues in the House and Senate are unfamiliar with these documents." Id. at 2. The con
cerns of Senators Udall and Wyden were reported by the news media at the time. See. e.g .. Charl ie 
Savage, Public Said to be Misled on Use of the Patriot Act, N.Y. T1M1.s. at A l 5. Sepl. 22. 2011, 
available at http://www. nyti mes.com/20 I l /09/22/us/pol itics/justice-dep1-i~-accused-or-m is leading-public
on-patriot-act. htm I? _r= 0. 

Another letter sent to the A ttorney General by Senators Wyden and Udal l in 20 11 accu~ed un
named officials in the Department of Justice of ·•misleading·· Congress by drawing analogies between 
tangible-things orders and grand jury subpoenas. Letter from Senators Wyden and Udall to Anorney 
General Holder (Sepl. 2 1, 2011 ). m1ailable at http://www.documentcloud.org/documents/250829-wyden
udall-letter-to-holder-on-wiretapping.html. Apart from the extensive briefings for Congr~s described in 
the text, there are a number of difficulties with that claim, some of which were pointed out in a 
responsive letter from DOJ dated October 19, 20 1 I and available at http://images.politico.com/global/ 
20 12/03/doj l trwyden.pdf. Chief among those difficulties are (I) a noted in the text. the statute 
explicitly provides that the FISC "may only require the production of a tangible thing if such thing can 
be obtained wi1h a subpoena duces tecum issued by a court of the United States in aid of a grand jury 
investigation," 50 U.S.C. § 186 1 (c)(2)(D), maki ng some analogy to grand jury practice more or less 
inevitable in any reasonably complete description of the statute: and (2) many members of Congress. 
who by their own accounts were ful ly informed about the bulk collection. used and t:antinue to use 
analogies to the grand j ury when they describe Lhe statute for their colleagues, including: 

• In a 20 11 report of the Senate Judiciary Committee. Senators Grassley. Hatch, Kyl. Sessions. 
Graham. Cornyn and Coburn stated that the tangible things provision "allows officials to ask a court ror 
an order to obtain tangible th ings, including business records. in national securi ty terrorism cases .... In 
criminal matters. similar records may be obtai ned using a grand jury subpoena. without any need for 
court approval." S. Rep. No. 11 2- 13. at 34 (Apr. 5. 20 11 ): .1·ee id. at pages 37. 43. 45: see also S. Ru•. 
No. J09-86 (June 16, 2005). 

• A 20 11 report of the House Judiciary Committee contained similar language: .. The Section 215 
business records authority allows the Federal government to seek approval from the FISA Coun of 
orders granting the government access Lo any tangible items (including books. records. papers. and 
other documents) in foreign intell igence, international terrorism. and clandestine intelligence cases. 
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Al though at least one M ember of the House Judiciary Committee publ icly 
stated that he intentionally eschews classi fied br iefing!-. - on the ground that they 

Thi~ authority is similar 10 tht: w1tkly-u:,1:d grand jury subpoena authority in criminal 1nve:,llgat1on,." 
H.R.R11•. o.I12-79.pt.I (Ma) 18.2011). 

• In 2011. as part or the debate over rt:,1Uthorit1ng the USA Patriot Act. Senator Fein,tein. Chair ot 
the Senate Intelligence Committee. advised her col leagues: 

The 1h1rd authority <.:oven:i.l b) thb [propm,ed I legi:,la11on i:, 1-.nown as the bw,1ness records 
provision and provides the government the same authority in nauonal security inves1iga11on, 
lo obtain phy,ical records that exi'>I in an ordinary criminal case through a grand jury 
subpoena .... -.ome bw,ine:,., record-. order:, have been used 10 support critically important 
and highly sens11ive intel ligence collection acI1vi1ie:,. The House and Senate ln1ell1gem:e 
Committee!> have been fully briefed on that collec1ion. Information about this sem,11Ivl.! 
collec11on has also been prO\ 1ded 10 Ihc Houst: and Senate Judiciary Commmees. and 
information ha!> been available for months 10 all Senators for their review. The details on how 
the government uses all three of these au1hori111.:s are clas,ifit:d and discu-.,:,ion of them here 
would harm our abil1t)' 10 1uentify and stop terrom,I a11ad.s and espionage. But. 1f an)' 
Senators would like i'unher details. I encourage thl!m to contact lhl! Intelligence Commiuee. or 
10 request a briefing from the lntdligt:nce Commun11y or 1he Department of Justicl!. 

157 Cong. Rec. S32I0-02 (May 23. 20 1 I ). 
• Representative Mike Rogers. Chair or lhc llou"e Intelligence Commiuee. abo made expl icit 

comparisons 10 the grand JUr) in urging reau1horiza11on or Section 215 or the USA Patriot Act. 

If you believe today that going 111 and 1ryIng LO get som1.:onc's business rl!cords to provt: Iha1 
the) \\ l!re at a place. \\. 11h a subpoena from a grand jury. is a bad idea. thl!n we should '>lop 
do111g 11. Today you can do it. You can go to the library and get someone's records. As a ma11cr 
of fact. during the first pan or this debate soml!one talked aboul how they went 111 and got al l 
this informallon on whoever chl!cked out a book on O,ama bin Laden and what a horrible 
thing it was. That wasn't even a FISA warrant. fl was a criminal warrant. That happened under 
the criminal code. That can happen tomorrow. And when this expires al the t:nd or this month. 
they will still continue 10 be able 10 do that. But [if the expiring Patriot Act provisions. 
including Section 215, are not reau1hori1ed] )Ou \\1ll 1101 be able 10 go 10 a FISA court and get 
a roving wiretap or a court ordl!r, by the way. 10 get records that will help in an ongoing 
terrorism im·es11ga11on. fl real!) Is mind-boggling. 

157 Cong. Rec. H7J I (Feb. 14, 2011 ). See a/.,o l 57 Cong. Rec. H62 I (Feb. I 0. 2011 ). 
• Even after the June 2013 disclosures. the Ol!panment or Justice co111inues l0 analogi1.e 10 the grand 

JUr). See June 2011 HPSCI Open Hearing. rnpm note 27. Statement of Jame'> Cole (explaining that the 
statute is "quite expl icilly limited 10 things that you could gl!l with a grand jury subpoena; 1ho!>e krnds 
of record~. Now. it\ important 10 know pro,ecutors i,sue grand jury 1,ubpoenas all the time and do not 
need any 111volveme111 of a court or anybod) l!lse. really. lO do -.o. Under 1h1s program. wt: need w get 
pl!rmission from the coun 10 issue this ahead of time. !>O there Is court involvement with the issuance of 
these orders. which Is different from a grand Jury subpoena. But the type of records - just document:,,. 
business records. things like that - are limited to those same types of record~ that we could get through 
a grand jury subpoena."). A l the hearing. no Member of the House lntell igl!ncc Commi ttee voiced any 
obJection 10 this statement. 

• A July 16. 20 I 3 leucr from 1h1.: Department of Justice to Reprc,enta11 \C Sensenbrenner further 
notl!d that "the FISC may only requ ire the production of item, that can be obtained with a grand jury 
'>ubpoena or any other court order directing thl! production ol record, or tangible thing,:· Jul) 16. 201 .1 
Ll.!ller to Sensenbrenner, supra note 27. at I. 

• On July 17. 2013, Chairman Bob Goodlauc opened a hearing of thl.! Housl.! Judiciary Committee by 
explaining that "Similar 10 grand Jury or adminiwa11ve ,ubpoena,. a FISA busine,, record, order 
cannot be used to 1,carch a person\ home to acquire the content of e-mails. or li,1en w telephone calls." 
July 2013 I IJC Hearing. supra notl! 23. 

Although the Wyden-Udall leuer uid not 1den11ry any DOJ official, b) name. I ~a, one of several 
over the yl!ars since 2006 who referred to grand Junes in describing the tangible 1h1ngs prt)\ IsIon. I 
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are a "rope-a-dope operation"257 
- none appears c redibly to have denied the 

fact that briefings occurred or that the relevant interpreti ve documents were 
de! i vered. 258 

testified before the Senate Judiciary Committee in 2009 that the tangible-things provision was " roughly 
analogous" to the authority available to FBl agents investigating criminal matters through the use of 
grand j ury subpoenas, and also stated that "[a)s many Members are aware, some of these [Section 2 15) 
orders were used to support important and highly sensitive intelligence collections. The Department can 
provide additional information to Members or their staff in a classified selling." Testimony of David 
Kris, Assistant Anorney General, before the Senate Judiciary Committee (Sept 23, 2009), available at 

http://www.jus1ice.gov/ola/testimony/ 111- I /2009-09-23-nsd-kris-patriot-act.pdf. See also Peter Wallsten, 
wwmakers Say Admi11is1rmio11 '.~ wck of Candor on Surveillance Weakens Oversight, W ASH. POST, 

July I 0.2013, aFailable alhttp://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/lawmakers-say-administrations-lack
of-candor-on-survei ll ance-weakens-oversight/20I3/07 / I 0/8275d8c8-e97a-l I e2-aa9f-c03a72e2d342_ 
story.him I. 

257. Representative James Sensenbrenner was quoted in the Washington Post as follows: 

Sensenbrenner, who had access to mul tiple classified briefings as a member of the Judiciary 
Commiuee, said he does not typically attend such sessions. He called the practice of classified 
briefings a ·'rope-a-dope operation" in which lawmakers are given information and then 
forbidden from speaking out about it. Members are not permitted to discuss information 
disclosed in classified briefings. "It's the same old game they use to suck members in," he 
said. 

Id. Representative Sensenbrenner did not explain how or why he expected to receive a classified 
briefing and also be authorized to discuss that briefing publicly. 

258. One notable example of a Member of Congress who denied knowledge of the bulk collection 
was Representative Sensenbrenner, who wrote a letter to the Attorney General on June 6, 2013, 
explaining that he had "closely monitored and relied on testimony from the Administration about how 
the [Patriot] Act was being interpreted to ensure that abuses had not occurred," and had been " left with 
the impression rhat the Administration was using the business records provision sparingly, and for 
specific materials." in contrast to the " recently released FISA order," which ·'could not have been 
drafted more broadly." See Letler from Rep. James Sensenbrenner to Attorney General Eric Holder 
(June 6, 20 l 3), available at http://sensenbrenner.house.gov/uploadedfi les/sensenbrenner_letter _to_ 
attorney_general_eric_holder.pdf. 

As evidence that he had not been properly infom1ed, Representari ve Sensenbrenner cited in his letter 
the testimony of a DOJ official, as follows, with the ellipsis included in the letter: 

Section 215 has been used to obtain driver 's license records. hotel records, car rental records, 
apartment leasing records, credit card records, and the like. It has never been used against a 
library to obtain circulation records ... On average we seek and obtain section 215 orders less 
than 40 times per year. 

This description of the government's use of the tangible things provision, Representati ve Sensenbrenner 
asserted, did not adequately advise the Committee of the c lassified bulk collection program. 

Unfortunately for Representative Sensenbrenner, the ell ipsis in his letter replaced the followi ng 
sentence from the DOJ official's testimony: 

Some orders have also been used to support important and highly sensiti ve intelligence 
collection operations, on which this committee and others have been separately briefed. 

Statement of Todd Hinnen, Acting Assistant Attorney General for National Security, before rhe House 
Judiciary Subcommittee on Crime, Terrorism and Homeland Security (Mar. 9, 2011 ), available m 
http://www.justice.gov/nsd/opa/pr/testimony/20 I l/nsd-testimony- 110309.html. See also Wells Bennett, 
Se11se11bren11er 011 DOJ Testimony Regarding 215, LAWFARE, June 7, 20 13, available m h11p://www. 
lawfareblog.corn/20I3/06/sensenbrenner-on-doj-testimony-regarding-section-2 l 5/; Adam Serwer. Pa-
1riU1 A c, Architect Cries Foul on NSA Program, but Sk,jJped Briefings. MS NBC, June 14, 20 13 (noting 
the el lipsis in Rep. Sensenbrenner's letter, and observing, ''Maybe Sensenbrenner wouldn' t have been 
as surprised, had he attended classified briefings on the National Security Agency's program over the 
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Such a highly classified briefing for all Members of Congress, rather than just 
for those serving on the I ntelligence Committees (and perhaps also the Judiciary 
Committees), is very unusual.259 It is understandable that the Executive Branch 
wanted to brief all Members of Congress "as an effective way to in form the 
legislative debate about reauthorization of Section 215" of the Patriot Act.260 

But the briefings were, without question, a departure from the legal require
ment · and cultural and historical norms in this area. As Senator Feinstein stated 
in July 2013, referring to the bu lk telephony metadata collection program, 
"Balancing pri vacy rights wi th our nation's security is difficult to achieve, but 
I know of no federal program for which audits, congressional oversight and 
scru ti ny by the Justice Department, the intelligence community and the courts 
are ·tronger or more sustained."261 

The briefings and other historical evidence raise the question whether Con-

la:-1 lhree ) ear,. .. )_ arm/able w hllp:/llv.msnbc.com/2013/06/ I 4/sensenbrenner-furious-tha1-he-wasnt
brided-on-nsa-programs-slipped-1he-bricfings/. Representative Sensenbrenner made similar claims in 
a judicial proceeding, where they were characterized by the court as "curious": 

Congres~man Scm,enbrenner assens 111 an amicu~ brief 1ha1 "he was not aware of the full 
~cope of 1he [1elephony me1ada1a collection] program when he vo1ed to reauthorize section 
2 IS" and that '"had he been fully informed he would not have voted to reauthorize section 2 15 
"ithou1 change." Br. of Amicu<, Curiae. F. James Sensenbrenner (""Amicus Br.") al 9-10 (ECF 

o. 56). This is a curious sta1cmen1: Congressman Sensenbrenner not only had access 10 the 
five-page report made available to all Congressmen, but he also, as "a long-serving member 
of the House Judiciary Commi11ee," "Amicus Br. al I, was briefed semi-annually by Lhe 
Execu1ive Branch that included "a summary of significant legal interpretations of section 215 
involving matters before the FISC" and '"copies of all decisions, orders, or opinions of the 
FISC that include significant construction or interpretation of section 2 t 5." 50 U .S.C. § 1871. 

ACLU Oprn1on. supra note 113, at .. 16. 
Another Member of Congress who complained of being misled was Rep. Jerrold Nadler, also of the 

House Judiciary Commiuee. In a Washington Post story publ ished in July 2013, Rep. Nadler wa 
quoted as saying. ··The national security ~tale has grown so 1hat any administra1ion i now not upfront 
w11h Congress." and that .. It's an imbalance that's grown in our government, and one that we have 10 
cleanse." The article also quoted Rep. Nadler as follows:·' · ( drin't know if it was an outright lie, but it 
was cenainly misleading to what was going on.· said Nadler, who was chairman of the commi11ee that 
heard from H111nen in 2009." Peter Wallsten. La1mwkers Say Adminisrrarion :~ Lack of Candor 011 

Surveillance Weakens 01•ersigl11. WASH. Pos1 DIGITAi (July 10, 2013), http://www.washingtonpost.com/ 
pol itics/lawmakers-say-administrations-lack-of-candor-on-survci I lance-weakens-oversighl/2013/07 / I 0/ 
8275d8c8-e97a- I le2-aa9f-c03a72e2d342_story.html. 

As it turns out, however, Rep. Nadler was 111 face aware of the bulk metadata collection in 2009. and 
(as discussed in the text) wrote to the Department of Justice about the collection at that time. In 
response, DOJ <;Cnl him a letter in December 2009 noting that the government was making available 
10 all Members of Congress informa11on about the bulk collection and compliance issues 1hat had 
arisen. Letter from Ronald Weich, Assistant Auorney General, to Rep. Jerrold Nadler (Dec. 17, 2009), 
available at hllp://www.dni.gov/fi les/documcnts/501 /Lener%20AAG%20Weich_Dcc2009 .pdf. There 
is no question whatsoever. based on the lcuers he exchanged with the Department of Justice. that 
Rep. Nadler was aware of the bulk metadata collection program in 2009. 

259. For a more complete discussion of Congressional oversight of national security mailers. ee 
SIP. supra note I. at§ 13: I et seq. 
260. 201 t Briefing Documents, .wpm note 27. Cover Letter at I. 
261. Senator Dianne Feinstein. Make NSA Programs More Tm11spare111, WASH. PosT D10iTAI (July 31. 

2013 ). hllp://www. wa. hingtonpo 1.com/opi nions/senate-intelligence-commiltec-chair-rcform-nsa
programs/2013/07/30/9b66d9f2-f91a- l t e2-8c84-c5673 I a202fb_story.html. 
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gress's repeated reauthorization of the tangible things prov1s1on effectively 
incorporates the FISC's interpretation of the law, at least as to the authorized 
scope of collection, such that even if it had been erroneous when first issued, it 
is now - by definition - correct. There is a basic principle of statutory construc
tion that "Congress is presumed to be aware of an admin istrative or judicial 
interpretation of a statute and to adopt that interpretation when it re-enacts a 
statute without change,"262 as it did repeatedly with the tangible things provi
sion. It would have been relatively easy, as a technical matter - not necessarily 
as a political matter - for Congress to enact legislation expressly authorizing, 
modifying,263 or forbidding bulk collection under the tangible things provi
sion.264 A one-sentence bi ll to forbid bulk collection of telephony metadata 
narrowly fai led to pass the House of Representatives in July 2013.265 (For the 

262. Lorillard v. Pons, 434 U.S. 575,580 (1978): see also Keene Corp. v. UniteJ Stalt:<,. 508 U.S. 
200, 212-13 (1993). Cf. In re Sealed Case. 3 10 F.3d 717. 735 (FISCR 2002) ("In :,hort. even though we 
agree that the original FISA did not contemplate the ·false dichotomy,' the Patriot Act actual ly 
did-which makes it no longer false.") 

263. One possibility, discussed briefly at the June 2013 HPSCI hearing. and again at the July 2013 
SJC hearing, would be to store data with providers. requiring them to keep it lor 5 year:,. and then 
conduct emergency or court-authorized queries based on a showing or reasonable suspicion. Depending 
on the number of "hops" and perhaps other factors, however. that d1saggregat1on may be technically 
challenging unless the providers link and make uniform their databases: another possible approach 
could be to use a third party custodian for al l participating providers' data, even if tht: infrastructure for 
the data had to be supplied by NSA. Appropriate legislation. developed in coordination with the 
government and the providers. could support and require such an approach. See July 201 :1 SJC Hearing. 
supra note 27. Statement of Chris Inglis ("I think we can take a look at whether this Is stored at the 
provider, so long as you have some confidence you can do this in a timely way."). See also Re, iev. 
Group Report, supra note 113. at 17 ("In our view, the current storage by Lhe government of bull-. 
meta-data creates potential risks to public trust, personal privacy. and civil liberty. We recognize that the 
government might need access to such meta-data. which should be held instead either by private 
providers or by a private third party."). 

264. Such legislation might also have expressed Congressional intent. in line with the Steel Sei::.ure 
case, that the President not act unilaterally in this area, as may have been the cm,e bcfore 2006. leaving 
the Executive Branch to rely on any inviolable Article II authority or to use grand Juries or other extant 
statutory authorities. For a discussion of FISA's "'exclusivity provision'' governing electronic survei l 
lance, and the Steel Sei::.ure case. Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co. v. Sawyer. 3-U U.S. 579 ( 1952). ~ee 
NSIP, supra note I. al* 15:3. 

It is extremely interesting lo consider whether. under current law and the FISA Court's orders 
interpreting it. the government's theory of ··relevance'· would permit an aprroach in which the 
haystacks of metadat:a remain at the providers. As discussed in the text, the governmem·s theory is that 
it must collect the haystacks lo find the needle~ representing terrorist communications. and that the 
haystacks are therefore relevant. Leaving the metadata with the telecommunication~ provider:, and 
simply running queries against ii (directly or through the providers) would not necessarily accord with 
that theory. The providers might agree voluntari ly 10 run queries if otherwise permitted to do so, and in 
that event Lhe results of those queries would likely establish relevance to collect the responsive records. 
but it is far from clear that FISA's tangible things provision could be u~ed to compel the provider to 
run the queries in the first place. This does not, of course. call into question Congress\., ability 10 enact 
new legislation that would compel providers to retain and query the data under certain conditions. 

265. See Office of the Clerk of the U.S. House of Representative:,-Final Vote Re;,ult;, for Roll Call 
4 12, http://clerk.house.gov/evs/20 I 3/rol I412.xml. The bill provided as follow:-.: 

None or the funds made available by this Act may be used to execute a Foreign Intelligence 
Survei llance Court order pursuant 10 section 501 of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act 
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longer term, of course, a fai lure to enact legis lation restricting or terminating the 
bulk metadata collection, and/or a reenactment of Section 215 of the Patriot Act 
without change or with changes that permit the program to continue, after the 
public debate that has occurred, would be extremely telling.) 

Of course, it would be ridiculous to presume that Congress adopted a 
classified interpretation of a law of which it could not have been aware. As 
described above, however, the historical record shows that many Members were 
aware, and that all Members were offered briefings on the FISC's interpretation, 
even if they did not attend the briefings. Even in an ordinary legislat ive setting, 
of course, many Members may not actually be aware of a prior judicial 
imerpretation, but that has never been formally part of the doctrine.266 Here, 
post-disclosure briefings, conducted in July 20 13, also drew sparse attendance, 
apparently to a degree that frustrated Senator Feinstein, who was quoted as 
saying, "It's hard to get th is story out. Even now we have thjs big briefing -
we've got [NSA Director] Alexander, we've got the FBI, we've got the Justice 
Department, we have the PISA Court there, we have [DNI] Clapper there - and 
people [Members of Congress] are leaving."267 Although the Supreme Court 
has never applied the presumption of Congressional awareness and adoption in 
this setting, the government would seem to have some arguments that it should 

or 1978 (50 U .S.C. 1861) that does not include the following sentence: .. This Order limits the 
collection of any tangible things ( including telephone numbers dialed. telephone numbers or 
incoming calls, and the duration of calls) that may be authorized to be collected pursuant to 
this Order to those tangible things that pertain to a person who is the subject or an 
investigation described in section 50 I or the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act or 1978 
(50 u.s.c. 1861)." 

159 Cong. Rec. H5023 (July 24, 20 I 3). 
266. Cf William N. Eskridge, Jr., /111erpre1i11g Legislr11i1•e /11auio11. 87 MICH. L. RLv. 67, 81 

C'While the Coun in these cases often invokes the reenactment rule without a specific showing that 
Congress was aware of the judicial interpretations, the Court usually makes an effort to demonstrate 
that Congress ' must' have been aware of the interpretations.") 8111 cf. e.g., Zuber v. A llen. 396 U.S. 
168. 185 n.2 1. 192-194 ( 1969) ( With respect Lo the doctrine or legislative acquiescence, rather than 
reenactment, " the verdict of quiescent years cannot be invoked to baptize a statutory gloss that is 
otherwise impermissible. This Court has many times reconsidered statutory constructions that have 
been passively abided by Congress. Congressional inaction frequently betokens unawareness. preoccu
pation. or paralysis. It is at best treacherous to find in Congressional silence alone the adoption of a 
controll ing rule of law. Its significance is greatest when the area is one of traditional year-by-year 
supervision. like tax, where watchdog commiuees are considering and revising the statutory scheme." 
(internal quotation and ci tation omilled)). 

267. According to Tire Hill. a bridi ng for Senators on June 13. 2013 attracted le s than half or the 
Senate. Alexander Bolton. Sena/ors Skip Classified Briefing 011 NSA Snooping w C{l(c/1 Flights Home. 
T1-11, H1u. (June I 5. 2013) ("Only 4 7 of I 00 senators attended the 2:30 briefing, leaving dozen~ of chairs 
in the secure meeting room as IDN!] Clapper, f SA DirectorJ Alexander and other senior officials told 
lawmakers about classified programs to moni tor millions of telephone calls and broad swaths or 
Internet activity .... The exodus of colleagues exasperated Senate Intelligence Commiuee Chai r
woman Diane Feinstein ( D-Calif.). who spent a grueling week answering colleagues· and media 
questions about the program. ' IL's hard Lo get this story oul. Even now we have this big briefing- we·vc 
got Alexander. we've got the FBI. we've got the Justil:e Department. we have the FISA Court there. we 
have Clapper there - and people are leaving'"), http://thehill.com/homenews/senate/305765-senators
ski p-c lassi fied-briefi ng-on-nsa-snoopi ng-to-catch-flights-home. 
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be applied. On the other hand, the re would be no serious argument that the 
FISC's decisions estabJished a " public" understanding of the tangible things 
provision before it was reauthorized, and that could undermine rel iance on the 
doctrine.268 In his speech in January 2014, the President seemed to endorse 
the argument that Congress had been adequately briefed, observing that "the 
telephone bulk collection program was subject to oversight by the [FISC] and 
has been reauthorized repeatedly by Congress," even though " it has never been 
subject to vigorous pub I ic debate."269 

Evaluating these arguments in August 20 J 3, the FISA Court concluded 
without difficulty that Congress had been suffic iently briefed, and so had 
incorporated the FISC's interpretation in reauthorizing the law. The court 
explained: "Congress re-authorized Section 215 of the PATRIOT Act without 
change in 20 l 1,"270 and was suffic iently aware of the FISC's interpretation of 
the statute to satisfy the legal requirements for ratification through reenactment. 
In December 201 3, a district judge in the Southern District of New York 
reached the same conclusion: "viewing a ll the circumstances presented here in 
the national security context, this Court finds that Congress ratified section 215 
as interpreted by the Executive Branch and the FISC, when it reauthorized 
FISA.''271 

In October 20 13, the FISC released an opinion again authorizing the bulk 
collection.272 This opinion, written by Judge Mary McLaughlin, was note
worthy in at least three respects. First, it explicitly endorsed the August 2013 
opinion, including the ratification argument, which had been written by another 
FISC judge; but the October opinion stated that this was "the first time" that 
Judge McLaughlin herself had "entertained an application requesting the bulk 
production of call detail records," making clear that she was not locked in to a 
prior position.273 Second, unlike the August opinion, which had explicitly 
disclaimed any reliance on the government's White Paper and (at least im
plicitly) publicly-available criticism of the White Paper and the FISC's own 
prior rulings, including constitutional attacks based on the Supreme Court's 
decision in U.S. v. Jones,274 the October opinion explicitly discussed Jones and 
conc luded that it posed no ban-ier to the collection.275 Third, although Judge 

268. See Jerman v. Carlisle, McNellie, Rini, Kramer & Ulrich LPA. 559 U.S. 573, 130 S. Ct. 1605, 
1626 & n. I (20 I 0). 

269. POTUS Siginl Speech, supra note 49. 
270. August 2013 FISC Order, supra note 4, at 24. The court did not discuss the issue of the House 

Intelligence Commi ttee possibly refusing 10 honor the Executive Branch's request to provide informa-
1ion 10 all Members of the House in 2011, as discussed above. 

27 1. ACLU Opinion, supra note 11 3. at * J 6. 
272. October 11 , 20 13 FlSC Opinion, supra note 29. 
273. Id. at 3. 
274. 132 S. Ct. 945 (20 13 ). See August 2013 FISC Opinion, supra note 4 at 3 n.4. 
275. Judge McLaughlin stated: 

Justice Soyomayor stated in her concurring opinion in Jones that it "may be necessary" for the 
Supreme Court 10 ·'reconsider the premise that an individual has no reasonable expectation of 
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McLaughlin of course did not say so in her opinion, she was appoi nted to the 
federal bench by President Clinton - a notable fac t in light of the media 
atte ntion paid to the composition of the FISC in the context of its rulings on 
bulk metadata collection, as discussed above. Whatever the FISC's actual 
motivations for writing and re leasing the October opinion, therefore, it could be 
viewed as noteworthy in that it was written by a Democratically-appointed 
judge who had not previously reviewed the bulk collection program and who 
specifically addressed and rejected the main constitutional claim advanced by 
critics of the program since its public debut. 

2. Unlike Members of Congress, most Americans had no opportunity to 
become aware of the bulk collection program, at least through official channe ls. 
While reasonable minds may disagree as to whether the FISC was correct 
(in the first instance) to accept the government's legal interpretation of the 
tangible things provision - pa1iicularly the argument that the bulk metadata is 
"relevant" - it seems clear that the interpretation was not obvious, not some
thing that would inevitably have occurred to an outside observer. This is 
probably the case even after accounting for media reporting (based on prior 
leaks) that bulk telephony metadata collection was in fact occurri ng, as noted 
above.276 And the governme nt, by determining that the interpretation was 
classified, or at least that disclosure of the interpretation would inevitably result 
in disclosure of classified information, kept the information from the public. 
The following exchange between Chairman Goodlatte and Bob Litt, the General 
Counsel of ODNI, at a July 2013 hearing of the House Jud ic iary Committee, 
captures the point: 

QUESTION: Did you think a program of this magnitude gathering informa
tion involving a large number of people involved with telephone companies 
could be indefin itely kept secret from the American People? 

ANSWER: Well , we tried.277 

a. At one level, of course, keeping c lassifi ed information from the American 
People is exactly what the Intelligence Community is supposed to do, because 
there is no way to inform the American People without also informing the 
People's adversaries. There is no serious debate about that general proposition, 
which amounts only to the familiar idea that some information is indeed 
properly classified. The United States is a representative de mocracy, not a direct 

pri vacy in information voluntarily disclosed to third parties," .... But Justice Sotomayor also 
made clear that the Court undertook no such reconsideration in Jones." 

October I J, 2013 FISC Opinion, supra note 29, at 5. 
276. As explained in Chapter 15 01· NSIP, supra note I. it was possible, based solely on publicly 

available information. to guess at the legal arguments now disclosed to have underlay the TSP, in part 
because the government confirmed the existence of the TSP after it was leaked in 2005, much as it did 
eight years later wi th respect to the bulk metadata collection after it was leaked in June 20 I 3. 

277. July 20 I 3 HJC Hearing, supra note 23, Statement of Bob Litt. 
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one, and in respect of classified matters, the Intelligence Committees "serve as 
the proxy for the American people."278 As Senator Chambliss, the Vice Chair of 
the Senate Intelligence Committee, explained in 2012, ·'In matters concerning 
the FISA Court, the congressional Intelligence and Judiciary Committees serve 
as the eyes and ears of the American people. Through this oversight, which 
includes being given all s ignificant decisions, orders, and opi nions of the cou11, 
we can ensure that the laws are being applied and implemented as Congress 
intended. "279 

To be sure, as NSIP and this paper illustrate, there are many situations in 
which, through extremely intense, prolonged effort, it is possible to find ways to 
disclose legal interpretations of FISA and other statutes without harming na
tional security.280 But there are obviously many other situations in which, 
despite such efforts, no solution emerges. As explained in the Foreword to the 
First Edition, NSIP "is not what we would have written for an audience of 
government officials with security clearances and a need to know." The result, 
in the vocabulary preferred by proponents of transparency, is that there may 
effectively be areas of "secret law" - i.e., the application of public laws to secret 
facts - that cannot be disclosed. This is true with respect to FISA and also to 
many other statutes, as well as the Constitution itself. 

For example, the covert action statute281 could be interpreted and applied in 
ways that may be extraordinarily important, but about which very, very few 
Members of Congress, let alone the American People, ever leam.282 The statute 
defines covert action to exclude "traditional" military and law-enforcement 
activities,283 provides that a cove,1 action finding "may not authorize any action 
that would violate the Constitution or any statute of the United States,"284 and 

278. Congressional Oversight of !111ellige11ce Acrivities, Before 1he Sena1e Selen Co1r1111i11ee 011 

Intelligence, I 10th Cong. 15 (Nov. 13, 2007) (statement of Lee Hamilton). awrilable a, http://www. 
intelligence.senate.gov/pdfs/ 110794.pdf. 

279. 158 Cong. Rec. S84 I I (Dec. 27, 20J 2) (statement of Sen. Chambliss). For an interesting 
assessment of the evolution of oversight by the Intelligence Commiuees, written by a longtime 
observer, see Steven Aftergood, l111ellige11c:e Oversig/11 Sreps Bad.from Public Accou111abili1y. S1.rn1.n 
NEWS (Jan. 2, 2013). http://blogs.fas.org/secrecy/2013/0 l/public_accountability/. As former Representa
tive Jane Harman put it in July 2013, ·'the tradition ha always been Lhat the Members of the 
Intelligence Committees, which are leadership committees ... were trusted with a lot of secrets that 
weren't shared with others; the reason for that was ... sources and methods have to be protected." 
Aspen Institute, Counterterrorism, National Security and the Rule of Law (July 18, 201:1) (statement or 
Jane Harman at approximately I :05:32). m•ailable at hllp://aspen ecurityforum.org/2013-video. The 
Constitution itself provides for secret proceedings in Congress: Under Article I, Section 5. Clause 3. 
each House of Congress "shall keep a journal of its proceedings, and from time lo time publish the 
same, excepting such parts as may in their judgment require secrecy.'· U.S. CONST. an. I. ~5. cl. 3. 

280. See 28 C.F.R. § 17.18. The prolonged, intense prepublication re, iew process for the first edition 
of NSIP is described in the Preface and Foreword. and the review process for this paper is described in 
note l, supra. 

281. 50 U.S.C. § 413b. 

282. See generally AU-RED CUMMING AND R1c11A1m A. 81,sT, JR .. CONG. RhSL/\RCH Sl'Rv .. R4069 I, 
SENSITIVE Covmrr Ac.,10N NOTIFICATIONS: OVERSIGHT OPTIONS I OR CoN<oRl,ss (Jan. IO, 2006). 

283. 50 U.S.C. § 413b(e)(2). 
284. 50 U .S.C. § 4 I 3b(a)(5). 
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specifically warns that "No covert action may be conducted which is intended 
to influence United States political processes, public opinion, policies, or me
dia."285 Without making any comment, express or impl ied, on any actual or 

hypothetical covert act ion, or even acknowledging that any coven action of any 
kind has ever actually taken place, it is quite obvious that each of those 
elements of the statute cou ld raise enormously difficult and complex interpre
tive questions, some of which might affect many Americans.286 Yer i t might be 
impossible, in many cases, to explain those interpretations without revealing the 
most sensitive classified information.287 

With respect to bulk metadata collection, the Intelligence Community seems 
to have concluded, over a long period of time across two Presidential Administra
tions, that the legal interpretation was so embedded in its factual and operational 
context that revealing it would harm national security. Nor did any M ember of 
Congress, including Senators Wyden and Udall, or the FISA Court itself, fi nd a 
satisfactory way to reveal the legal issue without causing collateral damage. The 
FISC rejected as unreal istic a request from the Senate Intelligence Committee to 
prepare unclassified summaries of its opinions, explaining that " in most cases, 
the facts and legal analysis are so inextricably intertwined that excising the 
classified information from the FISC's analysis would result in a remnant void 
of much or any useful meaning."288 Until the June 2013 unauthorized disclo
sures, none of the three branches of government had found a safe way to 
disclose to the public the "secret law" underlying the bulk telephony metadata 
collection program. 

The difficulty, as Senators Wyden and Udall explained in their many public 
statements on this issue, arises when a leak reveals "secret law" involving a 

285. 50 U.S.C. § 4 I 3b(f). 
286. Put differently, it would be easy for even a relatively competent law professor. with no 

classified information, to write a challenging law school exam based on the language of the covert 
action statute. 

287. For a humorous take on the potential implications of this very serious issue taken to a 
ridiculous extreme, see 23/ CIA Age111s Killed i11 Overr Ops Mission, TH1; ONION (Mar.6.2013). http:// 
www.theonion.com/articles/23 I -cia-agents-killed-in-overt-ops-mission,31553/?ref = auto. 

288. Senators Wyden and Udall, along with Senators Feinstein and Merkley, sent a leuer to the FISA 
Court in February 20 I 3. in which they "request[ed] that the Coun consider wri1ing summaries of its 
sign ificant interpretations of the law in a manner that separates the classified facts of the application 
under review from the legal analysis. so as to enable declassification." Letter from Senators Ron 
Wyden, Tom Udall, Dianne Feinstein, & Jeff Merkley 10 the FISA Court (Feb. 13. 20 I 3). rm1ilable at 
http ://www.fas.org/irp/agency/doj/fisa/fisc-02 I 3 I 3.pdf. In a letter dated March 27. 20 I 3. Judge Walton, 
the Presiding Judge of the Court, replied that there were " serious obstac les ... regarding your request 
for summaries of FISC opinions.'' including the risk of "misunderstanding or confusion regarding the 
court's decision or reasoning," and for ·'FISC opinions specifically ... the very real problem of 
separating the classified facts from the legal analysis .... As members or Congress who have seen the 
opinions know, most FISC opinions rest heavily on the facts presented in the particular matter before 
the court. Thus, in most cases. the facts and the legal analysis are so inextricably intertwined that 
excising the classified information from the FISC's analysis would result in a remnant void of much or 
any useful meaning." Letter from Judge Walton, the Presiding Judge or the FISA Court. to Senator 
Dianne Feinstein (Mar. 27, 2013), available al http://wwwJas.org/irp/agency/doj/fisa/fisc-0327 13.pdf. 
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non-obvious legal interpretation underlying the collection of information pertain
ing to many, many Americans. As the Senators wrote in 2012, "[w]e be lieve 
most Americans would be stunned to learn the details of how these secret court 
opinions have interpreted [the tangible th ings provision]. As we see it, there is 
now a significant gap between what most Ame1icans think the law allows and 
what the government secretly claims the law allows."289 Senator Wyden pre
dicted in the Congressional Record that "when the American People find out 
how their government has secretly interpreted the Patriot Act, they are going to 
be stunned and they are going to be angry."29° For some observers, it may be 
puzzling that a massive, unauthorized disclosure of classified information, 
concerning an intelligence program effectively endorsed by all three branches 
of government over many years, would produce a political demand for greater 
d isclosures and transparency. For other observers, however, the main problem is 
that so many aspects of so many intelligence programs were classified (or 
existed) in the first place. 

b. As of this writing, it appears that the issue of "secret law" could be 
addressed in one or more of three ways that differ from the status quo. First, 
perhaps the Execut ive Branch and Congress could work together on ways to 
make classified briefings more accessible and understandable to Members 
not servi ng on the Inte lligence or Judiciary Comrnjttees. As noted elsewhere, 
surve illance law today is staggeringly complex,291 and the complexity poses 
significant challenges for both providers and recipients of classified briefings. It 
might also be helpful for one or both branches to keep and regularly publish a 
formal log of briefings, including when they are offered, when and where they 
are conducted, the ir duration, the names (or at least the agency affiliations) of 
the briefers, the names of invitees, the names of attendees, and the subject
matter of the briefing (with a classified annex as necessary). 

This first approach would maintain the essential balance struck in the 1970s, 
and reflected in statutes like 50 U.S.C. § 1871, in which the Intelligence (and 
Judic iary) Committees continue to serve as the proxy for the rest of Congress, 
and the American People, in oversight of classified intelligence activities, but 
would allow for more briefings of the fulJ Congress. Of course, if this approach 
takes hold sufficiently, and particularly if a comprehensive log is indeed main
tained and published, Members of Congress who eschew classified briefings 
might be criticized for dereliction of duty, and the Executive Branch might be 
criticized for failing to provide adequate briefings of intell igence activities later 
revealed through other means. Apart from that, however, this first approach 
would not directly increase the general public's knowledge about the opera
tional and other detai Is of intell igence activity. 

289. Wyden-Udall Leller of March 15, 2012, supra note 256, at 2. 
290. 157 Cong. Rec. S3372 (May 26, 20 I l ). 

291. See David Kris, Thoughts on a Blue Sky Overhaul of Surveillance Laws, LAWFARE (May J 8-21, 
2013). http://www.lawfareblog.com/author/dkris/. 
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Second, Congress could take measures to he lp e nsure broader public under
s tanding, still without departing too far from the traditional approach. One 
obvious possibiJity would be to revive the annual reports from the Intelligence 
Committees that were required for the first five years of FISA's existence.

292 

T hose reports, which were very well done and extremely informative, are c ited 
throughout this treatise. Suc h publ ic reporting could be conducted pursuant to 
statute or even in the absence of new legis lation. It would require considerable 
and sustained effort from the two poli tical branches, working togethe r, but it 
could be done. Of course, as noted above, significant limi ts would re main, 
meaning that much would need lo remain secre t, but it would be reasonable to 

expect at least incremental gains in transparency and public understa nding. It 
would facili tate a more informed debate over the broad policy choices and 
c hallenges in the area, but limi t d isclosure of operational detai ls and related 
information concerning specific intelligence programs. In some cases, those 
details are important to understanding the programs and the ir legality, so this 
approach would not allow for a ''fully and currently informed" public debate. 

Third and fi nally, we could signi ficant ly re-calibrate the balance between 
secrecy and transparency, revealing s ignifi cantly more information publicly, and 
thus reducing reliance on proxy oversight through select Congressional Com
mittees. Although the matter is not entire ly clear,293 that appears to be the 
Obama Administration's intent, at least to a substantial degree.294 In June 20 13, 
Pres ident Obama stated through a spokesperson that he "welcomes the d iscus-

292. See 50 U.S.C. § 1808(b). 
293. As the President noted in January 2014, ·'[t)he challenge is getting the detai ls right, and chat is 

not simple." POTUS Sigint Speech, supra note 49. Moreover, the Administration has not publ icly 
described the philosophical approach underlying the al ready-significant disclosures it has made, the 
limits on such disclosures. or a comparison between the current attitude and historical standards -
although such thinking may well exist behind the scenes. 

294. Cf Jack Goldsmith. Alexander and Inglis Let1er to 1he NSA-CSS Family and the USG's 
U11co11scio11ably Weak Defense of NSA, LAWFARE (Sept. 20, 2013), available at http://www.lawfareblog. 
com/20 J 3/09/alexander-and-i ngl is-letter-to-the-nsacss-famil y-and-the-usgs-u nconscionably-weak
def ense-of-nsa/. It is far from clear that his views are al igned with those of the President and the 
President's closest advisors, but Chris Inglis, NSA's departing Deputy Director, described an important 
distinction between transparency in aid of broad policy debate, and transparency concerning operational 
matters, in an interview given a week before the President's January 20 14 speech: 

[W]e're trying to strike that right balance. The balance today I think has a policy component 
of whether it's broadly permissible, useful, effective to give the ki nds of authorities to NSA 
that we do. And that I think should have a fuller public discussion. But when you get down to 
the very discreet. right, somewhere between strategic and tactical choices about how you then 
implement that. 1 think that we need to then have a closed in discussion between three 
branches of government, those who stand in the shoes of the American public. so that we can 
have a fully informed decision that then results from that fully informed dialogue. But I am 
not at this point saying that I would bring all of NSA's capabilities out into the open. Not 
because I'm in any way, shape or forn1 thinking that the American public would be shocked or 
outraged by those but because I really don't think we can afford to give those capabilities 
away to our adversaries. 

Chris Inglis NPR Interview, supra note 56. 
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sion of the trade-off between security and civil liberties,"295 and that he " look[s] 
forward to continuing to discuss these critical issues with the American people" 
as weJI as with Congress.296 At a press conference he ld on August 9, 20 I 3, the 
President stated: 

we can, and must, be more transparent. So I 've directed the intelligence 
community to make public as much information about these programs as pos
sible. We've already declassified unprecedemcd information about the NSA, 
but we can go further . ... probably what's a fair critit:i sm is my assumption 
that if we had checks and balances from the courts and Congress. that that 
traditional system or checks and balances would be enough to give people 
assurance that these programs were run probably - that assumption I think 
proved to be undermined by what happened after the leaks .... What I'm 
going to be pushing the IC to do is rather than have a trunk come out here and 
leg come out there and a tail come out there, let's just put the whole elephant 
out there so people know exactl y what they're looking al.297 

ln his January 2014 speech at the Department of Justice, President Obama 
promised to "reform programs and procedures in place to provide greater trans
parency to our surveillance activi ties," and noted that the government had 
"declassified over 40 opinions and orders" of the FISC. The speech identified 
two additional initiatives directly in support of transparency. 

F irst, the President directed the DNI, in consu ltation with the Attorney 
General , "to annually rev iew for the purposes of declassification any future 
opinions of the [FISC] with broad privacy implications, and to report to me and 
to Congress on these efforts." Th is may effectively mirror in a public fashion 
the obligations currently owed by statute to the Intelligence and Judiciary 

295. Josh Gerstein and Tim Mak, Whire House: Obama ·Welcomes' Sun•eillance Debare. Poi mco 
(June 5, 20 13), available ar http://www.politico.com/story/2013/06/repon-nsa-verizon-call-records-
923 15.html. 

296. Statement by the Press Secretary on the Amash Amendment (July 23. 20 13) r-In light of the 
recent unauthorized disclosures. the President has said that he welcomes a debate about how best to 
simultaneously safeguard both our national security and the privacy of our cit izens. The Administration 
has taken various proactive steps to advance this debate including the President's meeting with the 
Pri vacy and Civil Liberties Oversight Board. his public statements on the disclosed programs. the 
Office of the Director of National Intelligence's release of its own public statements. ODNI General 
Counsel Bob Lilt 's speech at Brookings. and ODNl 's decision to declassify and disclose publicly that 
the Administration filed an application with the Foreign Intel ligence Surveillance Court. We look 
forward to continuing to discuss these critical issues wi th the American people and the Congress."). 
available ar hllp://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/20 l 3/07 /23/statcment-press-secretary-ama h
amendment; see also The Wh ite House, Office of the Press Secretary. Background on the President's 
Statement on Reforms to NSA Programs ("President Obama bel ieves that there should be increased 
transparency and reforms in our intelligence programs in order to give the public confidence that these 
programs have strong oversight and clear protections against abuse."). al'ai/able ar hllp://www.white
house.gov/the-press-office/2013/08/09/backgrou nd-president- -stalement-reforms-nsa-programs. 

297. Remarks by the President in a Press Conference. A ugust 9, 20 I 3 (emphasis added) [hereinarter 
August 2013 Remarks by the President], (l)•ailable ar http://www.whi tehouse.gov/the-press-office/20 13/ 
08/09/ rem arks-presi den l-press-co nf erence. 
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Committees of Congress under 50 U.S.C. § 187 J. Regular efforts to review and 
declassify FISA Court opinions have been ongoing for years,298 but the Presiden
tial imprimatur may help the Intelligence Community lean forward in assessing 
what can be disclosed without harming national security. A s the President noted, 
"we have declassi fied over 40 opinions and orders"299 from the FJSC since the 
June 2013 unauthorized disclosures, which is in itself an unprecedented level of 
transparency. 300 

Second, the President also seemed to endorse increased disclosure of specific 
investigative details in some cases, including to the subjects of national security 
investigations. He directed the Attorney General " to amend how we use national 
security letters," which (the President explained) "can require companies to 
provide specific and limited information to the government without disclosing 
the orders to the subject of the investigation."301 Under the amended approach, 
" this secrecy will not be indefinite," and " will terminate within a fixed time 
unless the government demonstrates a real need for further secrecy."302 As 
discussed in § 20:8 of NSIP, the FBI annually issues tens of thousands of 
national security letters. It i s po sible to imagine a process under which the 
President 's directive results only in a (potentially significant) administrative 
burden for the FBI and DOJ, by requiring periodic re-certification of the basis 
for the initial secrecy directive that i s always invoked for each NSL,303 with 
directives being allowed to lapse only rarely and after relatively long periods of 

298. See June 2013 HPSCI Open Hearing. supra note 27. Statement of Bob Liu ('"It 's been a very 
difficult task .. .. The facts frequently involve classified information. sensiti ve sources and methods. 
And what we've been discovering is that when you remove all the information that needs to be 
classified. you're left with something that looks like Swiss cheese and is not really very comprehen
sible"); July 201 3 SJC Hearing, supra note 27, Statement of Bob Lill ("[Wje shou ld strive for the 
maximum possible transparency about the activities of the court. consistent with the need 10 protect 
sensitive sources and methods. We have been working for some time to declassify the court 's opinions 
to the extent possible. But legal discussions and court opinions don't take place in a vacuum. They 
derive from the facts of the particular - of the particular case And I want to quote here from Judge 
Wal ton, who is now chief judge of the FISA court, who said in a leuer 10 the foreign - 10 the Senate 
Intelligence Committee, quote. 'Most FISC opinions rest heavily on the facts presented in the particular 
matter before the court. Thus in most cases. the facts and legal analysis are so inextricably intertwined 
that excising the classified information from the FISC analysis would result in a remnant void of much 
or any usefu l mean ing,' close quote. That's an excellent and pithy summary or the chal lenge we face in 
trying to declassify these opinions."). 

299. POTUS Sigint Speech, supra note 49. 
300. On January 27, 2014. the Department of Just ice announced an agreement to seule litigation in 

the FISA Court brought by telecommun ications providers and other companies. Under the 1erms of 
the agreement, providers may publish certain data about information requests from the government. in 
the aggregate, in bands of I 000 (e.g., 0-999 requests. I 000-2000 requests), divided into content and 
non-content categories, with a time lag between receipt of the requests and publication of the data. 
See Notice filed in the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court. Nos. 13-03 to 13-07 (Jan.27.2014), 
available 0 1 http://legaltimes.typepad.com/li les/fisa-notice- I .pdL Publicly avai lable pleading filed in 
the FISA Court after June 20 13 are avai lable at http://www.uscouns.gov/uscouns/couns/fisc/index. 
html. 

301. POTUS Sigint Speech. supra note 49. 
302. Id. 
303. For a discussion of the certification process. see NSI P, supra note I . at ~ 20: IO. 
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time. But it is a lso possible to imagine a more s igni ficant effect, where the FBI 
discloses large numbers of NSLs after relative ly short periods of secrecy. 

Of course, as the President recognized, a central "challenge is getting the 
details right, and that is not simple ." Moreover, it remains unclear w hether and 
to what exte nt inc reased transpare ncy wi ll extend further, to other intell igence 
programs - e .g ., those involving Humint o r covert actjon - that have not been 
subjected to the same level of prio r, unauthorized disclosure.304 The focus s ince 
June 2013 has been on signals inte ll igence, because that was the subject of the 
unauthorized d isclosures, but the logic an imating efforts towards transparency 
cou ld exte nd fu11her, to other forms of inte ll igence activity. To some observers, 
the Preside nt and h is c losest advisors seem to be c harting a course for an 
e nvironme nt in which the basic existence of aJI (or most) inte lligence programs, 
o r at least s ignals intelligence programs, is publicly disclosed, with information 
about certain operational details (e.g., providers and targets) still mostly secret. 
They may face resistance from the Intelligence Community in staying that 
course over time, but if they are successful , it would represent a very s ignificant 
re-calibration. 

The effects of such a broad re-calibration could be felt in at least two ways 
beyond the government's own, voluntary actions. First, official disclosures of 
previously classified information will resonate through FOIA and State Secrets 
doctrine, where the government's litigating positions will be tested for consis
tency with the logic implicit in the voluntary transpare ncy.305 It therefore may 
be difficult to predict exactly how such official disclosures may beget additionaJ 
disclosures as compe lled by the courts, especially in the absence of any overtly 
described philosoph ical approach. 

Second, and perhaps more importantly, there is a potential interaction be-

304. In a July 20 13 speech, Bob Litt, General Counsel of ODNI, reiterated Lhat "[e)ven before the 
recent disclosures, the President said that we welcomed a discussion about privacy and national 
security, and we are working to declassify more information about our activi ties to inform that 
d iscussion." July 20 13 Liu Speech, supra note 27, at 2 1-22. But he also recognized that the " level of 
detail in the current public debate certainly reflects a departure of the historic understanding Lhat the 
sensitive nacure of intelligence operations demanded a more limited discussion." and that the .. discus
sion can, and should, have taken place without the recent disclosures." Id. at 22. As Mr. Litt put it at the 
July 2013 SJC hearing, "we are having a pub I ic debate now, but that public debate is not without cost.'' 
July 201 3 SJC Hearing, supra note 27, Statement of Bob L itt. At his August press conference, President 
Obama sa id that although .. Mr. Snowden's leaks triggered a much more rapid and passionate response" 
than otherwise would have been the case, "J actually think we would have gotten to the same place:· 
August 2013 Remarks by the Pres ident, supra note 297. On the other hand. he also said that the 
disclosures "put[] at risk our national security and some very vital ways that we are able to get 
intelligence that we need to secure lhe country," and that the vol untary disclosures were designed to 
address the unfortunate fact that: 

Id. 

Once the information is out, the administration comes in, tries to correct the record. But by 
that time, i t 's too late or we've moved on, and a general impression has, I thjnk, taken hold not 
only among the American public but also around the world that somehow we're out there 
willy-nilly just sucking in information on everybody and doing what we please with it. 

30S. See S U.S.C. § 552; U.S. v. Reynolds, 345 U.S. I (1953). 
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tween increased transparency and the scope of intelligence activity. Intelligence 
activity that helps the U.S. government when done covertly may harm it when 
done overtly. For example, clandestine surveillance of foreign government 
officials may aid U.S. foreign policy - e.g., by giving U.S. treaty negotiators 
insight into their fore ign counterparts' instructions. As such, foreign policy 
makers may suppo11 and even require such surveillance from the Intelligence 
Community. On the other hand, however, transparent surveillance of foreign 
government officials may have precisely the opposite effect, creating challenges 
that cause policy makers to require less surveillance.306 If less surveillance 
leads to a perceived intelligence failu re, of course, resulting demands to expand 
surveillance may cause the pendulum to swing back.307 

306. In October 2013. revelations that the NSA had alleged ly been spying on world leaders, 
including the German Chancellor. created a diplomatic furor. See, e.g., James Kan ter and A lan Cowell, 
Amid Ne111 Swrm in U.S.-Europe Relationship, a Call for Talks on Spying, N. Y. TIMES, Oct. 26, 20 I 3, at 
A4. Regardless of the sincerity or these expressions of shock and outrage, they clearly had an impact on 
U.S. policymakers. 

It is worth recalling that the debate about surveillance of foreign governmental and diplomatic 
personnel is 1101 new. The I 978 legislative history of FISA makes absolutely clear that the law was 
intended 10 allow surveillance of foreign diplomatic facili ties in the United States. See H.R. Rep. No. 
95-1283. at 27 ( 1978) (FISA authorizes survei \lance of '•foreign embassies and consulates and similar 
·official' foreign governmental establishments"); S. Rep. No. 95-604, at 19 ( l 978), reprinted in I 978 
U.S.C.C.A.N. 3904. This approach represented a dramatic change from the position of at least some 
elements of the United States government in the years prior to World War II , perhaps best summarized 
by a l 929 statement auributed to U.S. Secretary of State Henry Stimson, that "gentlemen do not read 
each other's mail." More context for that statement is provided from a 1982 New York Times review of 
James Bamford's book about the NSA. The Puzzle Palace: 

FIFTY-THREE years ago. in the early months of Herbert Hoover's Admfoistration, Secretary 
or State Henry L. Stimson was presented with a small batch of Japanese telegrams that had 
been deciphered by a highly secret American code-breaking organization known as the Black 
Chamber. Appalled at the invasion of another nation's private communications, Stimson 
immediately cut off funding 10 the cryptologists with the admonition "Gentleman do not read 
each other's mail." It was not one of the more prescient decisions in American history. Driven 
by the exigencies of World War II and then the Cold War and drawing on advances in 
computers and electronics, in I 952 the Government created a new version of the Black 
Chamber - the National Security Agency. which is the largest, most sensiti ve and potentially 
most intrusive American intelligence agency. 

Philip Taubman. So11s o_f the Black Chamber, N.Y. T IMES, Sept. 19, 1982, at A9. 
307. One outside observer described the pendulum effect in more stark terms: 

This is speculat ion. I have no hard facts or evidence to support it. But I am convinced to a 
moral cenainty that NSA is scaling back certain collection. 

That is not something I say with pleasure or triumph but, ra ther, wi th frustration, sadness, 
and worry. 

Imagine you were a high-level decision-maker in a clandestine intelligence agency. Imag
ine that you had played by the rules Congress had laid out for you, worked with oversight 
mechanisms to fix errors when they happened, and erected strict comp I iance regimes 10 

minimize mistakes in a mind-bogglingly complex system of signals intelligence collection. 
Imagine further that when the programs became public, there was a firestorm anyway. 
Imagine that nearl y half of the House of Representatives, pretending it had no idea what you 
had been doing, voted to end key collection activity. Imagine that in response to the firestorm. 
the President of the United States - after initially defending the intelligence community - said 
that what was real ly needed was more transparency and described the debate as healthy. 
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c. As of this writing, the Obama Administration has determined not only to 
increase the transparency of in telligence collection, but also to decrease its 
scope, albeit perhaps not as much as some observers would prefer. As Lisa 
Monaco, the President's Counterterrorism Advisor, put it in an editorial in 
USA Today, the Administration created an outside Review Group "to ensure 
that privacy and civil liberties are appropriately protected," will give "even 
greater focus to ensuring that we are balancing our security needs with ... pri
vacy concerns," and will attempt to "ensure we are collecting information 
because we need it and not just because we can."308 

In December 20 13, the Review Group released its report,309 the basic thrust 
of which, as one of its members explained in an editorial, is that "we [have] 
reached a point where it was necessary to re-calibrate our policies and priorities 
in order to better preserve our nation 's core commitment to the values of 

Imagine that journalists construed every fact they learned in light of the need to keep feeding 
at the trough of a source who had stolen a huge volume or highly classified materials and 
taken it to China and Russia. 

What would you do? Herc's what: You'd take a hard look at your most forward-leaning 
programs - and you'd turn them off. You would do this using words like "prudenual '' and 
"current environment" - of course standing by the programs' legality in some formal sense. 
just as the president has stood by you in some formal sense. But just as the president has let 
the intelligence community swing in the wind. limiting his own exposure by making the 
problem all your own. you would cut your losses. You wouldn't even be wrong to do so. 

And you would do it knowing somewhere in your heart that some day. the pendulum would 
swing the other way and there would be recriminations for turning those programs off, just as 
there are now recriminations for having such programs online. You would even know that 
many of the same people would be responsible for the mutually contradictory recriminations. 
You would know that after some big attack or intelligence fai lure, the scoop that you turned 
off collection tailored to the sort of information you needed to stop that event would be j ust as 
irresistible to the Washington Post and the Guardian as was the story that you ran riot over 
Americans' civi l liberties. You would know that the papers would be just as careless with the 
facts. You would know that the same members of Congress who are today outraged at what 
your agency is doing would wax outraged then at what it isn't doing. And you would know 
that almost nobody will bother to know what they are talking about before having very strong 
opinions about how you fell down on the job and thus bear responsibility for both the 
smoldering ruins of some federal building somewhere and for destroying American values. 

As I say, I have no evidence that this scaling back is taking place, and I don't know what the 
programs or activities on the blade end of the prudential meat axe look like - :,o until you look 
out over those smoldering ruins, feel free to disregard this post and regard it as the alarmist 
fear-mongering of an apologist for the national security stale. But for the record. I dissent 
from the reLrenchment I believe is going on. And here·s the tandard l would propose for the 
reevaluation of collection programs and activities that might seem too edgy today given the 
circumstances: If they were lawful and defensible and necessary pre-Snowden. they are lawful 
and defensible and necessary today. 

Benjamin Willes, Recriminations, Pendulum Swings, and What is Probably Happening nt NSA, 
LAWFARE (Sept. 13, 20 13), availnble at http://www.lawfareblog.com/20 I J/09/recriminations-pendulum
swi ngs-and-what-is-probab I y-happen i ng-at-nsa/. 

308. Lisa Monaco, Obama Administration: Surveillnnc.:e Policies Under Revie11·, USA TonAY (Oct. 24. 
20 13), avnilab!e nt ht1p://www.usatoday.com/sto1y/opinion/201 3/ 10/24/nsa-foreign-leaders-president
obama-lisa-monaco-editorials-debates/3183331/. 

309. Review Group Report, supra note 11 J. 
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personal privacy and indi vidual freedom."310 The President stated soon there
after that he "thought they did an excellent job," and promised to de liver a 
more "definitive" assessment of the Review Group's recommendations in Janu
ary 2014.311 In his January 2014 speech, and an accompanying Presidential 
Policy Directive on signals intelligence,3 12 the President made several determina
tions and issued several directives lo the Attorney General and the Director of 
National Intelligence (DNI). Many of the President 's directives leave options 
open, and require choices to be made, so their full effect is difficult to measure 
as of this writing. 

First, as noted above, the President endorsed creation of an outside "panel 
of advocates" to "provide an independent voice in significant cases before 
the Foreign Intelligence Survei llance Court."313 He called on Congress to enact 
legislation on this topic, which injects a significant degree of uncertainty until 
the legislation is finalized. 

Second, the President directed the Attorney General and the DNJ to adopt 
what amount to more stringent minimization procedures under Section 702 of 
the FISA Amendments Act, ·50 U.S.C. § I 881 a. The President did not mention 

:H 0. Geoffrey R. Stone, Inside the Preside111 :~ f?evieu· Croup: Pro1ec1i11g Security AND Liberiy. 
H u1•F1NGTO, PosT (Dec. 21. 201 ]), available a1 http://www.huffi ngtonpost.com/geoffrey-r-stone/inside
the-presidents-rev _b_ 4485016.html. The Review Group offered 46 recommendations in six categories: 

• Surveillance of U.S. persons (e.g., "important restrictions on the ability of the Foreign 
Intelligence Surveillance Court (FISC) 10 compel third panies (such as telephone service 
providers) to disclose private information to the government," and ''similar restrictions on the 
issuance of National Security Letters .. . [including] prior judicial review except in emergen
cies," as well as putting an "end" to the current bulk telephony metadata collection program 
and •'transition[ing] to a system in which such metadata is held privately," and requiring 
greater transparency). 

• Surveillance of Non-U.S. persons (e.g .. not targeting any non-U.S. person "based solely 
on that person's political views or religious convictions"): 

• Setting Priorities and Avoid ing Unjustified or Unnecessary Surveillance (e.g .. "with a 
small number of closely allied governments, meeting specific criteria, che US Government 
should explore understandings or arrangements regarding intelligence collection guidelines 
and practices with respect to each others' citizens (including, if and where appropriate. 
intentions. strictures, or limitations wi th respect to colleccions)"): 

• Organizational Reform (e.g .. splitting NSA from CyberCommand, and creating a Public 
Interest Advocate to oppose the government in the FISC). 

• Global Communications Technology (e.g .. the U.S. government should be "fully support
ing and not undermining efforts to create encryption standards [and] making clear that it will 
not in any way subvert, undermine, weaken . or make vulnerable generally avai lable commer
cial encryption [and] (]) supporting efforts to encourage the greater use of encryption"): and 

• Protecting What We Do Col lect (e.g., reverting to need-to-know principle , rather than 
need-to-share principles. govern ing the dissemination of classified inrormation within the 
government). 

31 1. Press Conference by the President (Dec. 20. 2013 ), Cll'ailab/e a1 http://www.whitehouse.gov/the
press-office/2013/ 12/20/press-conference-president. 

312. Presidential Policy Directive - Signals Intel ligence Activities (Jan. 17. 20 14) (hereinafter 
PPD-28], available a, http://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2014/0 I/ I7 /presidential-pol icy
di recti ve-signals-i ntel I igence-act i vi ties. 

3 13. POTUS Sigint Speech, supra note 49. 
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the FlSA Court in this directive, so it may be that the restrictions will be internal 
to the executive branch, rather than official (and j ud icially enforceable) FAA 
m inimization procedures,3 14 but they will still res trict the government's behav
ior, even if they do not create rights in a ny ind ividual.3 15 

These new restrictions, the Preside nt said, will be "on government's ability to 
retain, search, and use in criminal cases communications between Americans 
and foreign citizens incidentall y collected under Section 702" of the FISA 
Amendments Act, 50 U.S.C. § 188 I a.3 16 To understand these new restrictions, 
including what they mean and how they may work in practice, it is necessary 
first to understand the pre-existing rules, beginning with the idea of "incidental" 
collection. 

As discussed in Chapter 17 of NSIP, Section 702 of the FAA allows the 
government to target non-U.S. persons reasonably believed to be located abroad. 
Incidental collection occurs under Section 702, as it does under all forms of 
electronic surveillance, because the government collects both sides of communi
cations involving its surve illance target. In particular, under Section 702, when 
the government targets a non-U.S. person located abroad, it will acquire his 
communications with all interlocutors, including any who happen to be U .S. 
persons (or are located in the United States). Such incidental collection does not 
violate the FAA's explicit ban on " reverse targeting," in which, for example, the 
government pretends to be interested in Smith, a non-U.S. person located 
abroad, but is actua lly seeking information from or about Jones, a U.S. person 
(and hence an invalid target), with whom Smith communicates.317 Properly 
targeting Smith will stil1 result in incidental collection of some statements made 
by Jones. 

Under existing procedures, the NSA generally may not retain information 

314. For a discussion of the FAA, and minimization procedures issued under it, see NSJ P, supra 
note I, at Chapter 17. 

315. See, e.g., U.S. v. Caceres 440 U.S. 74 1 ( 1979). 
3 16. POTUS Sigint Speech, supra note 49. 
317. For a discussion of reverse targeting and querying under Section 702 of the FAA, see NSIP, 

supra note I , at Chapter 17. Chris Inglis, the Deputy Director of NSA, explained this issue in an 
interview conducted in January 2014: 

So let's say that I'm going after ... the head of Al-Qaeda worldwide .... I collect some of 
his communications .... and they're now in a pile that I expect an analyst to then under
stand ..... The only way the U.S. persons could ' ve gotten into that pile is that they are, in 
fact, on the other side of the communication of [ him] .... And the 702 provision goes so far 
as to say that we cannot use [it] ... to reverse-target Americans .... That's expressly prohib
ited by the law .... So let's say some clever person says. you know, I 'm not authorized to 
target Chris Inglis overtly, unless I go get a warrant and he's not done anything to show 
himself as being a threat to the nation. But l know that he's always in contact with somebody 
that I am legitimately authorized to go after or I could make some plausible case for that. So 
why I don' t go after Party B because I know that Chris is always in contact with him and I'll 
just col lect enough communkations that gives me insight into Chris Inglis? That is expressly 
prohibited by the law. It's written in that you cannot use that as a back door. as a 702 back 
door, the authority being 702, to target Chris Inglis. I t's called reverse targeting. 

Chris Inglis NPR Jnterview, supra note 56. 
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acquired under Section 702 that is recognized to be "of' or "concern ing" a U.S. 
person,318 but it is permitted to retain such information in two main instances. 
First, NSA may retain U.S. person information if it constitutes "foreign intelJi
gence information" as defined in FISA, including both "protective" and ''affirma
tive" foreign inte lligence information.319 That is, NSA may retain U.S. person 
information that is necessary to the ab il ity of the United States to "protect" 
against several specified threats to national security, such as attack, sabotage, 
espionage, and terrorism; and it also may retain U.S. person information if it is 
affirmatively necessary to the national defense, national security, or the conduct 
of the foreign affairs of the United States.320 Second, NSA may also retain U.S. 
person information if it constitutes evidence of a crime, including crimes that 
are wholly unrelated to foreign intelligence and national security (e.g., gam
bling or child pornography).321 And NSA may also share such information with 
law enforcement agencies for use in a criminal prosecution of the U.S. per
son.322 Finally, under pre-existing rules, although information acqu ired from 
"upstream" collection under Section 702 may not be queried using U.S. person 
identifiers (e.g., a U.S. person's name, email address, or telephone number323), 

3 I 8. Minimization Procedures Used by the National Security Agency in Connection with Acquisi
tion of Foreign Intelligence Information Pursuan1 to Section 702 of the Foreign Intelligence Surveil
lance Act of 1978, as Amended, §§ 3(b), (c) (Oct. 31, 201 1) (hereinafter 2011 NSA 702 Minimization 
Procedures), available at http://www.dni.gov/fi les/documents/M inim ization%20Procedures%20used 
%20by%20NSA %20in%20Connection%20with%20FISA %20SECT%20702.pdf. The minimization pro
cedures define communications "of' a U.S. person as all communications " to which a United States 
person is a party," and communications "concerning" a U.S. person as "all communications in which a 
United States person is discussed or mentioned. except where such communications reveal on ly 
publicly-available information about the person." Id. at §§ 2(c), (b). For a more complete discussion of 
minimization, see NSIP, supra note I , at Chapter 9. 

3 I 9. 2011 NSA 702 Minimization Procedures, supra note 3 I 8, at §§ 3(b)(4), 6(a)(3). For a discus
sion of FISA's definition of ··foreign intelligence information," as set forth in 50 U.S.C. §§ 1801(e)( I ) 
and (2), see NSIP. supra note I. at§§ 8: I et seq. 

320. See 50 U.S.C. §§ !801(e)( l )-(2) (definitions of "foreign intelligence information"), J88I (a) 
(incorporating these definitions for purposes of Section 702 of the FAA). 

32 1. 20 11 NSA 702 Minimization Procedures. supra note 3 18, at§§ 3(b)(4), 6(a)(3). Section 2.3(i) 
of Executive Order 12.333 provides for Intelligence Community elements to have procedures that allow 
collection, retention and dissemination of "Incidentally obtained information that may indicate involve
ment in activi ties that may violate Federal. state, local, or foreign laws." This may need to be changed 
in I ight of the President"s speech. 

322. 20 l l NSA 702 Minimization Procedures, supra note 3 18, at § 6(b)(8) ("dissemination of 
in1ell igence reports based on communications of or concerning a U.S. person may only be made to 
a recipient requiring the identity of such person for the performance of official duties ... if ... 
the communication or information is reasonably believed to contain evidence that a crime has been, is 
being. or is about to be committed"). Since 1978, FISA has allowed use of lawfully collected 
information for any kind of criminal prosecution, even while restricting the purpose of the collection. 
As discussed in Chapters 9 and 17 of NSIP, supra note I , under 50 U.S.C. § 1801(h)(3), "minimization 
procedures" are defined to include procedures that " notwithstanding [other elements of minimiza
tion) ... allow for the retention and dissemination of information that is evidence of a crime which has 
been, is being, or is about to be committed and that is to be retained or disseminated for law 
enforcement purposes." 50 U .S.C. § I 80 I (h)(3). 

323. Under the NSA Section 702 minimization procedures (§ 2(t)), identification of a U.S. person 
means: 
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information collected from ' ·downstream" collection (e.g., directly from Internet 
Service Providers) may be so queried, as Jong as there is a valid foreign in-

11 . f h . 324 te ,gence purpose or t e querying: 
The new restrictions will presumably limit both the retention and dissemina

tion of U.S. person information that is evidence of a c rime. One possible 
approach would be to retain only evide nce of " foreign inte lligence crimes," 
such as espionage or terrorism, but that would essentially e liminate law
e nforcement retention and dissemination altogether, because evidence of such 
crimes is always independently "foreign inte lligence information."325 Another 
approach, perhaps more likely, is to identify a group of more serious crimes, 
whether or not related to fore ign intell igence, as to wh ic h evidence obtained 
through Section 702 may be retained and disseminated.326 

As to querying of downstream data, there are several options avai lable in 
devising the new restrictions. Substantively, the government could s imply 
forbid querying altogether, or forbid it when motivated by an affirmative (rather 
than protective) foreign intelligence purpose. Alternatively, or in addition, it 
could adopt a procedural approach, requiring a finding of reasonable articulable 
suspicion (RAS), or even probable cause, that the U.S. person is associated in 
some way with an international terrorist group, or perhaps another foreign 
power. Such a fi nding could be made either by the Executi ve Branch uni later
ally, o r be subject to approval by the FISA Court (perhaps with an emergency 

( I ) the name, unique title. or address of a United States person; or (2) other personal 
identifiers of a United States person when appearing in the context or activities conducted by 
that person. A reference to a product by brand name. or a manufacturer's name or the use of a 
name in a descriptive sense. e.g .. 'Monroe Doctrine,' is not an identification of a United States 
person. 

Office of the Dir. of Nat ' I Intelligence. Mi11i111iza1io11 Procedures Used by !he Nmional Securi1y 
Agency in Connection wi1h Acquisi1io11s <~{ Foreign l111elligence lnfur111a1io11 Pur.Hw111 IO Sec1io11 702 
of !he Foreign /111elligence Surveillance Ac, <if 1978. As Amended. available al http://www.dni.gov/ 
fi les/docu men ts/Minimization %20Procedures%20u sed%20by %20NSA %20i n%20Con nect ion %20wi th 
%20FISA %20SECT%20702.pdf. 

324. 201 I NSA 702 Minimization Procedures. supra note 318, at ~ 3(b)(6) ("Magnetic tapes or 
other storage media containing communications acquired pursuant to section 702 may be scanned by 
computer to identify and select communications for analysis. Computer selection terms used for 
scanning, such as telephone numbers, key words or phrases. or other discriminators, will be limited to 
those selection terms reasonably likely to return foreign intelligence information. Identifiers of an 
identifiable U.S. person may not be used as terms to identify and select for analysis any Internet 
communication acquired through NSA's upstream col lection techniques."). 

325. For a discuss.ion of "foreign intelligence crimes" and "ordinary crimes" as used in FISA. see 
NSIP. supra note I , at Chapters J 0- 11. 

326. One existing and recent effort to define and identify such crimes appears in Part VI of the 
Department of Justice's July 2013 Report on Review of News Media Policies, and many other 
definitions also could be found. U.S. Department or Justice, Repur1 011 Reviell' (!/ Nell's Media Policies 
(Ju ly 12, 2013), available a, http://www.justice.gov/iso/opa/resources/22020 J 'J7 I 2 I6285 I 79689'J.pdf. 
The crimes listed in Part VI include a crime involving "•(i) death: (ii) kidnapping: (i i i) substantial bodily 
harm; (iv) conduct that constitutes a criminal offense that is a specified offense against a minor as 
defined in 42 U .S.C. § 1691 1; or ( v) incapacitation or destruction of critical infrastructure as defined in 
42 U.S.C. § 5 I 95c(e)." Id. 
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exception), before querying may occur. Depending on the choices made in these 
areas, the new restrictions announced by the President could be fairly modest, 
or more substantial in their impact. 

Third, the President announced a two-phase approach to modifying the 
collection of telephony metadata in bulk. '"Effective immediately," he said, "we 
will only pursue phone calls that are two steps removed from a number 
associated with a terrorist organization instead of the current three."327 Moving 
from three "hops" to two "hops" is at least a symbol ic modification, and may 
in fact reduce somewhat the scope of NSA's querying. It is not clear whether 
the President intended this two-hop li mit to be incorporated into FlSA Court mini
mization procedures (assuming the cou1t is wi lling), or whether it will simply 
become an Executi ve Branch policy, even if the cou1t continues to permit three 
hops. 

The President also directed the Attorney General "to work with the Foreign 
Intelligence Surveillance Court so that ... the [bulk telephony metadata] data
base can be queried only after a judicial finding or in the case of a true 
emergency."328 As the President recognized, this wi ll require the court's co
operation, likely through adoption of new minimization procedures. For a 
period of time in 2009, in response to compliance incidents, the FISA Court 
required the government to submit RAS nominations to the court for approval 
before querying, subject to a very narrow emergency exception in the case of an 
imminent threat to life, with after-the-fact reporting to the cou1t of such 
emergency queries due by the end of the next business day.329 It is far from 
clear that the FISA Court enjoyed that protocol, or that it will happily adopt it 
again now. On the other hand, rejecting an initiative announced by the President 
of the United States in a major speech would be significant, and so it is likely 
that when the Attorney General proposes new minimization procedures requir
ing judicial review of non-emergency RAS find ings, the court will, at least to 
some degree, go along. The main question wi ll be whether the government 

327. POTUS Sigint Speech. supra note 49. 
328. POTUS Sigint Speech. supra note 49. The President ·s exact words were: 

Effective immediately, we will only pursue phone calls that arc two teps removed from a 
number associated with a terrorist organization instead of the current three. A nd I have di
rected the Attorney General to work with the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Coun so that 
during this transition period. the database can be queried only after a judicial finding or in the 
case of a true emergency. 

Id. There is some interpreti ve doubt here, but i t may be the President's intent that, unless and until new 
minimization procedures requiring FlSA Court approval or RAS findings are in place. the database may 
only be queried if there is a .. true emergency." Id. If that is indeed the case. it could conceivably have 
affected efforts to prepare for 1he Winter Olympics in Sochi . Russia, which began on February 6.2014. 

329. Under the protocol for RAS findings approved in 2009, the standard for emergency querying of 
the database was an "imminent 1hrea1 to human life," with notification to the court due no later than 
··s:00 p.111., Eastern Time on the next business day after such [emergency] access." In re Applica1ion of 
1he Federal Bureau of Investigation for an Ordcr Requiring Production of Tangible Things from 
[Redacted], No. BR 09-0i (FISA Ct. Mar.5.2009). (/\'Oi!able a, http://www.dni.gov/fi les/documents/ 
I I 714/FISC%20Order. %20BR %2009-0 I .pdf. 
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proposes, and the court approves, the 2009 emergency protocol, or the more 
generous, standard FISA protocol for e mergenc ies set out in 50 U .S .C. 
§ l 805(e).330 

T he second phase of the Preside nt's d irective concerni ng bulk telephony 
metadata is far more ambitious: by March 28, 2014,33 1 he directed the identi
fication of ''options for a new approach that can match the capabi lities and fi ll 
the gaps that the Section 215 program was designed to address without the 
governme nt holding this metadata itself."332 The President recognized that there 
were "difficult problems" with a lternatives in wh ich "the [telecommunications] 
provide rs or a third party retain t he bul k records," and that " more work needs to 
be done" on other approaches. As of this writing, it is not clear that a viable 
a lternati ve will be found and/or implemented by March 28, a lthough some 
possibilities do exist.333 

Fourth and fi nally, the President announced that he had " taken the unprec
edented step" of extending to non-U.S . persons certain mjnimization and other 
protections governi ng retention and use of information that heretofore have 
been applied only to U.S. persons.334 The President was con-ect in his character
izat ion of this initiative, which represents a major conceptual shift. Depe nding 
on how it is impleme nted, the initiative could also yield some significant 
operational consequences. 335 

330. Under 50 U.S.C. s I 805(e), ' ' the Attorney General may authorize the emergency employment 
of electronic survei llance" if, among other things, he " reasonably determines that an emergency 
situation ex ists with respect to the employment of electronic surveillance to obtain foreign intelligence 
information before an order authorizing such surveil lance can with due diligence be obtained." 50 
U.S.C. * I 805(e). In such a case, he must then submit an application to the court within 7 days. Id. 

33 1. March 28, 20 14 may be the expiration date for the bulk telephony metadata collection order 
in effect at the time of the President's speech, which was issued by the FISC on January 3, 2014 and 
publicized by the government on that date. See IC oN THE RrcoRD, http://icontherecord.tumblr.com. 

332. POTUS Sigint Speech, supra note 49. 
333. One possibility would involve NSA continuing to collect. format and maintain physical custody 

of the data as it does today. But NSA would segregate repositories containing the data so that access is 
avai lable only through specially credentialed members of a consortium of participating telecommunica
tions providers, or perhaps some other enti ty from within the government or elsewhere. To be sure. 
co-locating representatives from providers in government offices has been associated with problems in 
the past, see, e.g., Department of Justice, Office of the Inspector General, A Review of rhe FB/'.f Use of 
£xige111 Le11ers and Orher lnfonnal Reques1s fur Telephone Records (Jan. 2010), al'ailable al http:// 
www.justice.gov/oig/special/s I 00 I r.pdf, and there would certainly be i:echnical issues (including, e.g .. 
non-query access lo the data, for maintenance and other non-substantive purposes), but with appropriate 
attention to oversight, those problems cou ld probably be avoided. Moreover, the cost of third-party 
personnel to staff the access point would be a tiny, tiny fraction of the cost of moving the data and 
maintaining it in the (less secure) private sector. The idea might not work, of course, but it seems worth 
exploring, especially i f it can be credibly described as NSA not having "possession" of the data because 
of the access l imits that require the participation of a third party before the data may be queried. 

334. POTUS Sigint Speech. supra note 49. In particular, the President '"directed the DNI, in 
consul tation with the Allorney General. to develop these safeguards [for non-U.S. persons). which 
wi l l limit the duration that we can hold personal information, while also restricting the use of this 
information." Id. 

335. As one thoughtful commentator put it, the President 's speech and PPD together were ··a defense 
that signa ls a great deal more change spirituall y than i t promises in practical terms. but one that also ha 
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The President e laborated on the conceptua l shift through a Presidential Policy 
Directive, PPD-28, issued on the same day as his speech.336 The PPD's fu nda
mental insight is that s ignals intelligence must "take into account that all 
persons should be treated with dignity and respect, regardless of their national
ity or wherever they might res ide."337 It provides that "all persons have legiti
mate privacy interests in the handl ing of their personal information," and it 
expl icitly recognizes the "legitimate privacy and civil liberties concerns of 
U.S. citizens and citizens of other nations."338 Section 1 of the PPD, which sets 
out its basic principles, states that "[p)rivacy and civi l liberties shall be integral 
considerations in the planning of U.S. s ignals inte lligence activ ities," and that 
'·the United States shall not collect signals intelligence for the purpose of 
suppressing or burdening criticism or dissent, or for disadvantaging persons 
based on their ethnicity, race, general , sexual orientation or religion."339 Section 2, 
which prescribes limits on bulk collection (discussed below), explains that the 
limits "are intended to protect the privacy and civil liberties of all persons, 
whatever their nationality and regardless of where they might reside." Section 4, 
which applies to the safeguarding of persona l information, repeats the idea that 
''(a]ll persons should be treated with dignity and respect, regardless of their 
nationality or wherever they might reside," and the recognition that ·'all persons 
have legitimate privacy interests in the handling of their personal informa
tion."340 This is in stark contrast to the language of Executive Order 12333, the 
main internal charter for the U.S. Intelligence Community, which focuses 
almost exclusively on privacy protections for U.S. persons.341 As the President 
said, therefore, PPD-28 represents an unprecedented change in U.S. intelligence 
pol icy, at least at the rhetorical level. 

The degree of substantive change that will fo llow from PPD-28 is less 
certain. Its d irectives can be divided into several groups according to their likely 
operational impact. At the olltset, in some respects, the PPD serves what might 
be termed an educational function, expla ining certain protections that already 

a few big wi ld cards that could, like a jack-in-a-box. spring out a few months from now as more 
substantial changes than they now appear 10 be." Benjamin Willes, The Presidents Speech and 
PPD-28: A Guide for the Pe,p/exed, LAWFARI: (Jan. 20, 201 4) [hereinafter Wittes Guide for Lhe 
Perplexed], available at h1tp://www.lawfareblog.com/2014/0 l/lhe-presidents-speech-and-ppd-28-a-guidc
for-the-perplexed/#. U t3S7 KNOkd V. 

336. PPD-28. supra note 312. 
337. Id. at I (Introduction). 
338. Id. at 1-2 (Introduction). 
339. Id. at 3 (Principles). Interestingly, "national origin" is 1101 among the protected classes listed 

in the PPD, although it may have been thought to be superfluous in light of references 10 the other 
categories. 

340. PPD-28, supra note 312, at 5 (Safeguards). Section 3 of the PPD, which governs the process for 
Siginl, does not specifically refer LO non-U.S. persons. 

341. See United States Intelligence Activities, Exec. Order No. 12,333 §§ I. I (b). 2.3, 2.4, 2.5. 
3 C.P.R. 200 ( 1981) [hereinafter EO l 2.333 ]. PPD-28 expressly ci tes and borrows some terms from EO 
I 2,333, see, e.g., PPD-28, supra note 312. al I n. l (Introduction). For a discussion of EO 12,333 and 
related procedures, see NS!P. supra note I , at Chapter 2. 
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exist in the way the U.S . Intelligence Community does business.342 These 
include the requirement that all Sigint "shall be authorized by statute" or other 
authority, and be conducted strictly in accordance with the Constitution and 
U.S. laws;343 that Sigjnt may not be used to offer a competitive advantage to 
U.S. businesses;344 that Sigint requirements are to be established through the 
inter-agency process on an annual basis;345 and probably that Sigint "'shall be 
conducted exclusively where there is a foreign intelligence or counterintelli
gence purpose."346 

ln three other, related areas, the PPD may or may not lead to significant 
change. First, it requires that Sigint "should be as tai lored as possible,"347 which 
differs slightly from the pre-existing requirement in EO 12333 that the Intelli
gence Community "shall use the least intrusive collection techniques feasible 
within the United States or directed against United States persons abroad,"348 

342. Another way of putting this, as one commentator has, is that the PPD uses "values-based 
statements as j ustifications for policies that already exist, at least de facto. for purely functional 
reasons." Wittes Guide for the Perplexed, supra note 335. 

343. PPD-28, supra note 3 12, at 2-3 (Section I (a)). 
344. Id. at 3 (Section l (c)). The PPD is carefu l to note that '·fc jerrain economic purpo~es. such a~ 

identi fy ing trade or sanctions violations or government influence or direction, ~ha ll not constitute 
competitive advantage" for these purposes. Id. at 3 n.4. 

345. Id. at 4 (Section 3). 
346. Id. at 3 (Section I (b)). The PPD cross-references Executi ve On.ler 12,333 's definition or these 

terms. Id. at 2 n.2 ( Introduction) . Under Executive Order I 2.:rn §§ 3.S(a) and (e), "C,111111eri111ellige11ce 
means information gathered and acti vi ties conducted to identify, decei ve. exploi t. disrupt. or protect 
against espionage, other intelligence acti vities. sabotage. or assassinations conducted for or on behal f 
of foreign powers, organizations or persons. or their agen ts. or international terrorist organization~ 
or activities," and '·Foreign intelligence means information relating to the capabili ties. intentions. or 
activities of foreign governments or elements thereof. foreign organizations. foreign persons. or 
international terrorists." EO 12.333 §§ 3.5(a), (e). For a discussion of the meaning of these terms. see 
NSJP, supra note l , at § 2:7. Under Section 2.3 of Executive Order 12,333, the Intelligence Community 
may collect not only foreign intell igence and counterintelligence. but also. among others: 

Information obtained in the course of a lawful foreign inu.:lligence. counierintelligence. 
international drug or international terrorism investigation .... Information needed to protect 
the safety of any persons or organizations, inc luding those who are target . victims. or 
hostages of international terrorist organizations .... Information needed to protect foreign 
intelligence or counterintelligence sources. methods, and activities from unauthorized disclo
sure ..... lnfom1ation concerning persons who are reasonably believed Lo be potential ources 
or contacts for the purpose of determining thei r uitability or credibility .... [and] Informa
tion arising out of a lawful personnel, physical, or communications security investigation. 

EO 12,333 § 2.3. Most of these addi tional categories can, in most ca e , probably be fit under thl:! broad 
rubric of "a foreign intelligence or counterintelligence purpose·· as described by PPD-28. but there may 
be exceptions to that general rule. It is not clear why the PPD omitted these categories or information. 
and/or why it did not simply cross-reference Section 2.3 here, as it did el ewhere. If there was an intent 
to exclude some forms of Sigint, the intent was not communicated clearly. 

347. PPD-28, supra note 3 12, at 3 (Section I (d)). 
348. EO 12,333 § 2.4. The PPD '"is not intended to alter the rules applicable to U.S. persons in 

Executive Order 12,333." PPD-28, supra note 312, at 5 n.9. Thu , as a technical mailer. the PPD sets 
the "as tailored as feasible" standard for Sigint directed at non-U.S. persons located abroad. and the 
executive order continues to require the .. least intrusive" tandard for all collection techniques (includ
ing but not l imited to Sigint) used in the U.S. or against U.S. persons abroad. It is not clear that there i~ 
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but also applies to Sigint collection directed against non-U.S. persons abroad. 
The extent of this tailoring, like the extent of the dignity and respect afforded to 
non-U.S. persons' privacy, wi l l determine its significance.349 A requirement that 
each instantiation of EO 12333 surveillance abroad be reviewed and approved 
individually by a high-level, inter-agency panel , for example, cou ld substan
tially hinder the speed and agility (and perhaps, therefore, the effectiveness) of 
such surveil lance, even if most survei llance is ultimately approved as suffi
ciently tailored. 

Second, in the same vein, the PPD instructs the Intelligence Community to 
prioritize "appropriate and feasible alternatives to signals intelligence," such as 
information " from diplomatic and public sources" (but also presumably includ
ing Humint and other intelligence disciplines).350 Again, the degree of such 
prioritization wi l l determine the effects of this requi rement. For example, if 
proponents of Sigint within the U.S. Intelligence Community must rebut a 
presumption against collection in each case, the effects could be substantial. 
Again, those effects could arise not only because of the ultimate scope of Sigint 
that is permitted, but also beeause of the demands of the process itself. If, on the 
other hand, the prioritization means on ly that the United States will attempt to 
work cooperati vely with foreign partners on Sigint conducted in their territory, 
or wi ll try to use overt diplomatic channels more frequently to gather informa
tion from or about allied government leaders (e.g., the Chancellor of Germany), 
it may not have as much of an impact. 

Third, with respect to data collected in bulk,35 1 the PPD provides that it may 

any meaningful difference in these two formulations in practice. The concept or ··narrow tailoring" is 
typically associated with jurisprudence involving the First Amendment rather than the Fourth Amend
ment. See. e.g .. Boos v. Barry. 485 U.S. 312 ( 1988). Perhaps it is meant to address or create a 
presumption against bulk collection, al though the PPD elsewhere addresses bulk collection directly. and 
it is not impossible to imagine some forms of "tailored bulk collection."' 

349. One thoughtful commentator assessed the PPD this way: 

The United States is now on record as a formal mailer of presidential po licy announcing thaI it 
respects the privacy of non-ci tizens abroad and takes that into account when ii conducts 
espionage: it doesn't just disseminate and retain information about people willy nilly wi th no 
regard for the information's importance relati ve to that material 's value to foreign intelligence. 
That's an amazing statement. But it actually does not require a revolution - or even much 
change - in intelligence affairs to implement. The reason is that the US, at least in the modern 
age, has not disseminated or retained willy nilly pri vate information about foreign individuals 
without regard for its intelligence va lue - not because the intelligence communiIy has been 
especially concerned about foreigners' privacy rights as such. but because indiscriminate 
collection and dissemination is inimical to good intelligence product. 

Wittes Guide for the Perplexed, supra note 335. Although the PPD certainly does not ··rt:quire" a 
profound change in intelligence affairs, it could produce such change dept:nding on how it is im
plemented over time. 

350. PPD-28. supra note 3 12. al .1 (Section I (d)). 
35 1. The PPD defines "bulk" collection as "'the authorized col lection or large quantities or signals 

in tell igence data which. due 10 technical or operational considerations. is acquired without the use 
of discriminants (e.g., speci fic idt:ntifiers. selection terms. etc.)."" PPD-28. supra note 312. at 3 n.5 
(Section 2). This definition does not refer explicitly 10 what may be the key feature of bu lk collection. 
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be used only for counteri.nte lligence or protective intelligence purposes and law 
enforcement, not for affi rmative fore ign inte ll igence collection.352 As noted 
above, the bulk te lephony metadata program may only be used for counterterror
ism, and so with respect to that particular program, the PPD represents an 
expansion of permitted purposes (of course, adherence to the narrower requ ire
ments set by the FISA Court is sti ll required). However, the PPD provides for 
changes to the permitted purposes of bulk col lection ove r time,353 not all of 
which must be made public.354 Much will depend, the refore, on whether those 
pe rmitted purposes are held static, expanded , or contracted over time. Imple
mented aggressively, each of the foregoing three di rectives could have a non
triv ial effect on signals inte lligence operations; but there is a lso room to apply 
them in ways that do not substantially curb existing activities. 

The final e lement of the PPD is the one the President emphasized in his 
speech: its command that, "[t]o the maximum extent feasible consistent with the 
national security," the government adopt "policies and procedures ... for safe
guardi ng personal information collected from signals in telligence activ ities," 
and that those procedures be "appl ied equally to the personal information of 
all persons, regardless of nationality." 355 Conceptually, as noted above, this is a 
major change in U.S. policy. But the immediate, operational impact of the 
PPD in this area is probably more modest. The new polic ies and procedures 
required by the PPD are due within one year, must be disc losed publicly to the 

which is that i i allows long-term storage (e.g., not merely for buffering or processing) of large 
quantities of data !hat may later be queried using selectors that are unknown at the time of the 
collection. 

Id. 

352. The PPD describes the permitted uses of da1a collected in bulk as "detecting and countering" 

(I) espionage and other threats and activities directed by foreign powers or their intelligence 
services against the United States and its interests; (2) threats to the United States and its 
interests from terrorism: (3) threats to the United States and its interests from the develop
ment, possession. proli feration, or use of weapons of mass destruction: (4) cybersecuri ty 
th.rears: (5) threats to U.S. or allied Armed Forces or other U.S or allied personnel ; and 
(6) transnational criminal threats, including i llicit finance and sanctions evasion related to the 
other purposes named in thi s section. 

This list does not include the " affi rmative" foreign intelligence purposes listed in statutes like 50 
U .S.C. § 180 I (e)(2) - i.e., " information wi th respect to a foreign power or foreign territory that relates 
to, and i f concerning a United States person is necessary to . .. (A) the national defense or the security 
of the United States; or (B) the conduct of the foreign affairs of the United States." 50 U.S.C. 
§ 1801(e)(2). For a discussion of the di fference between affirmative foreign intelligence and foreign 
counterintelligence, and FISA's definition of " foreign intell igence information," see NSIP. supra note I. 
at §§ 8: I el seq. The PPD is careful to state that short-term buffering of bulk data, for processing and 
selecting a narrower set of desired data - e.g., selecting certain communications from a large 
communications facility - is not itself bulk collection. PPD-28, supra note 3 12, at 3 n.5. 

353. Id. at 4 (Section 2) (requiring at least annual reviews of permitted uses of signals intelligence 
collected in bulk). 

354. Id. at 4 (Section 2) (requiring the DNI to maintain "a list of the permissible uses of signals 
intelligence collected in bulk," which shall be "made publicly available to the maximum extent 
feasible, consistent with the national securi ty"). 

355. Id. at 5 (Section 4(a)). 
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maximum extent possibJe consistent with national security, and must do all of 
the following:356 

• Retention: allow retention of personal information "only if the retention 
of comparable information concerning U.S. persons would be per
mitted under section 2.3 of Executive Order 12333,"357 and "subject 
to the same retention periods as applied to comparable information 
concerning U.S. persons." Absent a determination of comparabil ity, 
there is a five-year cap on retention "unless the DNI expressly deter
mines that continued retention is in the national security interests of the 

356. Id. at 7 (Section 4(b)). 
357. As discussed in NSIP, supra note I , at § 2:7, Section 2.3 of Executive Order 12,333 provides 

for procedures establ ished by the head of each Intel l igence Communi ty element and approved by the 
Auorney General that "shal l permit collection, retention, and dissemination of the following types of 
in formation:" 

(a) Information that is public ly available or collected with the consent of the person 
concerned; 

(b) Information constituting foreign intelligence or coun terintelligence, inc luding such 
information concerning corporations or other commercial organizations. Collection within the 
United States of foreign in telligence not otherwise obtainable shall be undertaken by the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) or, when signi ficant foreign intelligence is sought, by 
other authorized elements or the Intelligence Community, provided that no foreign intelli
gence collection by such elements may be undertaken for the purpose of acquir ing informa
tion concerning the domestic acti vities of United States persons; 

(c) Information obtained in the course or a lawfu l foreign intelligence, counterintelligence. 
international drug or international terrorism investigation; 

(d) Information needed to protect the safety of any persons or organizations, including those 
who are targets. victims. or hostages of international terrorist organizations; 

(e) Information needed to protect foreign intell igence or counterintelligence sources, meth
ods. and activities from unauthorized disclosure. Collection within the Uni ted States shall be 
undertaken by the FBI except that other clements of the Intelligence Community may also 
collect such information concerning present or former employees, present or former intelli
gence element contractors or their presem or former employees. or applicants for any such 
employment or contracting; 

(t) Information concerning persons who are reasonably bel ieved to be potential sources or 
contacts for the purpose of determining their sui tabili ty or credibi l i ty; 

(g) Information arising out of a lawful personnel, physical, or communications security 
investigation; 

(h) lnformation acquired by overhead reconnaissance and not directed at specific United 
States persons; 

( i) Incidentally obtained information that may indicate involvement in activities that may 
violate Federal, state, local , or foreign laws; and 

(j) Information necessary for administrati ve purposes. 

EO 12,333 § 2.3. 
In addition, Section 2.3 provides that .. elements of the Intelligence Community may disseminate 

inrormation to each appropriate clement within the Intel l igence Community for purposes of allowing 
the recipient element to determine whether the information is relevant to its responsibil ities and can be 
retained by it, except that information deri ved from signals intell igence may only be disseminated or 
made available to l ntel lig..:nce Community elements in accordance with procedures established by the 
Director in coordination with the Secretary of Defense and approved by the Atlorney General." Id. 
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United States."358 This requirement is likely to be significant mainly 
with respect to data repositories that do not hold U.S. person data, 
because mixed repositories are like ly a lready subject to the retention 
standards because of the diffic ulty of pars ing information held within 
them. 

• D issemination: a llow d issemination of personal information ''only if the 
d issemination of comparable information concerning U.S. persons would 
be permitted under section 2.3."359 Given the breadth of permitted 
dissemination under Section 2.3, this is not likely to be a major problem 
for the Intelligence Community. 

• Data Security and Access: provide that " personal information shall be 
processed and sto red under conditions that provide adequate protection 
and prevent access by unauthorized persons," and ''limited lo authorized 
personnel," who have received "appropriale a nd adequate training," 
and " with a need to know the information to perform their mission."360 

The U.S. Intelligence Communi ty already tries to meet these standards 
for a ll of its Sigint, because the data is classified. It is interesting, and 
perhaps understandable in the wake of the unauthorized disclosures, 
that the PPD strongly e ndorses "need to know" principles, but there 
have been periods, after September I I, 200 J, when ''need to share" was 
the more dominant paradigm in certain areas,361 and the natu re of 
modern, c lassified inte lligence networks, in which consumers pul l infor
mation they need rather than having producers of intellige nce push it to 
select recipients, may make old-fashioned ' ·need to know" principles 
difficu lt to impleme nt fully. 

• Data Quality: provide that " personal information shall be included in 
inte lligence products only as consistent with applicable IC standards for 
accuracy and objectivity."362 Here, again, the Inte llige nce Community 
today tries to meet standards of accuracy and objectivity in all of its 
reporting.363 

358. PPD-28, supra note 3 12, at 6 (Section 4(a)(i)). 
359. Id. In addition, within 180 days. the DNI, in consultation with the Attorney General, must 

" prepare a report evaluaLing possible additional dissemination and relention safeguard~ for personal 
infom,ation collected through signals intelligence. consistent with technical capabilities and operational 
needs." Id. Obviously, the recommendaLions adopted from this report may or may 1101 be significant. 

360. Id. at 6 (Section 4(a)(ii). 
361. See, e.g., R1cHARD A. B EST. JR .. CoN<i. R1.s1.ARCH Suzv .. R➔ I 8 18. l~T1 11 1(,1.:--.l' I I ,1 OR~tAT10N: 

NEED-TO-KNow vs. NEED-To-SHARL (June 6, 2011) ( .. Unauthorized disclosures of classifio::d intelligence 
are seen as doing significant damage to U.S. security. This is the case whether information i · disclo ed 
to a foreign government or published on the Internet. On the other hand, ir intelligence Is not made 
avai lable to government officials who need it LO do their jobs, enormous expenditures on collection. 
analysis, and dissemination are wasted. These conflicting concerns require careful and dirficult balanc
ing."). 

362. PPD-28, supra note 3 12. al 7 (Section 4(a)(iii)). 

363. See, e.g., EO 12,333 ("Timely. accurate, and ins1gh1ful information about the act1vI11es. 
capabili ties, plans, and intentions of foreign powers. organizations. and persons. and their agent . is 
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• lli.fil.ight: " include appropriate measures to facilitate oversight over the 
implementation of safeguards protecting personal information, to in
clude periodic auditing."364 Oversight and auditing remain an integral 
part of current intelligence operations, as di scussed above and in Chap
ter 13 of NSIP, so this directive does not require a major change from 
current practice. 

* * * 
The unauthorized disclosures that began in June 2013, and the government's 

reaction to them, provoked a very strong publ ic reaction. Indeed, it may be that 
the recurring cycle of U.S. intelligence expansion and retrenchment js now 
entering a period of significant retrenchment, although future events could 
obviously alter the swing of the pendulum. As pa11 of that process, the President 
and his closest advisors have taken several bold steps to re-calibrate signifi
cantly the balance between secrecy and transparency in favor of the latter; and 
they have also taken at least some steps to reduce the scope of signals intelli
gence. But the President 's _January 20 14 speech and PPD-28 wi ll be fully 
understandable only in hindsight. Years from now, they may be viewed as the 
first articulat ion of a new paradigm of transparency, privacy, and international
ism in U.S. intel l igence. However, it is also possible that they will be viewed as 
a collection of fai rly modest changes, largely cosmetic in nature, that were 
designed to placate critics in the United States and abroad. Either way, the result 
wiJI be praised by some and condemned by others. As Justice Stewart explained 
in his concurring opinion in the Pentagon Papers case more than 40 years ago, 
national security pol icy demands ''judgment and wisdom of a high order,"365 

and only time wil l tell whether we now possess those vi11ues in sufficient 
measure. 

essential 10 the national security of the United States"); CIA, Directorate of Intelligence ('"Members of 
the DJ help provide timely, accurate. and objective all-source intelligence analysis on the full range of 
national security and foreign pol icy issues to the President. Cabinet, and senior pol icymakers in the US 
government."). available a, hllps://www.cia.gov/oflkes-of-cia/i ntel I igence-anal ysis/i ndex.html. 

364. PPD-28, supra note 312. at 7 (Sect ion 4(a)(iv)). When a ·'significant compliance issue occurs 
involving personal information of any person. regardless of nationality," the policies and procedures 
must ensure that the DNI is promptly informed. Id. 

365. New York Times v. U.S., 403 U.S. 713. 728-29 (1971) (Stewart. J.. concurring) (" In the 
absence of the governmental checks and balances present in other areas of our national life. the only 
effective restraint upon executive policy and power in . .. national defense ... may lie in an enl ight
ened ci tizenry .... Yet it is elementary that the maintenance of an effecti ve national defense requires 
both confidentiality and secrecy."). Justice Stewart wrote: 

lei. 

I should suppose that moral. political. and practical considerat ions would dictate that a vt.:ry 
first principle of that wisdom would be an insistence upon avoiding secrecy for its own 
sake. For when everything is classified. then nothing is classified, and the system becomes one 
10 be disregarded by the cynical or the careless. and to be manipulated by those intent on 
self-protection or self-promotion. I should suppose, in short, that the hallmark of a tru ly 
effective internal security system would be the maximum possible disclosure. recognizing that 
secrecy can best be preserved only when crt!dibility is truly maintained. 



*** 



Symposium Introduction: Swimming in the 
Ocean of Big Data 

Denise C. Bell* 

Little could we at the Journal of National Security Law & Policy have 
anticipated in February 2013 how prescie nt our inaugural symposium would be. 
Just months after the National Security Agency (NSA) General Counsel, Raj De, 
presented the keynote speech at "Swimming in the Ocean of Big Data: NationaJ 
Security in an Age of Unlimited lnformation," Edward Snowden made inter
national headlines when he d ivulged top-secret information on, among other 
topics, the NSA's Big Data ("metadata") operations. Thanks to the exceptional 
gathering of experts in national security, Big Data, and c ivi l liberties who 
presented at the symposium, anyone who atte nded the event would have fe lt 
comfortable wading through the ocean of revelations made by S nowden. Neither 
would they have been surprised to learn that Big Data, like in the commercial 
realm, was just as important in national secu1i ty. 

For those not fortu nate enough to atte nd the Journal's inaugural symposium, 
the clarity and re levance of the information stands true today. At heart, this 
issue, like the symposium, focuses on de mystify ing Big Data and delineating 
the legal, policy, and normative questions suITounding its use in national 
security. Readers will fi nd clear, accessible explanations of Big Data and 
probing conversations considering the tang le of privacy, c iv il liberties, and 
national securi ty issues inherent in metadata collection and analytics. 

Tackling the c halle nge of expla ining the meaning and mechanics of Big Data, 
P rofessor Sean Fahey and Dr. Matthew Gordon lay a technical baseline. Profes
sor Fahey's d iscussion of the democratization of Big Data provides historical 
context for understanding its ubiquity in national security and commercial 
settings. D r. Gordon in turn breaks down the pillar components necessary to 
make successful use of Big Data in any setting: "data integration, search and 
discovery, knowledge management, and collaboration." Together, their artic les 
demonstrate how accessible, scalable methods for storage and analysis, com
bined with a proliferation of sensors, have made Big Data both a potent and 
proble matic tool. 

Just as Professor Fahey's and Dr. Gordon 's artic les c larify the opacity of 
Big Data, they also reveal the funda me ntal c ivil liberties and privacy interests 
implicated in its application, which our other contributors guide us in understand
ing. In a rare speaking e ngagement, The Honorable Raj De succinctly lays out 
the legal framework and policy considerations governing the NSA's collec tion 
and analysis of commun ications metadata. His final ana lysis is one with which 

* Senior Symposium Edi tor, Journal of National Security Law & Policy, 2012-2013; Georgetown 
University Law Center, Class of 2013; and Judicial Law Clerk in Executive Office for Immigration 
Review, Department of Justice.© 2014, Denise Bell. 
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our readers can agree: not only is Big Data " transforming the world in which 
the NSA carries out its miss ion," meeting the complexitie~, challe nges, and 
opportunities of Big Data is imperative. How to meet that imperative, of course , 
animated the symposium and continues to drive de bates in a post-Snowde n 
world. 

Using two case studies of foreseeable Big Data applications, a roundtable 
of experts, moderated by Professor Stephe n Vladeck , square ly addresses the 
challenges and opportunities ide ntified by The Honorable Raj De . Presuming 
that metadata collection will continue apace, the roundtable discussion cente rs 
instead on what is conside red the more press ing concern: regulating access to 
and utilization of metadata. As Professor Yladeck discusses in his introduction, 
concern once ce ntered more on restricting collection in the first place. Pe rhaps 
in recognition of Big Data 's utility, foc us has shifted to " recalibrating how that 
data can be used, and by whom." Indeed, reconc iling the utility of Big Data 
with its ubiquity and potential misuse is a central the me of the ~ymposium. 
Touching on issues such as primary and secondary use of metadata, data 
sharing, and the retention of metadata, the roundtable lays a road map for key 
legal and pol icy questions we need to address now so that we keep pace with 
the rapid technological advancements underpinning Big Data. r n keeping with 
this roadmap, the roundtable also notes the urgent need for education and 
advocacy before lawmakers and policymakers to address Big Data's contribu
tion to the shrinking space for privacy and Fourth Ame ndme nt protections. 

While readers will walk away with a better grasp of Big Data, the need 
remains for a greater structural understanding of Big Data in o rder to bette r 
harness its power and direct its applications for the be ne fit of national security 
and protection of civi l libe11ies. Big Data is already a proven, potent tool in the 
national security - and, indeed, commercial - toolbox. Its utility is such that it is 
part of the fabric of everyday life . But the task remains in creating a stronger, 
more nuanced rights- and privacy-protecting legal and policy frame work in 
which to use that tool. The case studies demonstrate that we can predict what 
future applications of Big Data will look like and the legal and policy questions 
that will arise. What actions are necessary today to be tter harness Big Data? As 
our contributors observe, we are perennially behind in this task, and the urgent 
takeaway is to act now in concrete ways so that in ten years, we do no t find 
ourselves having the same conversation. 

Assembling the group of remarkable speakers and organizing the symposium 
would not have been possible without the assistance of numerous people, 
beginning with the speakers the m elves. Despite busy and de ma nding sched
ules, they were exceptionally ge nerous in the ir time in pa rtic ipating in the 
symposium and submitting articles for this issue. Very special thanks goes to the 
Journal' s co-sponsor for this event, the Georgetown Center on ational Sec u
rity and the Law and its Executive Direc tor, Nadia Asancheyev. He r guidance 
kept the e vent on path and moving forward. The Journal's Board was s imilarly 
instrumental in bringing the symposium to fruition . It nurtured a fledgling 
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journal team and, thanks to its considerable expertise, helped secure a remark
able roster of speakers. Professor Laura Donohue, as faculty advisor to the 
Journal, was indispensable in making the symposium a success. 

Special, warm thanks go to Bill Banks, esteemed Professor of Law at 
Syracuse University and the Journal's Editor-in-Chief, who communicated only 
complete confidence in the symposium team from the very start, and to Carrie 
Cordero, Director of National Security Studies at Georgetown Law, whose 
advice and hands-on support were instrumental in making the symposium a 
resounding success. Both were like mentors. The experti se of Kara Tershel from 
Georgetown Law's media relations office ensured the symposium generated the 
media attention it deserved. The National Security Law Society supported and 
promoted the event at every key step. 

Last, but certainly not least, are those who organized the event behind the 
scenes, including the invaluable, magic-working Kiana Graham from Special 
Events, A nna Selden and Archie Sridhar from the Office of Journal Administra
tion, Virgil W heeler from Facilities, and the AV staff who helped us get our 
technical house in order. E~ch was generous in their time and patience and 
always good-humored, despite repeated requests for help and accommodation, 
and the show, so to speak, went off without a hitch thanks to them. 

A final word of thanks goes to the assistant Symposium Editor, Jennifer 
L ogan, whose insight, resourcefulness, and resounding good cheer made organiz
ing the event a pleasure - and the success it was. 



*** 



The NSA and Accountability in an Era of Big Data 

Rajesh De* 

Thank you for the introduction and the opportunity to speak today at this 
distinguished event. 1 

I'd also like to extend my appreciation to the Georgetown Center on National 
Security and the Law, as well as lo the Journal of National Security Law & 
Policy for hosting this conference. I understand this is the first year the Journal 
has been co-sponsored by Georgetown Law School and the Syracuse University 
Institute for National Security and CounterteJTorism, after many years at the 
McGeorge School of Law. 

It is a special pleasure to be hosted by a publication that was founded by a 
former General Counsel for the National Security Agency, El izabeth Rindskopf 
Parker. I'd also like to specifically thank Professor Carrie Cordero for gra
ciously extending this opportunity to me and for coordinating this conference. 

You have chosen a theme for today's conference that could not be more 
timely, significant, or challenging: "Swimming in the Ocean of Big Data: 
National Security Information in an Age of Unlimited Information." Looking 
at the agenda, it is also clear that you have a number of participants who 
are far more knowledgeable than I to help untangle the imperatives and com
plexities attendant to big data. I have admired the work of many of your 
panelists, and I have had the distinct pleasure of knowing several of them 
personally, like Dan Weitzner, with whom I worked at the White House; 
Alex Joel, the current Civil Liberties Protection Officer for the Office of the 
Director of National Intelligence (ODNI); and Beth Cook, whom NSA recently 
welcomed in her capacity as a member of the Privacy and Civi l Liberties 
Oversight Board. Considering that both the ODNI as well as the Privacy and 
Civil Liberties Oversight Board were recommendations of the 9/1 lCommission, 
for which I served as Counsel, and were established by the Intell igence Reform 
and Terrorism Prevention Act, which I helped draft as a Hill staffer, it is 
especially rewarding to see those institutions represented by such talented 
individuals. 

So what do I have to add to this conversation, as the relatively new General 
Counsel for an agency whose general approach is to stay mum whenever 
possible, so much so that historically its initials jokingly have been said to refer 
to "No Such Agency" or "Never Say Anything"? I have been General Counsel 
of NSA for about ten months, and I am not expe1t on big data like those whom 
you have assembled today. Moreover, much of what I have learned since joining 
NSA is classified, so I must take caution in how I attempt to contribute to any 

* Rajesh De, General Counsel. National Security Agency.© 2014, Rajesh De. 
1 This article is based on remarks delivered at the Journal of National Security Law & Policy Big 

Data Symposium on February 27, 20 13 at Georgetown University Law Center. 
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such discussion. Neve1theless, I believe strongly that it is impo1tant for agencies 
like NSA to try to be a part of the public discourse to the greatest extent 
possible, as ultimately its public legitimacy is strengthened by such artempts. I 
believe what NSA does is important for the nation; it is my role to ensure that 
its activities reflect its commitment to the rule of law; and I would like to help 
bridge a gap that has already become readily apparent in only ten months on the 
job: the gap between public discourse about NSA and the reality of the legal 
rules, oversight, and accountability that I see at work every day. 

There are three pervasive false myths about NSA that I believe are belied by 
this reality, which I would like to address: 

False Myth #I: NSA is a vacuum that indiscriminately sweeps up and stores 
global communications. 

False Myth #2: NSA is spying on Americans at home and abroad with 
questionable or no legal basis. 

False Myth #3: NSA operates in the shadows free from external scrutiny or 
any true accountability. 

My concern is that these fal se myths may not j ust color public perception of 
NSA, but impede thoughtful discourse about the unique challenges and opportu
nities posed by big data in the context of national security. Before turning to 
these false myths, however, allow me to give you a brief overview of NS A's 
mission and the complex, dynamic, and evolving environment in which it 
operates. 

*** 
I jo.ined NSA as General Counsel less than a year ago, in the spring of 2012. 

About the time that marked my six-month anni versary at the Agency, the 
Agency celebrated a far more significant milestone - its 60th anni versary. NSA 
was established by directive of President Truman in 1952, with the aim of 
streamlining and consolidating the government's cryptologic assets in the after
math of the mil itary expansion of the Second World War, in the midst of a new 
conflict spurred by a surprise in vasion on the Korean peninsula, and at the dawn 
of a decades-long Cold War under the pervasive threat of nuclear conflict. 
Cryptology is the business of making and breaking codes. Today, NSA employs 
more than 30,000 men and women located at Fort Meade, Maryland and around 
the world. NSA is the largest employer of mathematicians in the country; it has 
analysts and linguists skilled in more than 120 languages; and about half of iL 
workforce consists of military men and women. 

NSA has two primary responsibilities: signals inte lligence and information 
assurance. The legal framework for these responsibilities includes the U.S. 
Constitution, Congressionally-enacted statutes, and Executive branch directi ves, 
regulations, and other guidance. NSA's signals intelligence acti vities are largely 
conducted under Executive Order 12333 ("United States Intelligence Acti vi
ties") and the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act of 1978 ( .. FISA"). both of 
which have been amended over the years. NSAs information assurance mission 
is largely conducted under National Security Directive 42 ("National Policy 
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for the Security of National Security Telecommunications and Information 
Systems") and Executi ve Order 13587 ("Structural Reforms to Improve the 
Security of Classified Networks and the Responsible Sharing and Safeguarding 
of Classified Information"). 

The signals intelligence responsibility is the part of the mission that most 
people think of with respect to NSA- i.e., collecting, analyzing, and disseminat
ing signals intelligence for foreign intelligence and counterintelligence pur
poses. Signals intelligence can be derived from signals transmitting voice and 
internet-based communications, or signals like the electromagnetic emissions 
from foreign radar and weapons systems. The information assurance responsibil
ity is to protect our communications on national security systems, namely the 
systems that handle classified information or are otherwise critical to military or 
intelligence activities. This is accomplished through activities like standard 
setting, communications security monitoring, and vulnerability testing. 

NSA caffies out these responsibilities as a member of both the Depa11ment of 
Defense and the Intelligence Community. This duality reflects the fact that NSA 
is both an agency with co~bat suppori functions and a national intelligence 
agency. In other words, NSA supports military operations under the direction of 
the Secretary of Defense and produces intelligence repo11ing in response to 
national requirements coordinated by the Director of National Intell igence. 

NSA performs its mission in an ever more rapidly evolvi ng operational 
environment, one characterized by persistent change in both the nature of our 
adversaries and their communications. Foreign threats are no longer limited to 
traditional nation state actors, or even w idely-recognized terrorist groups like 
al Qaeda and its affi liates. Moreover, adversaries today communicate through 
means more operationally simple yet technical ly sophisticated than ever before. 

As you know better than most, these changes are taking place against a 
backdrop of increasingly complex, dynamic, and voluminous communicat ions 
data flows around the globe. lndustry and academic estimates regularly chart the 
growth of such trends, often in metrics of such dizzying scale that they can 
become mind numbing: as of 2012, about 2.5 exabytes of data are created each 
day; more data crosses the internet every second today than was stored on the 
entire internet 20 years ago; global mobile traffic grew 70 percent in 20 I 2. 
reaching 885 petabytes per month; and it i s estimated that the number of 
mobile-connected devices will exceed the world's population in 201 3. Scale, 
however, is merely one of the chal lenges for a signals intelligence agency like 
NSA-trends toward greater mobility and the increasing adoption of internet
based encryption pose additional challenges as well. 

Perhaps the most alarming trend is that the digital communications infra
structure is increasingly also becoming the domain for foreign threat activity. In 
other words, it is no longer just a question of "collecting" or even "connecting" 
the dots in order to assess foreign threats amidst more and more digital noise, it 
is also a question of determining which of the so-called "dots" may constitute 
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the threat itself. As President Obama has recognized, "the cyber threat to our 
nation is one of the most serious economic and national security challenges we 
face." 

Many of us read in the papers every day about cyber attacks on commercial 
entities. Hackers come in all shapes and sizes, from foreign government actors, 
to criminal syndicates, to Jone individuals. But as former Secretary of Defense 
Leon Panetta warned a few months ago, " the greater danger facing us in 
cyberspace goes beyond crime and it goes beyond harassment. A cyber attack 
perpetrated by nation states or violent extremist groups could be as destructive 
as the terrorist attack on 9/1 1." And as the President warned in his recent State 
of the Union address, we know that our enemies are "seeking the abi lity to 
sabotage our power grid, our financial institutions, our air-traffic control systems." 

We a lso have seen a disturbing trend in the evolution of the cyber threat 
around the world. As General Keith Alexander, the Director of NSA, describes 
it, the trend is one from "exploitation" to "disruption" to "destruction." In 
fundamental terms, the cyber threat has evolved far beyond simply stealing -
the stealing of personaJ or proprietary information, for example-to include more 
disruptive activity, such as distri buted denial of service attacks that may tempo
rarily degrade websites; and more a larmingly, we now see an evolution toward 
truly destructive activity. Secretary Panetta, for example, recently discussed 
what he described as " probably the most destructive attack the pri vate sector 
has seen to date" - a computer virus used to infect computers in the Saudi 
Arabian State Oil Company Aramco in mid-2012, which virtually destroyed 
30,000 computers. 

*** 
Within th is context, big data presents opportunities and challenges for the 

govern ment and the pri vate sector. Improving our ability to gain insights from 
large and complex collections of data holds the promise of accelerating progress 
across a range of fie lds from health care to earth science to biomedical research. 
But perhaps nowhere are the challenges and opportunities of big data as s tark 
as in the national security field, where the stakes are so high - both in terms of 
the threats we seek to defeat, and of the liberties we simultaneously seek to 
preserve. This reality is readily apparent in the evolving and dynamic cyber 
environment, and perhaps no more so than for an agency at the crossroads of the 
inte lligence and the defense communities, like NSA. 

Of course, NSA must necessarily operate in a manner that protects its sources 
and methods from public view. If a person being investjgated by the FBI learns 
that his home phone is subject to a wiretap, common sense tells u s that he wi ll 
not use that telephone any longer. The same is true for NSA. If our adversaries 
know what NSA is doing and how it is doing it - or even what NSA is not doing 
and why it is not doing it - they could well find ways to evade surveillance, to 
obscure themselves and their act ivities, or to manipulate anticipated action or 
inaction by the U.S. government. In sum, they could more readily use the ocean 
of big data to the ir advantage. 
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Given the inherent limitations on discussing the de tai ls of what NSA does, 
I thought it might be useful to at least try to dispel certain misconceptions about 
NSA - particularly certain misconceptions that are relevant to the topic of big 
data. As one thinks about big data in any context, many of the same questions 
arise - many of the same questions we think about in one way or another every 
day at NSA: What are the characte ristics of any data to be collected? How wi ll 
it be acquired? For what purpose? Should data be treated differe ntly when 
aggregated, or combined with other data sets? What can be done with data? 
Who has access to it? How and when will it be disposed? What means are there 
to enforce accountability with respect to the data? I hope to shed some light on 
how NSA considers these questions in the context of discussing three false 
myths that I have encountered even during my short time at the Agency. 

False Myth #l: NSA is a vacuum that indiscriminately sweeps up and stores 
global communications. 

This false myth reflects the misguided idea that NSA can and does pick up 
any communication, any place in the world, at any time. Put differently, this 
fa lse myth presumes that N~A's discretion is the only meaningful limitation on 
the scope and scale of its global operations. This myth, however, ignores the 
reality of the legal, policy, and mission landscape within which NSA operates. 

F irst, all intel ligence activities of NSA must be properly authorized pursuant 
to the law and must be conducted in accordance with the law. Though this 
statement may sound simple, it is quite powerful. NSA only operates under 
positive authority - if the law does not affirmatively authorize NSA to take an 
action, the Agency cannot do it. Moreover, NSA must conduct authorized 
activities in accordance with app licable legal constraints - including those 
embodied in the Constitution, federal statutes, Executive Orders and other 
Presidential directives, as well as relevant regulations and guidance - that may 
limit NSA's exerc ise of its authori ties. How NSA conducts its activities is just as 
important as whether it may do so, and NSA must be able to affirmatively point 
to the source of its authority for any activity. 

As noted earlier, NSA is a foreign intelligence agency. Executive Order 
12333 defines foreign intell igence as " information relating to the capabilities, 
intentions, or activities of foreign governments or e lements thereof, fore ign 
organizations, foreign persons, or inte rnational terrorists." This language largely 
min-ors that which Congress adopted in the National Security Act of l 947. 
FISA contains a more intricate definition of foreign intelligence information for 
the specific purposes of that statutory scheme, but all support the same overall 
conclusion - NSA's mission is ne ither open-ended, nor is it discretionary. NSA 
may only collect s ignals intell igence for a foreign purpose. 

Second, NSA does not independently set its foreign inte lligence collection 
requirements. NSA's collection is driven by the requirements of U.S. po licy
makers and warfighters, as established through the Executive Branch and 
funded by Congress. For example, NSA's collection p1iorities are approved by 
the President every six months as part of the National Inte lligence Priorities 
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Framework. In accordance with those priorities, U.S. policymakers, agencies, 
and the military submit their specific intelligence requirements to NSA through 
a formal National SIGINT Requirements Process. This process is an impo11ant 
policy means by which the ocean of big data is further refined for NSA's 
col1ection efforts. 

Fina lly, from a mission perspective it would be ineffective and ineffic ient -
indeed, it would be counterproductive - to si mply collect and store as much 
information as possible, even absent any legal or policy constraints. This simple 

reality has never been more evident than in the era of big data. Every day at 
NSA, conversations take place about whether, even within the bounds of these 
legal and policy constraints, it makes sense to collect, use, or retain ce11ain 
information. Simply put, it would be neither feasible nor desirable to just drain 
the ocean of big data into a government pool of big data. 

False Myth: #2: NSA is spying on Americans at home and abroad with 
questionable or no legal basis. 

This false myth reflects both deep philosophical distrust of the secretive NSA 
by some, and the reality that s ignals intelligence activities, unlike some other 
intell igence activities, inevitably implicate the privacy rights of U.S. persons. It 
also reflects more recent controversy over so-called "warrantless wiretapping" 
under the President 's Terrorist Surveillance Program (TSP). Without getting 
into details about the TSP (the authorization for which ended in 2007, but much 
of which is still classified and the subject of litigation) or PISA (an intricate 
statutory scheme), I would like to make a few general points about our current 
operations to he lp dispel this myth. 

F irst, without an individualized determination of probable cause by a federal 
judge, NSA does not target the communications of any unconsenting U.S. 
person anywhere in the world when there is a reasonable expectation of pri
vacy and a watTant would be required for law enforcement purposes in the 
United States (note that pursuant to statute and regulation, under certai n emer
gency scenarios the Attorney General can make an initial finding of probable 
cause, but if within the purview of PISA, the Foreign Inte lligence Surveillance 
Court must subsequently make that determination). One point worth high
lighting in particular is that, amidst the controversy over the recent amendments 
made to FISA in 2008 and reauthorized in 2012, an important change wa 
made: targeting a U.S. person abroad now requires a probable cause finding by 
a federal judge, whereas previously it could be approved by the Attorney 
General alone under Executive Order 12333. 

Second, under even one of the more controversial provisions of the recent 
FISA amendments, Section 702, where no individualized probable cause finding 
is required, express limits were enacted: 

• Section 702 may only be used to target non-U.S. persons reasonably 
believed to be located outside the United States. 
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• Section 702 may not be used to intentionally target any person in the 
United States or a U.S. person outside the United States. 

• Section 702 may not be used to conduct "reverse targeting" - i.e., 
targeting of a person outside the United States if the purpose is to target 
a particular, known person inside the United States. 

• Section 702 may not be used to intentionally acquire a "wholly
domestic communication" - i.e., a communication where all communi
cants are inside the United States. 

• Section 702 must be implemented in a manner consistent with the 
Fourth Amendment. 

Third, to the extent that information to, from, or about U.S. persons is 
acquired incidentally as part of NSA's foreign intelligence mission, there are 
specifically-tailored and externally-approved rules in place to address the col
lection, handl ing, use, and destruction of such information consistent with the 
Fourth Amendment. These rules are called " minimization procedures." Al
though public dialogue has more commonly concerned the procedures required 
by statute (minimization procedures are required by FISA, which must be 
approved by the FISC), NSA has in fact long been required by Executive Order 
12333 and Department of Defense regulation to handle U.S. person information 
in accordance with procedures approved by the Attorney General and consistent 
with the Founh Amendment. 

FISA defines minimization procedures generally as "specific procedures, 
which shall be adopted by the Attorney General , that are reasonably designed in 
light of the purpose and technique of the particular surveillance, to minimize the 
acquisition and retention, and prohibit the dissemination, of nonpublicly avail 
able information concerning unconsenting United States persons consistent 
with the need of the United States to obtain, produce, and disseminate foreign 
intelligence information." Not much has been disclosed about the details of 
these procedures to avoid providing a roadmap to spies, tetTorists, and foreign 
governments looking to circumvent U.S. intelligence efforts, but I would like to 
make a few general points here. 

• The underlying presumption for minimization procedures-that informa
tion to, from, or about U.S. persons inevitably will be acquired during 
the course of foreign intelligence acti vities - has been anticipated and 
accepted by all three branches of our government for decades. The 
legislative requirement for court-approved minimization procedures dates 
back to 1978, and the executive branch has required Attorney General 
approved procedures for the handling of U.S . person information since 
at least the signing of Executive Order 12333 in I 981. 

• Minimization procedures are multi-faceted in that they are designed to 
address each stage of the intelligence process - from acquisition to use 
to dissemination to retention of information. Such procedures should be 
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cons idered holistically, with in terrelated constraints that span across the 
entire inte lligence process. These constraints may be procedural, techno
logical, or substantive limits on how information may be acquired, how 
it may be handled, who may see it, or when it must be destroyed. Sig
nificantly, FISA provides that the dissemination of information about 
U.S. persons is expressly prohibited unless it is necessary to understand 
fore ign inte lligence or assess its importance; is evidence of a crime; or 
indicates a threat of death or serious bodily harm. 

• M inimization procedures are specifically tai lored-in other words, there 
is no one-size fits al I set of procedures for a ll data for all time. As 
FISA states, these procedures must be " reasonably designed in light of 
the purpose and technique of the particular surveillance." Relevant to 
such analysis wou ld be conside rations about the intrusiveness of the 
surveillance techniques involved; the nature of the data acquired; the 
reason for the acquisition; and the likelihood of any incidental U.S. 
person information. 

These procedures are one means by which the acqu1 s1t1 on, retention, and 
dissemination of U.S . person information can be appropriate ly protected even in 
the era of big data. 

False Myth #3: NSA operates in the shadows free from external scrutiny or 
any true accountability. 

This false myth is obviously a product of the necessarily secretive nature 
of NSA's day-to-day operations. There is no doubt that in a democracy like 
ours, an important form of accountability is public transparency. However, it is 
absolute ly essential not to assume that the legitimacy afforded by public 
transparency is the only way to achieve accountability, which may - in fact, 
must, with respect to NSA - primarily be achieved through alternate means. 
The re is no perfect substitute for public transparency in a democracy; but when 
there is a lso no way to provide information to those whom you eek to protect 
without also providing it to those from whom you seek to protect them, we must 
largely rely on such alternate means of accountability. 

It is evident to me that I am the General Counsel for one of the most highly 
regulated entities in the world. It is a reality that most audiences cannot ap
preciate given the c lassified nature of intelligence work. Given NSA's unique 
mission, however, it makes pe rfect sense. NSA is part of the Department of 
Defense as well as the Inte lligence Community. This means that NSA is subject 
to the relevant rules and regulations for DOD as well as to those applicable to 
other members of the IC. More broadly, NSA is subject to a spectrum of 
deta iled scrutiny from across a ll three branches of government as a matter of 
law, policy, and practice. Fi rst, within the executive branch a lone, NSA is re
sponsible to multiple stakeholders, inc luding: 
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• internal oversight offic ia ls, including a n Inspector General to whom 
Congress recently provided independent statutory authority under the 
20 l 0 Intelligence Authorization Act; 

• the Department of Defense, which pursuant to presidential directive 
and statute exerc ises supervisory authority over NSA, to include offi
c ials such as the Assistant to the Secretary for Intelligence Oversight, 
the Under Secretary of Defense for Inte lligence, the General Counsel, 
and the DOD Inspector General; 

• the Office of the Director of Nationa l Intelligence, which pursuant to 
presidential directive and statute is responsible for coordination of the 
Intelligence Community, and has an overs ight role with respect to 
certain FISA activities, to include its own General Counsel, Inspector 
General, and Civil Liberties Protection Officer; 

• the Depa1tme nt of Justice, which by statute also has an oversight role 
with respect to certain FISA activities, and to which NSA like other 
intelligence agencies is obligated by statute and Executive Orde r 12333 
to report violations of federal law; 

• the White House, to indude the National Security Council, the Presi
dent's Intelligence Advisory Board, and the Intelligence Oversight Board, 
to whom NSA like other intelligence agencies is required to report "any 
intelligence activities ... that they have reason to believe may be unlaw
ful or contrary to executive order or presidential directive"; and 

• independent entities such as the Privacy and Civil Libe1ties Oversight 
Board. 

Second, apart from the multiple layers of accountability within the executive 
branch, NSA is by law accountab le to the legislative branc h. As a member of 
the Intelligence Community, NSA is required by law to keep the intelligence 
oversight committees of the Senate and House of Representati ves "fully and 
currently informed" with respect to the Agency's activities. Given the unique 
role of NSA and the ra nge of its activities, however, oversight is exercised as 
well by a host of additional committees as diverse as the armed services, 
judiciary, and home land security committees of both chambers of Congress. 
NSA, for example, is requi red by statute to provide both the intelligence and 
judiciary committees a copy of any decision, o rder, or opinion of the FISC that 
includes "significant construction or interpretation" of any provision of FISA. 
NSA also keeps Congress apprised of its activities routinely via testimony at 
open and c losed hearings; formal notifications; other written submissions; 
informal briefings, visits; and other means. In other words, we interact with our 
Congressional overseers vi11ually every day. 

Third, NSA is directly accountable to the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance 
Court for those activities conducted pursua nt to FISA. The Court is comprised 
of e leven fede ral district judges appointed by the Chief Justice of the U.S. 
Supreme Court. The FISC not only authorizes certa in activities pursuant to 
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FISA, but it plays an active and constructive role in ensuring those activities 
are carried out appropriately. As I noted earl ier, it is evident that the manner in 
which NSA operates is just as important as the authority under which it 
operates. The rules of the FISC, for example, reflect this commitment in that 
"[i]f the government discovers that any authority or approval granted by the 
Court has been implemented in a manner that did not comply with the Court's 
authorization or approval or with applicable law," the government must "imme
diately" notify the Court. This obl igation is one that NSA, together with our 
partners at the Department of Justice, take seriously every single day. 

Finally, NSA traditionally has maintained a strong culture of compliance 
among its workforce. Employees receive basic mandatory training on NSA's 
legal authorities and the procedures that ensure the protection of privacy rights. 
Personnel also must receive refresher training throughout their career at NSA. 
Follow-on training can include highly special ized legal and compliance training 
focused on the specific requirements of the employee's assigned mission. NSA 
has also proactively established a corporate Director of Compliance to help 
ensure that legal , technical , and operational requirements of the mission remain 
aligned. NSA's compliance efforts draw from best practices across industry 
(such as IT security and other heavily regulated industries like healthcare). NSA 
is actively engaging with the broader compliance community to partner, to share 
best practices, and to understand emerging trends. 

*** 
Big data is transforming the world in which NSA carries out its mission, but 

NSA is constantly evolving in terms of the mix of technology, resources, 
skills, and authorities necessary to take advantage of its opportunities and meet 
its challenges. What remains constant is NSA's commitment to the law; to the 
notion that how the Agency conducts its activities is just as important as 
whether it is authorized to conduct the m. Although much of the detail by 
necessity must remain secret, a great deal gets lost in the public discourse about 
the legal framework within which NSA conducts its mission, its requirement for 
specifically tailored and externally approved minimization procedures, and the 
robust oversight structures in place across all three branches of government. 
These features are as much a part of the reality in which NSA operates today as 
is the reality of big data. 



Big Data: It's Not the Size That Matters 

Matthew Gordon* 

I NTRODUCTION 

" Big Data" has become a ubiquitous phrase in technology c ircles. The 
inte rne t and media landscape is littered with superlatives, describing data as a 
" flood," "de luge," as "astronomical," and "exploding." Gorillas, e le phants, a nd 
skyscrapers all make infographic appearances. Howe ver, the promise of big data 
lies not in the amount o f data we can gene rate, collect, or store, but in the ability 
to use all the data at our disposal to make informed decisions . And while scale 
poses unique challenges, the same analytical me thodologies apply to data at all 
scales and across many disciplines, whether you have a sing le spreadsheet or a 
yottabyte of documents. In this artic le, I present I ) a frame work for understa nd
ing the needs of data analysis proj ects, based on "The Four Pillars" 1 and 2) a 
discussion of real-world logistical conside rations when implementing suc h a 
syste m. Finally, I will discuss pri vacy and c ivil liberties, how proper syste m 
design can remove the friction between privacy and sharing, and the appropriate 
uses of automated data ana lysis. 

1. M EASURING D ATA 

Before e mbarking on a discussion of big data analytics, we must start by 
lay ing out some basic categories and measure ment standards as a frame of 
reference from which to understand what is even meant by " big ." Roughly 
speaking, we will conside r three types of data: structured, unstructured, and 
semi-structured. Structured data is typically represented as "rows and col
umns": lists of nume ric, date, enumerated, or short text va lues, with headers 
indicating what each column represents. A typica l example might be a spread
sheet containing headers like Na me (a text va lue), Gender (an e numerated 
value , either Male or Female), Date of Birth (a date), a nd Income (a numeric 
value). Such tables of data may contain anywhere from dozens up to hundreds 
of thousands of rows (Microsoft Excel 20 I 0 , for instance , limits users to 
approximately one million rows).2 Howe ve r, practically speaking, spreadsheets 
greater than a few hundred megabytes get unwie ldy pretty quickly. 

At larger scales, it becomes necessary to implement syste ms to make it 
practical to access and modify data conveniently. While storing data in files on 
disk is pract ically unlimited in capac ity, the time to search and return results 
scales linearly with the size of the data, making it an impractical solution at 
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large scale. Big data storage technology seeks to provide methods that have 
storage and modification ti mes that are effectively independent of scale, such 
that retrieving a record from a ten megabyte data store should take about as long 
as retrieving one from a ten terabyte one (wh ich, ideally, should be fast). 

Relational databases are the most common form of structured data at this 
scale, including commercial products like those made by Oracle and IBM, or 
free software such as MySQL and PostgreSQL. Relational databases are de
signed to allow thousands of users to simultaneously access and modify the 
contents while mainta ining a cons istent state and high performance across the 
entire system. Practically speaking, such databases become difficult to maintain 
for most organizations when they grow into the low tens of terabytes, or over a 
few billion rows. (A good rule of thumb for most common database applications 
is that a single database row is probably one to ten kilobytes of data, depending 
on the number of columns and the database content.) 

At still greater data scale, distributed key-value stores have become the 
primary way of s toring structured data in the hundreds of terabytes to petabyte 
scale in a way that s till allows for rapid access. Software such as Cassandra,3 

BigTable,4 and MongoDB5 can be split out across an arbitrary number of 
servers to improve access times. In exchange for high scalability and perfor
mance, the types of operations available are highly restricted compared to 
relational databases, typically limited to retrieving values and adding new ones 
(with modifications and deletions being disallowed or carrying a significant 
performance penal ty). Additionally, they do not offer the same stringent guaran
tees about the co1Tectness of the data; the system is guaranteed to be eventually 
consistent, but at any given moment in time, there may be small inconsistencies 
between what different users will get from the same query. 

Unstructured data is data that is primarily natural language text, such as 
electron ic documents, text files, or web pages (though under the hood, web 
pages are actually highly structured, as pressing Control+ U in Firefox or 
Chrome browsers wi ll demonstrate.) While structured data is usually organized 
in to databases, unstructured data is often fou nd in the wild in the many mil lions 
of individual files churned out daily and stored on hard drives, web serve rs, or 
in document management systems. Storing documents can be scaled easi ly by 
simply adding more hard drives . However, in order to be searchable in a 
reasonable fashion, such data has to be indexed, a process in which the file are 
individually processed and broken down by keyword , so that, for instance, 
Google can give you a comprehensive list of which web pages contain the 
phrase "big data" in less than a second. 

Semi-structured data, as the name implies, lies somewhere in between the 

3. The Apache Cassandra Projecr, THE AP/\CI-IE FOUND., hllp://cassandra.apache.org. 
4. FAY CHANGE ET AL, 81CiTABI.E: A D1smrnumn STOR/\CiE SYSTEM FOR Smuc.TURED D ATA (2006) 

(Proceedings of the 7th USENIX Symposium on Operating Systems Design and lmplemen1mion). 
5. MoNc;oDB, h11p://www.mongodb.org. 
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two. E-mail is the most common example: while the content is primarily 
unstructured, e-mails contain a large amount of structured information as well , 
such as the sender, receivers, the date on which the e-mail was sent and re
ceived, and even the exact path through the internet that the e-mail took to reach 
your computer. Social media such as Twitter is also a rich source of semi
structured data, with half a billion 140 c haracter mini-documents being tweeted 
each day.6 

With unstructured and semi-structured data, the number of documents be
comes a more relevant measure of size. Some approximate numbers for reference: 

• A typical PC may contain several hundred to several thousand docu
ments. 

• A typical email account may contain tens of thousands of e-mails. 
• The manner in which large organizations use e-mail is highly variable: 

in ome organizations, people may receive only J 0,000 e-mails a year 
and in others, it may be closer to a million. Across a large organ ization, 
hundreds of millions of e-mails a year is not atypical. 

II. FROM DESKTOP TO D ATACENTER 

As storage prices drop radically and processing power increases expo
nentially, organizations collect data at increasing rates, with the intention of 
using that data somehow, for some purpose. The number of different data
bases and document stores proliferate, but often in an organic, quasi-unplanned 
fashion, making it difficult to know where the enterprises' c ritical knowledge 
lives. Worse yet, the data is pushed into databases with only rudimentary user 
interfaces, and data spread across multiple incompatible databases can't be 
combined or compared. The ability to answer data-centric questions is often the 
domain of a handfuJ of individuals at the organization familiar with SQL 
(structured query Language, a standard database query language) or Hadoop (a 
platform for gathering statistics from distributed key-value stores). If someone 
wants to know, for instance, how many widgets were sold in Chicago in the 
month of June compared to the same month last year, you may have to submit a 
request to an individual, and then go get a cup of coffee while you wait for the 
results. Depending on how busy they are, you may be able to get your coffee in 
Brazil before the results come back. The reason for this state of affairs is that 
data warehouses are built for the convenience of the data, not for the users. 
If the goal of collecting this data is to make it possible to use it for decision 
making, we must strive to invert this paradigm: Big Data is about making 
insight accessible by making it as easy to query and understand an entire data 
warehouse as it is to use a single spreadsheet - or, better yet, easier. By making 

6. Daniel Terdiman. Report: Twiner Hi1s Half a Billion Twee/s a Day. CNET (Oct. 26. 2012). 
hllp://news.cnet.com/8301 - l 023_3-57541566-93/report-twiller-hits-half-a-billion-tweets-a-day/. 
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it s imple to ask and answer questions in an intuitive way, anyone can make 
decisions based on all the avai table data. 

The problems posed by Jarge-scale data analysis are ubiquitous and span 
the gamut of governme nt and commercial organizations: intelligence, defense, 
local and federal law enforcement, counte r-fraud, business inte lligence, fi
nance, and legal a ll have their own data proble ms, and they each have their own 
unique goals. However, their needs are all quite similar. All organizations 
require essentially the same four things, which we refer to as "The Four Pillars," 
to make use of their data: data integration, search and discove,-y, knowledge 
management, and co!Laboration. In some senses, the September 11th tragedy 
was the semina l big data proble m of the 21st century, and J wi ll use it as a 
concrete example several times in he lping to bring context to the discussion that 
follows. 

III. D ATA I NTEGRATION 

Any organization of non-trivial s ize will have multiple databases, services, 
and docume nt stores that contain valuable information. In governme nt organi
zations, where data is abundant, this often takes the form of databases and 
document stores owned by multiple organizations, each with differing formats 
and standards. In the private sector, companies often have transactional data, 
employee data, market ing data, and ne twork logs (to name a few) in different 
''siloed" systems. LegaJ matters with a fin ancial component such as anti -trust or 
securities litigation will usually have a document management system which 
contains all of the produced document , but commingled wi th the documents 
are often spreadsheets and databases with highly re levant but hard-to-access 
transactional information. And, in all of these cases, there is frequentl y open
source data such as credit reports, marketing data, web pages, and social media 
which can be added to enrich the avai lable information with vital context, but 
which are not easily combined with the in-house data stores. All of these are 
examples of data "stove-piping," in which information sources are housed in 
separate, incompatible systems, making it difficult to come to a holistic under
standing. In discussing the September 11th tragedy, the 9/ I l Commission 
specifically called out the impo11ance of data integration in preventing future 
terrorist attacks, stating that "[t]he 9/ 11 s tory teaches the value of integrating 
strategic inte lligence from a ll sources.''7 

The goal of data integration should be to provide not only a mechanism for 
importing and normalizing data from multiple sources, but also a framework for 
combining both structured and unstructured data together on the same con
tinuum. A simple but powerful example is fe rretting out insider trading. Such 
investigations may re ly on trading records from a spreadsheet, phone records 

7. N AT'L COMM. ON T ERRORIST ATTACKS UPON THE U.S .. THF 9/ 11 CoMM1ss10:s: R1,1•0RT: Ex1:n1T1v1 

SUMMARY 21 (2004). 
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from a database, e-mails from an enterprise IT system, and company earnings 
announcements from the internet. None of these can demonstrate insider trading 
conclusively, but taken together, they can paint a very compelling picture . 

In addition to being able to access and import data from many sources, it is 
key that there be a mechanism for normalization. It is not enough, for instance, 
to import phone numbers if some systems represent phone numbers as a simple 
string of ten digits, some include parentheses and dashes, and some inc lude 
country codes. The system must be able to standardize how a phone number is 
represented. Otherwise, cross-referencing phone numbers between, say, a list of 
phone calls and an employee database in order lo find out who made a phone 
call would be impossible. 

Finally, data cleaning is also crucial. In a large database containing social 
security numbers, one is guaranteed to find many individuals with SSNs I isted 
as " 0," ·'000-00-0000," " J l l -11-1111 ,"" - - ," or similarly nonsensical patterns. 
While it should have been the job of the original database designer to guard 
against input of such garbage, it is cold comfort to blame it on the consultant 
who built the system twenty years ago. The presence of such values will often 
lead to spurious associations of unrelated individuals for the hapless analyst 
who attempts to cross-reference multiple data sources for matching social 
security numbers and finds thousands of people with the SSN "000-00-0000." 
In addition to garbage input, names present another common but deadly data 
hygiene issue, especially in law enforcement, where information is often col
lected orally and entered in the field. So-called fat fingering creates many 
problems when trying to search for individuals, particularly when searching by 
first and last name. 

IV. S EARCH AND DISCOVERY 

Once data has been imported and stored, users must be able to query the 
data to retrieve answers to specific questions. Keyword searching is one power
ful and simple example, wherein users can enter word or phrases and then 
documents, web pages, or e-mails containing those keywords are brought back. 
However, with a combination of structured and unstructured data, keyword 
searching is only a small fraction of the necessary search functionality. Search
ing phone calls, for instance, requires users to search by relationship in order to 
find phones owned by a person or organization, and by date and time. When 
planning a patrol route, military personnel may want to specify a geospatial 
search along a route for attacks of a part icular type and in a particular time 
range, in order to prepare appropriately. The ability to perform such searches in 
a timely, accurate, and accessible fashion can literally mean the difference 
between life and death . There is also a qualitative difference between searching 
that takes seconds versus searching that takes minutes or hours; with quick, 
responsive search times, users are quickly able to iterate through multiple 
queries, and test many hypotheses serially, asking and answering questions in a 
natural and intuiti ve way. This stream of analytic consciousness is extremely 
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important to deriving insight from data. On the other hand, if users must p lan 
queries carefully and wait a long time for the results, creative data exploration 
becomes almost impossible. 

V. K NOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT 

In order to put information to use, it is important that we be able to answer 
certain questions about the data itself, such as: 

• Where did a piece of information come from? 
• Who has looked at it? 
• How reliable is it? 
• When was it last changed, and why? 
• Who is al lowed to see it? 

One application of knowledge management functionality is compliance with 
regulatory requirements for data de letion such as those contained in 28 C.F.R. 
§ 23, which governs how long certain types of data can be retained by law 
enforcement agencies.8 Accurately complying with the regulation requires knowl
edge of when a piece of data was entered, where it came from, and when it was 
last accessed . Being able to trace analysis back to its source material and 
maintaining the security of classified documents also depend on knowledge 
management. All of these fu nctions are related in that they deal not just with the 
data itself, but with data about the data itself. T hey must be built into the system 
at the ground leve l; fa ilure to plan for knowledge management in the design of a 
system makes it almost impossible to implement such functionality later on. For 
instance, if you import large amounts of data, produce an analysis, and use that 
ana lysis as the basis for an arrest, you may be required several years down the 
road to provide justification of your conclusions to a defendant or a court. If 
knowledge management was not part of the original system, you may be unable 
to explain where the data came fro m in the first place, wasting years of effort. 

Classified data handling provides anothe r excellent example of the im
portance of knowledge management. Consider the "manila envelope" model 
of data class ification: imagine that I have an envelope with a document that 
contains nineteen facts about a dangerous individual that are classified secret, 
and one fac t that is classified top-secret. If you have a secret clearance only, 
I can't share the document with you at all, even if 95 percent of the material in 
the envelope is both sharable and relevant to your investigation. On the other 
hand, a knowledge management system that provides granular access control to 
data allows me to share data with other people seamlessly, without worrying 
about their access level: the system ensures that they are only given access to 
the information that they are permitted to see, and automatically hides the 

8. Criminal Intel ligence Systems Operating Policies, 28 C.F.R. s 23, el seq. 
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top-secret information, g iving me the freedom to share important and relevant 
information wi thout having to worry about data leaks. 

These types of considerations loom large among the reasons that agencies 
find it difficult to share intelligence whi le maintaining pol icy, security, privacy, 
and civi l liberties controls. Conversely, though, fai lure to address them directly 
led to the intelligence failures that led up to the September J l th attacks.9 

VI. COLLABORATION 

Lack of coJlaboration and coordination within and among agencies was a 
key find ing of the 9/ 11 commission: "The FBI lacked the abil ity to know what 
it knew; there was no effective mechanism for capturing or sharing its institu
tional knowJedge." 1° Collaboration within an enterprise allows users to avoid 
dup licating effort and to build off of the insight of others. W hen ana lysts, 
detectives, or lawyers keep notes on a memo pad or on their personal comput
ers, the opportunities for others to learn from their insight is limited; sharing 
this knowledge so that it is accessible to the entire organization makes it easier 
to get a handle on the "unknown unknowns" by leveraging the insights and 
research of others. And sou1:cing that data back to the analyst who e ntered or 
curated it generates opportunities for o rganic collaboration, by helping connect 
e xperts on pa11icular subjects with those within their organ ization who require 
their help. 

On a larger scale, collaboration between agencies opens opportunities for 
connecting the dots because bad actors don ' t respect jurisdictions or geographic 
boundaries. And enabling collaboration means not just making it possible, but 
making it practical. Working with the Urban Areas Security Initiative to im
prove data sharing among municipal pol ice departments, I found that, for the 
most part, data sharing s ti ll took place via the old "gumshoe method" : ca]ljng a 
buddy at another department to see if they "knew anything" about a case. Under 
this arrangement, the batTier to collaboration was relatively high, meaning that 
it was only used for highly important cases. 

Giving detectives the ability to seamlessly search their own records manage
me nt systems and those of surrounding police depa11ments made it possible for 
detectives from small , resource constrained departments to run every lead, not 
just for important cases, but for every case. In one example, officers planning to 
execute a search on a suspect's home ran a phone number associated with the 
suspect, and found that it was assoc iated with a police repo1t from another 
agency. The report indicated that the suspect's girlfiiend had been involved in a 

9. "Each intelligence agency has its own security practices. outgrowths of the Cold War .... Current 

security requirements nurture overclassification and excessive compartmentation of information among 

agencies. Each agency's incenti ve structure opposes sharing. with risks (criminal, c i vi l, and internal 
administrative sanctions) but few rewards for sharing information.'' NAT'L COMM. ON TERRORIST ATTACKS 

UPON THE U.S., THE 9/11 COMMISSION REPORT: FINAL Ri;PORT OF THE NATIO /\L COMMISSION ON TERRORIST 
ATTACKS UPON Tl-IE UNJTJ!IJ STATLS 417 (2004). 

10. fd. al 77. 
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dri ve-by shooting using the suspect's gun. Officers used this information to 
obtain a no-knock warrant, and the SWAT team found several weapons in 
the home, in addition to drugs. Easy and quick access to collaboration made 
a material contribution to officer safety by shedding light on the unknown 
unknowns. 

VII. G ETTING FROM H ERE To THERE: THE THREE P's 

Big data frequently means big project, requiring coordination between many in
dividuals, agencies, and departments. How does an organization get from theory 
to execution on such a project? There are essentially three facets common to 
almost all such projects: Plumbing, Payment, and Politics. I will exami ne each 
of these in turn, and discuss some strategies for handl ing them. 

A. Plumbing 

The process of gett ing data from point A to point B is, theoretically, the 
simplest of the obstacles to implementation. Plumbing is what is referred to 
in the software world as a "Small Matter of Programming" (or a SMOP): 
All of the pieces exist (data integrat ion platforms, database connectors, network 
protocols, etc.) - they simply must be strung together in the proper fas hion. It 
almost goes without sayi ng, of course, that the term SMOP is meant sar
donically: systems integrators and IT professionals often underestimate the 
difficulty of th is piece of the process by orders of magnitude, because its 
apparent simplicity belies the bewildering array of standards and specifica
tions, 11 the inevitable problems caused by taking solutions that work in the lab 
and scaling them up to real-world conditions, and the broad and unanticipated 
range of problems that present themselves with real-world data, which is much 
less clean than data in a test environment. In addition, the issues of data 
normalization and cleaning described in the previous section about data integra
tion are non-trivial, and require experience to be handled well and performed 
efficient! y. 

Plumbing also concerns getting the data back out, includi ng, but not limited 
to: search; visualizing results in different modalities such as graphs, charts, and 
maps; and generating reports. The world 's best analysis is worthless unless you 
can convince someone else of your fi ndings. Just as importantly, ystems should 
export data in well-documented and common ly acceptable format , as well as 
exposing functionality through a well-documented application programming 
interface or A P/. An API is simply a specification for how pieces of software 
can communicate. Many legacy systems sti ll in existence did not concern 
themselves with such niceties in their original specification, often by des ign: by 
making it impossible to export data from the system, vendors ensure that the 

11. 'The nice thing about standards 1s that you have so many to choose from."' ANJ>Rt.w TANl·1's'BAL ~t. 
COMPUTER N ETWORKS 254 (2d ed. 2003). 
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system won ' t be replaced, or at least not without costing huge amounts of 
money to the end users. This is referred to as vendor lock-in . 

B. Payment 

A discussion of contracting and cost-benefit analysis of software projects 
is well beyond the scope of this article, but a few comments on trends in 
enterprise software development are worth mentioning. The traditional model of 
enterprise software procurement, especially within government, fol lows a pre
dictable pattern: Months or years are spent hashing out giant binders full of 
specifications. One of a handful of well-known systems integrators are con
tracted to take on the project and create a custom software system. Gantt charts 
are presented w ith timelines and budgets ranging from optimistic to delu
sional. By the time software development staI1s, trends have ove,iaken the 
original specification, scale has grown, and the project specification must be 
modi fied midstream. Downstream pieces of the specification that depended 
critically on the upstream functionality rriust now be scrapped, expanded, or 
wholly rethought. Gantt charts are redrawn; budgets limits are shredded; gar
ments are rent; performance bonuses are awarded all around. In due course, 
the wi tch is turned on, and, lo and behold, the system grinds to a halt before it 
even starts up. More Gantt charts are produced, more budgets are rewritten, 
and the process continues until the goals of the project have been defined 
downward far enough to consider it a success, or until it is deemed a failu re and 
abandoned. 12 

The Age of Austerity (roughly, 2008 to the present) demands greater account
ability and better results for less money, and agile software development seeks 
to address these failures. Agile development emphasizes a tight, iterati ve devel
opment cycle and close customer col laboration to develop systems that sol ve 
problems efficiently and in a cost-effective fash ion. Instead of laying out all the 
requirements in excruciating detail up front, simple, mission-focused goals are 
enunciated in place of detailed specifications, such as, " We would like to be 
able to search all of our data sources from one place," or, "We need to be able to 
figure out where all our officers are at any given time, so that we can respond to 
emergencies efficiently." The developers deliver multiple releases in close 
succession, working with the end users of the system and the decision makers of 
the organization to gauge whether or not the delivered product is meeting their 
needs and what their top prio1ities are for the following releases. This process 
greatly reduces the risk of delivering a product which never works or meets any 
of the users' needs, and it brings useful software to the end users quickly. 
Modularity (software pieces that can function independently of each other), 
rel iance on proven off-the-shelf and open-source solutions over custom-built 

12. For a very amu ing and only semi-lictional take on a similar government project. see ihc fi lm 
The Pe111ago11 Wars. about the development 0 1· the ill- fated Bradley Fighting Vehicle. TH1 Pi·Nli\Cior-

Wi\R:, (HBO 1998). 
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systems, and emphasis on open APis and open standards are also important 
ways to reduce ri sk and improve outcomes. 

C. Politics 

Every large software project threatens someone e lse's budget, department, or 
project. Under-appreciation of this fact means that people will almost always 
underestimate the ferocity and tenacity with which a cornered IT administrator 
wi ll lash out against new software projects. As a result, almost every data 
integration project I have been involved in has followed a pattern of procuring 
software first , and negotiating terms of data access and memoranda of understand
ing later. This is a fatal mistake, because it puts IT in charge of critical policy 
decisions, such as what data sources will be included in the project, how often 
the systems will exchange data, who will have access to the syste ms, and how 
secure and/or convenient that access will be. These are decis ions that should be 
made based on considerations about the objectives driving the project and the 
needs of the users, and not whether or not you gave your IT administrator a 
generous enough ho liday bonus last year. 

While internecine warfare is a natural part of the ecosystem of large organiza
tions, there are a few things you can do to grease the rails of large projects to 
make the process less painful. 

I) Align everyone's incentives. Some people in your IT organization wi ll see 
budgets for their pet projects shrink as a result of your new project. Make 

sure they receive a s take in the success of the new project by giving them 
new direct reports, more resources, and partial credit for success, encourag
ing them to dedicate resources Lo making it happen. Other people in your 

organization already have projects that may overlap with yours, and will 
want to see yours fail. Avail yourself of their expertise early on, a nd make 
it c lear that you think their input is invaluable to the success of the project. 

Find ways to interoperate with their systems, and e mphas ize the differ
ences, not lhe commonalities. 

2) Work our MOUs and NDAs in advance. Before you even get started on a 
project, talk to all the stakeholders and work out a framework for data 
shari ng. Discuss security data. Bring in their IT team lo vet the security 
plan. Make sure the goals of the project are agreed upon by all the top 

stakeholders, and make sure they let their organizations know that it' a 
prio rity. When everyone's agreed, sign a joint memorandum of understand
ing (MOU) and/or a non-disclosure agreement (NOA) tha t lays out what 

everyone has agreed upon. This will at least g ive everyone a frame of 
re fe rence for what to expect down the line. 

3) Early successes are imporrant: Start fast out of the gate. Start o ul with the 
low-hanging fruiL. Find the biggest problems that you can tackle w ith the 

least res istance, and show that your new system addresses them. Train 
users to adopt the new system, and leverage their experiences and mission 

wins to e nerg ize the rest of the organizaLio n. Nobody wants to be far 
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behind on the Next Big T hingn". If everyone starts hearing that your 
proj ect saves time/catches bad guys/improves efficiency by 300%, every
one will want to get on board. 

4) Be willing to compromise, but not too much. You will inevitably be asked 
to compromise your plan in the name of security, policy, or both. H aving a 
flexible system w ith an open architecture makes it easier to accept compro
mises: if one part of the organization refuses you direct access to their 
database, but instead wants to upload " cuts" of data to a server every 
night, thi s can be inconvenient, but at least it 's a starting point for data 
sharing, which can be built on later (see #3: it's better to get out there fast 
than it is to die on the vine). On the other hand, if they offer a grand plan 
to build a data warehouse that you can access, and it will only cost an 
extra million dollars and take six months, it may be time 10 put your foot 
down. 

32 1 

Similarly, security c redentialing and auditing can be an important source of 
standardization. It can also be a bottomless pit from which projects never 
emerge . Be will ing to comply with standard and reasonable security require
me nts, but also be insistent that they be tied to a realistic assessment of what 's 
appropriate for the s ize and scope of the project. This is where having a threat 
model is extremely impo11ant: it's easy for information security officers to run 
down a procrustean checklist of requirements and find one that you can ' t or 
don ' t satisfy. But kee ping the discussion tied to realistic expectations about 
cost/bene fit tradeoff of particular security requirements helps ground the d iscus
sion in a common language that IT, contractors, and management can under
stand. For instance, it' s not uncommon to require that sensitive data be encrypted 
"at rest" (i.e ., in the database or on the hard drive). This is a good precaution if 
the data is being stored on a laptop. Howe ver, if it is stored on servers that are 
racked in a secured server room requiring two-person biometric access, requir
ing encryption-at-rest might be overkill . 

VIII. T ECHNOLOG ICA L APPROACHES TO PROTECTING PRJVACY AND CIVIL LIB ERTIES 

Often, privacy and civil libe11ies (PCL) have been afterthoughts in data 
sharing systems, bolted on after the system has been created in order to satisfy 
regulatory concerns. As a result, the perception among many is that PCL lives 
at one end of a one-dimensional continuum, anchored by data sharing and 
functionality at the other: any improve ment in privacy requires a reduction in 
functional ity, and vice versa. However, this perception arises largely because of 
the clumsy way in which most of these systems are implemented. If technology 
for accommodating PCL concerns is built in from the start, there is no need for 
a trade-off. Privacy and civil liberties should not be an afterthought. For users 
to make optimal use of the data available, PCL considerations must be dealt 
with during the earliest phases of planning. There are two reasons for this: First, 
making PCL controls central to the design of the system makes them harder to 
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circumvent. If they are built on top of an existing system, it is much easier to 
find ways around them. Thar said, individuals with nefarious intent are often not 
the primary concern. They represent a very small fraction of the problem, and 
you can never truly secure a system against a persistent and dedicated internal 
attacker. The primary vectors for PCL violations come instead in the form of 
casual disregard and inconvenience. 

Casual disregard can take the form of "fishing exped itions," where users 
poke around the system aimlessly, trying to find "something interesting," or 
misuse the system to spy on foends or fam ily. Inconvenience is more per
nicious, because it is not really a vice; clumsily designed and implemented 
controls make it difficult for users to make use of the data at their disposal, 
requi ring workarounds that often leave data exposed. For instance, if your 
primary analytical application doesn't have mapping capabi lities (or they are 
poorly implemented and hard to use), you may be tempted to export your data 
onto a flash drive and import it into a less secure system (e.g., a laptop) where 
you can perform the necessary analysis. If this becomes standard practice, the 
likelihood that data wi ll get misplaced or lost approaches a certai nty given 
enough time. 

There are a number of things one might consider in the design and implemen
tation of a software system that will help us walk the line between privacy and 
functionality in such a way that users can both have their cake and eat it too. 

I. Data sourcing: The system should track the provenance of every piece of 
data al a granular level: where it comes from, when it was changed. and 
why it changed. Data sourcing not on ly helps us assess the accuracy of 
data, it also enables redress in cases in which an individual wishes to 
challenge his or her inclusion in a database. 

2. Granular access controls: We discussed granular access controls above as 
a core piece of knowledge management. bul it is also key to PCL: Lhc 
ability to share data without revealing identifying information allows 
analysts to make full use of the data at their disposal while maintaining 
maximum privacy. There's no reason 10 share an entire dossier (or an 
entire database of dossiers) if it is just as easy and useful 10 share a 
redacted version. Lack of granular access control forces users to choose 
between privacy and sharing. 

3. Audit logs: F lexible and configurable audit logging can curb casual disre
gard by making it easy to spot when users are fishing or using the system 
for inappropriate purposes. Requiring users to enter a case number or a 
predicate before running a search ensures that they know that they must 
have a justifiable reason - or suffer the consequences. Audit logging also 
enables redress in the case of data leaks, by allowing administrator::, to 
know who had access to the leaked data. 

4. Open APJs and Open Standards: Closed systems force users tu work 
around problems in creative ways, oflen Lo the detrimenl or privacy 
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controls. Agile design and open standards reduce the necessi ty for such 
workarounds: if it's possible 10 build on or tweak the existing system, 

there's less incentive to push data to less secure systems. 

IX. NEVER S END A COMPUTER TO Do A PERSON'S Jos 
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Big data can be an amazing tool for decision making and investigation: tiny 
threads of information can be brought together from innumerable sources to 
create a rich tapestry of intelligence. Done correctly, such insight can be 
accessible to everyone, not just trained " data scientists." And with a single, 
central system in place for integrating, normalizing, and accessing data, it 
becomes possible to go beyond search and discovery at the individual scale and 
implement algorithms to automatically surface "suspicious" individuals or inves
tigative leads. There are a number of approaches for doing so, ranging from 
simple link and keyword analysis to sophisticated machine learning algorithms. 
A discussion of the pros and cons of these approaches to automated search and 
discovery are beyond the scope of this review. 

But one guiding principle is useful to bear in mind: problems involving 
adaptable. human adversaries require conrext that can only be provided by 
human anaiysrs. The years since 9/11 have left us with countless examples of 
failed projects to create an automatic "Find Te1Torist" button. 1., Contrast this 
with Pay Pal's ascendance in the micropayrnents space: while other companies 
relied on automated algorithms to detect and shut down fraud, PayPal devel
oped a tool for leveraging the huge amount of data at their disposal and gave it 
to human analysts, which allowed it to keep fraud-related losses down much 
lower than its competitors. 14 This approach was successful precisely because 
they were competing against adaptive human adversaries: algorithms alone 
could not adapt fast enough to prevent fraudsters from finding ways to outsmart 
the system. But the combination of powerful computers and talented analysts 
was key to their success. Big data is only as useful as the expertise and 
understanding brought to the table by its users. Stated colloquially: it 's not how 
big your data is, it's what you do with it. 

13. See, e.g., Eric Lichtblau & James Risen. Hiding Details of Dubious Deal. U.S. l1111ukes Na1io11nl 
Securi1y, N.Y. T1M1.S. Feb. 19. 201 J. at A I. 

14. Siobahn Gorman. /-Im,· Team of Geeks Cracked Spy Trade, WAu ST. J .. Sept. 4. 2009. at A I. 
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The Democratization of Big Data 

Sean Fahey* 

In recent years, it has become common for discussions about managing and 
analyzing information to reference "data scie ntists" using "the cJoud" to analyze 
"big data." Indeed these terms have become so ubiquitous in discussions of data 
processing that they are covered in popular comic strips like Di lbert and the 
te rms are tracked on Gartner's Hype cycle. 1 The Harvard Business Review even 
labeled data scie ntist as "the sexiest job of the 21 st century."2 The goal of this 
paper is to demystify these te rms and, in doing so, provide a sound technical 
basis for exploring the policy challenges of analyzing large stores of informa
tion for national security purposes. 

It is worth beginning by proposing a working definition for these terms 
before exploring them in more detail. One can spend much time and effort 
developing firm definitions for these terms - it took the National Institutes of 
Science and technology several years and s ixteen versions to bu ild consensus 
around the definition of cloud computing in NIST Special Publication 800-1453 

- the purpose here is to provide definitions that wi ll be useful in furthering 
discussions of policy implications. 

Rather than defining big data in absolute terms (a task made nearly impos
sible by the rapid pace of advancements in computing technologies) one can 
define big data as a collection of data that is so large that it exceeds one's 
capacity to process it in an acceptable amount of time with available tools. This 
difficulty in processing can be a result of the data's volume (e.g., its size as 
measured in petabytes4

), its velocity (e.g., the number of new data elements 
added each second), or its variety (e.g., the mix of different types of data 
including structured and unstructured text, images, vi.deos, etc ... ).5 

Examples abound in the commercial and scientific arenas of systems manag
ing massive quantities of data. YouTube users upload over one hundred hours of 
video every minute,6 Wal-Mart processes more than one million transactions 
each hour, and Facebook stores, accesses and analyzes more than thi11y petabytes 

* DHS Programs Manager, Applied Physics Lab, and Vice Provost for Institutional Research, The 
Johns Hopkins Universi ty. © 2014, Sean Fahey. 

I. Scott Adams, Dilbert. Du.BERT (July 29. 2012), http://d i lbert.com/strips/comic/2012-07-29/: 
Gartner'.f 20/3 Hype Cycle for Emerging Technologies Maps Out Evolving Relationship 8e11Veen 
Humans and Machines, G/\lffNER (Aug. 19, 2013), http://www.gartner.com/newsroom/id/2575515. 

2. Thomas H. Davenport & D. J. Patil , Data Scientist: The Sexiesr Job 4 the 21st Century, 
H ARV. Bus. REv., Oct. 2012. at 70. 

3. Nat' ] Inst. of Standards & Tech. Final Version of NIST Cloud Computing Defini1ion Published. 
N 1ST (Oct. 25. 201 1 ). hllp://www.nist.gov/itl/csd/cloud- l 025 I1 .cfm. 

4. One petabyte is equal to one million gigabytes. 
5. Edd Dumbil l, What is Big Data, O'Rm1.1.v (Jan. 11, 2012), http://strata.oreilly.com/2012/0J/what-is

big-data.html. 
6. S1atistics, YouTulJI .. http://www.youtube.com/yt/press/sLatistics.htm I. 
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of user-generated data.7 In scientific applications, the Large Hadron Collider 
generates more than fifteen petabytes of data annually which are analyzed in the 
search for new subatomic particles. 8 Looking out into space rather than inward 
into particles, the Sloan Digital Sky Survey mapped more than a quarter of the 
sky gathering measurements for more than 500 million stars and galaxies.9 

In the nat iona l security environment, increasingly high quality video and 
photo sensors on unmanned aerial vehicles (UAYs) are generating massive 
quantities of imagery for analysts to s ift through to find and analyze targets . For 
homeland security, the recent Boston marathon bombing investigation proved 
both the challenge and potential utility of be ing able to quickly s ift through 
large volumes of video data to find a suspect o f interest. 

While the scale of the data be ing collected and ana lyzed might be new, 
the challe nge of finding ways to analyze large datasets is a proble m that has 
been around for at least a century. The mode rn e ra of data processing could 
be considered to start w ith the 1890 census where the advent o f punch card 
technology allowed the decennial census to be completed in one rather tha n 
eight years. 10 World War JI spurred the development of code breaking and target 
tracking computers, which further advanced the state of practice in rapidly 
analyzing and acting upon large volumes of data. 11 The Cold War along with 
commercial interests , further fueled demand for increasingly high performance 
computers that could solve problems ranging from Auid dynamics and weather 
to space science, stock trading and cryptography. 

For decades the United States government has funded research to accel
erate the development of high petformance computing syste ms that could 
address these challe nges. During the 1970s and 1980s this investment yielded 
the development and maturation of supercomputers built around spec ialized 
hardware and software (e.g., Cray I ) . In the I 990s, a new generation of high 
pe1formance computers e merged based not on specialized hardware but instead 
clustering of mass-market commodity PCs (e.g., Beowulf c lusters). 12 This 
cluste r computing approach sought to achieve high performance without the 
need for, a nd cost of, specialized hardware. 

The development and growth of the inte rnet in the I 990s and 2000s led to the 
development of a new wave of companies including Google, Amazon. Yahoo 
and Facebook that captured and needed to analyze data on a scale that had been 
previously infeasible . These companies sought to understand the relationships 
among pieces of data such as the links between webpages or the purcha mg 

7. A Comprehensive Lisi ci Big Data Simi.Hies. W1KlllOI\ 81 <X, (Aug. I. 20 I 2). hup://wik ibon.org/hlog/ 
big-data-statistics/. 

8. Compuling, CERN, http:// home.web.cern.ch/about/computing. 
9. Sloan Digi({l/ Sky Survey. SDSS. ht1p://www.sdss.org/. 
I 0. Uri Friedman, A111hropo!ogy 4 an Idea: Big Dma. FoRl' l< i'-l Poi 1n. Nov. 20 12. at JO. JO. 
I I. Id. 

12. See Thomas Sterling & Daniel Savarese. A Co111i11g (~/ Age for /Jeo11 ·11(rc1ass C11111pu1i11g, in 
1685 L ECTURE NoTEs IN COMl'UT1m Sc11:Nc1,: Eu1w-PAR ·99 PARA! 111 PR<w1.ss1Nt; PRlx·11-n1;-.t, :-- 78 ( 1999). 
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patterns of individuals, and use that knowledge to drive their businesses. 
Google's quest for a better search engine led their index of web pages to grow 
from one billion pages in June 2000 to three billion in December 2001 to eight 
billion in November 2004. 13 This demand for massive scale data processing led 
to a revolution in data and the birth of the modern " big data" era. These 
companies developed scalable approaches to managing data that built upon five 
trends in computing and business. The result of their efforts, in addition to the 
development of several highly profitable internet companies, was the democrati
zation of big data analysis - a shift which resulted in big data analysis being 
available not only to those who had the money to afford a supercomputer, or the 
technical skill to develop, program and maintain a Beowulf cluster, but instead 
to a much wider audience. 

The denlOcratization of big data analysis was possible because of multiple 
independent ongoing advances in the computing including the evolution of 
computer hardware, new computer architectures, new operating software and 
programming languages, the .open source community, and new business models. 

The growth in computing capabili ty begins with advances at the chip and 
storage device level. For nearly fifty years, the semiconductor industry has 
found ways to consistently deliver on Gordon Moore's 1965 prediction that the 
number of components on an integrated circuit would double every year or two. 
This has led to the development of increasingly powerful computer chips and, 
by extension, computers. At the same time, manufacturers of storage dev ices 
like hard drives have been able to also achieve exponential increases in the 
density of storage along with exponential decreases in the cost of storage. 14 

" Since the introduction of the disk drive in 1956, the density of information it 
can record has swelled from a paltry 2,000 bits to I 00 billion bits (gigabits), all 
crowded in the small space of a square inch. That represents a SO-million-fold 
increase." 15 This increase in computing power and storage capacity has out
stripped the needs of most individuals and programs and led to a second key 
innovation underlying modern big data - virtualization. 

Virtualization is the process of using one physical computer to host multiple 
virtual computers. Each vi rtual computer operates as though it were its own 
physical computer even though it is actually running on shared or simulated 
hardware. For example, rather than having five web servers each operating at 
I 0% capacity, one could run all five web servers on one virtual ized server 
operating at 50% capacity. This shift from physical to vi rtual machines, has 
created the ability to easi ly add new storage or proces ·ing capabi lities on 
demand when needed and to modify the an-angement of those computers 
virtually rather than having to physically run new network cabling. This has led 

13. Our History i11 Depth. Gocxa.L, http://www.google.com/about/company/hislory/. 
14. Chip Walters. K,yder 't Lmr. S<:1. A,,1.. Aug. 2005, at 32; see nlso Mall Komorowski. A His101y 1!{ 

Stornge Cost, MKOMO B LiJ<i, http://www.mkomo.com/cost-per-gigabyle (grnphing the decrease in hard 
drive cosl per gigabyte over time). 

15. Walters, supra note 16, at 32. 
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to the growth of "cloud computing" which NIST defines as "a model for 
enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of 
configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, 
and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal manage
ment effort or service provider interaction." 16 Providers such as Amazon have 
created services (e.g., Amazon Web Services) to allow individuals and com
pan ies to benefit from cloud computing by purchasing storage and processing 
as required. Rather than investing up front in a datacenter and computing 
hardware, companies can now purchase computing resources as a utility when 
needed for their business. 

While increased computing power, virtualization, and the development of 
cloud computing business models were fundamental to the advent of the cur
rent big data era, they were not sufficient. As late as 2002, analysis of large 
quantities of data still required specialized supercomputing or expensive enter
prise database hardware. Advances in c luster computing showed promise but 
had not yet been brought to full commercial potential. Google changed this 
between 2003 and 2006 with the publication of three seminal papers that 
together la id the fou ndation for the current era of big data. 

Google was conceived from its founding to be a massively scalable as a web 
search company. 17 It needed to be able to index bi ll ions of webpages and 
analyze the connections between those pages. That requi red finding new web 
pages, copying their contents onto Google servers, identifying the content of the 
pages, and divining the degree of authority of a page. The PageRank algorithm 
developed by Larry Page laid out a mathematical approach to indexing the web 
but required a robust information backbone to allow scaling to internet size. 

Google's first step to addressing this scalability challenge was, around 2000, 
to commit to using commodity computer hardware rather than specialized 
computer hardware. In doing so the company assumed failures of computers 
and disk drives would be the norm and so had to design a file system to have 
constant monitoring, error detection, fault tolerance, and automatic recovery. 
Google developed a distributed file system (called the Google File System) that 
accomplished this by replicating data across multiple computers so that the data 
would not be lost if any one computer or hard drive were to fail. The Google 
File System managed the process of copying and maintaining awareness of file 
copies in the system so programmers didn't have to. 18 

16. NAT'L1NST. oi: STANDARDS & TECH, TH11 NIST DEFINITION 01· C1.0un COMPUTING, SPECIAL P uBL1CA

T10N 800- 145, at 2 (201 1 ), available at http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/nistpubs/800- I 45/SP800- I 45. 
pdf. 

17. Sergey Brin & Lawrence Page, The Anawmy of a Large-Scale Hypenextual Web Search Engine. 
CoMI'. NrrrwoRKS & ISDN Svs., Apr. 1998, at 107, available at http://infolab.stanford.edu/backrub/google. 
html. 

18. SANJAY GHEMAWAT, I-IOWARD Go1J10ff, & SHUN-TAK LEUNG, THE GoOGLE Fn.E SYSTEM (2003). 
ava i la bl e a r htrp ://sta ti c.googl eu serconten t .com/media/research. google.com/en/us/arch i ve/ gfs-sosp 
2003.pdf. 
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Google second innovation to address scalability was to develop a new 
programming language to allow processing of the data in the distributed file 
system. Traditionally, scalabi lity of high performance computing systems was 
limited by the ability to move large quantities of data from its s torage location 
to the computer's processor. Recognizing this limitation, Google adopted a 
parallel computing paradigm and pushed the (much smaller) program out to 
where the data was stored rather than moving the data to a processing node. 
Google developed a programming model calied Map/Reduce that allowed for 
the development of programs that could run across the distributed data in the 
Google File System. 19 

Finally, Google developed a large-scale distributed database called Big Table 
that could store and analyze data at scales that exceeded the capability of con
ventional re lational databases.20 This final piece, in conjunction with the Google 
File System and Map/Reduce provided Google with the infrastructure not only 
to provide search of indexed webpage but also to provide other offerings at 
massive scale such as Google Earth and Google Analytics. 

While these innovations were profound and highly profitable for Google, 
their publication as a series of papers from 2003 to 2006 led directly to the 
democratization of big data analysis. The papers were instrumental in guiding 
the thinking and development of other technology innovators and companies 
such as Yahoo! and Facebook. One innovator, Doug Cutting, adapted the 
concepts in the Google papers into an open source search engi ne. Later with 
the support of Yahoo!, this project became the open source Hadoop project with 
the Apache Software Foundation.2 1 Since its launch, Hadoop has become a 
common tool for analysis of big data and is used in many web companies (e.g., 
Facebook, eBay, Twitter, etc ... ) to support their data analysis. In 201 l, Yahoo's 
Hadoop infrastructure consisted of 42,000 nodes and hundreds of petabytes of 
storage.22 

Even with the advent of an open source package built on the innovative ideas 
of Google and decades of advances in hardware development and high per
formance computing, there was one cri tical step remaining in the process of 
democratizing big data analysis - making these advancements accessible. 
M.ultiple companies sprung up around the open source Hadoop ecosystem to 
provide technical support to help apply these approaches to the wide range of 
business chal lenges in the marketplace. Companies like Cloudera, Hortonworks, 
and MapR have he lped make these powerful technologies available to compa
nies who had data but not the technological workforce to analyze them. 

Collectively, these advances have moved analysis of large datasets from a 

19. Jeff Dean & Sanjay Ghemawat, MapReduce: Simplified Daw Processing 011 Large Clusters. 
COMM. OFT111, ACM. Jan. 2008. a1 107. 

20. FAY CHANG ET ,,1 .. , B1<iTAlllL A D1STRIJJUTED ST<JRAGJ: SYSTEM FOR STRUCTURLD DATA (2006). 
21. HAnOOI', hllp://hadoop.apache.org/. 
22. Derrick Harris. The his101y of Haduop: From 4 nodes ro the fu1ure of daf(l, GIGAOM (M,tr. 4. 

2013), from http://gigaom.com/20 13/03/04/the-history-of-hadoop-from-4-nodes-to-the-future-of-data/. 
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high-cost, specialized industry fifteen years ago to one that is access ible and 
affordable to any company. The impact on the business community has been 
profound with the big data marketplace for hardware, software and services in 
2012 topping $ II billion a nd projected to grow at a greater Lhan 30% rate for 
the coming four years .23 

Stepping back from the hype there a several fundame ntal changes that have 
resulted from the democratization of big data. First, the proliferation of sensors 
and the Inte rnet have led to many new streams of data. There is s imply more 
data available to be collected and analyzed now than there has been in years 
past. Second, the cost of storage is now often lower than the cost of deciding 
what to throw away. This fact combined with the belief that some data, while 
seemingly unimporta nt when it is col lected, can yield great val ue when con
nected to other data in the future, will lead companies to increasingly defau lt to 
storing data rather than discarding it. Finally, c loud-based big data providers 
provide zero capita l investment ways to start analyzing big data. This provides 
accessible, scalable methods for storage and analysis. 

Though less apparent in revenue figures, the impact on the national security 
community has been profound as well since these new big data analysis tech
nologies offer new ways to address challenges of dealing with large datasets for 
the defense, inte lligence, and home land security realms. The national security 
community faces data analys is challenges in many domains that require sifting 
through large volumes of data to find a signal of interest. Whether it is finding 
evidence of money laundering in financial transaction data, suspect shipping 
containers in tra nsportation manifest data or malicious cyber activity in internet 
log data, the government faces cha llenges that require sloring and analyzing 
massive quantities of data. The democratization of big data puts these new 
analytic tools within reach of government agencies as well as companies and 
offers the ability for improved mission performance. 

In other words, one area where democratization may affect national security 
is in terms of cost. Given our c urrent budget constrained environment, anything 
that is becoming more cost effect ive will be welcomed with open arms. As 
noted above, the major news item regarding the democratization of big data is 
that is now much cheaper to store and analyze data. Small businesses can now 
afford the analytical tools, services and experts whereas before thi storage a nd 
analysis was prohibitively expe nsive. One o f the benefits, then, may be that the 
U.S. Government, like the small business owner, can store and analyze more 
data at lower cost. This is magn ificent news Lo those who are wrestling with 
budgets. 

Both the National Security Agency and Central Intel ligence Agency have 
publ icly c ited the advent of big data analytic techniques as core to their 
technology roadmaps going forward. ''Revolutionize Big Data Exploi tation" i 

23. Jeff Kelly el al.. Big Data Vendor Re,•enue And Market Forecas1 2012- 2017. W11,111<1, (Oct. 19. 
20 J 3). h!lp://wikibon.org/wiki/v/Big_Data_ Yendor_ Revcnue_and_Market_Forecas1_20 12-2017. 
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one of the ''Four Big Bets" that the CI A is currently mak ing in its technology 
strategy.24 Similarly, NSA's Chief Information Offi cer, Lonny A nderson, 
points out that the NSA •' is at the forefront of the IC's efforts to implement big 
data analytics and an underly ing cloud computing infrastructure." 25 

One of the purposes of intelligence, particularl y defense intel ligence, is to 
inform commanders' decisions by prov iding insightful intelligence. DoD Joint 
Publication 2-0 on Joint Intelligence lays out the intelligence analysis process 
by which raw data is collected from the operational environment by sensors.26 

T his data is, in turn, distilled through processing and exploitation into informa
tion and fi nally, the information is refined through analysis and production into 
intel l igence.27 

That analytical process is not new. The military has been using data analytics 
w ithin the context of the defense intelligence cycle long before big data and 
cloud-computing services became democratized. Now, thanks to that exciting 
technological development, the defense intell igence cycle can deli ver to war
fighters and commanders better intelligence at lower cost. For instance, ground 
troops can plan mounted and dismounted patrol routes based on queries of 
attack types in an area of operation. A nti-piracy task forces in the Indian Ocean 
could, using similar analytics, plan more efficient coverage of that vast space 
with queries and analysis of types and times of pirate acti vities. Remote piloted 
vehicle (RPV) coverage of border areas or drug routes could be improved both 
domestically and abroad. In sum, big data democratization affects the battle
field, not just the budget, because technological tools are more accessible now 
then they were a few years ago. 

In sum, advances in big data offer the national security community, and the 
defense department in particular, the capability to both distill and relate informa
tion more efficiently than could be done with conventional methods. W hether it 
is identifying objects of interest from RPV video streams or connecting dispa
rate pieces of information that allow for the detection of potential terrorists, the 
national security community has high hopes for the operational benefi ts of big 
data. 

24. Matt Sledge. CIA '.s Gus Ht111t 011 Big Daw: We "Try To Collect Everything And Hang 011 To It 
Forel'er." Hui I INC:TON PosT (Mar. 20, 2013). h1tp://www.huffingtonpost.com/20 13/03/20/cia-gus-hunt
big-data_n_29 J 7842.html. 

25. George I. Seffers, Big Dr11a in Demand for Intelligence Community. AFCEA (Jan. 4. 201.3). 
http://www.afcca.org/content/?q = node/I 05 I 0. 

26. JOINT C1111.1:s rn· STAI 1. JOINT Puu. 2-0. JOINT INTI.I I 1ca,Nc1 (2007). a\'Clilable m htlp://www.dtic.mil/ 
doctrine/new _pubs/jp2_0.pdf. 

27. '"Raw data by i tself has relatively limi ted utility. However, when data is collected from a sensor 
and processed into an intel ligible form, i t becomes information and gains greater utili ty. Information on 
i ts own is a fact or a series of facts that may be of util ity to the commander. but when re lated to other 
information al ready known about the operational environment and considered in the light of past 
experience regarding an adversary. it givt.:s rise to a new set of facts. which may be termed •intelli
gence.' The relating of one set of information 10 another or the comparing of information against a 
database of knowledge already held and the drawing of conclusions by an intell igence analyst. is the 
foundation of the process by which intelligence is produced." Id. at l -2. 
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Big Data Before and After Snowden 

Stephen I. V ladeck* 

"[M]y problem with paper is that all communication dies with it. It holds no 
possibility of continuity." 1 

What a difference a year makes. 
On February 27, 2013, I had the privilege of moderating the closing panel at 

the Journal of National Security law and Policy's first annual symposium, a 
day long event titled "Swimming in the Ocean of Big Data: National Security in 
an Age of Unlimited Information." Our panel was tasked with "Charting the 
Future: What to Expect from Big Data," and included Mary Ellen Callahan 
from Jenner and Block; Elisebeth Cook from WilmerHale (and the Privacy and 
Civil Liberties Oversight Board); John Grant from Palintir Technologies; 
Adam Isles from the Che11off Group LLC; Greg Nojeim from the Center for 
Democracy and Technology; Robert O'Harrow from the Washington Post; and 
Marc Rotenberg from the Electronic Privacy Information Center. 

Although this issue of the Journal includes an array of papers prepared in 
conjunction with the symposium, we decided on a somewhat different tack for 
the closing session. Given both the nature of the panel - which was set up more 
as a roundtable policy discussion than a series of seriatim paper presentations -
and the diverse (and non-academic) backgrounds of our panelists, we chose to 
devote this portion of the symposium's print edition to a transcript of the 
wide-ranging discussion, edited only to omit various introductory and conclud
ing remarks; to clean up speech disfluencies; and to add citations where 
appropriate. That transcript follows this Introduction, in which I seek to place 
our colloquy in context.2 

In returning to the panel transcript as the one-year anniversary approaches, it 
is hard not to reflect and remark upon the fortuitous timing of our conversation. 
Just one day earlier, the U.S. Supreme Court had ruled 5-4 in Clapper v. 
Amnesty lnternationaL3 that an array of lawyers, journalists, and civil liberties 
and human rights groups lacked standing to challenge the constitutionality of 

* Professor of Law and Associate Dean for Scholarship. American University Washington College 
or Law. Thanks to Denise Bell and Laura Donohue for their tireless efforts in organizing the 
symposium (and inviting me to participate), to the panelists - Mary Ellen Callahan, Beth Cook. 
John Grant, Adam Isles, Greg Nojeim, Bob O ' Harrow, and Marc Rotenberg - for being such good 
sports, and to Nadia Asancheyev, for everything. © 2014. Stephen I. Vladeck. 

I. DAVE E<i(;J:RS, THL CIRCI .E 186 (20 13 ). 
2. See Transcript, 7 J. NAT' L. SLCURtTY L. & Poi_' Y 34 1 (2014 ). 
3. 133 S. Ct. J 138 (2013). For more on Clapper and its continuing significance after Snowden, see 

Stephen I. Vladeck, Standing and Secret Surveillance, 9 1/S: J.L. & Pm.'v HlR INFO. Soc'v (forthcoming 
2014). 
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section 702 of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA),--1 with Justice 
Alito's opinion for the Coull turning on the extent to which the plaintiffs could 
not show that the surveillance they feared was ·'certainly impending,"5 and that 
their claims were based instead on an entirely "speculative chai n of possibi lities."6 

That same week, the Supreme Court had heard oral argument in Maryland v. 
King, which culminated in the Court 's 5-4 decision on June 3, holding that a 
state Jaw that authorized law enforcement offic ials to collect without consent -
and store - DNA samples from all individuals a1Tested for "serious offenses" 
did not violate the Fourth Amendment.7 As the transcripl indicates, the potential 
uses (and abuses) of a national DNA database - and whether the Fourth 
Amendment has anything to say about such mass data collection and storage -
was not far from the minds of the panelists when we convened on February 27.8 

Most intriguingly, although we couldn ' t possibly have known at the time, 
were the coming disclosures from former NSA employee Edward Snowden. 
Indeed, just over three months after the conference, a series of news stories 
based upon revelations by Snowden brought into the public eye a veritable bevy 
of controversial U.S. surveillance enterprises, including the PRISM program 
under section 702,9 and the bulk telephone metadata program under section 215 
of the USA PATRJOT Act. 10 Here, in the flesh, was clear and incontrovertible 
evidence not just of the extent to which the government was already knee-deep 
into the collection of "Big Data," but also of the controversial nature of such a 
haystack-before-the-needle 11 approach to information gathering. Simply put, 
thanks to Snowden, the future that our panel was tasked with charting unfolded 
infinitely faster - and, arguably, quite a bit differently - than anyone could have 
predicted that day. 

And yet, for as much as the Snowden revelations could nol have been 
anticipated, variations on many - if not most - of the themes that have come to 
dominate the public discourse that those disclosures have precipitated in the 
ensuing weeks and months can be found in our two-hour discussion. In this 

4. Pub. L. No. 95-51 I , 92 Stal. 1783 (1978) (codified at 50 U.S.C. §§ 1801 er seq.). Section 702 was 
added to F ISA by the FISA Amendments Act of 2008 (FAA), Pub. L. o. 11 0-261. § IO I, 122 Stat. 
2436. 2438-2448 (codified at 50 U.S.C. § 188 Ia). 

5. Clapper, J 33 S. Ct. at 1147. 
6. Id. at 1150. 
7. 133 S. Ct. 1958 (20 13). 
8. See Transcript. supra note I . 
9. See Barton Gellman & Laura Poi tras, U.S., Bri1ish lnrel!igence Mining Data .from Nine U.S. 

l111erne1 Companies in Broad Secrer Program, WASH. PosT. June 6, 2013, at A I . 
I 0. Uniting and Strengthening A merica By Providing Appropriate Tools Required To Intercept and 

Obstruct Terrorism (USA PATRIOT) Act of 2001, Pub. L. No. 107-56. § 215. 115 Stat. 272. 287 
(codified as amended at 50 U.S.C. ~ 186 1 ). 

11. One of the government's principal descriptive justifications for the metadata program is the 
need to collect the haystack in order Lo find the need le. See. e.g., Rachel Levinson-Waldman. The 
Double Danger of rhe NSA '.r .. Co/leer Ir All" Policy 011 Surveillance. GUARDIAN. Oct. I 0. 20 I 3, http:// 
www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/20 13/ocl/ I 0/double-danger-nsa-survcillancc. The problem with 
this metaphor in the metadata program. however. is that it presupposes that a needle exisrs. It"s 
something else entirely to collect the haystack just in case a needle might one day appear. 
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short Introduction, I offer brief reflections on three of the m, be fore suggesting 
one place in which our reaction to Snowden may have missed - and could 
bene fit from - the pane l's larger po int. 

I. THE (COLLECTION) SHIP H AS SAILED 

As the transcript indicates, most - if not a ll - of the pane lists proceeded from 
the assumption that the ship has already sailed with regard to the coLlection of 
Big Data. That wasn't necessarily the consensus view when our panel con
vened; as some of the other papers in this very issue suggest, pri vacy and c ivil 
liberties advocates often argued that reform proposals should focus on curtailing 
the initial interception of data, whether by pri vate parties or the gove rnment. 12 

Indeed, at the time of the symposium, restrictions on how private parties or the 
governme nt used such data once it was collected appeared to be no more than 
secondary measures, at least in comparison to more robust front-end collection 
restrictions. 13 

And yet, the public response to the Snowden disclosures has largely vindi
cated - for better or worse - the views of our panelists . Take the bulk tele phone 
metadata program under sec tion 215 of the USA PATRIOT Act as an example . 
Even those who have called for "ending" bulk collection by the government 
have not argued that such metadata should never be collec ted by anyone; rather, 
most of the more widely supported reform proposals would require that the data 
be stored by those entities who collected it (e.g. , telecommunications provid
ers), or other non-governmental third parties, with the government only autho
rized to access the data upon a more specific, individualized showing of 
relevance. That this has been the focus of the reform conversation drives home 
the point: even after - and notwithstanding - Snowden, there does not appear to 
be any emerging consensus for dramatically restricting the types or volumes of 
data that is being collected on a daily bas is. Instead, the crux of the debate has 
been devoted to recalibrating how that data can be used, and by whom. 

Part of this reality may reflect Big Data's upside: 

big darn evangelists insist that data-driven decisionmaking can now give us 
better predictions in areas ranging from college admissions Lo dating to hiring. 
And it might one day help us better conserve precious resources, track and 
cure lethal diseases, and make our lives vastly safer and more efficient. Big 
data i s not just for corporations. Smartphones and wearable sensors enable 
believers in the " Quantified Self" 10 measure their lives in order to improve 
sleep, lose weight, and get filler. 14 

12. See, e.g., Joffe v. Google. Inc .. 729 F.3d 1262 (9th Ci r. 2013) (restricting Google's collection of 
openly accessible WiFi data). 

13. For examples of this trend, consider the various essays published as pan of the S1m1(ord La11· 
/?eview 011/ine's symposium on '·Pri vacy and Big Data." especially Neil M. Richards & Jonathan H. 
King, Three Paradoxes of Big Daw. 66 STAN. L. Ri:v. ON1.1Nr 4 1 (20 13). 

14. Id. at 41. 
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Indeed, in any number of ways, and despite the obvious and well-documented 
pri vacy implications, B ig Data makes most of our lives easier (whether we'd 

like it to do so or not). As a result, we, as a society, may simply be unw illing 
to go back to the halcyonic past - to a time before apps that can, among o ther 
things, te l I us the best (and worst) routes ho me based upon li ve and con
stantly updat ing traffic conditions, or prov ide us with coupons targeted to 

reflect both our and our neighbors' purc hasing patterns at our local grocery 
s tore. 

Indeed, the ubiquity of Big Data is e nti re ly a func tion of its utility. Thus, as 

Big Data technologies continue to develop, and as Big Data accessibility 
increases, it should fo l1ow that B ig Data will become only that much more 
useful to its producers a nd consume rs - and, as suc h, that much harder to resist. 
A nd insofar as B ig Data is inc reasingly useful, front-end constraints on the 
generation of Big Data will be increasingly d iffic uJt to j ustify, whether as a 
matter of internal corporate practice, industry norm, or state or federal regula
tion. S imply put, the da ta is going to be out there; as the S nowden disclosures 
have illuminated, the question will instead turn to how it may be util ized - and 
by who m. 

IL THE UNDERAPPRECIATED P RIMARY/ SECONDARY USE D ISTINCTION 

Use restrictions can come in all shapes and sizes. Who can access the 
data? In what c ircumstances can the data be accessed? W hat procedures are in 
place to e nsure that those circumstances have in fact arisen? What mecha
nisms exist to punish those who violate these rules? All of these are important 
questions - and issues that have been at the forefront of the myriad FISA 
reform proposals curre ntly working their way through Congress. But our panel 
seized upon another piece of the puzzle : Whatever use restrictions the un
derlying regulatory regime imposes, should there a lso be robust restrictions on 
"secondary" use of the data once it is accessed, in addition to the "primary" 
use. Put anothe r way, if the government is no t allowed to access the bulk 
telephone records it has collected under section 2 15 of the USA PATRIOT Act 
until it has " reasonable articulable suspicion" that a specific phone number 
is directly relevant to an ongoing ten orism investigation, should there be 
additional legal constraints in place to govern w hat happens once it has validly 
accessed that data, both initially and downstream? 

A lthough our pane lists would likely draw the lines in somewhat different 
places, at least some consensus eme rged from our discussion with respect to 
secondary use restrictions: First, the re should be substantive limits on second
ary uses, although those limits will necessarily vary on a context-specific basis. 
Thus, for example, the Supre me Court's 5-4 decis ion in Maryland v. King on 
the permissibility of collecting DNA samples fro m all individuaJs anested for 
"serious offe nses" stressed the significance of the limited purposes for which 
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such DNA information could be used. 15 As Justice Ke nnedy explained for the 
majority, 

It is undisputed that law enforcement officers analyze DNA for the sole pur
pose of generating a unique identifying number against which future samples 
may be matched .... If in the future police analyze samples to determine, for 
instance, an arrestee's predisposition for a particular disease or other heredi
tary factors not relevant to identity, that case would present additional privacy 
concerns not present here. 16 

[n cases like King, then, a secondary use restriction in the DNA context would 
be to preclude governme nt officials from using the DNA for any purpose other 
than that which justified the collection of the data in the first place - i.e., linking 
suspect to crime scenes through forens ic evide nce. 

Second, and related, is the question of how long data should be retained . 
Whereas physical limits on storage capacity had historically exerted at least 
some influence on data retention, technological advances, again, have made it 
far easier to store increasingly larger quantities of data for longer periods of 
time. Thus, whether there comes a point after which data must be destroyed - to 
protect privacy and reduce the possibility of unauthorized use - should also 
become a larger focal point of conversations for reform. Indeed, as several of 
the panelists hinted, there is an important - if subtle - distinction between man
datory retention periods (e.g., requiring te lecom providers to preserve metadata 
for three years), and mandatory destruction requirements. Even though we 
might assume that data can and should be destroyed at the end of a mandatory 
retention period, it may nevertheless behoove policymakers to hardwire into any 
regulatory regime clear requirements for data destruction - and meaningful 
penalties for noncompliance - especia lly if and when there is a clear point 
beyond which the data is no longer of value for the primary use for which it was 
collected. 

III. THE P usucfPRIVATE D1v10E 1s ELUSIVE, B uT NoT I LLUSORY 

F ina lly, the elephant in the room in any conversation about Big Data reared 
its head at various points throughout our panel: Can commentators and policy
makers meaningfully distinguish between the legal and policy concerns that 
arise from the collection and use of Big Data by the private sector, as compared 
to those same concerns with regard to such collection and use by the govern
ment? Indeed, a common refrain of those less critical of the various NSA 
surveillance programs that were disclosed by Edward Snowden is the ex tent to 
whic h we should be far Less troubled by government Big Data than we should 
be by Big Data in the hands of the private secto r, s ince the govern ment is 

15. Maryland v. King, 133 S. Ct. I 958. 
16. Id. al 1979 (citation omitted). 
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accountable in any number of ways in which the pr ivate sector is not. At a 
minimum, these commentators have argued that there is no meaningful dis
tinction from a privacy perspective as between the two. Although the takeaway 
from the panel d iscussion was that such a di stinction is certainly elusive, we 
also appeared to agree that it is not necessarily illusory. 

To be sure, the government, un like the private sector, is circumscribed in its 
collection and use of Big Data by the Constitution - and the Fourth Amend
ment, in particular. Yes, the Supreme Court has held that individuals do not 
have an expectation of privacy (and are therefore not entitled to Fourth Amend
ment protections) with respect to metadata that they voluntarily provide to third 
parties. 17 But that decision (which is older than I am) largely turned on the view 
that, in such cases, the government is merely pri vy to the same information as 
the phone company from which the data was obtained. 18 

Even on those terms, five Justices have recently questioned the continuing 
vitality of such an approach to privacy with respect to third parties, 19 and one 
d istrict judge has specifically refused to follow such a precedent in the context 
of the bu lk telephone metadata program.20 But perhaps more s ignificantly, the 
government's abil ity to aggregate across data streams today to create a mosaic 
of individuals' data puts it in a unique position vis-a-vis any si ngle private 
sector firm, which would presumably only have access to its own inte rnally 
generated data. That is to say, even if we have no expectation of privacy in 
information we voluntarily provide to th ird parties, there may be some expecta
tion that those t hird parties do not turn around and commingle all existing data 
streams in ways that the government may have the technological capacity and 
wherewithal - if not the present legal authority - to attempt. As the panel 
discussion underscored, this is a potentially momentous distinction between the 
private sector and the government, albeit one that may still be large ly theoretical. 

U ltimately, w hether or not the government's ability to aggregate across data 
streams ends up providing a basis upon which to revisit Fourth Amendment 
doctrine, it returns us to the theme of more vigorous use and retention restric
tions - as a matter of statute, if not constitutional imperative. And, in the context 
of the private sector, it would also underscore the need for additional constraints 
on data sharing, at least with other private parties. 

In the final a nalysis, Big Data may raise comparable concerns with regard 
to how it is collected a nd used by private firms as compared to the govern
me nt, but the solutions will necessarily vary in direct proportion to the use and 
rete ntion restrictions upon which we ultimately coalesce. And although those 

17. See, e.g., Smi th v. Maryland, 442 U.S. 735 (1979). 
18. Seeid.at74I-745. 
19. See United States v. Jones, 132 S. Cl. 945. 957 (2012) (Sotomayor. J .. concurring); id. at 

961-964 (Al i to. J., concurring in the judgment). 
20. See Klayman v. Obama. 957 F. Supp. 2d l (D.D.C. 2013 ). But see ACLU v. Clapper, 959 F. 

Supp. 2d 724 (S.D.N.Y. 2013) (upholding the metadata program against a Fourth Amendment chal
lenge). 
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restnct10ns w ill necessarily be case-specific, it should not be too difficu lt a 
proposition to conclude that the range of permissible uses will necessari ly - and 
materially - differ as between the corporate world and B ig Brother. 

CONCLUSION 

In retrospect, the topic of the Journal's first annual symposium may seem 
unusually prophetic. If nothing else, the Snowden disclosures had the effect 
of bringing into mainstream public consciousness the very discussions about 
Big Data that academic and technological experts had been trying to have for 
the better part of the previous decade - and dri ving home exactly what kind of 
surveillance capabi l it ies Big Data can facilitate. 

But while the increasingly immaterial debate over the propriety of Snowden's 
leaks continues, the reform conversation has - disquietingly - focused on 
changes to the specific government surveillance programs Snowden's leaks 
revealed . From the robust reforms proposed by Senator Leahy and Congress
man Sensenbrenner to the recommendations made by the Pri vacy and Civil 
Libert ies Oversight Board and the President's own Review Group on Intelli
gence and Communications Technologies, most of the attention has been on 
individual surveillance authorities, and how they can better be curtailed and/or 
overseen. I've written elsewhere that, in the process, we've missed the most 
important lesson from the Snowden disclosures - i.e., the extent to which the 
compromise solution Congress reached in the 1970s with regard to foreign 
intell igence surveillance has largely broken down.2' 

No less important is the larger lesson Snowden 's leaks have to offer w ith 
regard to the potential and the pitfalls of Big Data. Whatever comes of the bulk 
telephone metadata program, it 's only a matter of time before the government 
finds other streams of Big Data to mine under the guise of counterterrorism and 
national security - or, more cynically, before we find out about such endeavors. 
As the panel discussion that follows illuminates, what we've learned from 
Snowden may well just be the tip of the iceberg - underscoring the need to 
spend less time worrying about Snowden, and more time searching for a far 
more structural understanding of Big Data, and how, insofar as it is here to stay, 
policymakers can better circumscribe its vices. 

21. See Sieve Vladcck, Does ··£spio11age Porn·· Make Us S1m11ger?. JusT S1:CURITY (Jan.23.2014). 
hllp://justsecurity.org/2014/01 /23/espionage-porn-sironger/. 
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Charting the Future: 
What to Expect from Big Data 

Mary Ellen Callahan, Elisebeth Cook, John Grant, Adam rsles, Greg Nojeim, 
Robert O'Harrow, Marc Rotenberg, Stephen I. Vladeck* 

Stephen I. Vladeck (SIV): Marc, I'm going to turn it over to you to 
introduce the audience to lhe first case study. 

Marc Rotenberg (MR): Thank you. With our first case study, 1 we're trying 
to pull in the various e lements of detection technologies and we're also begin
ning with the premise that what makes these detection technologies so fascinat
ing is that they generate a lot of digital information. That digital information 
can be analyzed and scanned, and we can apply rules and make certain 
determinations based on what we are able to learn about people. We've up
graded our CCTV system so that it now has facial recognition. We've intro
duced a new technology called "terahertz scanning" which can detect material 
composition at a distance. For example, if you are worried about people 
walking around the street with explosives, this is a device that will allow you to 
make that determination. And for this case study, I got to coin an acronym - and 
it is the Second Generation Municipal Security Network (SGMSN). I'm really 
proud of that. It took the better part of a day. So I' 11 turn it back to you and just 
say that the key to understanding this problem is that we're no longer in the 
analog world; we're in a digital world. There is a lot of information generated 
and we need to make some decisions about how we are going to use it. 

SIV: That's a great introduction Marc, thank you. Let me start by throwing a 
fairly open-ended question to the panel: Given the scenario that Marc has laid 
out, what do you see as the principal privacy concerns with the system? If you 
are approaching this problem from the government's perspective, what is your 
concern? From civil liberties groups, what are your concerns? From the per
spective of the manufacturer of this technology, what's your concern? Where 
would you start in even trying to figure out how to create privacy protections for 
Mark's new SGMSN? 

Greg Nojeim (GN): There are no wallflowers up here on this panel so let me 
just jump into it. When I read the scenario the first thing that jumped to my 
mind was the end of anonymity - that you wouldn't be able to walk down the 
street anymore anonymously because there would be this back-end data that 

* What follows is an edited transcript of a panel tilled "Charting the Future: What 10 Expect from 
Big Data," held as part of the Journal of National Security Law and Policy's February 27, 20 I 3 
symposium on ·'Swimming in the Ocean of Big Data: National Security in an Age of Unlimited 
Information." For an introduction to - and overview of - the panel, see Stephen I. Yladeck, Big Data 
Before and After Snowden. 7 J. NAT',. S1.cURITY L. & Prn:v 333 (2014). © 20 14, M ary Ellen Callahan. 
Elisebeth Cook, John Grant, Adam Isles, Greg Nojeim, Robert O' Harrow, Marc Rotenberg, Stephen I. 
Yladeck. 

I . The first case study is reproduced as Appendix I to this Transcript. 
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could be used to fi gure out who you were and then there is going to be some 
learning about what you were up to based upon w hat you were concealing unde r 
your c lothes, which could be revealed by its c hemical composition at a distance. 
You wou ldn't know that this was happe ning. 

The second thing that jumped to my mind immediately was whe ther there is 
a Fourth Amendment "searc h" going on. A nd I thought about two cases in 
particular. One was the Kyllo case whe re the Supreme Court said that the 
government's use of a device to detect heat e manating from a house and to use 
that technology to make infere nces about what was going on inside like 
growing pot was a search.2 And then the United States v. Jones case came down 
about a year ago, where the issue was about whether the police need a warrant 
to attach a GPS device to a vehic le and to track the vehic le, and the case went 
down on trespass grounds.3 The Court said it's a trespass when you attach the 
device to a vehicle but the inte resting opinions in that case were the conc ur
rences, where they said it didn ' t matter that there was a trespass. What mattered 
was the pers iste nce of surveillance and the invasiveness of it, and that those 
things together could turn that surveillance into a search.4 So I looked at the 
case study and I said, well gosh, this looks pretty persiste nt, and it looks pretty 
revealing and invasive, maybe it triggers this search criteria under these concur
re nces in the Jones case. 

SIV: So I want to bring Mary Ellen in, but let me throw in a wrinkle first. A 
staple of the Supreme Court 's Fourth Amendment jurisprude nce is that the 
police are allowed to see without a warrant things that private citizens could see 
themselves using existing publicly available means. So it seems that, as this 
technology proliferates and as it is increasingly deployed by private actors, 
there may be a counterargument on the Fourth Ame ndme nt question that such 
surveillance is in fact a variation on the plain view doctrine, not because it is in 
"plain view" as a matter of common sense, but because it is plainly viewable to 
private citizens. 

Mary EIJen Callahan (MEC): I think that is a factor. I mean the U.S . 
concept of privacy is exactly that, if it 's in the plain view if you are outside the 
home then it is in public and it's possibly discoverable, so to speak. I think Greg 
is exactly right that there are two different issues here. One is Marc 's brilliance 
of designing this hypothetical technology to a lso detect chemical compounds. I 
think that's a d iffere nt issue, but let's just talk about if CCTV was ab le to have 
this fac ial recognition associated with it. I think that the factors that should be 
considered there are ones assoc iated wi th persiste nce and with ubiquity. A nd 
from a privacy perspective, I'd worry that we ' re collecting thi s information, 
we' re storing it, and any time you' re having this broad collection of information 
with a possibility of going back and looking for information associated with a 

2. Kyllo v. United States, 533 U.S. 27 (2001). 
3. United States v. Jones. 132 S. Ct. 945 (20 I 2). 
4. See, e.g., id. al 957-64 (Ali to, J., concurring in the judgment). 
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threat, w ith violence, with a crime my concerns would always be the secondary 
use - what are you going to use it for, so you are collecting this information and 
what is it being used for. Are you sharing it w ith other people? And furthermore 
how long are you keeping this information? l think that those factors have to be 
part of the analysis here because, yes, we have the capability of collecting every 
activity that takes place in the world given existing technology. But I think we 
need to think about the uses and the sharing and what our restrictions are. Even 
if it i s a private sector individual having this data, having the scoping defined is 
still important. 

SIV: Beth, do you want lo jump in? 
Elisebeth Cook (EC): I do. I was going to accuse Mary Ellen of looking 

over my shoulder and taking exactly what I was about to say here. What struck 
me as 1 read this is that there is an absence of particularized suspicion for any 
sort of the collection. I t's likely that you have a high percentage of U.S. person 
information being collected, so putting aside the Fourth Amendment questions 
that are raised on whether it's a search or how we address the coilection, it also 
matters what the retention of this data looks like, what analytics are being done 
with respect to this information, what subsequent dissemination is happen ing 
within the government, those were the issues I really jumped to. 

SIV: Bob, do you want to jump in? 
Robert O'Harrow (RO): I would like to play a slightly different, very, very 

non-lawyer role here in trying to look at this a little differently than the very 
well-articulated legal concerns. First of aJI, I think in theory i n a platonic sense 
having cameras that can detect things, precisely identify people, and identify 
potential chemical bombs and threats in theory and on paper is a great thing. 
And we want to maximize the use of technology and data mining in that way 
and in other ways to maximize our freedoms and securities and so on, that's on 
paper. The flip side of it is it's clearly a tool to impose - not on privacy which I 
have used less and less over the years because I think it's a tofu word that takes 
on whatever flavor you want to give it. But I like to look at it more in terms of 
autonomy and the allocation of power. This creates a new way to exercise 
power against an individual that they may not agree to, they may not have ever 
agreed to and the person exercising the power may really have no right to do it. 
So I view it that way and finally I think that we should consider that if it is 
going to be used and if we agree as a society to allow th is kind of technology to 
be used then we have to figure out a way to have very serious criminal penalties 
for misuse, rather than incredibly namby pamby, vague, and almost never 
truly applied penalties that we have now so that we could maximize the use of 
technology and punish people who misuse it. 

SIV: So, John, let me bring you in here because I want to ask a specific 
question pivoting off these last couple of comments. I s it possible that part of 
how we answer this question from both the legal and pol icy standpoint is going 
to depend upon whether there is a human operator who is actually so11ing 
through the images wi th the fac ial recognition software, versus a machine 
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algorithm that is running by itself? If so, is it actually perhaps counterintuitively 
possi ble that it's more privacy-protecting to use facial recognition technology 
and have it pull out just snippets of 12 hours of video data as opposed to having 
an individual person literally watching all 12 hours of that data? 

John Grant (JG): The question of machine analys is versus human analysis 
o r human checking really boils back down to "does it work?" That shou ld be 
the firs t question that we ask when we're considering this stuff. Palantir does 
not do facial recognition software .5 But we' ve considered other technologies 
that people want to propose to analyze data to use algorithm analysis of data, 
and one of the more popular ones rece ntly is social media analysis - and 
particularly sentiment analysis, trying to derive sentiment from a bulk amount 
of tweets. We e valuated a couple of these technologies, and I won't name names 
but we evaluated three of them against the same group of tweets and all three of 
them came up with completely d ifferent analyses that would have pointed in 
completely different policy di rections with what you do. 

So I would say, shooting ourselves a little bit in the foot here as a manufac
turer of this kind of stuff, don't listen to the manufacturers. You need to be 
evaluating them yourselves, and that requ ires a person to be looking at this and 
comparing it to certain benchmarks and possibly that you have to lead that 
person in there in order to truly make effective use of the technology and 
whatever operating procedure you have . And we see this all the time: sentime nt 
analysis is in every RFP for social media analysis right now. And as I said, it's 
not clear that it works. And so the danger becomes that you e nd up with what 
OHS went through with airport security - the machines that they spent millions 
of dollars installing in airports that didn't work that they ended up taking out 
because they didn't work and now they are changing out the "naked body 
scanners," as Jeff Rosen calls them, because they have more privacy protective 
technologies. So I would say that getting to that threshold question is the key -
what Bob sa id about the accuracy of what you are doing. Does it actually work? 
Is it finding what you are looki ng for? 

And to the second half of your question, if it does work then we should a lso 
consider as we're doing cost benefit analysis for this the privacy e nhanc ing 
aspects of it. So if you have J 2 hours of video tape and you know you use facial 
recogn ition on that as the computer looks at it, and you know that John Grant is 
on five minutes of videotape, then by directing law enforcement or the inte lli
gence analyst to just that five minutes, are you better protecting the privacy of 
the people who are on the other 11 hours and 55 minutes that nobody actually 
looks at? What it comes down to is whether the re is a significant differe nce 
between a person identifying someone in a set of data so in this case a police 
officer looking at video and saying okay there is a person in this five minutes of 
video I' m going to tag this person I'm going to mark this person. Is there a 

5. Palantir is a software platform for data analysis, used by many government organizations. About. 
PAJ.ANTIR, http://www.palantir.com/about/. 
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difference between that and a compute r just automatically tagging everybody in 
the syste m? Because obviously if the law enforce ment person is making a 
judgment then they are saying this person is goi ng to be of interest, these other 
people are no t so there is more than just identification going on here, there is 
some sort of judgment call. But with a computer all it's doing is structuring 
data, it's just saying this is a John Grant, this is Greg, this is whoever, this is a 
cha ir, this is a window, and there is no significance to it. So is there in terms of 
evaluating the social cost of surveillance a difference between who is making 
that call? 

SIV: Adam and then Greg, do you want to weigh in on this? 
Adam Isles (AI): l agree with what John said about needing to look at the 

usefulness of this: First, is it actually effective? And I think both in terms of 
effectiveness and appropriateness this ends up being context de pendent. So in 
terms of its use and inventiveness, are we talking about a surveillance or an 
inspection purpose? Are we talking about looking at a very specific place or 
people that are walking in and out of that place, o r are we talking about walking 
through a checkpoint at some point and under specific circumstances, because I 
think you'll find that the accuracy regardless of where techno logy is headed is 
going to vary based upon thal. 

SIV: Is there a difference between whether it's a preventative search (that is, 
it's trying to prevent something from happening in the future) versus spying on 
someone who matches a profi le of something that happened in the past? Is that a 
relevant consideration here? 

AI: I guess it depends on how broadly you want to think about preventative, 
right? Are you talking about a subject-based or a pattern-based exerc ise? 

SIV: That's where we're going. Greg? 
GN: Just to jump in real quick: John, we're here to talk about not that 

five-minute segment really that just had John or Greg in the camera's eye. We're 
talking about the other 11 hours and 55 minutes, that's really what this confer
ence is about. We're not looking for the particular person, we're trying to derive 
intelligence from this data that was collected maybe while we were looking for 
that particular person, but now we've decided to repurpose it to use it for 
something else - and that is why I'm concerned about the collection at the front 
end. 

SIV: I want to get Mary Ellen in, and then I'll get back down to Bob. Mary 
Ellen. 

MEC: So both Bob and John asked questions that I think are worthwhile. 
Bob said there is rampant misuse of information and the n John said the first 
question to ask is does it work. Based off of Bob's questions, the first quest ion 
to ask is why are you collect ing it - is it for a preventative purpose? Is it for 
something specific? There is a term that I hate, but it actually may be relevant 
here - privacy by design. So you go out there and you actually go and try to 
figure out what you are trying to do because then you can figure out what is the 
misuse. If you just put up a CCTV and you go and collect all this information 
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then what happens is people go and say "I could use this for a preventative 
purpose," or "I' ve heard there was a crime here, I would love to collect it for 
that purpose." Or " it would be great to see how many ma les versus fe males 
walk down the street." Once the data is collected, there are lots of people who 
want to use it, but you've got to define what the permissible scope is first before 
you go and stage th is. And then you also can talk about what's law e nforceme nt 
access - what are the standards that we are using? Thinking about it a head of 
time is important. 

SIV: Can I push back real ly quickly? What you' re saying is that "you" have 
got to define the permissible uses of the data. Can 1 ask who "you" is in that 
context? Is it up to Congress to define this context? ls it up to the purveyors of 
the data? The recipients of the data? Who do you think the responsibility lies 
with for setting the re levant criteria? 

MEC: We ll I think it's the people putting up the CCT V. They are the ones 
who are storing the data; they are the ones w ho are going to have to respond to 
law enforcement requests o r maybe they are the federal or state governme nt 
themselves, so I think before you put it up just because it would be fun you as 
the purveyor need to think about what you are trying to do and what you are not 
trying to do. Again, in this non-particularized collection of this vast information, 
the concept of secondary use is the biggest hurdle in this process. 

SIV: I want to get Bob back in. 
RO: To follow on the secondary use idea, it's a dream for effic iency-minded 

law enforcement a nd/or domestic intellige nce offic ial s for private companies to 
adopt Mark 's unpronounceable system because it creates pool data that they 
then go request. They are no t allowed to collect this data unde r the Pri vacy Act 
and amendments since then, but as we've seen, they' re perfectly capable of 
going and contracting for it.6 We know this because this is the data that we 
leave behind in warranty cards, shopper cards, a l I this stuff that we fi ll out that 
is now at Axiom, Lex is-Nexis, etc. This is the fodder for a lo t of security 
systems and so I wanted to point that out. The other thing that I would like to 
note is that the systems that John mentioned in terms of limiting what law 
enforcement can look at and saying we' re only looking at fi ve minutes not the 
55 minutes per hour is a fig leaf that we have to be ale11 for, becau e it would 
actually encourage the creation of these pools of data tha t then they would tap 
later. 

SIV: Fair enough. Marc? 

MR: Sometimes, when you ask a hard question on an exam, people e nd up 
writing the answer to the question they thought you were going to ask and avoid 
the question you are asking. I will say about this scena rio that the re is a lot 
going on here that I antic ipate will happe n - and it will happen in the near 
future. A nd it is set up in such a way to drive a discussion to a point whe re we 
need to get to in order to engage the ne xt level of debate about big data. Now 

6. 5 U.S.C. * 552a (2006). 
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before I made a personal commitment to address the lawyer shortage in 
Washington, D.C., I was very much interested in computer systems and ru le
based expert systems, and fascinated by the problem of how we process a lot of 
information. A nd if I design a system for you and I tell you that a person who 
walks down a city street late at night peering into the driver 's side window of 
each car he walks by is more l ikely than not cas ing cars to determine which 
one is un locked that he can get into, and I can now through an enhanced CCTV 
system sweep the whole city to identify the four or five people at any time 
engaged in that acti vity and then notify a local officer, go to this location be
cause with a very high probability we believe a crime is about to be committed. 
I think that is the world we' re moving toward . 

I'm not talking about "certainty" (a lthough apparently that 's now the standard 
for Article III standing requirements).7 I'm talking about something that begins 
to approach that and I suspect a lot of people in this room understand what the 
reference is to. We' re try ing to look at information in a probabi listic way and 
make some assessments about where we think crime or terrorise threat is likely 
to arise. And that is where_ we need to ask some hard questions. A re there 
l imitations on data collection? If I point my terahertz detector at a crowd in 
Union Station and I'm able to tell that one person is actually walking around 
with C4, you better believe I'm going to try to get someone on top of that 
person as quickly as I can. So in a world where this becomes possible, what 
types of legal constraints and policy constraints do we need to establ ish? 

SIV: That's a great segue because it seems to me that part of the trick here is 
that most if not all but agree that when you have a terahertz detector that trips 
for C4, there is no serious argument that a pri vate person walking about with C4 
is doing so for some law ful permissible purpose as opposed to someone who 
might j ust be peek ing into cars. A nd so assuming someone can come up w ith a 
better justi ficat ion than I just did for that latter activi ty, is there a way to set up 
the screening ex ante so that there actually are safeguards in place before you 
are even acquiring the data, where you are only screening for a particular kind 
of activi ty where there is some kind of sign-off that that is the kind of activ ity 
that we want to screen for? Is that realistically feasible or is it only going to 
work in the hyper-extreme cases of chemical weapons? 

MR: Speak ing of Clapper, it was very interesting because when the federal 
Wiretap Act was first established in 1968 and it was seen as extraordinary 
authority, it was described as an investigative method of last resort - literal ly. 
There are a half a dozen predicate cr imes that were the only bases upon which 
you could do electronic survei llance in 1968. Now that list today has grown to 
several hundred crimes for which wiretaps can be authorized.8 But I think it 's 
very interesting this moment in t ime we' re at. I think we' re about to see another 

7. See Clapper v. A mnesty ln t' I, 132 S. Ct. 2431 (2013). 

8. Compare Omnibus Crime Control and Sare Streets Act of 1968, Pub. L. No. 90-35 1. 82 Stat. 197 
1rilh 18 U.S.C. * 25 16(2012). 
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wave, and so we need to begin to ask these kinds of questions - for which types 
of activities would we allow this type of surveillance? 

SIV: In that regard, the Clapper decision may be the far less irnpo11ant 
development at the Supreme Court this week as compared to the oral argument 
in Maryland v. King, about when law enforcement can take DNA samples from 
individuals who were arrested for serious crimes.9 But I wanted to go back to 
Mark's point. Do the rest of the panelists have views on setting up ex ante 
criteria where there are certain kinds of technologies at issue? I mean someone 
peering into windows for example on Massachusetts Avenue at 2:00 in the 
afternoon seems like a differe nt threat matrix. Is this feasible? Can this be 
implemented in any practical way? Or can we only really assess these consider
ations after the fact? Adam, do you want to take the first shot? 

AI: To some extent there is sensing technology already out there that does 
this, 1 mean it 's not necessarily personally identifying but think about the 
Metropolitan Police Department putting gunshot detection equipment out 
around the city. This comes back to the point about being context-based. If it's 
intelligence-based, you are limiting the technology to a certain neighborhood 
where you know you've got a real crime problem. That's a different proposition 
than if you are basically deploying a capability city-wide or nation-wide, or if 
there is ome specific event that is going to begin and end that it is being 
deployed for. ls there also an extent to which you can consent or the surveil
lance is tru ly voluntary because you are getting some trusted status as a result of 
walking through a place? I think that matters. There are two larger points that I 
think have been briefly touched on that I would want to make. One is the 
difference between what the government does for Fourth Amendment purposes 
versus what the private sector does. And the second is a point about the nuance 
in the technology. There is a capture portion of this that involves a sensor that 
has a better focal plane aJTay that actually allows you to capture the stuff. But 
the back-e nd matching aspect of this is what Marc is really worried about, and 
once that technology is out there, is there a bigger won-y in what the private 
sector does as opposed to the government, where theoretically at least you have 
at a minimum policy and potentially the Fourth Amendment to control what it is 
that is actually done? 

SIV: Bob, do you want to jump back in ? 
RO: Yes, there are rules that should be applied, and I think that we should 

recognize how the government behaves and the government behaves effectively 
like a lot of parts of our society which is they' II do as much as they absolutely 
can if they are not going to be punished for it. So I think we should set up rules 
and we should spend the money inside the government to hire people that will 
fo llow up on this and truly punish people who break the rules that we decide as 
a society. 

9. Marylandv. King, 133S.Ct. 1958(2013). 
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SIV: That presupposes that we have some consensus understanding on where 
the line is, r ight? Beth, can I bring you back in he re? Do you have views about 
the line-drawing problem in this context? 

EC: We've gone from electron ic surve illance with full content on the one 
hand to having technology de ployed in Union Station whic h is akin to dog 
sniffing, so you have dogs that are tra ined to a set of behaviors that you are 
looking at that may or may not ale1i to individuals who are carryi ng explosives, 
putting aside the collection aspect of it. Then we have this misuse notion wh ich 
I don' t think we've come to consensus about what the use is o r what the misuse 
would be, and then I'm envisioning hiring fo lks to go behind the officers to 
fi gure out if they are misusing it - and in order to do that we have to re tain the 
data for longer, we have to create more extensive audit tra ils . You end up with 
vast reservoirs of information that appear to serve no purpose except to facili
tate investigations of the investigators. So I would like to know a little bit more 
about how Bob thinks that the misuse is best found in a way that doesn't 
actually then vio late the pri vacy of individuals a second or third time. 

RO: I don't know what you mean by violating the privacy of individuals, but 
if the government says you can use this to detect people who have C4 strapped 
on them and you may not use it for r1nything e lse, if it 's used for any other 
purpose then that person loses the ir job, goes to jail, etc. 

SIV: What do you mean by " use," though? If it's an automatic scanning 
system, presumably your point is it should only alert when it detects C4, no? 

EC: I just think we haven' t really gotten to misuse, which is a few steps 
beyond what as a policy matter is a good use of the data. Sett ing up a construct 
to determine whether misuse has occurred is not as s imple as it might seem. 

SIV: With that in mind, is there any way that I could try to ask the panelists 
to give their view on what would be permissible use at least of the technology 
that Marc outl ines in his scenario of the SGMSN? 

MR: Here is one line-drawing example: airport body scanners were put in the 
a irpons to detect threats to air travel safety, pe1fectly reasonable but of course 
as a practical matter they also made it possible to detect other materials -
notably narcotics - that people could not lawfully possess. Now it's an interest
ing ques tion to ask whether or not the searches that resulted from the deploy
ment of airport body scanners which resulted in the production of a lot of 
narcotics evidence were properly obtained. I think there are a ll so1is of good 
public policy reasons why you could say "why not." 

SIV: Right - if you've got a search wan-ant for a gun and you happen to find 
a bomb, you don't ignore the bomb. 

MR: The Court of course struggles with these issues; is this plain view? Is 
this consistent wi th the origina l purpose of the search? But to me, that 's almost 
exactly the proble m that arises with terahertz, because we might say well yes 
we're concerned about public safety, if someone is walking around with explo
s ives. Concealed weapons get more interesting of course because there are some 
scenarios under whic h that is permissible and other scenarios under which it's 
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not. So does that provide the predicate for the stop to determine whether or not 
someone actually has the license to carry the concealed weapon? Terahertz is 
going to create these kinds of dilemmas. 

SIV: Greg, Marc seems to be suggesting that it's going to be very difficult to 
simply say yes, this is a permissible use, but you cannot use anything e lse you 
find by accident. Do you have a reaction to that? 

GN: I think it understates the problem. The actual big problem is new 
authorized permissible uses. That's the big issue. I see no way in this political 
environment to stop the new uses. So say there's a rule and say it's statutory and 
the rule is that terahertz technology can only be used to detect weapons, bombs, 
thing that could destroy. It will never stop there. We're being unrealistic if we 
think it wou ld stop there because other people will say but drugs are a big 
problem and so we need to detect them. We can, so let's do it. Some people will 
say something else is a big problem we need to detect it, let's do it. There will 
not be a political w ill to stop the new authorized uses. 

Al: I disagree with that a little bit because I think today TSA doesn' t have 
authority collect for narcotics purposes. r mean if it's in plain view and someone 
has noticed the fact that they are going to walk through just happens to walk 
through they can't be blind to the fact that it's there but there is nothing in TSA 
authorizing legislation or regulations that gives them the affirmative authority to 
look for drugs. 

SIV: This is the question I was asking John before: If it is technologically 
possible to have this technology only alert for the agreed upon permissible uses, 
would that solve these proble ms or at least mitigate them? 

JG: I think you certainly e nvision a system where at some point suppose you 
had CCTV systems, you had a policy or process in place where I am looking for 
someone and I have proof that they have been involved in some criminal act or 
something like that, and you say this system does not record until it sees the 
person that I'm looking for and recognizes it. Now what Greg will say and I 
agree with this, is that you're still surveilling everybody. So we have to evaluate 
the actual societal harm of ubiquitous surveil lance. I think everybody in this 
room probably thinks yeah this is terrible we can't have ubiquitous surveillance 
you know there is a chilling effect, there is a negative social consequence, but 
everybody in this room also has friends who use Facebook, and probably all of 
you have lectured your friends on the information they are putting on Facebook 
or told them to throw away their stupid Borders cards because they are creating 
a list of all the books that they like and that's our consciousness. Bur is there 
proof out there of these negative societal effects of this ubiquitous survei llance? 
I think we ought to look for that and the n go on to say here is the pecific harm 
as a result of this and then start to address the problems based on that. 

SIV: Mary Ellen, can I ask you to step back in on this point? Do you share 
John's view that we have to have the larger conversation about how much 
surveillance we' ll accept or do you think we could actually make some progress 
through implementation of technologically-based use restrictions? 
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MEC: There are some privacy-enhancing technologies and there is some 
abi lity to scope that information that is being collected. John 's example of the 
fi ve minutes out of 12 hours is privacy-enhancing in the sense that it's only 
focused on those five minutes. But l think Greg is right that once the 12 hours is 
collected, everyone is going to say ·' 12 hours? let 's play." And so I think we've 
got to be conscious of both sides of those arguments. 

SIV: I s there a way to w rite the relevant statutes so that there is a mandatory 
destruction requirement unless a specific tr igger applies? 

MEC: l candidly think that can really help a lot because if it's not there, 
people aren't going to play w ith it. Now, of course, every law enforcement 
person and every marketer I' ve ever met both say that they might need that 
information someday, and so you've got to have that conversation about what's 
an appropriate use in terms of how long you need to use it and what you need to 
use i t for. We're all saying the same things about these kinds of unintended 
consequences and unintended uses. There is also other technology that you can 
put into it where, rather than identify every single person, we blur the faces until 
we ask where specific indiv.iduals were, and see if we can do it that way and 
kind of reverse it so that it 's masking both the five minutes and the rest of the 
12 hours. 

SIV: John, do you want to jump back in? 
JG: You know what the FBI's rule for mandatory destruction is? Seventy-five 

years. You know what the NSA's is? Neither do 1. 
SIV: There is a lot of support for the mandatory destruction idea. 1 want to 

ask one more question before 1 ask Adam to take us into the second case study: 
It seems as if we've been bouncing back and forth between the limits on the 
private sector and on the government. From your perspective, which of those 
two strikes you as the area of bigger concern going forward? Are there ways in 
which the considerations that you would think as a policy matter would apply to 
one are actually stronger in one context than the other? Shou ld we be more 
worried about Big Brother or about Google? Or is that increasingly the same 
thing? 

EC: I think that's increasingly the same thing. The point that ha · been 
made earlier is if law enforcement has access to that data so long as it's being 
collected, then they will seek access to that data. 

SIV: So is the answer to tighten and reduce the ci rcumstances in which those 
private entities are allowed to share that data? 

EC: You can certainly look into questions of whether or not judicial review 
or what type of scrutiny would be appropriate prior to a request being made 
upon a private company, but l agree that we're increasingly blurred here. 

RO: T think it 's self-evident that we need to learn more and be more con
cerned about private data collection. That's where the oceans - this probably 
understates it - of data being created. And of course, those are then being 
tapped by the government. You asked implicitly what can we do? 1 think we 
very seriously need to rewrite or consider rewriting the Pri vacy Act to acknowl-
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edge the reality that the government is outsourcing a lot of domestic intelli
gence, and if we like that as a society then that's fine, Jet's codify that. But if we 
don't, or if we feel like it needs some checks, then we need to put those into 
place right now. It's a fiction that there is any control on that. 

SIV: John? 
JG: There is a company called Vigilant Video that basically runs automated 

license plate reader capture devices, and just drives around and has fixed points 
and they sell that data to law enforcement and it's where your car goes, it's 
perfectly public information and law enforcement is using that to supplement 
their own license plate data. 10 How do you stop that? What is the line that you 
draw? And this isn' t the government necessarily going to them, this is the 
company that started it: they said "great, we can collect all this data and use it," 
and now they are selling it to the government, they are pushing it towards the 
government. How do you address that, how do you stop that? 

SIV: Do you not think that you could stop it by barring the government from 
buying the data? 

JG: You could, but I see it as being very difficult to get that enacted 
legislatively. Basically, you would be going to the government and saying put 
this company out of business. 

SIV: So, Beth, let me ask you the last question before we tum it over to 
Adam for the next case study. 

EC: Lucky me. 
SIV: John said it's not that it's legally possible, but that nothing realistic 

would be politically possible. Where are the politics of this? It seems like this 
conversation happens every 18 months or so, and everyone throws up their arms 
for a couple of days, and then people go back about their business - and no 
meaningful reform takes place. What do you see as being necessary for there to 
actually be reform in this field? 

EC: My assessment of the political dynamic is slightly different because I do 
think that when you have technological changes or you have law enforcement 
seeking access to different repositories of data it does spark conversation -
particularly if you need an affirmative grant of authority to get it. So what you 
see up on the Hi II are a lot of discussions about how to deal with new 
technologies. And these are serious and candid discussions, and I think the 
Hill tends to move in the direction of allowing the authority, but, for example, 
accompanied by IG reports or sunsets or other types of oversight enhancements. 
I don 't think there is a blank check for law enforcement and I think if you ask 
the FBI they would agree. 

SIV: John and Mark and then we' ll segue. 
JG: Just one quick point: I spent ten years on the Hill in the Senate before 

coming to Palantir, and there is a maxim on the Hill when dealing with anything 

I 0. CarDetector Mobile ANPR/ALPR, YJGLLANT SoLUTIONS. http://vigilantsolutions.com/products/ 
cardetector-mobi le-al pr. 
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in the technology space that we should be technology ne utral - don ' t back 
horses, because we don ' t want to stifle innovation. And this approach has 
snowballed into one in which we don ' t even want to talk about the technology 
or we don't necessarily think we need to learn about it. And I think it's time for 
challenging that notion because I think it's a mistake. I think decis ions are be ing 
made in Congress where they don 't understand the technology and they are 
actually making decisions based on their conception of technologies that they 
have taken in through an osmosis from watching movies and popular socie ty. 
They are making rules that have in the back of the ir minds something that is ten 
years old. I think you have to break through that mindset, and they have to 
understand the technology, they have to unde rstand how it works and what's out 
the re and they need to make law and policy that leaves room for innovation and 
doesn' t necessary back horses. I don't th ink they are in a position to do that 
right now, and I don't think the way they approach technology questions puts 
them in a good spot to actually do that anytime soon. 

RO: Just a quick thought: In terms of change, I tend to view all of this stuff 
very muc h like the environmenta l movement back in 1960 or thereabouts. 
When I was born, people laughed at the idea that we should be concerned about 
curbing industry or getting in the way of a good time on the economy because 
cleaning up the rivers, the air, trash, litter, all that s tuff was considered very 
secondary to economic growth. It was only when middle class moms and dads 
on the left and on the right embraced the idea of recycling and so on, it took 
40 years for that to become common place. I think it may take as long for this 
stuff to really s ink in and people to understand it and the pressure on Congress 
and o ther parts of our society will be great enough where a change occurs. 

SIV: Bob, do you think there are things that people in this room who share 
your views can do to accelerate or at least put pressure on that development? 

RO: Whenever possible, get out of the sort of the super micro of the now 
discussions about what's legal or what's happening on the Hill and keep trying 
to go back to fundamental s about people's place in society and the roles and 
autonomy that we expect. 

SIV: Mary Ellen, you wanted to jump in? 

MEC: The one point I want to make is following up on Beth 's and John 's 
point on Congress. Beth mentioned the IG but she didn't mention Congress 
and I think that's worthwhile to note that another of the abilities to curb this use 
or have oversight of this use is through Congress. But I do not believe that 
Congress is functioning as an oversight body when it involves these issues, but 
is functioning as an oversight body for intelligence, for law enforcement and for 
collection in general and I think that is part of our conundrum here. 

EC: Sunsetting I do think is part of Congress's attempt to do oversight, and 
I think JG reports that have to be provided to the Hill do provide an opportunity 
for Congress to attempt to do oversight, whether they understand what they are 
getting or the implications of it is a complete ly different question but I think 
Congress does attempt to do oversight. 
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MEC: I disagree with you on that one. 
SIV: Well reasonable minds can disagree. 
MEC: Yeah, we agree on everything e lse . 
SIV: Marc, why don't you wind this up? 

[Vol. 7:341 

MR: I want to g ive two answers to the case study in broad terms and both of 
them have an historical precedent. The first one is that these programs are 
typically deployed by funding from the Department of Homeland Security and 
the federal agency could establish best practices and say that any municipality 
that wants to deploy one of these systems has to meet the following e ight or 
ten requirements a nd the agency could hold workshops, meet with experts, 
consult with Congress, figure out what those standards are and actually make 
them a condition of the grants to the municipalities. In fact, OHS did something 
very s imilar in 2007 with the initial deployment of CCTY. 11 We favored their 
standards - in fact, we got upset with the agency when they fai led to hold the 
municipalities to the standards that they had established and went ahead and 
funded them. But he re is a second approach that EPIC, my organization, has 
taken a real interest in over the last few years. And that is that you can petition 
the agency to establish privacy standards and in fact that is what we did with the 
airport body scanners and this is the reason you don't have the nude body 
scanners in U.S. airports anymore because we sued the Department of Home
land Security when they failed to act on our petition and they had to eventually 
establ ish privacy standards. 12 EPIC did the same thing recently by the way with 
the FAA and drones who just announced a pri vacy ru le-making, and I think you 
are going to read tomorrow about another exercise we're pursuing. I apprec iate 
everybody's comments but I do think in looking at these different scenarios it is 
important to get concrete. There are a lot of generalities about how Washington 
responds to new civil libe11ies challe nges but some times if you get into the 
details you know you can understand the problem, respect all the sides to the 
debate and then come up with a workable solution that could have some lasting 
impact. 

SIV: Thanks Marc. So our next step we have on the back of the handouts 
that you a ll received at lunch is another case study' 3 which we'll spend a little 
less time talking about s ince we teed up a lot of these issues in the first 
conversation. We're going to spe nd a little time going through thi one before 
turning to audience question. Adam, do you want to walk us through the second 
case study really quickly? 

Al: I know that some of the members of this panel and expect that many 
members of this panel some are somewhat familiar with passenger name record 

11 . D EP'T <W H OMELAND SEC., CCTV: D1:v1,1 Ot>IN<; PRIVACY BEST P RAl'TICl·S (2007). m·ailable al 
http://www.dhs.gov/x library/assets/pri vacy/privacy _rp1_cc1 v _2007 .pdf. 

12. Elec. Privacy Info. Ctr. v. U .S. Dep't of Homeland Sec .. 653 F.Jd I (D.C. Cir. 201 1) (holding 
that the TSA impermissibly fai led to undertake full notice and comment rulemoking on it use of airport 
body scanners). 

13. The second case study is reproduced as Appendix 11 10 this Transcript. 
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(PNR) information. But for those in the audience who aren' t, airlines as part 
of the reservations process collect certain data on passengers and for 20 years or 
so the U.S. government and other governments have looked at that data to 
inform the border inspection process and ri sk assessment process. A fter Septem
ber 11th, the provision of that data became mandatory in this country - as it is 
now in several other countries. But because it basically invol ves the bulk 
transfer of data on innocent persons to the government, it's been controversial, 
particularly in Europe where obviously a lot o f traffic that comes to the United 
States comes from. It's kind of ironic silting here right now because the 
U.S.-EU PNR agreements now have been not only agreed to but ratified by 
Parliament in Europe itself, which is now on the verge literall y of establishing 
its own entry/exit system and its own process for processing PNR. There is a 
draft PNR directive that is theoretically being vetted by the Parliament this year. 
So people who come across the border have got to be inspected anyway, and the 
idea behind using this data is that it informs the inspections process and makes 
it more risk-based. 

One of the challenges is that given the nature of global travel you are limited 
in the scope o f what it is you see if you are only looking at the if you w ill the 
last i tinerary before someone an-ives at your country and so the idea around this 
case study is that there is an opponunity for the nefarious traveler - the 
malicious actor - that starts a j ourney in Thailand and stops in Singapore and a 
week later commences travel to the United States to engage in a multinational 
advance travel information data exchange program . The question is, gi ven the 
di fficulties of establishing sharing between the U.S. and the European Union, 
how much do you think about establishing this kind of a concept on a multi
lateral basis? Given the disconnect between how jurisdictions are set up and the 
globalized nature of travel, I thought this study might be helpful to get some 
discussion going on how you th ink about pri vacy constraints in a multilateral 
context. 

SIV: That's great. On the multilateral side, it seems like there are pressures 
in both directions, right? That is to say, there is some pressure to do whatever 
we can to cooperate with our friends and to be able to get information that 
they could share with us to bolster our ability to conduct these kinds of 
investigations. I s there any concern about sort of pressure to sort of lower our 
standards, that many of the countries with whom we would be sharing this data 
don' t have the same kinds of statutory and constitutional privacy protections 
that we've come to take as well-accepted? How might that work in this 
scenario? I don' t know if anyone wants to start there specifically, but Adam I'll 
pick on you. 

AI: I think this question is going to come up and it's probably going to come 
up in Europe regardless of whether anything ever happens with this case study, 
because there are absolutely parts of the world right now that are looking at 
using PNR data for circumstances where there is direct air service from Europe. 
So it would be interesting to see how that goes. I do think this gets to the 
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question of data ownership in making sure that the entity that actually owns the 
data maintains control over it. 

SIV: Mary Ellen? 
MEC: And I think Adam is right that this scenario may come up because the 

first question I would say is does each country have the authority first to collect 
the information? The U.S. has a statute that requires the submission of this data 
before a plane arrives. 14 The second question is whether the country has the 
domestic legal authority to share it - and if they have the authority to share it, 
they should make it an affirmative statement. We have our system of records 
which are Byzantine and horrible to read and very archaic, but there is at least 
the ability to make some sort of statement if there is going to be that sharing. 
The negative side is that then you do have sort of you have six countries who 
have all kind of dumped their data in a pool you now have more visibility into 
where the person has traveled. Is that protected information? I can make both 
sides of the argument on that. It goes to what are you doing with the informa
tion. If you are looking for these pattern-based activities where you have no 
basis - if you go to Thailand and then switch in Singapore and have a new PNR 
that's indicative of something - then that should have higher privacy and civil 
liberties protections because it's not subject-based. We heard the GC of the 
NSA say he has individualized suspicion on types of stuff. Here it's not; it starts 
with non-threat based information, then you extrapolate. The more that goes 
into the big pool, the more protections you need to have. 

SIV: Greg, let me put this to you. Is there any argument in this context 
that one of the big distinctions from our first case study where you have 
private citizens walking around on the street is that, here, you have a situation 
where individuals are presumably at least implicitly consenting to the col
lection of this information, perhaps even expressly consenting to the collection 
of this information? I suspect you have a problem with the premise of that 
question. 

GN: We keep talking about consent. When I have to go to a conference in 
California, are you telling me that I consented to the collection and the sharing 
with these foreign governments - that I know nothing about - of the fact that I 
went to California and all my other traveling? There is no consent there. 

MEC: I will distinguish a little bit. In Adam's hypothetical, it's foreign 
travel, it's not domestic travel. So it's border-crossing types of information. 

Al: Yes. 
GN: But that makes my point even more strongly. When I'm going to Italy, I 

have no real good way to get there but to fly. 
SIV: Cruise ships are out this time of year. 
GN: You saw what happened with those. So I just think to call it consensual 

is a myth. We should just not even talk about whether there is consent. 
SIV: Bob, do you want to pick up on that? 

14. See 49 U.S.C. § 44909(c) (2012); 19 C.F.R. § 122.49d. 
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RO: Again, l don't want to get too primary colors on everybody, but it 
doesn' t make sense not to coJJect the information and it doesn't make sense in a 
theoretical way not to use it to reduce risk 

GN: They got to you didn't they? 
RO: He's been sayi ng that for years. But I don' t think it should be a llowed 

until we do the hard work and pay the money that it takes to ensure that if it's 
misused or abused, that people suffer conseque nces for it. It's the same balanc
ing act; it 's sort of binary - if you don't have those rules in place, you don ' t use 
it. 1f you have the rules in place you try to enforce them. Are there going to be 
abuses, yes, but presumably your syste m is going to be good enough. But the 
idea that we are not going to use new technology and techniques just because of 
the potentia l problem they pose is ridiculous, and at the same time using it 
without spending the money and taking the time and the hard thought to make 
sure that the abuses are minimized is also rid iculous. 

SIV: Marc, doesn' t the introduction of the cross-border e le ment at least raise 
a different specter than we saw in the first case study? 

MR: Oh I agree, it's a great case study partly because some of the challenges 
in the big data field have become global as governments are trying to coordinate 
responses and that in many respects seems quite rational. At the same time, this 
is the privacy issue that set off a wild fi re in Europe after 9/11 because, when the 
European Council on behalf of the European governme nts entered into an 
agreement with the U.S. government for this data disclosure, the European 
Parliame nt said "you actually are violating our rights under the European Data 
Protection Directive." They sued the Council in the European Court of Justice, 
and actually on a technical ground. 15 It was not a substantive determination 
but you have to understand how strongly people in Europe felt about this. 
Imagine Congress suing the President and going to the Supreme Court over the 
disclosure of passenger data . Now here is the problem. The problem is that 
whereas the Europeans would say privacy obligations attach in our record 
syste m regardless a to who the data subject is, in the U.S. we actually draw a 
very sharp distinction in the Privacy Act. 16 We say you are either a U.S. citizen 
or you are a lawful permanent resident and if you are ne ither the n you have no 
legal rights and so the objection that is raised on the European s ide as you are 
gathering all this data we have no rights, we object to that and our response 
tends to be well if you want to land your planes here you are going to have to 
g ive us the data first. I don ' t think that's a satisfying policy resolution so the re is 
going to have to be another approach to try to over the long te rm answer this 
question: how do we acquire and use data and st ill provide legal protections in a 
trans-border data context? 

15. Joined Cases C-3 I 7/04 & C-3 I 8-04. Eur. Parliame111 v. Council of lhc Eur. Union and Comm'n 
of the Bur. Cmtys., 2006 E.C.R. 1-472 1. 

16. 5 U.S.C. * 552a(a)(2) (2006) ("the term " individual" means a citizen of the Uni ted States or an 
alien lawfully admitted for permanent residence.''). 
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SIV: Let me ask a question to which l think I know the a nswer: ls there any 
possibi lity that in this scenario the mandatory destruction possibility that we 
conte mplated in the first scenario could work better? 

MR: That's been one of the key issues in this particular debate going back to 
the o rig inal agreement, and it had to do wi th a number of categories of data that 
were kept and the duration of the data - how long it was being kept, as well. 
People argued in the negotiat ions very strongly over this. I just want to throw 
something e lse on the table which I th ink Adam's case study suggested as well 
which to me is fascinating. Again, this is another topic w here there is a lot of 
probabilistic analysis going on. In other words, it 's one thing if you have a 
watch list and you say we have a waffant for this person or we have them on a 
list and we don ' t want them to e nte r the country, and if they are entering the 
country we're going to intercede. That happens, but most of the border securi ty 
in this country is actua lly done by ass igning a like lihood to w hether a particular 
container for example is likely to contain something that poses a threat to the 
nation 's security. And that technique has also been proposed and applied in 
some circumstances to people e nte ring the country. "We don't have them on a 
list, but let's look at these seven or e ight fac tors, maybe we should look a little 
more c losely at that person." That discussion a lso come~ up with PNR data. And 
by the way, your premise on the question was a little backwards. You were 
saying there are these countries around the world that don't have the same great 
rules we have about privacy. Really? In the PNR debate we were the lowest 
common denominator. 

SIV: John, can I ask you to jump in here? On the technological perspective, 
is there a way in which the pure passenger data side of this scenario raises an 
easier variation than the complex facial recognition conversation we were 
having earlier with regard to the first hypothetical? Do you think the technology 
actually cashes out a little bit easier here because it's straight data collection? 

JG: 1f you got this panel in a room, and we designed the perfect data 
exchange system, I think it's highly possible that you cou ld build that system 
with the technology we have today. There is technology to build federated 
systems where data is used but not centralized, is not exchanged with anyone or 
the original data owners don 't lose control. There is possibly very granula r 
access controls, there's a possibility to have very powerful audit logging 
capabil ities, and I think you could use all this to support policy - it has to go 
with policy to address so many of the sharing and proce s ing questions. ow 
the collection questions - how the data gets in there - is out of that purview, but 
on the processing and sharing questions, I think you could resolve most of thi . . 
So why don ' t we build it? Because to actua lly manage it requires a lot of time 
and resources by some data steward and that is w here a lot of data systems in 
existence today fa ll down. lf you go to a lot of local law e nforcement agencies, 
the pr1vacy officer is a sergeant - is somebody that drew the short straw at a 
staff meeting and is now respons ible for the privacy main tenance of whatever 
syste m they have, and this cou ld be millions of records even in very small law 
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enforcement systems. So you need to devote resources and personnel to actively 
managing your data, from setting the access controls to reviewing the audit 
logs, and pushing and pulling information back and forth. And that is where I 
think it staI1s to fa ll down. But I th ink the technology is there to build the 
system to suppoI1 the human generated policy. I don' t think it 's in the realm of 
possibility even in the next 20 years to build some sort of automated system that 
is going to do all that and I think chasing that is a fan tasy and I think it's a 
mistake. You have to have a person making these decisions because of all the 
contextual questions that come up. I think it 's very possible to build. The 
question is whoever is in charge of this, are they going to put the resources into 
actually managing it? 

SIV: John, you say not in the next 20 years. Mary Ellen, can you give us a 
sense of where we are today and what you see as the biggest pitfalls w ith the 
current status? 

MEC: Sure. ] was part of the most recent negotiation with the EU-I think 
there were four, and Beth was involved in the second. The standards for the 
U.S. collection of PNR right now in terms of retention are that the data w ill be 
collected and this is worldwide, the EU has the standard but the U.S. is ap
plying it worldwide, information will be collected and after six months all 
personally identifiable fields wi ll be masked. They w ill be only unmasked for a 
law enforcement or international security purpose for five years, and then if it is 
a national security purpose it is going to have particularized standards and 
individual suspicion-and wi ll still go in another five years. So the idea is 
consistent with what John was talking about in the context of the the earlier 
hypothetical, about trying to minimize the exposure on the non-particularized 
suspicion for the traveling public. So just FYI in terms of where we are in 
the U.S. 

SIV: L et me ask a different version of the same question. We've been talking 
about the difficulties with policy reforms in this area, we've been talking about 
the technological challenges not from a design perspecti ve, John, but from 
the perspective of who is actually going to sit at the machine and do the work. 
Have we been leaving off a possibility that another institution might reassert 
itself in this conversation, i.e., the courts? Is it possible that in the light of 
little movement on the policy front from Congress, from private industry, from 
everybody, that the courts might actually use the Fourth Amendment to ratchet 
back up what we haven't been able to accomplish through lesser means? 
Haven' t we seen hints of this in the Jones case, and in the oral arguments earlier 
this week in Maryland v. King? 

EC: If I had to guess, the Supreme Court would be much more likely to 
intercede on the fi rst hypothetical than the second hypothetical. ParticularJy 
when you are talking about transnational and border situations, the Supreme 
Court and most courts have shown a high level of comfort with a lot of 
inspection, so I think if you are going to see movement it's going to be in the 
first one rather than the second. 
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SIV: So while we're there, is there a scenario where you think that could be 
possible in the first case study? 

EC: I do think that there is a possibility. Some of the things that Bob was 
talking about calls to mind the idea that conventional expectations of privacy 
now seem to be a quaint anachronism at this point. So how do we move the 
Court into a more realistic assessment of what we should expect when we go 
into public spaces and what law enforcement can do? Can it be targeted? Can it 
be continuous? What can you be looking for? Are you only keeping the alerts or 
are you keeping the other 11 hours and 55 minutes of data and then what are 
you doing with it? I do think there is a possibility that the Court would intervene 
on that probably prior to Congress. 

SIV: Indeed, part of what helped lead to FISA was the Supreme Court sort of 
stepping in when it did in the Keith case, 17 and then the Church committee. 
Marc? 

MR: The flip side of global data flows is that you are now talking about 
more legal institutions than just those that exist in the United States. The PNR 
episode triggered a response from the European political and judicial institu
tions. Over the years, I've noticed the growing prominence of the European 
Court of Human Rights with its A1ticle 8 jurisprudence under the European 
Convention on Human Rights. This is similar to our Fourth Amendment, but 
with more detail. And that court has reached out many areas - biometric 
identification, for example, and workplace surveillance - and announced new 
rights to privacy. Our Court, by comparison, is not doing as much. But a lot of 
people do get the sense after Jones and even after the Maryland argument this 
week that the Court is very interested. So I would never foreclose that possibil
ity. But I would say that when you think about data flows in a global environ
ment, then a lot of other institutions actually become significant players. In 
particular, in Europe, it is the European Court of Human Rights. 

SIV: In other words, we shou ld put our faith in having our privacy protected 
by Strasburg. 

MR: Basically yes. 
SIV: Greg? 
GN: One more scenario to which one could look for where the Court might 

go with the Jones reasoning is in cell phone location tracking. There are some 
cases that are bubbling up through the circuit couns that might result in a split 
that would force the Cou11 to reach a decision about whether law enforcement 
can track your location over time based on the location of your cell phone. 18 

Looking at what the Justices wrote in the concurrences in Jones, I think there 
might be five votes to say that requires a warrant. 

SIV: John, and then Bob. 

17. Uniled States v. U.S. Dist. Court (Kei1h), 407 U.S. 297 (1972). 
18. See, e.g., In re Applicarion of the United States for Historical Cell Site Data. 724 F.3d 600 

(5th Cir. 20 13). 
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.JG: One direction that m ight be inte resting to see if this develops legis
latively or in the courts wou ld be more process - more rules at the point of 
ana lys is versus collection. You have to show some reasonable suspic ion or 
probable cause in order to analyze the data in a certain way or match it with 
other certain data sets in which you are pulling information out. Now, how you 
get there judicia lly is complex. But I think Jones sets that up in that they are 
recognizing that there is hidde n data within data. You can infer or derive things 
from bulk information that people maybe are showing publicly, but they aren't 
expecting that they showed other information. For example, I know that people 
can see where my car goes, but did I realize that if someone pieces together 
where my car goes for a whole month they can figure out if I'm c heating on my 
spouse, what religion I am, or if I have a particular political affi liat ion? And I 
can see the Court saying that there is some expectation of privacy - that the 
government is not going to be able to apply really sophisticated computer 
analysis to pull information that you didn ' t consciously expose out of data. 

SIV: So the argument is that the mosaic theory actually might show up in the 
other direction as a new way to re invigorate the Fourth Amendment in this 
context? Bob? 

RO: Regarding the cell phone track ing, which I think is fascinating, I don 't 
know how many people here recognize that there is a company in New York 
that collects the data about every time your cell phone pings. I don't even know 
how much data it is, but it's a fascinating unexplored pool of data that never 
existed before . They claim that it is anonymized, but it takes two minutes of 
thinking to realize that wherever that cell phone ends up for eight hours in the 
middle of the night is the geo-coordinates of the owner. To me, if there are any 
j ourna lists in here, that's a fabu lous th ing to pursue that I' ve not read about. 

SIV: Aren't you a journalist? 

RO: Yeah, I've got other assignme nts. But the other thing that John men
tioned - and again I'm going to do the non-lawyer thing here - so ma ny of the 
problems that we' re trying to confront in the data revolution whether it's 
privacy, cybersecuri ty and so on, are directly re lated to a very s imple idea, 
which is the government and companies are not paying the fu ll cost of doing 
business. It's an externality of sorts, like pollution or identity theft. If we could 
fi gure out a way through law and policy to get entities to pay the full cost of 
doing business, there is going to be a lot of the stuff that is just going to 
disappear because it's currently a freebie, for example, for law enforcement in 
effect to ride piggyback on this private data. I just think that's a very insightful 
idea. 

SIV: Greg? 

GN: Just to add a little bit to those comments and to John 's thoughts and to 
Raj 's speech from earlier, one thing we have to th ink about is in the age of big 
data what aspects or µrincipl es of fair information practice do we need to stress 
more and maybe bolster? And just to take an in itial shot at that, I think they are 
redress, overs ight, and accountabi lity because we are going to lose a lot on the 
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o ther side. And then there is another one, due process, meaning w hat happe ns 
to you afte r inte lligence is drawn out of that data. Senator Wyde n had a very 
inte resting a me ndment 19 at committee considerat ion of the reauthorization of 
the FISA Amendments Act - the act that allows NSA to target people abroad 
without individualized suspicion. And what he said was what I' m wo1Tied about 
is you using that data to find what U.S. persons are doing to get the ir informa
tion. What he said was, I want you to have a waITant to search th rough that data 
when the target of that search is a U.S. pe rson. Now he didn't pick up a lot of 
votes at committee, and he didn ' t offer it on the floor, but I think that concept is 
one that we need to think a little bit more about - on due process ground. 

SIV: The Constitution Project has actua lly suggested exactly that much - that 
one way to think about this problem is not as a front-end Fourth Amendment 
and p rivacy problem, but as a bac k-end problem: once you have the data, you 
still need individua lized suspicion to actually parse it for specific content. 
Marc? 

MR: So I want to pick up on that and share my own persona l campaign to 
make algorithms transparent. We talk a lot about the importance of transparency 
in the privacy world, and invariably when you make a request from a company 
for information where you have a transparency right you get back your name, 
your home address, and your telephone number which for most of us is no t 
particularly useful. That's rea lly not the point of transparency in privacy laws. 
The point of transparency in privacy laws is to understand how the data is used 
and how the automated decision impacts the individual. So w he n we thi nk 
about online advertising, for example, or we think about who gets pu lled as ide 
in security lines, or we think about determinations regarding c redit, the real key 
is to understand what is the basis of that determination, whic h is a matte r of 
procedural fai rness. This gets very, very difficult, because any organization in 
possession of a lot of data that is making determinations about people over 
w hic h some people might actually hold that it was wrong - the data was o ld , 
you've got the wrong person, you shouldn ' t have done that to me - are very 
reluctant to reveal the basis of the determination. But today, pa rticularly in our 
world of big data, this is the hard problem is forci ng organizations to be more 
transparent about those rules. 

SIV: Bob, I want to get to you in one second. Before I do, we're going to turn 

to audience questions in a second. I want to warn the pane l first, though, that I 
am about to ask you so what you want to see happen in the next five years. 
Bob? 

RO: I just wanted to underscore the very, very important message that Mark 
just de livered. I don' t know if you all have a copy of this on your table, but here 
is [a graphic] I created for some of my colleagues to spe ll out why this stuff 
mattered. This is the data trail that we left behind in 1973 whe n the Privacy Act 

I 9. S. R EP No. 11 2-174, at 12 (2012). available nl hup://www.intelligence.senate.gov/pdfs I 12th/ 
1I2 I74.pdf. 
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was passed. This is the data trail now, and you' ll see some colors in there and 
those colors relate to the algorith ms. And this is the data trail 40 years hence. 
And if you see, it's just black - we' re going to be leaving so much data behind 
us that it 's just dense. But it becomes beside the point because these links that 
are the algorithms are going to become so good that they allow the corporations 
or the government to do predictive analysis. And that's the point of this - a 
simple illustration of the power and importance of algorithms going forward not 
just the data. 

SIV: Adam, you were gracious enough to contribute this case study, so let 
me start my last question of the panel with you: We've made some progress 
in getting to what the big issues are, and we've identified some of the key ob
stacles. What, to you, are the most important things you'd like to see happen in 
the next five years in this field so that, when we all come back for the reunion 
tour we're not having the exact same conversation? 

AI: A couple of thoughts. I think there is actually a connection between these 
two case studies. And the connection is this: You can have a privacy related 
concern - a civil liberties lawyer concern about whether this data should be 
collected in the first place. But you can also have a concern about the accuracy, 
the underlying accuracy of this, and the right decisions being made on the basis 
of right information. One of the challenges we have with text-based data right 
now is the chal lenge of identity resolution - does this actually mean what you 
think it means. And so what you are going to see over the next five years is a 
huge expansion. So privacy by design in the development of those systems is 
critical. With respect to this case study I think that in the second case study, the 
issue that I was trying to get at with the PNR is really a question of how do you 
do privacy oriented multilateral information sharing? Honestly, you could move 
API and PNR and governance, and think about cybersecurity. And you could 
think about signatures and heuristics and how it is that we' re going to keep our 
IT systems safe when the information about threat is as distributed as it is. 
Again, the key is the importance of thinking about giving the data owner some 
control over how the data is managed in multilateral contexts, and allowing the 
data owner to differentiate. How do you put the right audit mechanisms in place 
such that you could after the fact have some transparency with what people did 
with it and maybe anonymized as well? 

SIV: John, can I have you pick up from there? 
JG: Where are we in five years or where would I like to see us? I can 

think from a technological perspective but more from just an advocacy perspec
tive, I consider myself an advocate. I've been doing these conferences for the 
last I 0-12 years and I think they are great, I think they are full of fascinati ng 
ideas - really intelligent people making great points to each other that they all 
agree with. And as advocates we're getting our asses kicked. We lose just about 
every fight that we take on, and we certainly have very few things come out as a 
win. The closest thing I've been involved with that was a win was I spent seven 
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years fighting REAL ID - a national ID standards project in Congress.20 And we 
eventually sort of won because DHS just kind of gave up on it and so waived 
most of the requirements. We never actually had a real victory, and so what 
I think we need to do in the next five years as a community on these issues is 
figure out a new approach. We' re losing in the courts. We have a Democratic 
President who everybody sort of expected would review things like the PATRIOT 
Act and a ll of the various Homeland Security mechanisms. Instead, he has 
fought aggressively to protect them. I commend to you Taking Liberties by the 
President of the ACLU,2 1 which I read through clenched teeth on a vacation. In 
it, you see examples of this problem. So if we are going to convince people 
to change, and it 's got to be the courts, it's got to be the government, and it's 
got to be the public, we've got to take a new approach. We' ve got to take a new 
strategy. It starts with trying to break people of the idea that governme nt can 
provide you with 100 percent security. This is the rhetoric right now. If 
somethi ng happens we will make sure it neve r happens again. It's what the 
public de mands; it's what politicians like to say; and it 's what fuels this whole 
meme in which privacy arguments can be defeated by anecdote because aJl 
you've got to do is find one time in your e ntire data set where you found 
something valuable that would have prevented another 9/11 and the privacy 
argument loses right away. It's really hard to have a public relations campaign 
that is along the lines of "soITy, you may die." It's not like you ' re going to win 
people over with that. I don't know how you do that, but one of the things is 
that we've got to start preaching to the choir at these kinds of events, and start 
thinking about how do you actually effect real change in this space. And to do 
that you've got to come up with a new strategy. 

SIV: I will now forever remember this panel for the "sorry, you may die" 
retort. Beth, can I turn to you? 

EC: Picking up on some of the themes here in terms of accountability, I 
would look at it slightly differently. We need to develop metrics and ways of 
assessing whether or not the information that was asked for - whatever author
ity it was that was requested it - has it truly borne the promise that folks came 
up to the Hill or wherever they went to ask for it? Has it worked out as it was 
represe nted to work out? Has it really pe1formed the function - has it bee n used 
for the uses for which it was originally sold? I do view it as an accountability 
issue - it is okay to ask whether it is on the front end or the back end, but 
ultimately is this really going to work, and is it worth it? 

SIV: Mary Ellen? 
MEC: With regard to accountability and oversight, I look forward to the full 

completion of the Privacy and Civil Liberties Oversight Board.22 I think that 's 
actually going to help the dialogue a lot within the federal government. My 

20. REAL ID Act of 2005, Pub. L. No. I 09-13, 119 Stat. 302 (2005) . 
21. S USAN H ERMAN, T AKIN(i LIIJERTIES (201 I ). 
22. Abou1 Us. PCLOB, http://www.pclob.gov/about-us. 
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point on congressiona l ove rsight, just to clarify, is that I don' t think that they are 
asking the types of questions that Beth was talking about. I think they are 
engaging in overs ight in many ways - and I' ve had to testi fy to prove that - but 
they are no t asking these ex ante a nd ex post questions. I think that is an 
impo,ta nt dialogue, and so hope full y having the PCLOB in the mix will help 
kind of tease these issues out because in fi ve years the re is going to be more 
hoJistic, compre hensive, non-threat, non-pa11iculari zed suspic ion-based col lec
tion. What 1 hope will happe n is that we actually use pri vacy by design - that 
you think about this and you de fine the usage, you de fine the collection, define 
the data destruction if need be ahead of time, so we' re not caught flatfooted 
when somebody wants to access information whether it 's private or public in 

the future. 
SIV: Marc? 

MR: I' ve been teachi ng pri vacy law for a long time, and sometimes I think 
it's maybe more the history of pri vacy law and other days I feel like it 's the 
archeology of privacy law.· T he truth is, you go back to the passage of the 
Privacy Act in 1974 and the events that led up to that, and there was a tre
mendous national foc us and public debate about the eme rgence of databases 
and databanks in the U.S., and automated processing.23 Many of the same 
discussions we' re having now about big data are actually similar to those 
de bates. I will say today by comparison there is probably a greate r sense of the 
de mocratization of computers, because now we all have access. But this is my 
answer to your question: A lot was done in that period of time to try to create 
legal safeguards, oversights, and ways of talking about these issues that are 
enormously valuable today. And we need to rediscover some of those lessons. 
We need to understa nd why the Privacy Act put in place the prohibitions on 
profiling that it did, why for example it's so important to g ive people access to 
information about them so they can make meaningful decis ions. All of that can 
be found in this history but you have to do some digging. So I'm hoping over 
the next few years for seminars on the Privacy Act and FISA and a few o the r of 
those favorite federa l statutes. 

SIV: Fair enough. Bob? 

RO: Just as a side re mark, I would like to point out I believe congressional 
overs ight is a profound travesty - I would use the word pathetic. A nd we' re 
going through a terrible time and they need to improve on that so I appreciate 
the grac ious way you put it. And I think that once again, M arc hit on something 
that is very important and I'll just put it in differe nt words. Back in the early 
70s, the middle class - a nd I' ll use this term advisably - was radicalized, and 
they realized that there were a lot of bad things that were going on, there were 
mass ive abuses of offic ial power, and it all came together in a bunch of different 
ways. But one of the ways it came together was the Privacy Act, people said 
there needs to be a check on government power. I think in the next five, ten or 

23. His Lory of the Privacy Act of I 974, E1>1c, http://epic.org/privacy/1974act/. 
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fifteen years, the bulk of our society needs to understand this stuff and become 
very, very assertive about putting a c heck on the government power and on the 
security industrial complex that is taking advantage of the very laissez faire 
oversight and the lax application of the rules a nd suc h. 

SIV: Thank you. Greg? 
GN: If we're doing our jobs well in the ne xt five years, we wi ll learn how 

to use privacy de bac les to turn into ne w pri vacy policy. I think that's a big 
challenge. I think there are a lot of de bacles our there, and we just haven't 
fi gured out a good way to pe rsonalize them so that the average middle class 
person says "oh my gosh, something needs to be done right away!" The o ther 
thing I think is that, if we ' re doing our jobs well , we wi ll do better in figuring 
out how to reimagine some of the principles of fair information practices to 
make them more relevant and more a li ve in the age of big data. We're going to 
be doing some of that thinking at CDT and we' II be drawing out some of the 
good thinkers in this room to help do that. 

SIV: Great. We've got about 25 minutes for questions from the audience. I 
just have two requests of the audience . One, bear with me because I have to 
come to you with the mjcrophone in my Phil Donahue style. And two, please try 
to phrase your comments in the form of a question. 

Question: Thank you . My question is, essentially, do you think it would be 
he lpful to rephrase or reimagine our way of looking at privacy to start by 
instead of what do we do with PU to instead look at what causes us to identi fy 
you positively, and I'm thinking in the case of these hypotheticals I may take a 
picture of you as you walk down the street and I may c heck to make sure you 
are not on Watson's wa1Tant list or things like that, but I don ' t ident ify you 
un less the re is a reason, i.e. , you've committed a c rime, you're being sought. Do 
you think it's helpful if we shift our thinking instead from how do we control 
what we collect to what do we do with it instead? 

MEC: I think that inevitably with this significant collection of information 
defining the use is going to be more important than collection itself, so yeah, I 
think that can be part of the discussion I don' t know if it's re imagining privacy, 
but I think it's reconsidering again the fair information practice principles as 
Greg said in this era of big data. 

GN: I think it solves some of your privacy problems, but what if, instead of a 
sort of semi-concealed CCTV camera, it was a cop with a camera. So you can 
see that there is a cop taking pictures of you as you go, you are going to curtai l 
your action, you' re going to respond to that, and it doesn' t matte r if it turn out 
that the cop isn ' t actually trying to identify you or use your information, the 
negative effect of the surve illance still happens. So it get to some of the issues, 
it doesn ' t get to all. 

Question: Fixed surveillance cameras are ubiquitous in London and in large 
parts of UK. So if you folks have any comments about how e ffective they have 
been and particularly how effective that CCTV is, and that CCTV is down on 
the corner - and then also on the first hypothetical, your reactions on w hether 
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the database used for matching was a dri ver's license database or a mugshot 
database? 

JG: Greg just volunteering for the second one. Actually I'm going to 
volunteer for the first one because I just had done some work on this. There are 
a lot of studies from the home office and from various UK bolh NGOs and 
government agencies that say it hasn' t been that effecti ve or it's been minimally 
effective or it hasn' t done what it was supposed to do. That they put them in fo r 
in certain reasons to find serious crimes, but they ended up using it to fi nd petty 
crime or they worried that crime was just pushed off into the streets where the 
cameras didn' t exist. So l th ink there is a lot of data that it at best says that the 
London CCTV experience produced mixed results, or that, at worse, it d idn' t 
work at all. I commend Jeff Rosen's book, The Naked Crowd, in which he ta lks 
about this extensively and really weJl.24 

AI: John, I would just add that l think it depends on what the purpose is. If 
the purpose if prevention, I think maybe the analysis is different than if we' re 
talking about moving right · into a response context. Because if you have the 
abi lity for instance to link you know a 9 11 call with CCTV image and drill in to 
that pretty quickly - and I have no idea whether they can do that in London or 
not - you could have some pretty strong response enhancements there. 

SIV: Greg, were you going to take the second parl? 
GN: No. But what I was going to do was say that we need to be a little more 

concerned not about just the fi xed cameras but also the ones that are going to be 
mobile and up in the sky and very effective at peering down at us from drones. 

MR: On that point, we at EPIC obtained some very interest ing documents 
from the Customs and Border Protection agency in the last week which I think 
you are going to be reading about very soon in terms of what those drones 
can do.25 

JG: I would like to point out the London experiment does serve as a great 
example of how technology manufacturers - and I'm not being ironic here - are 
very good at selling something with what seems to be an obvious claim that it's 
going to reduce crime, when the reality is that they are really not checking and 
the outcomes are not nearly so clear. So we have lots of stuff being sold to the 
U.S. government where there are claims for it that aren' t backed up by any data 
or any studies or anything. 

Question: I'm curious if there is any current d iscussion going on about 
giving the people who are producing this information control over it - if so 
much of this ocean of data is coming from my cell phone or your mobile device, 

24. JJ:1 l'Rt ·.Y Rosi:N, T111: N/\KW CRow1i (2005). 
25. EPIC released Ihese records on February 28. 2013, one day after 1he symposium. EPIC FOIA -

US Drones /111ercep1 Elec1ronic Co111111unic{l(ir111s and lden1if.r Hu111a11 Targe1s . EPIC (Feb. 28. 2013). 
http://epic.org/20 I 3/02/epic-foia- us-drones-intercep.html. For more information on 1hc contents. see 
Dcclan McCul lagh, DHS built dome.Hie surveillance /('Ch inw Predmor drones, CNET (Mar. 2, 20 13). 
hup://news.cnet.com/830 I - I 3578_3-57572207-38/dhs-bui lt-domestic-survei l lance-tech-in10-predator
drones/. 
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is there any discussion about allowing me to select what I'm sharing with 
everyone? 

GN: It's a very important question because, if you think about it for a 
moment, it's actually the core of the right of privacy that you do have some 
control over your personal information he ld by others. What most people do is 
they think that the legal right mirrors your physical capacity, so it 's like if it's 
under a lock and key then it's private. But of course it's private in that sense 
only because of a physical control. So the question that the law tries to answer 
is that, outside of the physical control, what kind of rights do we give people to 
their information when, for example, they pick up a telephone a nd call someone 
e lse, or whe n they disclose sensiti ve medical data to their doctor, or when they 
reveal financial information to a bank? All of modern privacy law is actually 
about establishing some degree of control over that information held by third 
parties. Now of course there are competing claims, Law enforcement can say 
this fe llow is a suspect; or someone can be suing the person and say we need to 
get access to the records. But I think your question is actually what is privacy -
it's about controlling your information . 

MEC: I would also note that, particularly when you are talking about the 
private sector, there are market-based solutions, there is market-based competi
tion. I think about the very highly successful recent Bing commercials - you are 
getting "scroogled" - which is explaining to people w hat Google is doing with 
your g-mai l, and giving that information to incentive users to choose not to use 
g-ma il. Indi vidua ls going with providers that are not required to retain certain 
types of data, and don't, and voting with your feet for a provider that chooses 
not to re tain it, is one market-based solution. 

JG: I would say another interesting sort of technological line from that is 
figuring out how to make your preferences persist. Your data is necessarily 
shared - somebody is going to end up having some sort of physical control over 
it, so it's hard to tether it all the way back to you at all times. But I think there 
are interesting Jines that you could pursue to try to figure out technological ways 
to allow our preferences to persist over time. One of the things that Palantir 
does, for example, with some of our work is that we incorporate DRM digital 
rights manageme nt technology into some of the documents that we use, and that 
prevents c utting a nd pasting or printing or certain things on different systems. 
So developing that from a technological perspective would be interesting in 
terms of giving individuals more control over their data, at least over time. 

Question: A lot of the focus has been on government retention of data and 
governme nt use of data, but I think maybe as the last question alluded to, there 
is also a huge concern about private companies holding on to data independent 
of what they may do in interaction with the government. It seems like consum
ers and users are at a significant disadvantage if they have to constantly update 
their preferences in data usage policies a nd their own preferences in their social 
media networks and what not. What do you think about some discussions that 
have gone on in the European U nion about having the default setting being a 
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right to be forgotten? Is th is ( I) technologically feasible; and (2) would this be 
legally problematic or could th is be some how legally imple mented? 

SIV: Who would like to start with that? 
RO: First of all , a lot of lhe serv ices that we get are based on data being 

shared and maintained by these companies, so it wou ld be very hard for a cell 
phone company - to take an obvious example - to get rid of your data. The 
same for our preferences when we are online and for the services that we use. 
John wi ll know better than I, but I'm pretty sure it's possible to do what you are 
saying, but it's highly un like ly - and the companies are very, very effective at 
lobbying against it if it even comes cJose to that. 

GN: This concept, whic h has been almost ridiculed in the United States is 
actually not at al l so unfamiliar to the legal system here which you know we 
have concepts of expungeme nt in juvenile records and other ways in which we 
protect disclosure of information. In the copyright context, there is notice and 
takedown all the time to search companies when the concern is copyright 
infringement as opposed to privacy violation. But the other thing to say on this 
point is that I think there are two ways to think about the right to be forgotten 
which may make it a little bit easier as we talk about solutions. One is in the 
physical sense, can we actually re move the data. Now that can be a hard 
proble m. It's one thing to go to Facebook and say I'm no longer a Facebook 
user, I wou ld like you to de lete my account, which I think is a reasonable 
request. But to ask Facebook to go to everyone who might have shared one of 
your wall posts or your photos to also re move that information, that 's probably 
going a little too far and I don 't think I would favor that. Now there is a second 
sense in which we think about the right to be forgotten as allowing us to create 
legal restrictions on the use of personal data which even though it may be 
access ible, we don ' t allow legal judgments to be based on. We do this all the 
time, we do this with race, we do this with gender, we do this with age, we're 
doing it under GINA - the Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act - with 
genetic information.26 We say there are certain c haracteristics about people 
upon which we don ' t think it's permissible to make a legal decis ion. So I think 
that's another way particularly in a world of enormous data that we can th ink 
about protecting certain rights even if we can't physically remove all the data. 

SIV: John? 
JG: Steven Bellovin, who is a computer science guy at Columbia I believe, 

did a paper a couple of years ago, it was presented at the Privacy Law Scholars 
Conference where they basically took I think it was 63 computer science 
graduate s tudents and they gave them a survey and said what are your prefer
ences for sharing certain types of data on Facebook. And then they gave them a 
Facebook account and set your privacy settings to reflect your preferences. 
Sixty-three of sixty-three computer science graduate students over-shared infor-

26. The Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act of 2008. Pub. L. No. 110-233, 122 Stat. 881 
(2008). 
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mation.27 None of them got it right. And these are people who work with 
computers all the time - who have Facebook accounts and really unde rstand 
this stuff. And so the interesting line that th is paper took was that you could sue 
Facebook on a product liability claim that the product was defective, and the 
Facebook people loved it. But what I th ink is interesting about this is typically, 
when you are thinking about the technology to actually support these kinds of 
preferences in what people want, the technology doesn't work that well because 
it's obviously not giving people the feedback they need to understand what they 
are sharing. Now, some people are probably making bad decisions, some people 
aren't putting enough ti me and thought into it, that's true. But again, I th ink if 
you've got sixty-three of s ixty-three compute r science students who a ren't able 
to real ly effectively use technology to manage their own expectations of what 
they are sharing, what they are doing with their data, then you've got to 

fundamentally reevaluate how you approach this if you want society a large to 

be making decisions about what they share what they don't share knowing 
where their data is so that they can demand it be deleted. And that's obviously 
really complex and that 's a really tough puzzle to crack right now. 

SIV: What if you did the same exercise with sixty-three privacy lawyers? 
JG: Well what I took from is even more interesting - what are the chances 

that 50-year-old analysts at the CIA are setting their access control preferences 
correctly? 

SIV: There is that, too. 
Question: To the previous question, there is actua lly a very distinguished 

report from a bunch of European computer scientists who said the right to be 
forgotten is not imple mentable, and that was actually funded by the European 
Commission.28 I actua lly wanted to see if it was possible to sharpen what I 
think is the distinc tion between Bob's view and everyone e lse on the pane l. I 
think Bob was saying you guys are all in the weeds, and there are some larger 
set of questions about what would actually activate a larger number of people to 
actually do something. I heard Bob saying it had actually to do with c reating 
more e nforceable rights that people could actually go and have vindicated. And 
I feel like the rest of the pane l didn ' t exactly agree with Bob but also let him off 
the hook. Maybe it 's because he's a reporter and you are all scared of him, but 
just to kind of get you going, I have to say I often find the discussion of the 
difference between the U.S. and Europe to be based on a fiction about the 
difference - that somehow Europe cares more than the U.S. does. Europe does 
care a lot about privacy, but they have no idea how to enforce the laws that they 
put into place. We seem to let them off. Privacy advocates let them off the hook 
in fact encourage them in that. I think it p lays into the problem that Bob is 

27. See Michelle Madejski, Maritza Johnson. & Steven M. Bel lovin. A Study rf Pri1m-y Selling 
Errors in an Online Social Network. in PROCLl,DINC.s 01 4TH IEEE I NTl: Ri\/\TION,\t. WoRKSHOI' ON Sl.( 'L'RITY 

AND S<JCIAL NETWORKING (2012). 
28. PETER DRUSCHEL MICHAEL BACKES. & Ro1>1t'A T11nFA. EuR. NnwoRK & IN1 o. S1:c. A<:1:NCY. T1-11 . 

RIGHT TO BE FORGOTTEN - BETWI\EN EXPECTATIONS ANU PRACTICI (2012) . 
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talking about, which is that people talk about privacy but don't actually talk 
about things that are real that are enforceable. The U.S. Federal Trade Commis
sion has three or four major consent decrees against Google, Facebook, Yahoo, 
Twitter, and others.29 They involve more than a billion users which means more 
people than are in the United States are covered by U.S. enforcement, so I'm 
just interested in whether the panel could maybe pick up that thread. 

MR: I just want to make two brief comments. For those who don't know, this 
is Danny Weitzner, former deputy chief technology officer at the White House. 
Among Danny's many accomplishments, he helped pull together the President's 
Consumer Pri vacy Bill of Rights,3° which we think is a very good articulation 
of the right to privacy and would like to see that establ ished in law so I certainly 
think the U.S. is making important effo,1s. Trust me, no one goes to Brussels for 
the weather - that's not the reason for traveling overseas, but I wil I take issue 
with your point. M aybe I'm agreeing with Bob, I'm not certain, but I think the 
problem of enforcement is a very real one. I think it 's a real problem on both 
sides of the Atlantic. Now we've just been talking about Facebook, for example, 
now my organization EPIC, actually in conjunction with other consumer and 
civil liberties groups, brought two very successful complaints to the Federal 
Trade Commission about Google Buzz3 1 

- you had signed up for an e-mail 
service called ·'Gmail'' and they decided you also wanted their social network 
service ·'Buzz" making your address widely available to all sorts of people. We 
objected to that. We said that was unfair and deceptive and similar things 
happened when Facebook changed its privacy sett ings. We said " unfair and 
deceptive." Lots of work, lots of good efforts at the FTC, and they announced 
great comprehensive privacy settlements. But then almost immediately il be
came apparent that the FTC would not enforce these settlements. The FTC 
would not enforce the settlements when for example Google consolidated its 
privacy policy across 60 services last year,32 and it would not enforce the 
settlements against Facebook when it put out "timelines" resurrecting all your 
old posts, particularly the ones you really regretted, and now making them 
readily accessible. We sued the FTC to get them to enforce those consent 
orders. We thought they were good consent orders and we're not arguing about 
that. The judge basically said, '·well, you have a very good point, seems like a 
real problem, I just don 't have the authority to tell an independent agency to 

29. For more information on FfC enforcement or privacy pol icies. see E1forci11g P,fracy Promise.,. 
F1 .1>. TRADL CoMM'N, hllp://www.ftc.gov/news-events/media-re ources/protccting-consumer-privacy/ 
enforci ng-pri vac y-prom ises. 

30. W111TE HOUSE. CoNSUMl:R DATA PRIVACY IN A NETWORKrn WoRJ I ): A FRAMI.WOl{K l·OR PROTU .. TINC, 
PRIVACY /\ND PROMOTING INNOVATION IN THI! G1 Oll/\1. Dlt;JTJ\I. ECONOMY (20 I 2). 

3 I . See /11 re Google Buz.z. E1'1c. hllp://cpic.org/privacy/ftc/googlebua/. 
32. Mark Hach man. Google 0Ferhauls. Co11solidmes Privacy Policies. PC MA<i. (Jan. 24. 2012). 

hup://www.pcmag.com/article2/0.28 I 7 .2399308.00.asp. 
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e nforce its orders."33 So that is where th ing were left. But what's the point here? 
Enforce me nt has always been key. Bob is right about that. Enforcement is key 
but I don't think it's the s ituation whe re the EU just talks a good game. I think 
they actually do bring some judgments and I think we have a problem still in 
the U.S. 

RO: I would jus t like to point out that you articulated fa irly well where I'm 
coming from, but there isn ' t as much of a dichotomy. What I believe is I'm 
thankful that the re are so many smart, inte nt people, lawyers, and technologists 
w ho are pars ing these thi ngs and going at it. I just don't think it's anywhere 
near sufficient because fundamentally in my research in a ll this, there may be 
two or three out of a hundred people that really grasp what the data revolution is 
about and the enormity of it and the implications over the next 30 or 40 years. I 
don't think that a ll the good work lhat it be ing done in the legal de bates, policy 
debates, is going to get the right kind of traction if you don ' t have that welling 
that is bo th e motional and determined by the middle class America - saying 
enough of the smoke making my kids sick, enough of the rivers that are burning 
like happened with the environme ntal movement. Until you have that, all this 
work is going to seem a little academic because the problem is only getting 
bigger and bigger and bigger by the day. So it 's not as oppositional as you 
articulated. 

SIV: Mary El Je n? 
MEC: Taking that theme, Bob has talked a lot about the comparisons and 

non-comparisons to the environmental movement, Ryan Calo, who is now at the 
Univers ity of Washington, has this great metaphor along those same lines: 
around the same time when people were starting to get e nergized in the middle 
class, one of the things was about hunting of whales . In the 60s and 70s, 
across America, folks said who cares, who cares? And then there were some 
researchers who actually taped the w hales s inging, and you could hear the 
whales s inging a song - it was actually popular, and played on radio stations, 
and it had a fundamental element that people could connect to. Then, all of a 
sudden, people started to say ' 'you can' t kill the whales," because they heard a 
human eleme nt or quasi-human ele me nt in there. And so I think part of the 
challenge for privacy advocates is, what is our whale song? We're getting 
drowned in data, the data revolution is taking place, but how do we articulate it 
such that you energize the middle class America? That's I thjnk the question at 
hand. 

SIV: So Star Trek JV was really a parable for the privacy information age? 
Question: I actually had a re lated question to Ma ry Ellen's remarks ju t now. 

I think pa11 of the ba1Tiers in the law that we are facing ste m from this notion 
that once you 've shared your information with someone, maybe your ISP or 

33. See Elec. In fo. Privacy Cent. v. Fed. Trade Comm' n, 844 F. Supp. 2d 98, 106 (D.D.C. 2012) 
(holding that " the FTC's decision whether to enforce the Consent Order is commilled to agency 
discretion and is nol subject to j udicia l review"). 
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your cell phone carrier or someone else, that all bets are off for Fourth Amend
ment purposes. And the notion often comes up frankly with legislative battles, 
because what you share, well, law enforcement should be able to get it from 
those other sources and shouldn't have to get a warrant. And I'm wondering if 
any of you have thoughts on the best way to overcome that, whether it still is 
the coL111s because we at least had in Justice Sotomayor's concurrence in Jones 
a hint that the CoUJ1 needs to reconsider the third-party doctrine?34 And whether 
there is an avenue there or it just needs to be advocacy and done that through 
legis lation of how we might overcome that notion that sharing with one person 
means that all bets are off on privacy? 

MR: One of the themes of my class is that there is always a dialogue between 
the courts and the Congress about the scope of the right to privacy. And just 
because the Supreme Court says for example there is not a reasonable expecta
tion of privacy as it did with telephone numbers in Smith v. Maryland35 doesn't 
mean that Congress can't come along later and say in the Electronic Communi
cations Privacy Act, ·'yes, there is," and maybe it's not the same as the content 
of the communication but we can still establish procedures if the government 
wants access to the telephone numbers that a person dials.36 And you see this 
throughout the history of the right to privacy. I mean literally the tort of privacy 
was adopted by the Georgia Supreme Court but rejected by the New York Com1 
of Appeals,37 though the New York Assembly the next year by statute created a 
right to privacy that is with us 100 years later.38 So I think your question is a 
good one, Sharon, but I think the trap here is to assume that because a cou11 
says in a particular context that it doesn't recognize a constitutional right to 
privacy, that that somehow ends the discussion. It has almost never ended the 
discussion in terms of the development of privacy law. There have always been 
other places to look including, by the way, state com1s. You have lots and lots of 
cases. This is what Maryland v. King is about. The Maryland Cou11 of Appeals 
said "no, you may not collect a DNA sample without a wa1Tant," and so the 
Maryland Attorney General comes to the U.S. Supreme Court and says "well , I 
think my state supreme court has misinterpreted the federal Fourth Amend
ment."39 We' 11 see what the outcome is, but I think the answer to your point, 
which a lot of people certainly make in the privacy community, is to never 
assume that there is an end point in the discussion about the right to privacy. If 
you don't like the answer at the first legal body go to a different one. 

34. See United States v Jones, 132 S. Ct. 945. 957 (2012) (Sotomayor, J., concurring) (''More 
fundamentally. it may be necessary to reconsider the premise that an individual has no reasonable 
expectation of privacy in information voluntari ly disclosed to third parties.). 

35. 442 U.S. 735 ( 1979). 
36. 18 U.S.C. ~ 3 121 ("General prohibition on pen register and trap and trace device use"). 
37. Roberson v. Rochester Folding Box Co., 64 N.E. 442 (N.Y. 1902). 
38. N.Y. Civ. Rights Law~ 50 (McKinney). 
39. 133 S.Ct. at 1965-1966. 
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EC: Or if you don't like the answer at the first Jeg islative body go to a 
diffe re nt one, because you have a lot of stuff be ing driven out of Cali fornia. If 
you are talking about pri vate sector actors and they want to act in California, 
they are going to be subject to California laws. So in data breach, and in a lot of 

these areas, you might have 49 different data breach laws. But if a compa ny is 
acting in - and subject to the jurisd iction of any one of - those 49 states, they 
real ly have to act the highest standards so don ' t necessarily go to Congress but 

go to Cal ifornia. 
GN: I think it would be interesting too to conside r when you expose e ithe r 

data openly or third party data , distinguishing between what you know you are 
sharing and what you might not be aware you are sha ring. I touched on this 
earlie r, with regard to the Ky/Lo decis ion - flawed as it may be. If I expect that 
I've exposed certain data to my telephone company - who I call - it' possible 
to analyze a pe rson's social graph the connections between who they call who 

they connect with and make determinat ions with no persona l information or 
tele phone information about sexual o rientation, marital status, a ll that stuff, I 
may not have realized I was going to expose that, so maybe that should be 
protected or that type of analysis it should require more process or some kind of 
information to do that. I don ' t think the re is a pe rmanent solution and I think as 
soon as everybody gets home data mining kits, under Kylio, it really wouldn 't 
apply anymore. But it might be a stop-gap solution - are we conscious of what 

we are sharing, and if not, should the law be more protective of things that we 
are not conscious that we are sharing? 

SIV: We' re going to take one more question from Paul Rosenzweig, and then 
B i II is going to send us home. Paul ? 

Question: I' II make it brief. My question was very muc h made concrete by 
the very last set of comments, which was a uggestion that the re should be 
jurisd ictional informed shopping - and you suggested explicitly that that would 
raise the bar. My suggestion to the pane l that I would like to comment on is that 
you've actually got it exactly wrong, that privacy wars wi ll eventually tre nd 

towards the least common denominator as people drive off shore. The more 
important part of that is that cyberspace is gJobalized , and basically borderless 
and international in nature. Even if great privacy laws in the U.S. and E U 
eventually come together, what happens in C hina, what happens in India, what 
happens in Africa matters greatly to those people. American data gets off-shored 
there and outside of our jurisdictional control. So it struc k me that you were 

reposing too muc h confidence in America's syste ms when maybe - I can' t 
believe I'm saying this because I'm a Republican - we need an internationa l 
answer. 

SIV: I suspect that the panel will leave that opus out the re, so please join me 
in thanking our pane l for this lively and ente rtaining conve rsation. 
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APPEN DI X 1 

Case Study CCTV vvirh Facial Recognition and Terahertz Detection 

A facial recognition system is used to link a photographic image containing one 
or more facial features to a database such that the actual identi ty of the 
individual may be determined. Facial recognition systems may use a variety of 
biometric identifiers, including face topology. New techniques incorporate 3-D 
modeling, which may improve accuracy. Facial recognition systems typically 
require a database of identified images and techniques that enable the sort ing 
and matching of many images in a few seconds. 

Terahertz technology makes possible the identificat ion of chemical composi
tion at a distance. ln some applications, Terahertz may be used to detect the 
presence of contraband, such as explosives, narcotics, and concealed weapons. 

The Department of Homeland Security is considering the deployment of 
Second Generation Municipal Security Networks ("SGMSN") system that incor
porate CCTV, facial recognition, and terahertz screening. 

A t present, the Department of Homeland Security provides grants to local 
and state government for domestic security. These projects include the deploy
ment of CCTV systems that enable the real-time surveillance of public areas. A t 
present, the DHS has not determined whether to provide funding for systems 
that include facial recognition technology. 

• What Fou11h Amendment issues arise from the deployment of the 
SGMSN system? 

• What Pri vacy Act issues arise from the deployment of the SGMSN 
system? 

• M ay the government mandate the installation of these SGMSN systems 
on private property? 

• Should the data be merged with other record systems? 
• Should the system be used for policing functions? 
• Should the system "alert" to behavior that is objecti vely suspicious, e.g. 

breaking a car window? 
• Should the system "alert" to factors that are objectively suspicious, e.g. 

an outstanding waITant? 
• If alerts are integrated, should the algorithm be made publ ic? 
• Should records of alerts be maintained? 
• Should the system be deployed during political events in Washington, 

DC? 

A fter you have answered these questions and developed best practices, the 
Secretary has asked you to consider one funher question: 

• Should the DHS provide funding for these systems? 
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APPENDIX II 

Case Study Multinational Advanced Travel Data Exchange (ATEX) 

Passenger Name Records (PNR) are created by air carriers to record and 
manage travel reservations. Air carriers also collect data from the biographic 
page of a traveJ document, known as Ad vanced Passenger Information (API), at 
check-in. Border securi ty authorities in the United States and abroad collect 
PNR and API data from ai r carriers, combine it with other government data sets 
and use the resulting ri sk assessment to prioritize border inspection resources on 
travelers perceived to be of a higher risk. The use of PNR has been controver
sia l for privacy reasons - e .g., the transfer of bulk commercial airline data on 
mostly innocent purposes to government databases for risk assessment pur
poses, as wel I as concerns over the accuracy of the underlying data. That said, 
the Department of Homeland Securi ty (OHS) maintains PNR-based risk assess
ment is an effective tool against terrorism and organized crime - to wit, a ll 
international travelers are already subj ect to inspection anyway, and automated 
risk assessment enables resources to be focused on higher-risk travel. Other 
jurisdictions have followed suit the European Union has fi nalized a PNR 
Directive of its own (subject to ratification by the European Parliament), and 
numerous other countries are establishing PNR and APT-based risk assessment 
systems. 

National authori ties to collect API and PN R are, however, generally lim ited 
to travel that touches the nation in question. T he dynamic nature of international 
travel means that malicious actors often travel through multip le countries - with 
stops along the way - before departing for the target destination . Hence a 
complete picture of an individual's travel is possible only th rough pooling PNR 
itineraries together across national jurisdictions . 

Accordingly, in this fictional case study, OHS, DOJ and several like-minded 
in terior ministries abroad are considering a proposal that a multinational Ad
vanced Travel Data Information Exchange (ATEX) be established to share 
PNR and API information, consistent with each data contributor's privacy 
polic ies. S uch an approach is a lso said to offer cost advantages for both air 
carriers and pa11ic ipating nations by enabling centralized connectivity between 
air carrie rs and participating governments through a central pipe, rather than 
multiple repeat connections, as well by standardizing the parsing and formatting 
of the data. 

• PNR and API data would be collected in a centralized rnultLnational 
data warehouse, subject to appropriate IT security protections. Data sets 
would technically be owned by the country with authority to collect that 
data . 

• The data warehouse would offer centraJized identity resolution capabili
ties - i.e., the abili ty to corre late multiple PNR records to a single trip, 
as well as to corTe late API and PNR records for the same traveler. 
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• Data re lated to international travel for a participating country would be 
pushed to that country for comparison against national watchlists and 
rule sets, as well as pre-departure authorization if the appropriate service 
levels can be established. 

• Participating countries could also permit third countries certain leve ls of 
access to their data, e.g. -

o Full access 
o Access ro non-PTI data. 
o A more limited ability Lo run federated queries - either historical or persistent -

against its data. Hi ts cou ld ei ther be forwarded automatically or require manual 
approval before they are shared. 

• Third country access would be country and role-specific - to wit, dif
fering levels of access could be enabled for different countries and dif
ferent authorities within those countries. 

• Participating countries· can also participate on a "query only" basis -
e.g., not contributing data, but submitting queries against data in the 
re pository. Query responses would be handled according to the data 
owner's privacy and information sharing policy. 

• A collaboration space would be established where countries can share 
anonymized demographic and routing data related to known trave l
related seizures and arrests for the purpose of building knowledge
engineered pattern-based risk rules. 

Questions for discussion: 

• What Privacy Act issues arise from the deployment of ATEX, to the 
extent the U.S. Government were to pa1ticipate? 

• What key privacy protections might be drafted into the c harter of the 
data exchange? 

• To what extent does a federated architecture add privacy-related complexi
ties to redress? 

• How can technology and system design be leveraged to mitigate privacy
related risks? 

• What are the privacy-related implications of choices concerning where 
the data exchange might be housed? 

• How does the analys is change if data ownership falls to the data ex
change rather than participating countries? 
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